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Introduction

This work grew out of an attempt to better understand some of the concepts
behind the thesis ‘Monoidal equivalence of compact quantum groups’ by A.
De Rijdt. Motivated by remarks of A. Van Daele, I wanted to see if some of
the ideas and constructions treated there could be put into the framework
of algebraic quantum groups. This resulted in the paper [19]. Once this was
achieved, it was natural to extend our results to the level of locally compact
quantum groups, which became the paper [18]. The two parts of this thesis
can be seen as extended versions of these papers, provided with some more
motivation and introductory material.

I will now explain the main concepts involved in this thesis.

Quantum groups and Hopf algebras

The term ‘quantum group’ covers a broad range of many particular in-
stances, each with their own distinct flavor. As examples, we mention
Hopf algebras, quasi-Hopf algebras, quasi-triangular Hopf algebras, mul-
tiplier Hopf algebras, algebraic quantum groups, compact quantum groups,
locally compact quantum groups, ... The most widely known among these
would be the Hopf algebras, whose formal definition dates from the fifties.
Hopf’s name has been attached to these objects since cruder forms of their
structure appeared first, implicitly, in his paper [47], where the cohomology
groups of H-spaces (topological spaces with a multiplication map) are stud-
ied. We refer to [2] for a recent historical survey of the emergence of the
concept of a Hopf algebra. We further mention the books [81] and [1], which
treat the basic theory of Hopf algebras.

Geometrically, Hopf algebras are to be seen as function spaces on ‘quantum
affine group schemes’: they are unital, not necessarily commutative alge-
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2 Introduction

bras (over a field, or more generally, over a commutative ring), which in
addition carry structures called ‘comultiplication’, ‘counit’ and ‘antipode’.
These respectively play the rôle of ‘group multiplication’, ‘unit in the group’
and ‘taking the inverse of an element’. Although these classical analogies are
very helpful for intuition, one should not expect the passage to be without
surprises: for example, the operation of inversion will not be involutive for
a general Hopf algebra!

In the eighties, the Leningrad school developed an important class of ex-
amples of quantum groups, which came forth naturally from their study
of quantum integrable systems. This class contained for example the q-
deformations of (the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of) semi-simple
Lie groups, the q being some complex number or formal parameter which
deforms the classical structure. At around the same time, S.L. Woronow-
icz introduced the notion of a compact quantum group ([103], [104]), which
was a non-commutative topological object (C�-algebra) containing a dense
Hopf algebra (with some further structure). This theory turned out to have
much in common with the beautiful classical theory of compact groups: one
is able to construct from the bare bones axiom system an analogue of the
Haar measure, one can generalize the Peter-Weyl representation theory,...
But there are also some new phenomena which appear. For example, be-
cause the antipode of the quantum group does not have to be involutive,
it is in some cases possible to assign canonically to a representation of the
quantum group a positive non-integer number, called quantum dimension,
which still has all the expected properties of a dimension function.

In [69], M. Rosso showed how the abstract theory of compact quantum
groups could be reconciled with the examples of the Leningrad school. Then
S. Wang, in [102], discovered examples of compact quantum groups (called
free compact quantum groups), which were of a different type than the q-
deformations, and which turned out to have deep connections with the the-
ory of free probability, as developed by Voiculescu. It were precisely these
free quantum groups which were the subject of [26]: there it was shown
that, at least for a certain class of the free quantum groups, there is still
a connection with the q-deformed Lie groups: one could find a monoidal
equivalence between a compact quantum group of this class and a particu-
lar q-deformed Lie group. We give some intuition concerning this notion of
monoidal equivalence in the following paragraphs.
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Monoidal equivalence

Given a compact group, one can consider its category of finite dimensional
unitary representations. This is a highly structured category: each endo-
morphism space is a finite dimensional matrix algebra, one can multiply
representations (in a functorial way) by taking a tensor product (i.e., one
has a monoidal structure), one can ‘invert’ a representation by taking its
contragredient, and one can let representations trade places in a tensor prod-
uct representation by a canonical symmetry. A very beautiful, deep and
powerful theorem of Doplicher and Roberts ([28]) has as a corollary, that
if one would be given such a category with all the mentioned structure,
one can reconstruct the compact group (see also the corresponding theorem
by Deligne concerning algebraic groups and more general finite-dimensional
representations, [24]).

When considering Hopf algebras or compact quantum groups, the repre-
sentation category (of the ‘underlying quantum group’) still has a lot of
structure: only the symmetry is missing, because of the non-commutativity
of the ‘function algebra’. Saying that two Hopf algebras or compact quan-
tum groups are monoidally equivalent ([71], resp. [10]), is then precisely
this notion of ‘having the ‘same’ (C�-)category with the ‘same’ monoidal
structure’ (we will give more rigorous definitions of ‘sameness’ in the first
chapter, but only in the non-�-setting). This provides then a very natu-
ral and strictly weaker notion of ‘equality’ between quantum groups. In
particular, the monoidal category alone is not sufficient to reconstruct the
quantum group. (In fact, the same is already true for finite groups: two
non-isomorphic finite groups can have the same monoidal category (in the
absence of a �-structure, see [35], in the presence of a �-structure, see [48]),
but then necessarily the corresponding symmetry transformation is differ-
ent.)

Galois objects

There is another, more concrete way to capture the notion of ‘being monoi-
dally equivalent’, which we will now discuss. Given two monoidally equiva-
lent Hopf algebras (or compact quantum groups), one has, by definition, a
monoidal equivalence between their categories of representations, but such
an equivalence need not be unique. It turns out that each equivalence itself
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has considerable structure: it is implemented by an algebra which carries
commuting actions by both quantum groups. The algebra and the actions
will satisfy some specific properties, which can be abstractly characterized.
One finds then that the datum of one of the quantum groups becomes (al-
most) superfluous: one can reconstruct it, together with its action, simply
given the algebra and the other quantum group (with its action). This pro-
vides one with a way of actually constructing new concrete quantum groups
from old ones, by finding such particular algebras.

As said, the action of the quantum group on such an algebra has to be of a
special type. It will be a particular instance of a Galois action of a quantum
group on a quantum space. These Galois actions have very nice geometrical
descriptions: for example, if one translates the defining conditions to the
setting of locally compact groups and spaces, one ends up with the notion
of a free and Cartan action1. A prime example of such an action is the one
on a principal fiber bundle by its structure group. But even in the purely
algebraic realm, these Galois actions naturally appear: if one considers a
finite Galois extension of fields, then the action of the automorphism group
of the extension on the big field will indeed be Galois in this sense. So this
notion crops up in different places of mathematics, and in fact, many gener-
alizations of this concept have already been considered (for an example and
some discussion concerning these generalizations, see [40]).

The peculiarity of the Galois actions which provide monoidal equivalences
between Hopf algebras, is that they are also transitive (or ergodic, depending
on the context). If one would translate this condition again to the classical,
geometrical setting, one would end up with something which, at first sight,
appears to be quite trivial: for if a group acts free and transitively on a
space, then this space must necessarily be set-isomorphic to the group, the
action then being given by (say) right translation. The important point to
make however is that the isomorphism is not a canonical one! For example,
there is a conceptual difference between the plane, considered as an affine
space, and the abelian group R2, which however acts on it in a free and
transitive way: in the plane, there is no distinguished origin. This is why,
even in the classical case of groups, spaces carrying a free and transitive

1For this terminology, see [64]. Briefly, ‘free and Cartan’ means that the group G acts
continuously on the space X, in such a way that X �G is homeomorphic (via the natural
map) to the equivalence relation induced on the space X, seen as a subset of X � X
with the trace topology. If moreover this equivalence relation is closed in X � X (or,
equivalently, if the orbit space X{G is Hausdorff), one calls the action ‘free and proper’.
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action have procured a special name for themselves, namely ‘torsors’. In
the quantum context, this difference becomes more than merely conceptual,
since ‘quantum torsors’ (i.e. the objects underlying a Galois object) can have
a different ‘function algebra’ than the quantum group itself.

The non-compact case

So far, we have only considered compact quantum spaces, which in alge-
bra terms means that all algebras concerned are unital. The main purpose
of this thesis is to extend the theory of (ergodic) Galois coactions to the
non-compact setting. We do this both in the purely algebraic setting, gen-
eralizing ‘well-behaving’ Hopf algebras to algebraic quantum groups, and in
the analytic setting, generalizing compact quantum groups to locally com-
pact quantum groups. We give some information about these structures.

Algebraic quantum groups were defined and studied by A. Van Daele in [93],
building upon the work done in [92]. In the latter article, a genuine gen-
eralization of Hopf algebras was introduced, the so-called ‘multiplier Hopf
algebras’. The main observation was that for a lot of the Hopf algebra the-
ory, one does not really need a unital underlying algebra. Algebraic quan-
tum groups are then a particular class of nicely behaving multiplier Hopf
algebras, namely those which have a non-trivial left-invariant functional (an
analogue of the Haar measure on a locally compact group). Their structure
is quite elaborate, one of the main features being that one has a duality
theory: from an algebraic quantum group, one can construct its dual, and
then the dual of this new object is canonically isomorphic to the original
object (Pontryagin duality).

On the other hand, locally compact quantum groups, as defined by J. Kuster-
mans and S. Vaes in [56], are purely analytic objects, living in the world
of C�-algebras (‘non-commutative topology’) and von Neumann algebras
(‘non-commutative measure theory’). They are a proper quantized version
of locally compact groups, as the locally compact quantum groups with com-
mutative ‘function algebra’ are in one-to-one correspondence with locally
compact groups. The theory is considered to be more or less an end-point
of a long search for the right notion of a ‘locally compact quantum group’.
Predecessing structures which should be mentioned, and which are still in-
teresting in their own right, are the Kac algebras (or ‘ring groups’ as they
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were originally called, see [50]), which are locally compact quantum groups
of a special type, and the multiplicative unitaries ([4], or, with extra regular-
ity conditions, [105]), which are more general than locally compact quantum
groups.

It turns out that Galois objects, either for algebraic or locally compact quan-
tum groups, inherit a lot of structure of the acting quantum group. A big
part of this thesis is devoted to proving that also the reconstruction theo-
rem, mentioned already in the context of Hopf algebras, continues to hold
in these technically more challenging situations. For these reasons, one can
consider (bi-)Galois objects as a kind of ‘hybrid quantum groups’.

We want to end this introduction by making a remark concerning an ap-
plication of ergodic Galois actions in the analytic setting, of which we do
not know if it has hitherto been considered explicitly (in the most general
situation) in the purely algebraic framework, namely the introduction of
projective representations for quantum groups.

Recall that a projective unitary representation of (say) a discrete abelian
group G is an embedding of the group into the algebra of unitary operators
on a (separable) Hilbert space H , which preserves the multiplication up
to a certain scalar, which will then give one a function Ω : G � G Ñ S1,
where S1 is the circle, seen as complex numbers of modulus 1. Such a func-
tion Ω is called a (S1-valued) 2-cocycle. We note that associated to any
such 2-cocycle, there is an action of the compact dual pG of G on a certain
cocycle-twisted convolution algebra LΩpGq of G, making LΩpGq into a Ga-
lois object for pG.

Another, more intrinsic definition of a projective representation, is that it is
a representation of the group into the group of �-automorphisms of BpH q,
the �-algebra of all bounded operators on H . It turns out that with the
latter definition of ‘projective representation’, the construction mentioned
in the previous paragraph, which associates to a projective representation a
certain Galois object for the dual, still works in the quantum setting. How-
ever, there will in general be no associated 2-cocycle: while this notion still
makes sense, it will now only appear in special cases.
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Outline of the thesis

The concrete structure of this thesis is as follows.

The first part concerns algebraic aspects, and we have attempted to make
it completely self-contained (maybe up to some minor remarks).

The first chapter begins with a quick review of the theory of Morita equi-
valence for unital algebras over a field. We present three alternative ap-
proaches, namely a categorical one, a concrete, symmetric one (by means
of linking algebras), and a concrete, asymmetric one (by means of ‘Morita
modules’), and we show how one can switch between these notions. In
the next section, we then put further structure on our algebras, replacing
them by Hopf algebras, and on our Morita equivalences, replacing them
by comonoidal Morita equivalences. One can again give differently flavored
definitions of the latter concept (using the notions of a linking weak Hopf
algebra and a Galois coobject), and we prove in detail the equivalence be-
tween these. In the third section, we then introduce the dual notion of a
monoidal co-Morita equivalence between Hopf algebras. Here we are rather
brief, since this theory has been developed in detail in a series of papers by
Schauenburg (see the third section of [76] for an overview). A fourth section
discusses some particular cases and examples.

The second chapter is also an introductory one. It begins with some com-
ments on and comparisons between the regularity conditions which can be
imposed on a non-unital algebra, and proceeds to explain the notion of
Morita equivalence for two different kinds of non-unital algebras. We then
introduce the notion of a multiplier Hopf algebra and of an algebraic quan-
tum group, and state (mostly without proof) the main results of [92] and
[93]. We also briefly state (with proof) a result which was obtained together
with A. Van Daele in [21], concerning the further structure of an algebraic
quantum group possessing a well-behaving �-structure. This allows for a sig-
nificant simplification of some results of [53] and [55]. We end with recalling
from [97] the definition of a Galois coaction for an algebraic quantum group.

The third chapter coincides more or less with the first section of our paper
[19]. We examine here the further structure of Galois coactions for which
the space of coinvariants coincides with the ground field (which are then
called Galois objects). This turns out to be as rich as the structure of an
algebraic quantum group: one has a notion of an antipode (squared), of
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invariant integrals, of modular automorphisms for them, and of a modular
element linking them. Moreover, one then has commutation relations which
are similar to those of algebraic quantum groups. We also comment on some
special cases, namely the situation of algebraic quantum groups of discrete
or compact type, and of algebraic quantum groups with a well-behaving �-
structure.

In the fourth chapter, we follow the second section of [19]. We define here
the notion of a linking algebraic quantum groupoid, and show that it is (es-
sentially) dual to the notion of a Galois object by some concrete ‘Pontryagin
duality’ functor. In particular, we can show then that the main result of [71]
holds in our setting: Galois objects are (essentially) the same as bi-Galois
objects, i.e., we can canonically construct from a Galois object a (possibly
different) algebraic quantum group, coacting on the same algebra, in such
a way that it also becomes a Galois object for this new algebraic quantum
group. We then consider again the situation where there is a �-structure
present, and show that in this case the new algebraic quantum group also
has a well-behaving �-structure. We end this chapter by considering a spe-
cific example.

The second part of our thesis concerns the analytic aspects of the theory of
Galois coactions and objects, and mainly uses the language of von Neumann
algebras. This part will undoubtedly be harder to follow for non-specialists,
since it is more technical, and is based upon a vaster body of results from
the literature.

In the fifth chapter, we recall some notions concerning von Neumann algebras
and the associated non-commutative integration theory. We also comment
on Morita theory for von Neumann algebras, and on Connes’ result concern-
ing the transportation of weights along a Morita equivalence. Most results
are taken from the first chapters of [84]. The seventh section, concerning the
basic construction of Jones for arbitrary operator valued weights, contains
results which are probably known to specialists, but for which we have found
no convenient reference in the literature.

In the sixth chapter, we introduce the notion of von Neumann and C�-
algebraic quantum groups ([56] and [57]), the associated theory of coactions
([85]), and the notion of quantum subgroups. The fourth section contains
some new results, and has to do with another viewpoint concerning some
aspects of the theory of integrable coactions, as treated in [85]. This section
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will be important for the later chapters.

The seventh chapter is a reworking of part of our paper [20]. We begin with
defining Galois coactions and Galois objects, and then proceed to develop
the structure theory of the latter. These results are used in the third section
to ‘transport left invariant weights along monoidal correspondences’. This
allows us to reflect a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, along a Galois
object, to a new von Neumann algebraic quantum group. As in the purely
algebraic case, we then further compare the different implementations of
(co-)monoidal (co-)Morita equivalences (via bi-Galois objects or monoidal
linking algebras), and explicitly make the connection with the theory of
measured quantum groupoids ([59]). We end this chapter by considering
the associated C�-algebraic structure.

The eighth chapter deals with the interplay between Galois coactions and
quantum subgroups. First of all, we show that the property of being Galois
is preserved under restriction to a quantum subgroup (a process which keeps
the space which is acted upon the same). Next, we show that the same is
true, in the special case of Galois objects, for the process of reduction (which
also ‘reduces’ the space acted upon). Then, we show that one can induce
arbitrary coactions along a bi-Galois object, thus creating a coaction for
the reflected quantum group. We prove that under this induction process,
the property of being Galois is preserved. Finally, we show that one can
also induce a Galois object for some closed quantum subgroup to a Galois
object for the bigger quantum group, and that the reflected quantum group
along the original Galois object is then a closed quantum subgroup of the
reflection of the bigger quantum group along the induced Galois object.

The ninth and tenth chapter contain some more specialized results.

In the ninth chapter, we consider the special case of cleft Galois objects,
which are Galois objects constructed from a unitary 2-cocycle for the dual
quantum group. In this case, the von Neumann algebra underlying the dual
of the reflection along the Galois object coincides with the dual von Neu-
mann algebra of the original quantum group. This allows us to compare
the further structure of these duals in a more concrete way. We show for
example that the scaling groups of these quantum groups are automatically
cocycle equivalent (and in particular, induce the same one-parameter group
in the outer automorphism group of the von Neumann algebra). We also
give an easy criterion for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group to have
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only cleft Galois objects. In a second section, we then treat in the analytic
context a result by Schauenburg ([71]), which elucidates in particular the
nature of Galois objects for tensor products and Drinfel’d doubles.

The tenth chapter develops the notion of projective representations and
corepresentations for quantum groups, which are closely related to Galois
objects: just as, for ordinary groups, any projective representation comes
together with an associated unitary 2-cocycle, so every projective corepre-
sentation of a quantum group comes together with a Galois object. We
generalize (both to the quantum and projective situation) a theorem due
to Rieffel, which shows the equivalence between the square integrability of
a unitary group representation (on a Hilbert space H ) and the integra-
bility of its associated action on BpH q. We then give a specific example
of an infinite-dimensional projective corepresentation of a compact quan-
tum group, and show that if one reflects the compact quantum group along
the Galois object associated to such a projective corepresentation, one will
obtain a von Neumann algebraic quantum group which is no longer compact.

The eleventh chapter develops to some extent the C�-algebraic theory associ-
ated to measured quantum groupoids ([59] and [30]) with a finite-dimensional
basis. It is included mainly to be able to give a unified account of the C�-
algebraic structure pertaining to both linking and co-linking von Neumann
algebraic quantum groupoids (as treated in the sixth section of the seventh
chapter). Most of the results are obtained by adapting the corresponding
proofs of the papers [54] and [105].

Concerning originality

Not all the results in this thesis are to be considered original, and not all
new results use ‘new techniques’. We therefore want to separate the wheat
from the chaff here.

We first state what we believe to be the major two (surprising) results of
this thesis: Theorem 7.3.7 (and its corollary 9.1.4), which states that a (gen-
eralized) cocycle twist of a locally compact quantum group is again a locally
compact quantum group, without imposing any further conditions, and the
example in section 10.3, which twists a compact quantum group into a non-
compact quantum group.
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The main new technical machinery developed to establish the mentioned
theorem is collected in the Chapters 5 and 6, sections 5.7 and 6.4, and
Chapter 7, sections 7.2 and 7.3. The material necessary to construct the
mentioned example, and to establish its properties, is developed in the first
part of chapter 9 and chapter 10.

The contents of the chapter 3 and 4, whilst having been important for me
to be able to develop the analytic theory, bear too much resemblance to the
theory developed in [92] and [93] to be considered really original. One of the
more surprising results, concerning the existence of an ‘antipode squared’
on a Galois object, was originally thought to be a novel result, unknown
in the Hopf algebraic theory, but I was later pointed by J. Bichon to the
papers [43] and [44] by C. Grunspan and the paper [75] by Schauenburg,
where one precisely considers such a notion (without actually calling it an
antipode squared). Nevertheless, our definition of this map is made in a
different way, which is easier to transport to the analytic setting.

The second and third section of the first chapter are also not to be consid-
ered (and are not intended to be) truly original: the second section owes
much to the papers [65] (which however works almost entirely in the cate-
gorical setting) and [82], whilst the results in the third section are a blend
of [71] and [8]. However, we hope at least to have brought some aspects of
the theory in a novel way. For example, we are unaware of a concrete con-
nection being made in the literature between the theory of Galois coobjects
and the theory of weak Hopf algebras. Also the connection between Galois
objects and weak Hopf algebras is only partially present in [8] (although the
definition of Hopf-Galois system in that paper essentially coincides with our
notion of a co-linking weak Hopf algebra).

Finally, the closing chapter 11 contains generalizations of the results of [54]
and [105]. Most of its proofs however can more or less be copied from these
papers, with minor modifications here and there.

We also want to comment on the originality of the concepts used. There are
two notions which we think deserve attention.

First of all, we have prominently used the notion of a linking structure wher-
ever possible. This seems not to be used much in the pure algebra setting
(where one likes to work more with the equivalent notion of a Morita con-
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text), but it is a familiar concept to operator algebraists (see e.g. [67] and
[39]) and groupoid theorists (see e.g. [17]). The benefit of using a linking
structure is that it has a similar structure as the objects which it links,
so that one obtains a more unified picture than when considering the con-
stituents of a linking structure separately. For example, our definition of
a co-linking weak Hopf algebra coincides with the (piecewise) definition of
a Hopf-Galois system of [10], but while the latter definition seems rather
complicated at first sight, our definition seems more natural, since it simply
concerns weak Hopf algebras with a distinguished projection.

Another notion which we believe to be new and of importance, is that of a
projective (co-)representation for a quantum group. Indeed: this could even
be seen as the real motivation for considering Galois objects in an analytic
setting, for there is a one-to-one correspondence between (outer equivalence
classes of) coactions of a locally compact quantum groupM on type I-factors
(i.e. von Neumann algebras of the form BpH q for some Hilbert space H ),
and (isomorphism classes of) Galois objects for its dual xM (see Theorem
10.1.3).

Notations

This is a list of the notations which we will frequently use throughout the
thesis.

When S is a set, we denote by ιS the identity map on the set S. More gen-
erally, when C is a category, we denote the identity morphism of an object
S by ιS . The symbol � denotes the composition of maps (or morphisms),
but we mostly suppress it. If f is a map (or more generally a morphism),
we denote its domain by Dpfq.

Throughout the first part of this thesis, k will denote an arbitrary field,
except at those places where it is specifically stated that we take k � C. By
Mnpkq, we denote the algebra of n-by-n-matrices over k. If V,W are vector
spaces over k, we denote by V dW the tensor product of V and W over
k, and we write the elements of V dW as

°
i vi b wi. We also write the

tensor product of linear maps x and y as xb y. If A is an algebra, V a right
A-module and W a left A-module, we denote by V d

A
W the balanced tensor

product, and by v b
A
w a simple tensor inside. When A,B are C�-algebras,
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we denote by A b
min

B their minimal tensor product. When M,N are von

Neumann algebras, we denote by M b N their spatial tensor product. We
also denote the Hilbert space tensor product of two Hilbert spaces H and
G as H b G . Then if ξ is a vector in H , we denote

lξ : K Ñ H bK : η Ñ ξ b η,

and if η is a vector in K , we denote

rη : H Ñ H bK : ξ Ñ ξ b η.

When K � C, we identify H bC and CbH with H , and we then denote
l�ξ � r�ξ as ωξ.

When V,W,Z are vector spaces, and

� : V �W Ñ Z : pv, wq Ñ v � w

a bilinear map, we denote for A � V and B �W :

A �B :� t
¸
i

vi � wi | vi P A,wi P Bu � Z.

When v P V , we then also write v �B :� tvu �B.

By ΣV,W , or simply Σ when V and W are clear from the context, we denote
the flip map between two vector spaces V and W :

ΣV,W : V dW ÑW d V :
¸
i

vi b wi Ñ
¸
i

wi b vi.

We will also frequently use the leg numbering notation: if Vi are vector
spaces and

u : V1 d V2 Ñ V3 d V4

is a linear map, we denote for example by u12 the linear map

ub 1 : V1 d V2 d V5 Ñ V3 d V4 d V5,

and by u13 the linear map

Σ23u12Σ23 : V1 d V5 d V2 Ñ V3 d V5 d V4.

If u is already indexed, say u � u1, then we write u1,13 for u13. We also use
the same notations when working with Hilbert spaces instead of just vector
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spaces.

The scalar product of a Hilbert space will be anti-linear in the second ar-
gument. If H ,K are Hilbert spaces, we denote by BpH ,K q the Banach
space of all bounded operators between H and K , by BpH q the algebra
of all bounded operators on H , and by B0pH q the algebra of all compact
operators. If ξ, η P H , we write

ωξ,η : BpH q Ñ C : xÑ xxξ, ηy.

If u is a unitary on H , we will denote

Adpuq : BpH q Ñ BpH q : xÑ uxu�.

If ω is a functional on BpH q (or any other �-algebra), we denote ωpxq �
ωpx�q.

Unbounded positive operators on a Hilbert space H are always assumed to
be self-adjoint (in particular, closed and densily defined). When x P BpH q
and A a positive operator, we call x a left (resp. right) multiplier of A if xA
(resp. Ax) is bounded. We then write xA (resp. Ax) also for the closure of
this map.

Most of the time, we will only work with structures imposed on a vector
space, and we will then denote the whole structure by just the symbol for
this underlying vector space. This will not lead to any confusion, since we
will always use standardized symbols for the extra structure, indexed by the
underlying vector space. When we put two structures on the same vector
space, we will then use another symbol to denote the same vector space.
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Chapter 1

Morita theory for Hopf
algebras

This chapter is meant as an easily accessible introduction to the notions
of ‘comonoidal Morita equivalence’ and ‘monoidal co-Morita equivalence’
in the setting of Hopf algebras. The monoidal co-Morita theory is well-
developed in the literature (see [76], section 3 for a nice overview), whereas
the comonoidal Morita theory seems not to have been examined in full detail
(although the results are not very surprising, given that, at least formally,
they are dual to the ones of the monoidal co-Morita theory. See also [65], [82]
and section 4 of [78] for some discussion in quite different contexts). There-
fore, we spend some time on developing the latter theory (which is quite
convenient for introductory purposes, since it builds upon the better known
notion of Morita equivalence between unital algebras), while for the former
theory, we mostly just state the results, and refer to the literature for proofs.

1.1 Morita theory for algebras

1.1.1 Unital algebras

Definition 1.1.1. We call a couple pA,MAq an associative k-algebra if A
is a non-zero vector space over k equipped with a k-linear map

MA : AdAÑ A

which satisfies the following associativity relation:

MApMA b ιAq �MApιA bMAq

17
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as maps AdAdAÑ A.

We say that A has a unit or is unital when there exists an element 1A P A
such that

1A � a � a � a � 1A for all a P A.

Since associative k-algebras are the only types of algebras we will work with,
we will use the abbreviated form ‘algebra’ for them. Also, as mentioned at
the end of the introduction, we will from now on denote algebras by just the
symbol for the underlying vector space.

Multiplication in an algebra A is as usual just denoted by a dot, or no symbol
at all:

aa1 � a � a1 :�MApab a1q for a, a1 P A.

Note that a unit in a unital algebra is unique, and hence we may talk about
the unit. When A is a unital algebra, we denote then by ηA the map

k Ñ A : cÑ c1A,

which we will call the unit map. Note then that ηA satisfies the identities

MApηA b ιAq � ιA �MApιA b ηAq,

where we have canonically identified k dA and Ad k with A.

Definition 1.1.2. Let A be an algebra. The opposite algebra is the algebra
Aop � pA,MA � ΣA,Aq. We will write an element a of A as aop when we
consider it as an element of Aop.

Definition 1.1.3. Let A and B be algebras. The tensor product algebra
AdB is the algebra pAdB, pMA bMBq � pιA b ΣB,A b ιBqq.

It is easily checked that the tensor product of two algebras will be unital iff
both algebras are unital.

Definition 1.1.4. Let A and B be two algebras. A homomorphism between
A and B is a k-linear map f : A Ñ B such that fpaa1q � fpaqfpa1q for all
a, a1 P A. We also call a homomorphism a multiplicative (linear) map.

When A and B are unital algebras, we call a homomorphism f : A Ñ B
unital if fp1Aq � 1B.
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When f is a bijective homomorphism between two algebras, we call it an iso-
morphism, and, when A � B, an automorphism. We call an automorphism
f of a unital algebra A inner if there exists an invertible element u P A such
that fpxq � uxu�1 for all x P A.

We want to stress that when talking about homomorphisms between unital
algebras, we mean homomorphisms of the underlying algebras. When we
want them to preserve the unit, we explicitly call them unital homomor-
phisms.

When A and B are algebras, we mean by an anti-multiplicative map (or anti-
homomorphism) from A to B the composition of a homomorphism from A
to Bop with the canonical vector space isomorphism Bop Ñ B.

1.1.2 Morita equivalence

Definition 1.1.5. Let A be an algebra. A couple pV,mV q consisting of a
k-vector space V and a k-linear map mV : A d V Ñ V is called a left
A-module if the equality

mV pMA b ιV q � mV pιA bmV q

between the two stated maps AdAd V Ñ V holds.

We will again use � , or no symbol at all, to denote the action of A on V , i.e.

av � a � v :� mV pab vq.

Definition 1.1.6. Let A be an algebra, and V a left A-module.

• We call V unital if A � V � V .

• We call V faithful if a � v � 0 for all v P V implies a � 0.

For a unital algebra A, a left module V will be unital iff 1A � v � v for all
v P V . Another way of expressing this is

mV pηA b ιV q � ιV .
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Associated with a unital algebra A, there is a k-abelian category1 A-Mod.
The objects of this category consist of unital left A-modules, while the mor-
phisms MorpV,W q between two objects V and W are the k-linear maps

x : V ÑW

which satisfy
x �mV � mW � pιA b xq.

We also call these morphisms the intertwiners between the two left A-
modules V and W , and will denote MorpV,W q as HomApV,W q.

Closely related to the notion of module is that of a representation. If A
is a (unital) algebra, a (unital) left representation of A consists of a cou-
ple pV, πq, where V is a k-vector space and π is a (unital) homomorphism
AÑ EndkpV q. Mostly, we will just write π for a left representation, and we
write Vπ for the associated vector space. There is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between left A-modules and left representations of A in the following
way: to the left module V , we associate the left representation πV such that
πV paqv � a � v, while to a left representation π, we associate the left A-
module Vπ for which mVπ is the unique extension to AdV of the k-bilinear
map A � V Ñ V : pa, vq Ñ πpaqv. This correspondence clearly preserves
unitality. In the following, we will make no distinction between left modules
and left representations. Note in particular that an intertwiner between two
left representations π1 and π2 will then be a map x : Vπ1 Ñ Vπ2 satisfying
π2paqx � xπ1paq for all a P A.

It is clear what the corresponding right notions are, and that right mod-
ules/representations of an algebra A correspond precisely to the left mod-
ules/representations of the opposite algebra Aop. We will denote right mod-
ules canonically by pV, nV q, and right representations by the symbol θ. We
then also write

va � v � a :� θpaqv.

When A is a unital algebra, we denote the category of unital right A-modules
by Mod-A.

1Since category theory only plays a marginal rôle in this thesis, we have decided not to
include the definitions of those terms which are not essential to understand what follows,
and refer to [61] for more information.
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Further, if A,D are two (unital) algebras, then a (unital) D-A-bimodule
consists of a vector space V which is at the same time a (unital) left D-
module and a (unital) right A-module, in such a way that the two module
structures commute: for al v P V , a P A and d P D, we have

d � pv � aq � pd � vq � a.

Note that an algebra A is itself an A-A-bimodule in a natural way.

The following is the categorical definition of a Morita equivalence of algebras:

Definition 1.1.7. Two unital algebras A and D are called Morita equivalent
if there exists a k-additive equivalence between Mod-A and Mod-D. The
equivalence itself is called a Morita equivalence between A and D.

Remark: It will follow from Proposition 1.1.12 that to any Morita equiva-
lence, there corresponds a k-additive equivalence between A-Mod and D-
Mod, so there is no left/right asymmetry.

We will now find other, more concrete ways of capturing the notion of a
Morita equivalence.

We begin with the notion of a linking algebra.

Definition 1.1.8. A unital linking algebra is a couple pE, eq consisting of
a unital algebra E together with an idempotent e P E, such that e and 1E�e
are full: EeE � E and Ep1E � eqE � E.

When E is a unital algebra, and e an idempotent in E, then as a vector
space, E is the direct sum of vector spaces Eij , where Eij � eiEej with
e2 � e and e1 � 1E�e. We mostly write this direct sum as a 2-by-2 matrix:

E �

�
E11 E12

E21 E22



,

since this intuitively captures the different multiplication rules between the
Eij . Note that, by restricting the multiplication of E, the Eii become unital
algebras with unit ei, while all Eij are unital Eii-Ejj-bimodules. The condi-
tions for a couple pE, eq, consisting of a unital algebra with an idempotent,
to be a unital linking algebra can then be written as Eij � Ejk � Eik for all
i, j, k P t1, 2u.
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Definition 1.1.9. Let A and D be unital algebras. We call a quadruple
pE, e,ΦA,ΦDq a linking algebra between A and D if pE, eq is a unital linking
algebra and A �

ΦA
E22 and D �

ΦD
E11 are algebra isomorphisms.

When we want to talk about a linking algebra between two algebras, with-
out wanting to specify the algebras, we will talk simply of a linking algebra
between.

One should be careful with the notion of isomorphism between linking al-
gebras: two non-isomorphic linking algebras between can be isomorphic as
unital linking algebras. Although the notions of isomorphism for the two
concepts should be clear, we state them here explicitly.

Definition 1.1.10. Let pE1, eq and pE2, e
1q be two unital linking algebras.

We call them isomorphic if there is an algebra isomorphism Φ : E1 Ñ E2

such that Φpeq � e1. If A and D are unital algebras, and pE1, e,Φ1,A,Φ1,Dq
and pE2, e

1,Φ2,A,Φ2,Dq are linking algebras between A and D, we call them
isomorphic if there is an isomorphism Φ : pE1, eq Ñ pE2, e

1q of unital linking
algebras, such that Φ � Φ1,A � Φ2,A and Φ � Φ1,D � Φ2,D.

Most of the time, we will identify two algebras A and D with their parts
inside their linking algebra pE, eq between, and suppress the symbols for the
identifications.

When pE, eq is a unital linking algebra, then of course it is a linking algebra
between the unital algebras E11 and E22, by identity isomorphisms. There-
fore, whenever pE, eq is a linking algebra, we will also write E11 � D and
E22 � A, whenever this is nicer to use. We then also write B for E12 and C
for E21.

We now move on to the second notion which will capture the notion of
Morita equivalence in a more concrete way. In the following, if B is a right
A-module for some unital algebra A, we call the module generating if there
exist αi P HomApBA, AAq and xi P B such that

°
i αipxiq � 1A. Note that

a generating module is automatically faithful.

Definition 1.1.11. Let A be a unital algebra. A right Morita A-module
B is a non-zero unital right A-module which is projective, finitely generated
and generating. If D is another algebra, we call pB, πq a D-A-equivalence
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bimodule (or an equivalence bimodule between A and D), if B is a right
Morita A-module and π : D Ñ EndApBAq is an isomorphism of algebras.

Even more concretely, one can say that B is a Morita A-module iff there ex-
ist positive integers m and n, such that A is isomorphic as a right A-module
to a submodule of Bm (which corresponds to the generating property), and
B is isomorphic to a submodule of An (which corresponds to the projectivity
and finite generation).

Again, there is a distinction to be made between isomorphisms of Morita
modules and isomorphisms of equivalence bimodules: the isomorphism clas-
ses of equivalence bimodules can be put into a (non-canonical) 1-1-correspondence
with couples consisting of an isomorphism class of a right Morita module,
together with an element of OutpDq, which is the group of automorphisms
of D, divided out by the normal subgroup of inner automorphisms.

We also have analogous concepts in the left setting, and it is clear from
the next proposition that an equivalence bimodule is really a symmetric
concept: if B is a D-A-equivalence bimodule, then it is in particular a left
Morita D-module.

Proposition 1.1.12. Let A and D be unital algebras. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between isomorphism classes of

1. Morita equivalences between A and D,

2. linking algebras between A and D,

3. equivalence bimodules between A and D.

In particular, A and D are Morita equivalent iff there exists a linking algebra
between them, iff there exists an equivalence bimodule between them.

Proof. The one-to-one-correspondence between the objects in the first and
third item are well-known, while the one-to-one-correspondence between the
objects of the second and third item is easy to establish directly. We there-
fore only present the main steps in the proof, without going in too much
detail.

In the first part of the proof, we show that there are natural maps p1q Ñ
p2q Ñ p3q Ñ p1q. In the second part, we show that these maps, on equiva-
lence classes, are all bijections.
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Let pF,G, η, εq be a Morita equivalence between A and D, presented as a
pair of adjoint functors equipped with unit and counit natural isomorphisms
η, resp. ε, where F goes from Mod-A to Mod-D. One can construct from it
a D-A-equivalence bimodule as follows.

First, denote B � GpDDq, which is by definition a right A-module. It is
easy to see that we have a canonical isomorphism D Ñ EndDpDDq of alge-
bras, where an element d P D gets sent to the linear map ld which is left
multiplication with d. As G is an equivalence, we then also get a natural
isomorphism π : D Ñ EndApBAq.

We have to prove some properties of BA as a right A-module. As DD is a
free right D-module, it is projective, and hence also BA is projective. Sec-
ondly, DD is a compact object, which means the following: whenever we
have an index set I, a collection Mi of objects of Mod-D parametrized by I,
and a morphism f : DD Ñ

À
iPIMi, we can always find a finite set I0 � I

such that f factorizes as DD Ñ
À

iPI0
Mi Ñ

À
iPIMi. Since an equivalence

preserves this property, BA is compact, and together with projectivity this
implies that BA is finitely generated. Finally, DD is also a generating ob-
ject: whenever M,N are two objects of Mod-D, and f a non-zero morphism
between them, we can find a morphism g : DD Ñ M such that f � g � 0.
Since this property is preserved by an equivalence, BA will be a generating
object, and from this one can deduce that BA is a generating module.

(An alternative and rather distinct way to construct the equivalence bimod-
ule is as follows: let UA and UD be the forgetful functors from Mod-A,
resp. Mod-D to the abelian category k-Mod of vector spaces over k. Denote
B :� HompUD, UA � Gq. It is easy to show that D can be identified with
D :� EndpUDq, sending d P D to the natural transformation nd which sat-
isfies pndqπ � πpdq. Similarly, A can be identified with EndpUAq, and hence
with EndpUA � Gq, since G is an equivalence. By composition of natural
transformations, B is a D-A -bimodule, and hence also a D-A-bimodule.
One then shows that it is an equivalence bimodule. It will be isomorphic
to the previously constructed equivalence bimodule by sending n P B to
bn :� pnDDqp1Dq. The proof of this last fact would be pretty similar to
(and follows easily from) a later argument, which shows that G is in fact
equivalent to the functor �b

D
B.)

We now want to create a linking algebra between A and D, directly from
a D-A-equivalence bimodule B. Put E � EndAppB ` AqAq. Let e P E be
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the projection map onto the AA-summand. Then it is clear that we can
canonically identify p1E � eqEp1E � eq with D. We can also identify A
with eEe as an algebra, sending a to 0 ` la, and we can identify B with
p1E � eqEe by sending b to the linear map which acts as the zero map on
the B-summand, and acts as the linear map

AA Ñ BA : aÑ b � a

on the A-summand. Denoting C � HomApBA, AAq, we can also identify

eEp1E � eq with C, and then write E in the form
�
D B
C A



.

We should show that pE, eq is a unital linking algebra, which boils down to
proving B � C � D and C � B � A. But one easily checks that the former
property holds by projectivity and finite generation, and the latter by the
fact that B is generating.

Now let pE, eq be a linking algebra between A and D. Then by the A-D-
symmetry of E (interchanging e and p1E � eq), it is enough to prove that
there is a k-linear equivalence Mod-E Ñ Mod-A. Consider the restricting k-
linear functor Res : Mod-E Ñ Mod-A which sends a right E-representation
pV, θV q to the right A-representation pθV peqV, pθV q|Aq, and the inducing k-
linear functor Ind : Mod-A Ñ Mod-E which sends a right A-module V to
the right E-module pV d

A
C V q :� pV d

A
Cq ` V , with E-module structure

pv1 b
A
c1 vq �

�
d b
c a



:� ppv1 b

A
pc1 � dqq � pv b

A
cq pv1 � pc1 � bqq � pv � aqq.

It is easily checked that this is a well-defined right E-module structure, and
that Ind extends to a k-linear functor.

We show that Res and Ind are quasi-inverses of each other. In fact, Res�Ind
is the identity functor. On the other hand, for V a right E-module, define

εV : IndpRespV qq Ñ V : pv b
A
c v1q Ñ v � c� v1.

Then V Ñ εV is easily seen to be a natural transformation. Moreover, it is
a natural isomorphism, the inverse being provided by

ε�1
V : V Ñ IndpRespV qq : v Ñ p

¸
i

pv � biq b
A
ci v � eq,
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where bi P B and ci P C are such that
°
i bi � ci � 1D.

It is not difficult to check that all preceding constructions descend to equi-
valence classes. We now show that, when applied successively, these con-
structions give back the same object, possibly up to isomorphism.

Let pF,G, η, εq be a Morita equivalence between A and D. Let pF̃ , G̃, η̃, ε̃q
be the Morita equivalence obtained by successively applying the previous
constructions. Then G̃ assigns to a right D-module VD the right A-module
V d

D
pBAq, where BA � GpDDq. For v P VD, denote by lv the morphism

lv : DD Ñ VD : dÑ v � d.

Denote by φ̃V the linear map

V dB Ñ GpVDq :
¸
i

vi b bi Ñ
¸
i

Gplviqpbiq,

which is well-defined by k-linearity of G. Then by the functoriality of G and
the definition of the left D-module structure on B, φ̃V descends to a map

φV : V d
D
B Ñ GpVDq,

and it is easy to see that φ is then a natural transformation, since for
g P HomDpVD,WDq, we have g � lv � lgpvq, by right D-linearity of g.

We want to show that φ is a natural equivalence. We first show that each
φV is injective. Choose a finite set of bi P B which generate B as a left
D-module, which is possible since BA is generating. Suppose vi P V are
such that

°
iGplviqpbiq � 0. Take an arbitrary c P C � HomApBA, AAq and

b P B. Then

p
¸
i

Gplviqpbiqq � pc � bq �
¸
i

Gplviqpbi � pc � bqq

�
¸
i

Gplviqppbi � cq � bq

�
¸
i

Gplvi�pbi�cqqpbq

� 0

HenceGp
°
i lvi�pbi�cqq � 0, and by the faithfulness ofG, we get

°
i lvi�pbi�cq � 0.

So
°
i vi � pbi � cq � 0 for all c. But choosing c1j P C and b1j P B such that
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°
j c

1
j � b

1
j � 1A, we get that¸

i

vi d
D
bi �

¸
i,j

vi d
D
bi � pc

1
j � b

1
jq

�
¸
i,j

vi d
D
pbi � c

1
jq � b

1
j

�
¸
j

p
¸
i

vi � bi � c
1
jq d

D
b1j

� 0.

Now we want to show that each φV is surjective. Since BA is a generator,
a similar argument as before shows that GpV q is spanned as a vector space
by elements of the form fpbq, where b P B and f P HomApBA, GpVDqq. But
since BA � GpDDq and G is full, such an f must be of the form Gplvq for
some v P V . Hence φV is surjective, and φ is a natural equivalence.

Now let B be a D-A-equivalence bimodule. Then the associated functor
G : Mod-D Ñ Mod-A is V Ñ V d

D
B. So GpDDq � D d

D
B � B as a

D-A-bimodule.

Finally, let pE, eq be a linking algebra between A and D. Then the D-A-
bimodule constructed from this is B � p1E�eqEe. Let pE1, e1q be the linking

algebra between constructed from this. Define Φ : E Ñ E1 :
�
d b
c a



Ñ�

d b
fpcq a



, where fpcq P C 1 � p1E1 � e1qE1e1 is defined uniquely by the

property that fpcq � b � c � b for all b P B. Then it is easy to conclude that
Φ is an isomorphism of linking algebras between A and D.

Corollary 1.1.13. Let A and D be two unital algebras.

1. The algebras A and D are Morita equivalent iff Aop and Dop are Morita
equivalent, and in this case, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween isomorphism classes of their respective Morita equivalences.

2. Let B be an equivalence bimodule between A and D. Then B is a
finitely generated projective generating left D-module.
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3. Let E be a linking algebra between A and D. Then the natural maps
B d

A
C Ñ D and C d

D
B Ñ A are isomorphisms of bimodules.

Proof. For the first item: if pE, eq is the linking algebra between A and D
associated to a Morita equivalence, then pEop, eopq is a linking algebra be-
tween Aop and Dop, giving the desired Morita equivalence between Aop and
Dop.

For the second item: since by the first item, Bop :� eopEopp1Eop � eopq is a
right Dop-Morita module, B will be a left D-Morita module.

Finally, the third item follows immediately from the fact that in a linking
algebra E between, one can find bi, b1j P B and ci, c1j P C such that

°
i bici �

1D and
°
j c

1
jb
1
j � 1A.

Motivated by the correspondence established in Proposition 1.1.12, we in-
troduce the following terminology:

Definition 1.1.14. Let A be a unital algebra. Then we call A, with its
canonical A-bimodule structure, the identity equivalence bimodule, while we
call M2pAq :� A dM2pkq, with the canonical inclusions into the diagonal
corners, the identity linking algebra between.

When A and D are two unital algebras, and B a D-A-equivalence bimodule,
we call the dual C :� HomApBA, AAq, with its natural A-D-bimodule struc-
ture, the inverse of B. When pE, eq is a linking algebra between A and D,
we call pE, p1E � eqq the inverse linking algebra between D and A.

When E11, E22 and E33 are three unital algebras, and E12 an E11-E22-
equivalence bimodule, E23 an E22-E33-equivalence bimodule, we call E13 :�
E12 d

E22

E23 the composite E11-E33-equivalence bimodule of E23 and E12.

When pE1, eq is a linking algebra (between E11 and E22), and pE2, e
1q a

linking algebra (between E22 and E33), we call

E �

�� E11 E12 E13

E21 E22 E23

E31 E32 E33

�:�

����
E11 E1,12 E1,12 d

E22

E2,12

E1,21 E22 E2,12

E2,21 d
E22

E1,21 E2,21 E33

���,
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together with its graded structure, the associated 3�3-linking algebra (be-

tween E33, E22 and E11), and
�
E11 E13

E31 E33



the composite linking algebra

(between E33 and E11).

It is clear then that we can form a large groupoid with unital algebras as
its objects and isomorphism classes of equivalence bimodules as morphisms,
the composition being the one of the previous proposition (which is easily
seen to descend to isomorphism classes), and with the identity morphisms
being given by the (isomorphism class of the) identity equivalence bimod-
ules. The inverse of (the isomorphism class of) an equivalence bimodule is
then given by (the isomorphism class of) the inverse equivalence bimodule
(of a representative), by the third item of Corollary 1.1.13.

We end with the following trivial proposition.

Proposition 1.1.15. Let A be a unital algebra, B a right Morita A-module,
and D � EndApBAq. Then D is a unital algebra, and BA becomes a D-A-
equivalence bimodule. In particular, A and D are Morita equivalent.

The point is that given a right Morita A-module B, one constructs from it,
in a canonical way, a new algebra D, which is then Morita equivalent with
A. This process of constructing something new, given a special intermediate
(or hybrid) structure, will appear again and again in more complex settings.

1.2 Comonoidal Morita equivalence of Hopf alge-
bras

1.2.1 Hopf algebras and weak Hopf algebras

Definition 1.2.1. A coalgebra pA,∆Aq consists of a k-vector space A and
a k-linear map

∆A : AÑ AdA,

called the comultiplication or coproduct, such that

p∆A b ιAq∆A � pιA b∆Aq∆A pcoassociativityq.

It is called counital if there exists a k-linear map

εA : AÑ k
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such that
pεA b ιAq∆A � ιA � pιA b εAq∆A.

Such a map is then called a counit.

When doing calculations with the comultiplication, there is a convenient
notation at hand, called the Sweedler notation, similar to the ‘dot’-notation
replacing the map MA in an algebra. Namely, if a P A, one writes

∆Apaq � ap1q b ap2q,

the latter being just a formal expression encoding a sum of elementary ten-
sors. This works of course for any map ∆A : AÑ AdA. However, if ∆A is
coassociative, we can then write

p∆A b ιAq∆Apaq � ap1qp1q b ap1qp2q b ap2q

unambiguously as
∆p2q
A paq � ap1q b ap2q b ap3q,

since it then equals the (only) other possible intepretation

pιA b∆Aq∆Apaq � ap1q b ap2qp1q b ap2qp2q.

Remark that, just as the unit in a unital algebra is uniquely determined,
also a counit εA of a counital coalgebra is uniquely determined, so we can
talk about the counit.

Definition 1.2.2. Let pA,∆Aq be a (counital) coalgebra. The opposite coal-
gebra pAcop,∆Acopq is the (counital) coalgebra pA,ΣA,A�∆Aq. We also write
∆Acop as ∆op

A .

Definition 1.2.3. A bialgebra2 pA,MA,∆Aq consists of a unital algebra
structure pA,MAq and a counital coalgebra structure pA,∆Aq on A, such
that ∆A and εA are unital homomorphisms of k-algebras.

Definition 1.2.4. A Hopf algebra pA,MA,∆Aq is a bialgebra for which
there exists a bijective map SA : AÑ A, called an antipode, such that

MApιA b SAq∆A � ηAεA �MApSA b ιAq∆A.

2The terminology unital counital bialgebra would be more precise, but we refrain from
using these extra specifications.
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In Sweedler notation, this defining property becomes

SApap1qqap2q � εApaq1A � ap1qSApap2qq.

We remark that such an antipode, when it exists, is unique, so we can
talk about the antipode. We also remark that one often does not ask that
SA is bijective, but this will be the only case we are interested in. One
can show that the antipode SA is automatically an anti-multiplicative anti-
comultiplicative map, the latter meaning that ∆A�SA � pSAbSAq∆

op
A . The

bijectivity of the antipode also implies that pA,MA,∆
op
A q and pA,Mop

A ,∆Aq,
which we abbreviate again respectively as Acop and Aop, are Hopf algebras,
with antipode SAcop � SAop � S�1

A .

We now give a different characterization of Hopf algebras, which will reap-
pear in a generalized form from time to time.

Proposition 1.2.5. Let pA,MAq be a unital algebra, and pA,∆Aq a coal-
gebra structure on A. Assume that ∆A is a unital homomorphism. Then
pA,MA,∆Aq is a Hopf algebra iff the maps

T1,∆A
: AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ pab 1Aq∆Apa

1q,

T2,∆A
: AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ p1A b aq∆Apa

1q,

which are called the Galois maps associated with ∆A, are both bijections.

Remark: Since pA,∆Aq is a Hopf algebra iff pAop,∆Aq is a Hopf algebra, we
may also replace the maps T1,∆A

and T2,∆A
in the previous proposition by

the maps

T∆A,2 : AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ ∆Apaqp1A b a1q,

T∆A,1 : AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ ∆Apaqpa
1 b 1Aq.

Proof. Let pA,MA,∆Aq be a Hopf algebra. Define

T�1
1,∆A

: AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ aSApa
1
p1qq b a1p2q.

Then an easy computation shows that this is an inverse for T1,∆A
. For
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example,

T�1
1,∆A

T1,∆A
pab a1q � T�1

1,∆A
paa1p1q b a1p2qq

� aa1p1qSApa
1
p2qp1qq b a1p2qp2q

� aa1p1qp1qSApa
1
p1qp2qq b a1p2q

� ab εApa
1
p1qqa

1
p2q

� ab a1.

Similarly, the inverse of T2,∆A
is given as

T�1
2,∆A

pab a1q � a1S�1
A pap2qq b ap1q.

As for the converse statement, we refer to the proof of Lemma 1.2.18: simply
replace B and D there by A to obtain that A has a counit and an antipode.
The bijectivity of the antipode is not established there, but follows easily
by the following argument: since Acop also has bijective Galois maps, it has
an antipode SAcop . An easy argument shows that this is then an inverse for
SA (see for example the end of Lemma 1.2.15).

We will need the following simple lemma at one point.

Lemma 1.2.6. Let A be a Hopf algebra, and I a right ideal of A. Suppose
∆ApIq � I d I. Then I � 0 or I � A.

Proof. Consider the restriction of the map

T∆A,2 : AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ ∆Apaqp1A b a1q

to I d A. Then we can see it as a map TI from I d A to I d A, since
∆ApIq � I d I. Since the inverse of T∆A,2 is given as

T�1
∆A,2

pab a1q � ap1q b SApap2qqa
1,

TI is an invertible map. Now since I is a right ideal, we have in fact that the
range of TI ends up in IdI, hence we have IdI � IdA. Applying εI to the
first leg, we see that either I � A, or εApIq � 0. But since ∆ApIq � I d I,
the latter means I � 0.

We also introduce the notion of a weak bialgebra and weak Hopf algebra
([11]).
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Definition 1.2.7. A weak bialgebra pE,ME ,∆Eq consists of a unital alge-
bra pE,MEq and counital coalgebra pE,∆Eq, such that ∆E is a homomor-
phism.

A weak bialgebra is called monoidal if εE is ‘weakly multiplicative’: for all
x, y, z P E, we have

εEpxyp1qqεEpyp2qzq � εEpxyzq � εEpxyp2qqεEpyp1qzq.

A weak bialgebra is called comonoidal if the unit is ‘weakly comultiplicative’:

∆p2q
E p1Eq � p∆Ep1Eq b 1Eqp1E b∆Ep1Eqq

� p1E b∆Ep1Eqqp∆Ep1Eq b 1Eq.

A weak Hopf algebra pE,ME ,∆Eq is a monoidal and comonoidal weak bial-
gebra for which there exists an invertible map SE : E Ñ E, called the
antipode, such that

SEpxp1qqxp2q � εEpx1p2qq1p1q,

xp1qSEpxp2qq � εEp1p1qxq1p2q,

and
SEpxp1qqxp2qSEpxp3qq � SEpxq.

Again, the antipode is then automatically unique, and moreover anti-multi-
plicative, even without the bijectivity assumption on SE (see [11]).

Associated to any weak Hopf algebra E, there are two natural unital sub-
algebras, called the counital subalgebras, which are anti-isomorphic to each
other. One defines them as

Et :� tx P E | ∆Epxq � pxb 1Eq∆Ep1Eq � ∆Ep1Eqpxb 1Equ,

which is called the range or target subalgebra, and

Es :� tx P E | ∆Epxq � p1E b xq∆Ep1Eq � ∆Ep1Eqp1E b xqu,

which is called the source subalgebra. (We note that in [11], Et is denoted
EL, while Es is denoted ER.) The mentioned anti-isomorphism is then pro-
vided by the antipode SE . One further shows that Es and Et commute, that
∆Ep1Eq P Es d Et, and that Es is the first, Et the second leg of ∆Ep1Eq
(meaning that every element of Es can be written as a linear combination
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of elements of the form pιE b ωq∆Ep1Eq, where the ω are linear functionals
on E, and similarly for Et).

In the following, we will denote Et by the symbol L, and call it the object
algebra or basis of the weak Hopf algebra. We then denote the identity map
from L to Et by tE , and call it the target map, while we denote the map
LÑ Es : xÑ S�1

E pxq by sE , and call it the source map. We also introduce
the notations

Et : E Ñ Et : xÑ εEp1p1qxq1p2q

and
Es : E Ñ Es : xÑ εEpx1p2qq1p1q.

Then Et is left Et-linear and Es is right Es-linear.

We remark that weak Hopf algebras are to be seen as the non-commutative
versions of affine groupoid schemes on a finite set of objects. The moti-
vation for this is Proposition 2.11 of [11], which states that L is a separa-
ble, hence semi-simple algebra (this fact holds also in the case where E is
infinite-dimensional). In fact, there are several general definitions of ‘non-
commutative affine groupoid schemes’ in the literature, but while the weak
Hopf algebra theory can in all cases be seen as a ‘special case’, we should
remark however that they are in one sense more refined than most of these
general objects, in that distinct weak Hopf algebras can become equal when
passing to a more general theory. This has to do with the lack of a unique
antipode (or even lack of an antipode) in these general theories (by which, to
be complete, we mean: the Hopf algebroid theory of [60], the slightly more
general Hopf algebroid theory proposed in [13], or the still more general
�R-Hopf algebra theory of [72]). On the other hand, in the other theories,
one has the algebra L from the outset, provided with an embedding and
anti-embedding inside the quantum groupoid. Hence the weak Hopf algebra
picture does not see the actual embedding of L, which could be perturbed
by an automorphism of L.

1.2.2 Monoidal equivalence of categories

We will need the notion of a strict monoidal (k-additive) category, of a
(co)monoidal functor, and of a morphism between (co)monoidal functors.
We note that while the more general notion of a monoidal category is im-
portant in some situations (most notably for the quantization of semi-simple
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Lie groups), we will be able to get by without it.

Definition 1.2.8. A strict monoidal k-linear category pC,bC , 1Cq consists
of a k-linear category C, a k-bilinear functor bC : C � C Ñ C and an object
1C P C, such that

X bC pY bC Zq � pX bC Y q bC Z @X,Y, Z P ObpCq,

1C bC X � X � X bC 1C @X P ObpCq.

Definition 1.2.9. Let pC,bC , 1Cq and pD,bD,1Dq be two strict monoidal
categories.

A weak monoidal functor pF, u, vq from pC,bC , 1Cq to pD,bD, 1Dq consists
of a k-additive functor F : C Ñ D, together with a natural transformation
u : bD � pF � F q Ñ F � bC and a morphism v : 1D Ñ F p1Cq, such that

uXbCY,ZpuX,Y bD ιF pZqq � uX,YbCZpιF pXqbD uY,Zq (2-cocycle relation),

u1C ,X � pv bD ιF pXqq � ιF pXq,

uX,1C � pιF pXq bD vq � ιF pXq,

for all X,Y, Z P ObpCq.

A weak comonoidal functor pF, u, vq from pC,bC , 1Cq to pD,bD, 1Dq consists
of a k-additive functor F : C Ñ D, together with a natural transformation
u : F � bC Ñ bD � pF � F q and a morphism v : F p1Cq Ñ 1D, such that

puX,Y bD ιF pZqquXbCY,Z � pιF pXq bD uY,ZquX,YbCZ ,

pv bD ιF pXqq � u1C ,X � ιF pXq,

pιF pXq bD vq � uX,1C � ιF pXq,

for all X,Y, Z P ObpCq.

A (co-)monoidal functor pF, u, vq between pC,bC , 1Cq and pD,bD, 1Dq is a
weak (co-)monoidal functor for which u is a natural isomorphism and v is
an isomorphism.
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Note that if pF, u, vq is a monoidal functor, then pF, u�1, v�1q is a weak
comonoidal functor. Hence it is not really necessary to introduce separately
the notion of a ‘comonoidal functor’. However, we will still do so, since
sometimes the comonoidal structure is the most natural one to consider.

We can compose two monoidal functors pG, u1, v1q and pF, u, vq, resp. from
pD,bD,1Dq to pE ,bE ,1Eq and from pC,bC ,1Cq to pD,bD, 1Dq, and obtain
then a monoidal functor pG �F,Gpuq �u1F p � q,F p � q, Gpvq � v

1q from pC,bC , 1Cq
to pE ,bE , 1Eq.

Definition 1.2.10. Let pC,bC , 1Cq and pD,bD,1Dq be two strict monoidal
categories. A monoidal equivalence pF, u, vq from pC,bC , 1Cq to pD,bD,1Dq
is a monoidal functor whose underlying functor F is part of an equivalence
of categories.

One should be careful with this notion of monoidal equivalence, as it is not
really symmetric: one would like to know something about the monoidality
of the quasi-inverse of F also. This is taken care of by the following lemma:

Lemma 1.2.11. ([70], I.4.4) Let pF, u, vq be a monoidal equivalence between
two strict monoidal categories pC,bC , 1Cq and pD,bD, 1Dq. Then there exists
a monoidal equivalence pG, u1, v1q from pD,bD, 1Dq to pC,bC , 1Cq, such that
G is a quasi-inverse for F with counit ε : FG Ñ ιD and unit η : ιC Ñ GF ,
and such that

ηXbCY � GpuX,Y q � u
1
F pXq,F pY q � pηX bC ηY q for all X,Y P ObpCq,

pεX bD εY q � εXbDY � F pu
1
X,Y q � uGpXq,GpY q for all X,Y P ObpDq.

We do not give a proof of this, but only note how u1 is constructed:

GpXq bGpY q

ηGpXqbGpY q

��

u1X,Y // GpX b Y q

GF pGpXq bGpY qq
Gpu�1

GpXq,GpY q
q

// GppFGqpXq b pFGqpY qq

GpεXbεY q

OO
(1.1)

Since the composition of monoidal equivalences produces a monoidal equi-
valence, this then shows that we really obtain an equivalence relation on the
collection of strict monoidal categories.
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We note that for a monoidal equivalence, one does not have to ask that v
exists from the outset: it comes for free, in a canonical way (‘a unit is auto-
matically preserved under an algebra isomorphism’). Hence we may remove
it from the data.

We will also talk about comonoidal equivalences, although, again, they con-
tain the same information as monoidal equivalences.

Finally, we give the definition of a morphism between two monoidal functors:

Definition 1.2.12. Let pC,bC ,1Cq and pD,bD, 1Dq be two strict monoidal
categories, and pF, u, vq and pF 1, u1, v1q two (weak) monoidal functors from
pC,bC , 1Cq to pD,bD,1Dq. Then a monoidal natural transformation φ from
pF, u, vq to pF 1, u1, v1q is a natural transformation φ : F Ñ F 1 such that

u1X,Y � pφX b
D
φY q � φXb

C
Y � uX,Y , for all X,Y P ObpCq,

and such that
φ1C � v � v1.

It is clear then what is meant by a monoidal natural isomorphism between
two monoidal functors.

1.2.3 Comonoidal Morita equivalence

We now associate to any weak Hopf algebra E a strict monoidal category.
Let V and W be two unital left E-modules. We can make a new left unital
E-module on the vector space ∆Ep1Eq � pV dW q by defining

x � pv b wq :� pxp1q � vq b pxp2q � wq.

In fact, since pSEb ιEq∆Ep1q is a ‘separating idempotent’3 for L (cf. Propo-
sition 2.12 of [11]), we can also canonically identify ∆Ep1Eq � pV dW q with
V d

L
W as a vector space by the natural projection map, where V is a right

L-module by the anti-representation πV � sE , and W a left L-module by
πW � tE . By a good choice for the universal construction of the (balanced)
tensor product (cf. [73]), we may assume that this tensor product is strictly
associative. Now denoting for x P E by πtpxq the map

πtpxq : LÑ L : lÑ t�1
E pEtpxtEplqqq,

3That is, writing pSE b ιEq∆Ep1q �
°
i pib qi, we have

°
i piqi � 1E and

°
i lpib qi �°

i pi b qil for all l P L
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one can check that πt is a left representation of E on L, which moreover pro-
vides a unit for the tensor product d

L
, since we have for any left E-module V

that V d
L
L � V � Ld

L
V , with strict equality again when the balanced ten-

sor product is appropriately defined. Then pE-Mod,d
L
, πtq becomes a strict

monoidal category. When we regard left modules as left representations, we
will denote the tensor product by �

L
, so π1 �

L
π2 is the ‘tensor product repre-

sentation’ associated with the representations π1 and π2. When E is in fact
an ordinary Hopf algebra A, we use the same notation, but simply delete
the symbol L everywhere, while πt then becomes the trivial representation
εA.

In the same way, we can turn the category of unital right modules of a weak
Hopf algebra E into a strict monoidal category pMod-E,d

L
, πsq.

We can now define the following natural concept.

Definition 1.2.13. Let A and D be two Hopf algebras. We call them
comonoidally Morita equivalent if the monoidal categories pMod-A,d, εAq
and pMod-D,d, εDq are comonoidally equivalent. We call a particular such
comonoidal equivalence a comonoidal Morita equivalence between the two
Hopf algebras.

The motivation for calling this a comonoidal equivalence will be given after
Proposition 1.2.17.

Our aim is again to recapture this notion in a more concrete way.

Definition 1.2.14. A linking weak Hopf algebra consists of a unital linking
algebra pE, eq, where E is equipped with the structure of a weak Hopf algebra
in such a way that

∆Epeq � eb e

and
∆Ep1E � eq � p1E � eq b p1E � eq.

If A and D are two Hopf algebras, we call a quadruple pE, e,ΦA,ΦDq con-
sisting of a linking weak Hopf algebra pE, eq and comultiplication preserving
isomorphisms

ΦA : pA,∆Aq Ñ peEe, p∆Eq|eEeq,

ΦD : pD,∆Dq Ñ pp1E � eqEp1E � eq, p∆Eq|p1E�eqEp1E�eqq
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a linking weak Hopf algebra between A and D.

We will apply the same conventions as for unital linking algebras, so we ac-
tually do not explicitly write down the identifying isomorphisms ΦA and ΦD.

As remarked at the end of the subsection on Hopf and weak Hopf algebras,
any weak Hopf algebra E comes together with another algebra L, embedded
in E in two ways. Since we have also remarked there that the counital sub-
algebras of E, i.e. the images of L under these embeddings, are exactly the
left and right legs of ∆Ep1Eq, it is easy to see that, in the case of a linking
weak Hopf algebra, we have L � Et � Es � k2, where the identification
sends the canonical basis vector e1 of k2 to 1E�e, and the basis vector e2 to e.

This allows us to view linking weak Hopf algebras in the following way: they
can be seen as the ‘groupoid algebra’ pertaining to a quantum groupoid with
a classical object space consisting of two points, with A and D playing the
rôle of the group algebra of the endomorphism groups of the two points, and
with B and C playing the rôle of ‘arrow bimodules’ for the set of morphisms
between the two objects. Composition of morphisms then corresponds to
the algebra multiplications and bimodule structures.

Lemma 1.2.15. Let A and D be two Hopf algebras. Let pE, eq be a linking
algebra between the algebras underlying A and D, and suppose ∆E is a
coassociative homomorphism E Ñ E d E, such that p∆Eq|A � ∆A and
p∆Eq|D � ∆D. Then pE, eq is a linking weak Hopf algebra between A and
D.

Proof. By the assumptions, we have that ∆Epeq � eb e and ∆Ep1E � eq �
p1E�eqbp1E�eq. We have to show that E possesses a counit and antipode.

We will write E �

�
D B
C A



as before, and we denote by ∆B and ∆C the

restrictions of ∆E to resp. B and C.

We first note that the map

T1,∆B
: D dB Ñ B dB : db bÑ pdb 1q∆Bpbq

is a bijection. Indeed: suppose for example that bi P B and di P D are such
that

°
ipdi b 1q∆Bpbiq � 0. Then for any c P C, we have¸

i

pdi b 1q∆Bpbiq∆Cpcq �
¸
i

pdi b 1q∆Dpbicq

� 0,
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so that
°
di b bic � 0 by Proposition 1.2.5. Since c was arbitrary, and

C � B � A, we conclude
°
i di b bi � 0. Hence T1,∆B

is injective. On the
other hand, choose bi P B and ci P C with

°
i cibi � 1A. Choose b, b1 P B

and write pbbb1q∆Cpciq �
°
jpqijb1Dq∆Dppijq for certain pij , qij P D. Then

bb b1 �
¸
i

pbb b1q∆Cpciq∆Bpbiq

�
¸
i,j

pqij b 1Dq∆Bppijbiq,

so that T1,∆B
is also surjective, hence bijective.

Then the beginning of the proof of Proposition 1.2.18 lets us conclude that
pB,∆Bq is in fact a counital coalgebra, i.e. possesses a counit εB, and that

εBpdbq � εDpdqεBpbq.

By symmetry (interchanging e and 1E�e), we have that pC,∆Cq is a couni-
tal coalgebra, with counit εC . Symmetry (interchanging the multiplica-
tion in E and the opposite multiplication), and the uniqueness of a counit,
also lets us conclude that εBpd � b � aq � εDpdqεBpbqεApaq, and then also
εCpa � c � dq � εApaqεCpcqεDpdq for d P D, b P B and a P A. A similar argu-
ment as the one showing that εBpdbq � εDpdqεBpbq also let us conclude that
εDpbcq � εBpbqεCpcq and that εApcbq � εCpcqεBpbq for b P B and c P C.

Put

εEp

�
d b
c a



q :� εDpdq � εCpcq � εBpbq � εApaq.

Then pE,ME ,∆Eq is a comonoidal and monoidal weak bialgebra. In fact, it
is immediate that εE is a counit for ∆E , since pE,∆E , εEq is just the direct
sum coalgebra of the coalgebras A,B,C and D. The weak multiplicativ-
ity of εE follows easily from the bimodularity of its constituents, while the
weak comultiplicativity of ∆Ep1Eq � pebeq�p1E�eqbp1E�eq is immediate.

Now we show that pE,ME ,∆Eq is a weak Hopf algebra, i.e., that there exists
an antipode SE . Again, as in the proof of Proposition 1.2.18, we can con-
struct a map SB : B Ñ C � HomDpDB,DDq such that SBpbp1qqbp2q � εBpbq
and bp1qSBpbp2qq � εBpbq. By symmetry, we can also construct a map
SC : C Ñ B, satisfying similar conditions. Then one easily verifies that
SE :� SD`SC`SB`SA satisfies the conditions for an antipode on pE,∆Eq.
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We still have to show that SE is bijective, or, which is the same, that SB
and SC are bijective. By symmetry, it is enough to check this for SB. But
by considering the comultiplication ∆op

E on E, which satisfies the assump-
tions of the lemma with respect to Acop and Dcop, we find a map C Ñ B,
suggestively written as S�1

B already, such that

S�1
B pbp2qqbp1q � εBpbq1A.

Since it is known, by the general theory of weak Hopf algebras, that SE is
anti-multiplicative, we see then, applying SA, that for all b P B,

SBpbp1qqpSBS
�1
B qpbp2qq � εBpbq1A.

Then

pSBS
�1
B qpbq � bp1qSBpbp2qqpSBS

�1
B qpbp3qq

� bp1q � pεBpbp2qq1Aq
� b.

A similar argument shows that pS�1
B SBqpbq � b, so that S�1

B is really the
inverse of SB.

Remark: In fact, we do not even need to assume we have an underlying
linking algebra from the start. For let E be an algebra, e a projection in E,
and ∆E a coassociative homomorphism E Ñ EdE such that ∆Epeq � ebe
and ∆Ep1E � eq � p1E � eq b p1E � eq. Suppose further that A � eEe and
D � p1E � eqEp1E � eq, equipped with the restriction of ∆E , are Hopf alge-
bras. Suppose that, denoting B � p1E � eqEe and C � eEp1E � eq, either
B � C or C � B � 0. Then, for example when B � C is not zero, it is clearly
a right ideal of D, satisfying ∆DpB � Cq � pB � Cq d pB � Cq. By Lemma
1.2.6, we then have B � C � D. Since then B � B � pC � Bq, also C � B � 0,
and a similar argument gives that C � B � A. Hence E is a linking algebra
between A and D.

Now we look again at the one-sided, asymmetric situation.

Definition 1.2.16. Let D be a Hopf algebra. A left comonoidal Morita
D-module pB,∆Bq consists of a non-zero left Morita D-module B together
with a coassociative left D-module map ∆B : B Ñ BdB, such that the map

D dB Ñ B dB : db bÑ pdb 1q∆Bpbq
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is an isomorphism.

If A is another Hopf algebra, then we call a triple pB,∆B, θq consisting
of a left comonoidal Morita D-module pB,∆Bq and an anti-isomorphism
θ : AÑ EndDpDBq such that

∆Bppθpaqqpbqq � pθpap1qq b θpap2qqq∆Bpbq

a comonoidal equivalence bimodule between A and D.

In fact, this definition is formulated too strongly, as we will show in the next
subsection.

Remark: We note that the terminology of ‘comonoidal Morita D-module’
may not be too well-chosen: the bijectivity of the map, stated in the def-
inition, should really be seen as an extra condition on the object which
should be called a ‘comonoidal Morita D-module’. The point is that these
more general comonoidal Morita D-modules would then lead to equivalence
bimodules between a Hopf algebra and some ‘Hopf algebroid’. However,
since we will not investigate this generalization, we will stick with the above
terminology. We note that in the literature, one calls comonoidal Morita
modules ‘Galois coobjects’.

Proposition 1.2.17. Let A and D be Hopf algebras. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between isomorphism classes of

1. comonoidal Morita equivalences between A and D,

2. linking weak Hopf algebras between A and D, and

3. comonoidal equivalence bimodules between A and D.

In particular, A and D are comonoidally Morita equivalent iff there exists a
linking weak Hopf algebra between them, iff there exists a comonoidal equi-
valence bimodule between them.

Proof. Given either a comonoidal Morita equivalence, a linking weak Hopf
algebra or a comonoidal equivalence bimodule between A and D, we have
in particular respectively a Morita equivalence, unital linking algebra and
equivalence bimodule. By Proposition 1.1.12, we know how to pass from one
of these structures to the other. Our job is to show that the extra structure
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is carried along these correspondences.

Let pG, uq be a comonoidal Morita equivalence between D and A. Let
B � GpDDq be the associated D-A-equivalence bimodule. We will give
it the structure of a comonoidal D-A-equivalence bimodule.

In pMod-D,d, εDq, we have the morphism

∆D : DD Ñ pD dDqD.

Denote by ∆B the morphism

uD,D �Gp∆Dq : B Ñ B dB.

Then ∆B is coassociative:

pιB b∆Bq∆B � pιB b puD,D �Gp∆Dqqq � puD,D �Gp∆Dqq

�
naturality

pιB b uD,Dq � uD,DdD �GpιD b∆Dq �Gp∆Dq

�
2-cocycle id.

puD,D b ιBq � uDdD,D �Gp∆D b ιDq �Gp∆Dq

� . . .

� p∆B b ιBq∆B.

Now since ∆B is a morphism of right A-modules, we must have

∆Bpb � aq � ∆Bpbq �∆Apaq.

Further, denoting, for d P D, by ld the linear map ‘left multiplication with
d’ in EndDpDDq, we also have

∆B �Gpldq � uD,D �Gp∆Dq �Gpldq

� uD,D �Gpldp1q b ldp2qq �Gp∆Dq

�
naturality

pGpldp1qq bGpldp2qqq � uD,D �Gp∆Dq.

Hence
∆Bpd � bq � ∆Dpdq �∆Bpbq,

by definition of the left D-module structure on B.

We want to show that

D dB Ñ B dB : db bÑ pdb 1q∆Bpbq
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is bijective. Let teiuiPI be a basis of D. Denote by T1,∆D
the D-module

morphism
T1,∆D

: pD d pDDq �q
à
iPI

DD Ñ pD dDqD :

p
¸
i

ei b di �q ` di Ñ
¸
i

pei b 1q∆Dpdiq.

We know by Proposition 1.2.5 that T1,∆D
is bijective. Now we can write

T1,∆D
�
à
iPI

plei b 1q �∆D,

where lei is again left multiplication with the element ei. So also

uD,D �GpT1,∆D
q

is bijective. But G preserves direct sums, so

uD,D �GpT1,∆D
q �

à
i

puD,D �Gplei b 1q �Gp∆Dqq

�
à
i

ppGpleiq b 1q � uD,D �Gp∆Dqq,

which says exactly that

D dBp�
à
i

Bq Ñ B dB :
¸
i

ei b bip� `biq Ñ
¸
i

pei b 1q∆Bpbiq

is bijective. Hence B is a comonoidal D-A-equivalence bimodule.

(We also would like to present the construction of the coproduct in the case
where we identify B with B � HompUD, UA � Gq, where U denoted the
forgetful functor to the category of vector spaces over k. Denote for the mo-
ment pD,bDq � pMod-D,dq and pA,bAq � pMod-A,dq. First remark that
we have a natural map ∆B from B to HompUD�bD, UA�G�bAq, by putting
∆BpbqpV,W q :� bVbDW for b P B. By composing with u, and noting that U
intertwines the tensor products of A and D with the one of Mod-k, we can
see ∆B as an element of Hompd

k
�pUD�UDq,d

k
�ppUA �Gq�pUA �Gqqq. But

it is not difficult to show that this last space is isomorphic to BdB, where
b b b1 corresponds to the natural transformation pb b b1qVbDW :� bV b b1V .
Hence ∆B can be interpreted as a map B Ñ BdB. One then argues that
it satisfies all needed properties. It is also easily seen to correspond exactly
to the comultiplication on B, simply by evaluating elements of B at D.)
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Next, suppose that B is a comonoidal D-A-equivalence bimodule. Let pE, eq
be the linking algebra between A and D associated to the underlying equi-
valence bimodule. We write again C � p1E � eqEe, and we identify it
with HomDpDB,DDq in the natural way, by right multiplication. Since�
D dD B dB
C d C AdA



is a linking algebra between AdA and DdD, we can

also identify CdC with HomDdDppDdDqpBdBq, pDdDqpDdDqq, where we
again write the action of C d C on B dB as right multiplication.

By definition of a comonoidal D-A-equivalence bimodule, we know that

D dB Ñ B dB : db bÑ pdb 1q∆Bpbq

is bijective. But then also

B dD Ñ B dB : bb dÑ p1b dq∆Bpbq

is bijective, since

p1b dq∆Bpbq � pSDpdp1qqdp2q b dp3qq∆Bpbq

� pSDpdp1qq b 1q∆Bpdp2qbq,

and
D dB Ñ D dB : db bÑ SDpdp1qq b dp2qb

is bijective with

D dB Ñ D dB : db bÑ S�1
D pdp2qq b dp1qb

as inverse.

Now take c P C, and write

φc : B dB Ñ D dD : φcppdb 1q∆Bpbqq � pdb 1q∆Dpb � cq.

By the definition of a comonoidal equivalence bimodule, this is well-defined.
Now for d1 P D, we trivially have

φcppd
1db 1q∆Bpbqq � pd1 b 1qφcppdb 1q∆Bpbqq.

On the other hand, writing 1b d � SDpdp1qqdp2q b dp3q, we also have

φcpp1b dq∆Bpbqq � φcppSDpdp1qqdp2q b dp3qq∆Bpbqq

� φcppSDpdp1qq b 1q∆Bpdp2q � bqq

� pSDpdp1qq b 1q∆Dpdp2q � b � cq

� pSDpdp1qqdp2q b dp3qqq∆Dpb � cq

� p1b dq∆Dpb � cq,
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which, by the previous paragraph, gives an equivalent defining equality for
φc. This makes it clear that also

φcpp1b d1dq∆Bpbqq � p1b d1qφcpp1b dq∆Bpbqq

for d1 P D. By the discussion before the previous paragraph, this means
that we can write

φcpbb b1q � pbb b1q∆Cpcq,

for a uniquely determined element ∆Cpcq P C d C.

It is easily verified that ∆C is coassociative: using Sweedler notation, we
have

pdb d1 b d2q∆p2q
B pbqppιC b∆Cq∆Cpcqq

� dbp1qcp1q b d1bp2qp1qcp2qp1q b d2bp2qp2qcp2qp2q

� dbp1qcp1q b d1pbp2qcp2qqp1q b d2pbp2qcp2qqp2q

� dpbcqp1q b d1pbcqp2qp1q b d2pbcqp2qp2q

� dpbcqp1qp1q b d1pbcqp1qp2q b d2pbcqp2q

� dpbp1qcp1qqp1q b d1pbp1qcp1qqp2q b d2pbp2qcp2qq

� dbp1qp1qcp1qp1q b d1bp1qp2qcp1qp2q b d2bp2qcp2q

� pdb d1 b d2q∆p2q
B pbqpp∆C b ιCq∆Cpcqq,

which is sufficient to conclude pιC b∆Cq∆Cpcq � p∆C b ιCq∆Cpcq, since el-
ements of the form pdbd1bd2q∆p2q

B pbq span BdBdB, on which CdCdC
acts faithfully by right multiplication.

We can now take the direct sum ∆E of the ∆D,∆C ,∆B and ∆A, and see
this direct sum as a map E Ñ E d E, by embedding D dD,C d C,B dB
and Ad A in E d E in the natural way. Then clearly, ∆E is coassociative.
We want to show that it is also multiplicative.

Now ∆A and ∆D are multiplicative on resp. A and D, by definition. Also,
by definition,

∆Bpd � b � aq � ∆Dpdq �∆Bpbq �∆Apaq,

and ∆Bpbq∆Cpcq � ∆Dpbcq. We also have that

pdb 1q∆Bpbq∆Cpcq∆Bpb
1q � pdb 1q∆Dpbcq∆Bpb

1q

� pdb 1q∆Bpbcb
1q

� pdb 1q∆Bpbq∆Apcb
1q,
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hence ∆Cpcq∆Bpbq � ∆Apcbq. Similarly, one proves that ∆Cpa � c � dq �
∆Apaq �∆Cpcq �∆Dpdq. All this combined proves the multiplicativity of ∆E .

By Lemma 1.2.15, pE, eq is a linking weak Hopf algebra between A and D.

Now suppose that pE, eq is a linking weak Hopf algebra between A and D.
By symmetry, we only have to construct a comonoidal equivalence from
Mod-E to Mod-A. However, the restriction functor from Mod-E to Mod-A
is already strictly comonoidal, i.e. RespV q d RespW q � RespV d

k2
W q, as is

easily verified. (Of course, we have to choose the proper (balanced) tensor
product of the vector spaces to have equality of the tensor product and the
restriction of the balanced tensor product, but this can easily be achieved).
It is also easily verified that the comonoidal structure u, obtained on the
associated equivalence �d

D
B from Mod-D to Mod-A, equals

uV,W pbb
D
pv b wqq � pbp1q b

D
vq b pbp2q b

D
wq.

We again have to show that these constructions, when applied successively,
give us back the original structure, up to isomorphism.

So suppose we start with a comonoidal Morita equivalence pF, uq between
pMod-A,d, εAq and pMod-D,d, εDq, and let pG, u1q be a comonoidal quasi-
inverse. In Proposition 1.1.12, we then constructed an isomorphism φ be-
tween the functors G and G̃ � �d

D
B, with B � GpDDq. Now if we denote

the comonoidal structure that we get on G̃ by ũ, we should show that φ
changes ũ1 into u1. By construction of φ, this reduces to proving

pu1V,W �Gplvbwqqpbq � Gplvqpbp1qq bGplwqpbp2qq,

where l was the operation introduced in Proposition 1.1.12. Now it is easily
seen that lvbw � plv b lwq �∆D. By naturality of u1, we get that

u1V,W �Gplvbwq � u1V,W �Gplv b lwq �Gp∆Dq

� pGplvq bGplwqq � u
1
D,D �Gp∆Dq

� pGplvq bGplwqq �∆B,

by construction of ∆B. This then proves the equality we were after.
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Starting with a comonoidal equivalence bimodule B between A and D, it is,
as in Proposition 1.1.12, more trivial to see that the constructions lead us
back to B itself.

Since the comultiplication ∆C on the C-part of a linking weak Hopf algebra
pE, eq is uniquely determined by the ∆B and ∆D-part, by the formula

ppdb 1q∆Bpbqq∆Cpcq � pdb 1q∆Dpbcq,

it also follows immediately by the proof of the corresponding statement in
Proposition 1.1.12 that applying our constructions successively on a linking
algebra between A and D, we are led back to an isomorphic linking algebra
between A and D.

We can now explain why we have chosen for the terminology of comonoidal
Morita equivalence. For it follows from the above proposition that if A and
D are two comonoidally Morita equivalent Hopf algebras, then the functorial
part of the comonoidal equivalence functor Mod-D Ñ Mod-A is given by
the right balanced tensor product functor

V Ñ V d
D
B,

while the ‘comonoidal part’ is given by

pV dW q d
D
B Ñ pV d

D
Bq b pW d

D
Bq,

pv b wq b
D
bÑ pv b

D
bp1qq b pw b

D
bp2qq.

But this last formula makes sense for any comonoidal D-A-bimodule, i.e. for
any D-A-bimodule B which is also a coalgebra, and whose comultiplication
is a bimodule map. So the comonoidal structure really seems the most nat-
ural one to consider in this context.

1.2.4 Reflecting across Morita module coalgebras

Just as for Morita modules, one can construct from a comonoidal Morita
module a new Hopf algebra, built on its endomorphism algebra. Apart from
this, the following proposition also shows, maybe more surprisingly, that the
definition we gave for a comonoidal Morita module is too strongly formu-
lated: one only needs the bijectivity statement in that definition, since the
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Morita property comes for free.

Proposition 1.2.18. Let D be a Hopf algebra, and B a left D-module.
Suppose B is a coalgebra, such that ∆Bpd � bq � ∆Dpdq � ∆Bpbq, and such
that the map

D dB Ñ B dB : db bÑ pdb 1q∆Bpbq

is an isomorphism. Then B is a left comonoidal Morita D-module, and
there exists a Hopf algebra A which completes it to a comonoidal equiva-
lence bimodule between A and D. It is unique in the following sense: if A1

is another Hopf algebra, and B is also a comonoidal equivalence bimodule
between A1 and D, then there exists an isomorphism Φ : A Ñ A1 of Hopf
algebras, such that b � Φpaq � b � a for all a P A and b P B.

Proof. We note first that also

D dB Ñ B dB : db bÑ p1b dq∆Bpbq

is an isomorphism, since

p1b dq∆Bpbq � pSDpdp1qq b 1q∆Bpdp2qbq.

(When we want to use the ensuing proof for Proposition 1.2.5, this was in
fact an extra assumption.)

We first show that B is a counital coalgebra. The argument is in fact
completely the same as the one of [92]. (To be able to reuse this proof for
another proposition, we will insert at places some steps which are redundant
for this particular proof.) Choose b P B. We define a map EBpbq : B Ñ B
as follows. For any b1 P B, write

b1 b b �
¸
i

pdi b 1q∆Bpb
2
i q,

where the expression on the right is uniquely determined by assumption.
Then define

pEBpbqqpb
1q :�

¸
i

di � b
2
i .

We want to show that EBpbq is in fact a scalar, i.e. of the form εBpbq � ιB
for some εBpbq P k. Now by an easy argument, we also have that if

°
i b
1
i b

bi �
°
jpdj b 1q∆Bpb

2
j q, then

°
ipEBpbiqqpb

1
iq �

°
j dj � b

2
j . In particular,
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pEBpbp2qqqpdbp1qq � db. Further, if b1 b b �
°
ipdi b 1q∆Bpb

2
i q, then also

b1 b bp1q b d1bp2q �
°
ipdi b 1b d1qpb2ip1q b b2ip2q b b2ip3qq. Hence

pEBpbp1qqqpb
1q b d1bp2q �

¸
i

dib
2
ip1q b d1b2ip2q

� b1 b d1b,

from which we conclude that ωpd1bp2qqEBpbp1qq � ωpd1bqιB for any ω P B�.
Since B dB � p1bDq �∆BpBq, we conclude from this that EB has indeed
range in k � ιB, and we can write EBpbq � εBpbqιB. The last identity for
EB then lets us conclude that εBpbp1qqd1bp2q � d1b, and since we had already
derived that dbp1qεBpbp2qq � db earlier on, we conclude that εB is indeed a
counit for the coalgebra B.

We now show that εB satisifies εBpd � bq � εDpdqεBpbq (for which we will
not need that εD is multiplicative). Take b, b1 P B and d P D. Write
b1 b b �

°
i dipip1q b pip2q, and write di b d �

°
j dijd

1
ijp1q b d1ijp2q. Then

b1b db �
°
i,j dijpd

1
ijpiqp1qb pd

1
ijpiqp2q, and by the counit property of εD and

εB, we find

εBpd � bqb
1 �

¸
i,j

dijd
1
ijpi

�
¸
i

εDpdq
¸
i

dipi

� εDpdqεBpbqb
1,

from which εBpd � bq � εDpdqεBpbq follows.

Now define a map SB : B Ñ HomkpB,Dq by the defining property that

pSBpbp2qqqpdbp1qq � εBpbqd.

In fact, since pSBpbp2qqqpd1dbp1qq � d1pSBpbp2qqqpdbp1qq, we see that SB has
range in C :� HomDpDB,DDq. From now on, we let elements of C act on
the right of B, so in particular, we then obtain the formula bp1q � SBpbp2qq �
εBpbq1D. Then since pd � bp1q � SBpbp2qqq � bp3q � d � b, we also obtain that
pb1 � SBpbp1qqq � bp2q � εBpbqb

1 for all b, b1 P B. (We remark that at this point,
the proof of 1.2.5 would be completed.)
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Choose a fixed b P B with εBpbq � 1, and write ∆Bpbq �
°
i bi b b1i. Then

tpb1i, SBpbiqqu gives us a finite projective basis of B, i.e. b �
°
ipb �SBpbiqq � b

1
i

for all b P B. Hence DB is projective and finitely generated. On the other
hand, DB is a generating module since

°
i bi � SBpb

1
iq � 1D. So DB is a

left Morita D-module, and defining A as EndDpDBqop, we get that B is a
D-A-equivalence bimodule.

Now we could proceed as in the proof of ‘3. implies 2.’ for Proposition
1.2.17 to construct a comultiplication on C, but we will proceed by a dif-
ferent route. Namely, we first remark that SBpdbq � SBpbqSDpdq (using
again multiplications inside the associated linking algebra). Indeed: by the
modularity of εB with respect to εD, we have

d1dp1qbp1qSBpdp2qbp2qq � d1εBpdbq

� d1εDpdqεBpbq

� d1dp1qεBpbqSDpdp2qq

� d1dp1qbp1qSBpbp2qqSDpdp2qq,

from which SBpdbq � SBpbqSDpdq for all b P B and d P D easily follows.
Then, since for any c P C and b P B with εBpbq � 1, we have c � SBpbp1qq �
pbp2qcq, and since SD is surjective on D, we have that SB is in fact surjective
onto C. So we can define a comultiplication on C by the formula

∆C :� pSB b SBq �∆op
B � S�1

B ,

and it is further immediate that ∆Cpcdq � ∆Cpcq∆Dpdq for c P C and d P D,
using that SD flips the comultiplication on D.

Since A � C d
D
B, and AdA � pC dCq d

DdD
pB dBq by the remarks made

in Proposition 1.2.17 and the third item of Corollary ??, we can define a
comultiplication ∆A on A by putting

∆Apc � bq :� pcp1q � bp1qq b pcp2q � bp2qq.

Alternatively, ∆A can be defined by the defining property that

pdb 1q∆Bpbq∆Apaq :� pdb 1q∆Bpbaq.

In any case, it is clear then that ∆A will be a coassociative unital homomor-
phism, and that ∆Cpcq∆Bpbq � ∆Apcbq by definition.
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We now show that A has a counit and bijective antipode.

Define εC :� εB � S
�1
B . Then εC will be a counit for pC,∆Cq, and moreover

εCpcdq � εCpcqεDpdq. Together with the corresponding identity for εB and
the fact that we can identify A with C d

D
B as an A-A-bimodule, we can

define a map εA : AÑ k, uniquely determined by the property that εApcbq �
εCpcqεBpbq. Moreover, since εDpbcq � εBpbqεCpcq by a similar argument as
the ones already used, we get that εA is a homomorphism. It is also a counit
for ∆A: since εBpbaq � εBpbqεApaq by definition, we have

bpιA b εAqp∆Apaqq � pιB b εBqp∆Bpbaqq

� ba,

so pιA b εAq∆Apaq � a. Similarly, pεA b ιAq∆Apaq � a.

Applying our discussion up to now to pB,∆cop
B q, which is a comonoidal left

Dcop-Morita module, we find a bijection B Ñ C, whose inverse we will de-
note by SC , such that bp2q�S

�1
C pbp1qq � εBpbq1D and S�1

C pbp2qq�bp1q � εBpbq1A.
We remark that the comultiplications on C defined by these antipodes agree,
since we have the alternative expression pdb1q∆Bpbq∆Cpcq � pdb1q∆Dpbcq
for the comultiplication on C. Since SCpcdq � SDpdqSCpcq and SBpdbq �
SBpbqSDpdq, we can define, again using that C d

D
B � A,

SA : AÑ A : cbÑ SBpbqSCpcq,

which is clearly a bijective map. We show that SA satisfies the antipode
identity:

pcbqp1qSAppcbqp2qq � cp1qbp1qSApcp2qbp2qq

� cp1qbp1qSBpbp2qqSCpcp2qq

� εBpbqcp1qSCpcp2qq

� εBpbqεCpcq1A
� εApcbq1A.

Similarly, SAppcbqp1qqpcbqp2q � εApcbq1A, and we are done.

By the previous proposition, it is also easy to see that if A and D are Hopf
algebras, then an isomorphism class of comonoidal equivalence bimodules
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between A and D is completely determined by the isomorphism class of the
associated right comonoidal Morita A-module, up to a group-like (hence
necessarily invertible) element in D (compare Lemma 3.11 of [71]).

1.3 Monoidal co-Morita equivalence of Hopf alge-
bras

As said at the beginning of this chapter, the theory of ‘monoidal co-Morita
equivalences’ is, formally, completely dual to the theory that we have devel-
oped in the previous section. Therefore, we will not give complete proofs for
the statements in this section (moreover, most of them are in the literature),
although the statements can not be deduced from those in the previous sec-
tion (except in the finite-dimensional case).

Definition 1.3.1. Let A be a counital coalgebra. A left counital comodule
pV, γV q for A consists of a k-vector space V and a linear map γV : V Ñ
Ad V , such that

1. pιA b γV qγV � p∆A b ιV qγV ,

2. pεA b ιV qγV � ιV .

We will also write just the symbol for the underlying vector space V for a
comodule, and γV for the associated comodule map, or vice versa, write γ
for a left counital comodule, and then write the associated vector space by
Vγ . We have the Sweedler notation for left counital comodules:

γpvq � vp�1q b vp0q,

p∆A b ιV qpγpvqq � vp�2q b vp�1q b vp0q.

There is of course also the notion of a right counital comodule, which is then
a couple pV, αV q with αV : V Ñ V d A, satisfying the obvious identities. If
α is a right counital comodule, we write

αpvq � vp0q b vp1q.

We can put a category structure on the collection of all left counital comod-
ules: if V and W are two left counital comodules, we define

MorpV,W q � tx : V ÑW | p1b xqγV pvq � γW pxvqu.
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In case A is in fact a Hopf algebra, we also have a monoidal structure: we
then define

γV � γW : V dW Ñ Ad pV dW q : v b w Ñ pvp�1q � wp�1qq b vp0q b wp0q.

Together with the trivial comodule ηA : k Ñ Adk, we get a strict monoidal
category pA�CoMod, �, ηAq (when choosing the appropriate tensor product).

Again, we also have a strict monoidal category of right comodules pCoMod-
A, � , ηAq.

Definition 1.3.2. Let A and D be two counital coalgebras. We call them
co-Morita equivalent (or Morita-Takeuchi equivalent) if their associated cat-
egories of right counital comodules are (k-linearly) equivalent, and call a
particular such equivalence a co-Morita equivalence.

When A and D are two Hopf algebras, we call them monoidally co-Morita
equivalent (or monoidally Morita-Takeuchi equivalent) if their associated
monoidal categories of right counital comodules are monoidally equivalent.
We call a particular such monoidal equivalence a monoidal co-Morita equi-
valence between A and D.

Remark: One can show that in both situations, one obtains precisely the
same notion if one only works with pCoModfd-A, � , ηAq, the full (monoidal)
sub-category of finite-dimensional comodules.

Now we want to reformulate this notion again without using category theory.

Definition 1.3.3. Let A be a Hopf algebra, and pB,αBq a couple consisting
of a unital algebra B with a counital right A-comodule structure αB, such
that αB is a unital homomorphism. Then we call αB a right coaction of A
on B.

The following concepts, studied in detail by Schauenburg in [71], are dual
to the notion of ‘comonoidal Morita module’ and ‘monoidal equivalence bi-
module’.

Definition 1.3.4. Let αB be a right coaction of a Hopf algebra A on a unital
algebra B. We call B a right Galois object if

T1,αB : B dB Ñ B dA : bb b1 Ñ pbb 1qαBpb1q,
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called a Galois map for αB, is a bijection.

Remark: Note that the bijectivity of T1,αB is equivalent to the bijectivity of
the other Galois map

TαB ,1 : B dB Ñ B dA : bb b1 Ñ αBpbqpb
1 b 1q,

by an easy argument. There is then no trouble or ambiguity in defining a
left Galois object.

Definition 1.3.5. Let A and D be Hopf algebras, B a unital algebra, αB
a right coaction of A on B, and γB a left coaction of D on B. We call
pB, γB, αBq a bi-Galois object if pB, γBq is a left, pB,αBq a right Galois
object, and αB and γB commute, i.e.

pιD b αBqγB � pγB b ιAqαB.

Note that, in analogy with the previous section, we could also call a Galois
object a ‘monoidal co-Morita comodule’, and a bi-Galois object a ‘monoidal
equivalence bicomodule’.

The following is a main result of [71] (which holds also when the antipode
is not bijective, or, with some minor extra assumptions, when k is a general
unital ring).

Proposition 1.3.6. Let A and D be two Hopf algebras. Then there is a
one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of

1. monoidal co-Morita equivalences between A and D, and

2. bi-Galois objects between A and D.

In particular, A and D are monoidally co-Morita equivalent iff there exists
a bi-Galois object between them.

There is also a notion dual to that of a linking weak Hopf algebra.

Definition 1.3.7. Let pE, tpijuq be a couple consisting of a weak Hopf al-
gebra, together with a central decomposition tpiju of the unit 1E into four
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non-trivial constituents (so p11, p12, p21, p22 are four non-zero central ele-
ments, pij �pkl � δikδjl pij, and

°
i,j pij � 1). We call pE, tpijuq a co-linking

weak Hopf algebra if
∆Eppikq �

¸
j

pij b pjk.

When working with a co-linking weak Hopf algebra, we will again personalise
its constituents, writing pijE � Eij or also E11 � D, E21 � C, E12 � B
and E22 � A. We also write

∆k
ij : Eij Ñ Eik d Ekj : xij Ñ ppik b pkjq∆Epxijq,

which we personalise as ∆1
11 � ∆D, ∆1

12 � γB, ∆1
21 � γC , ∆2

12 � αB,
∆2

21 � αC , ∆2
11 � βD, ∆1

22 � βA, and finally ∆2
22 � ∆A. We call βA and βD

the external comultiplication maps.

It is not hard to show, using the general theory of weak Hopf algebras, that
the counit of E vanishes on B and C. Denoting by εA and εD the restriction
of εE to A, resp. D, it is also easy to see that they provide counits on the
coalgebras A and D, and that A and D then become bialgebras. Further,
SE will restrict to maps SA : A Ñ A, SB : B Ñ C, SC : C Ñ B and
SD : D Ñ D, with SA and SD then providing antipodes for the bialgebras
A and D. Hence A and D are in fact Hopf algebras.

Definition 1.3.8. Let A and D be two Hopf algebras. We call a quadru-
ple pE, tpiju,ΦA,ΦDq a co-linking weak Hopf algebra between A and D if
pE, tpijuq is a co-linking weak Hopf algebra, and if the ΦA and ΦD are comul-
tiplication preserving isomorphisms A �

ΦA
pE22,∆2

22q and D �
ΦD

pE11,∆1
11q.

Again, we mostly suppress the notation for the isomorphisms ΦA and ΦD

in the previous definition.

As for linking weak Hopf algebras, one can give a quasi-classical inter-
pretation of co-linking weak Hopf algebras, by considering them as non-
commutative function spaces on a quantum groupoid with a classical object
space consisting of two objects. The composition of arrows is now encoded
in the comultiplication of the co-linking weak Hopf algebra.

The following shows that there is no real difference between bi-Galois ob-
jects and co-linking weak Hopf algebras between.
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Proposition 1.3.9. Let A and D be two Hopf algebras. Then there is a
one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of

1. co-linking weak Hopf algebras between A and D, and

2. bi-Galois objects between A and D.

Proof. Let pE, tpijuq be a co-linking weak Hopf algebra between A and D.
Then from the coassociativity of ∆E and its behavior with respect to the
pij , it follows that pιB b∆AqαB � pαB b ιAqαB. Since εA is the restriction
of εE to A, it is also easy to see that αB is counital, hence provides a right
coaction of A on B. Similarly, γB is a left coaction of D on B. The coasso-
ciativity of ∆E also shows immediately that γB and αB commute.

Now write βApaq � ar1s b ar2s. Then the antipode identity on E gives that

b1bp0qSCpbp1qr1sq b bp1qr2s � b1 b b,

bSCpar1sqar2sp0q b ar2sp1q � bb a,

which lets us conclude that

T1,αB : B dB Ñ B dA : bb b1 Ñ pbb 1qαBpb1q

is a bijection. Similarly, one shows that

TγB ,2 : B dB Ñ D dB : bb b1 Ñ γBpbqp1b b1q

is a bijection. Hence pB, γB, αBq is a bi-Galois object.

Now let pB, γB, αBq be a bi-Galois object. Denote

E � D ` C `B `A,

where C � Bop. We give E the direct sum algebra structure. We denote
the units of D,C,B and A, seen as central orthogonal idempotents in E,
respectively by p11, p21, p12 and p22. We will construct a comultiplication
∆E on E. Denote

β̃Apaq :� T�1
1,αB

p1b aq,

and write β̃Apaq � ar1s b ar2s. Further write

βA : AÑ C dB : aÑ par1sqop b ar2s,
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which we then write as βApaq � ar1s b ar2s. In a similar way, one constructs
a map

βD : D Ñ B d C.

As in [79], one can check that βA and βD are unital homomorphisms. Further
write

αC : C Ñ Ad C : bop Ñ S�1
A pbp1qq b bop

p0q,

γC : C Ñ C dD : bop Ñ bop
p0q b S�1

D pbp�1qq,

then αC is a left coaction by A and γC a right coaction by D. We then
define a map

∆E : E Ñ E d E,

which is given on the different components of E as

∆Epaq � βApaq �∆Apaq,

∆Epbq � γBpbq � αBpbq,

∆Epcq � αCpcq � γCpcq,

∆Epdq � ∆Dpdq � βDpdq.

It is then immediate that ∆E is a (non-unital) homomorphism, and that the
unit is weakly comultiplicative. One can also show that ∆E is coassociative,
although we refrain from carrying out this computation in full here (one
can prove this piecewise, using coassociativity, the coaction property, the
commuting property between αB and αC , and formulas as in Lemma 2.1.7
in [76]).

Now define εEpd` c` b` aq � εDpdq � εApaq. Then it is trivial to see that
εE is a counit for the coalgebra E, and that it is moreover weakly multipli-
cative. Hence E is in fact a monoidal and comonoidal weak bialgebra.

Now we use a result from [77], which is an analogue of Proposition 1.2.5 for
weak bialgebras: if E is a monoidal and comonoidal weak bialgebra, then it
is a weak Hopf algebra (possibly with non-bijective antipode) iff

E d
Es
E Ñ ∆Ep1EqpE d Eq : x b

Es
y Ñ ∆Epxqp1E b yq

is an isomorphism. (Alternatively, we could have established this propo-
sition specifically for our situation, with the same techniques already used
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extensively in the previous section.) Applied to the weak bialgebra already
obtained, this map splits into 8 maps

Eik d Ejk Ñ Eij d Ejk :

xij d yjk Ñ ∆j
ikpxijqp1ij b yjkq,

all of which should be isomorphisms. But 4 of them (for example, the ones
with k � 1) can be omitted by symmetry reasonings, and then 2 further
ones can be omitted by 1.2.5 and by the fact that αB is a Galois object.
Thus we only have to check if

B dAÑ B dA : bb aÑ αBpbqp1b aq

is bijective, but this is true for any coaction, as is easily verified, and if

AdB Ñ C dB : ab bÑ βApaqp1b bq

is bijective. But using again the formulas of Lemma 2.1.7 in [76], we find
that

C dB Ñ AdB : cb bÑ pιA b SCqpγCpcqqp1b bq

is an inverse for this last map. The same reasoning, applied to Ecop, shows
that the associated antipode SE is in fact bijective.

Before proving that the two operations introduced so far are inverses of each
other, we first give some further comments about this antipode SE . It is for
example easy to see, using once more the formulas of Lemma 2.1.7 in [76],
that SC , which is SE restricted to C, is simply C Ñ B : bop Ñ b. However,
the restriction SB of SE to B will be of the form b Ñ θBpbq

op, where θB
is a certain automorphism of the algebra B. This automorphism θB was
called the Grunspan map in Definition 3.5 of [75], and was actually defined
for quantum torsors (which are in one-to-one correspondence with our co-
linking weak Hopf algebras, but which have a slimmer axiom system). See
also the original paper [43]. We will see this automorphism appear again in
the third chapter, but we call it there the antipode squared associated to
a Galois object (for obvious reasons). Our definition of it will however be
given in a different way than in [75].

Now, to show that these two operations we introduced are inverses of each
other, we only have to show that a co-linking weak Hopf algebra pE, tpijuq
between A and D is completely determined by its associated bi-Galois object
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pB, γB, αBq. But SC : C Ñ B provides an anti-isomorphism between C and
B, hence the algebra structure on C is completely determined. Since

∆E � SE � pSE b SEq∆
op
E ,

the comultiplication on the C-part is completely determined. Finally, since

AdB Ñ C dB : ab bÑ βApaqp1b bq

has
C dB Ñ AdB : cb bÑ pιA b SCqpγCpcqqp1b bq

as its inverse, βA, and by symmetry, βD are completely determined. Hence
all structure involving C is fixed, and we are done.

The following result, again due to Schauenburg ([71]), is the dual of Propo-
sition 1.2.18.

Proposition 1.3.10. Let A be a Hopf algebra, and let B be a right Galois
object for A. Then there exists a Hopf algebra D which completes it to a
bi-Galois object between A and D. It is unique in the following sense: if D1

is another Hopf algebra, and B is also a bi-Galois object between A and D,
then there exists an isomorphism ΦD : D Ñ D1 of Hopf algebras, such that

γD1 � pΦD b ιqγD.

We now introduce the following generalization of the concept of a Galois
object.

Definition 1.3.11. Let A be a Hopf algebra, αB a right coaction of A on a
unital algebra B. The algebra of coinvariants for αB is the set of elements
b P B for which αBpbq � bb 1 (which are then called coinvariants).

It is easily seen that the set of coinvariants is really a unital subalgebra of B.

Definition 1.3.12. Let A be a Hopf algebra, αB a right coaction of A on a
unital algebra B. We call αB a Galois coaction if, denoting by F the algebra
of coinvariants, a (generalized) Galois map

B d
F
B Ñ B dA : bb

F
b1 Ñ pbb 1qαBpb1q

is bijective.
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As for Galois objects, one can as well put the other Galois map

B d
F
B Ñ B dA : bb

F
b1 Ñ αBpbqpb

1 b 1q

in the definition.

We note that many results concerning Galois objects also hold for Galois
coactions, with the main difference that the rôle of D is now played by a
‘Hopf algebroid’ (see also the remark following Definition 1.2.16).

We end with the following minor observation. First remark that one can
also define right coactions for weak Hopf algebras. One such definition goes
as follows. We can coact on the right on unital algebras B equipped with
a unital anti-homomorphism sB of L, the algebra of objects of the weak
Hopf algebra A, into B. Then such an algebra becomes an L-bimodule, by
composing sB with either left or right multiplication. Consider also A as an
L-bimodule by composing t with multiplication to the left or right. Note
then that pB d

L
AqL, the set of L-central elements in pB d

L
Aq, becomes an

algebra under the obvious (factorwise) multiplication rule. Then a coaction
of A on B consists, apart from sB, of a unital homomorphism αB : B Ñ
pB d

L
AqL, satisfying αBpsBpxqq � 1B b

L
sApxq, for x P L, and the natural

coassociativity relation, which, in Sweedler notation, reads

bp0qp0q b
L
bp0qp1q b

L
bp1q � bp0q b

L
bp1qp1q b

L
bp1qp2q

for all b P B (where we have also interpreted ∆A as a map A Ñ pA d
L
AqL,

with L-bimodule structure as on B but using now the map sA, and where
we have also identified pBd

L
Aqd

L
A with Bd

L
pAd

L
Aq, although this actually

requires some care), together with the counital assumption xp0qb
L
Etpxp1qq �

xb
L

1A for x P B. Note that by the last property, αB is automatically faithful.

For such a coaction, one can again define the algebra F of coinvariants as
the set of those elements b P B for which αBpbq � b b

L
1A. Then one can

form a Galois map

B d
F
B Ñ B d

L
A : bb

F
b1 Ñ bb1p0q b

L
b1p1q.

We call the coaction Galois, when sB is faithful and this Galois map is an
isomorphism.
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Now take A � M2pkq, endowed with the weak Hopf algebra structure of
the groupoid algebra of the connected groupoid 2 with two points and four
arrows, that is, with its usual product structure and with the ‘trivial’ co-
multiplication ∆Apeijq � eij b eij . Then we note that L is k2, embedded as
the commutative subalgebra of diagonal elements in M2pkq, and that s � t.
Now let E be a unital algebra equipped with a coaction by M2pkq. Then e �

sEpe2q provides an idempotent in E. Let E �

�
E11 E12

E21 E22



�

�
A B
C D



be the associated decomposition of E with respect to e. Note that if sE is
faithful, then e is not trivial, so neither A or D are the zero algebra. Fur-
ther, since αE has range in pEd

k2
M2pkqq

k2
, we see that for xij P Eij , we have

αEpxijq � x1ij b
k2
eij for some x1ij P Eij (being careful to use the right module

structures!). But since αE is a coaction, and αE is faithful, it is easy to see
that in fact x1ij � xij . Hence a coaction by M2pkq is completely determined
by the idempotent e inside E.

Let us now consider however what happens when the coaction is Galois.
Remark first that the algebra of coinvariants can easily be verified to be the
algebra D `A inside E. Then E d

D`A
E can naturally be identified with�� pE11 d

D
E11q pE11 d

D
E12q

pE21 d
D
E11q pE21 d

D
E12q

�`
�� pE12 d

A
E21q pE12 d

A
E22q

pE22 d
A
E21q pE22 d

A
E22q

�.
On the other hand, Ed

k2
M2pkq is easily seen to coincide with E`E, sending

xij b
k2
eik to xij in the k-th component. The Galois map will then coin-

cide exactly with the multiplication map of E, restricted to each summand.
From this, we conclude that αE will be a Galois coaction iff E is a unital
linking algebra. Another way of saying this is that unital linking algebras
are precisely strong 2-graded unital algebras.

It is then further easily noted that linking weak Hopf algebras are exactly
those weak linking Hopf algebras equipped with a Galois coaction of M2pkq,
in such a way that the coaction and the comultiplication commute. One
can even better appreciate the situation in the case of co-linking weak Hopf
algebras. Now we should look at the weak Hopf algebra k4, which is the
function algebra of the groupoid 2, where the comultiplication on the Dirac
function δij (corresponding to the arrow from i to j) is given as pδi1b δ1jq�
pδi2 b δ2jq. Then co-linking weak Hopf algebras E are precisely those weak
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Hopf algebras containing k4 as a sub-weak Hopf algebra. This is of course
what one should expect for the dual situation (compare Proposition 7.1.4).

1.4 Special cases and examples

As mentioned already, in the finite-dimensional case there is a very easy di-
rect correspondence between Galois objects (monoidal co-Morita modules)
and Galois coobjects (comonoidal Morita modules): one simply has to con-
sider the vector space dual and transpose all structure. In more detail: let
A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Then its k-linear dual A� obtains a
Hopf algebra structure, by defining

pMA�pω1 b ω2qqpaq � pω1 b ω2qp∆Apaqq

and
∆A�pωqpab a1q � ωpa � a1q,

where ω1, ω2, ω P A
�, and where we have identified pAdAq� with A� dA�.

Then εA provides the unit of A�, evaluation in 1A the counit, and the trans-
pose of the antipode SA the antipode SA� . We denote this Hopf algebra bypA, and call it the Hopf algebra dual to A.

Now if pB,αBq is a right A-Galois object, we can transpose αB to obtain
a right pA-module structure on B�, and we can transpose the multiplication
on B to obtain a comultiplication ∆B� on B�. It is then trivial to check
that B� is in fact a right pA-module coalgebra, and even a right comonoidal
Morita module. We then denote it by pB. Similarly, starting from a right
comonoidal Morita module, one produces a Galois object for the dual Hopf
algebra by considering the dual space.

However, in the finite-dimensional case, comonoidal Morita are in fact quite
trivial as a right A-module: they are simply a copy of A with its right module
structure by right multiplication. We put this in the form of a definition.

Definition 1.4.1. Let A be a Hopf algebra. A comonoidal right Morita
A-module B is called cleft when BA � AA.

If B is a cleft comonoidal right Morita A-module, we can put Ω � ∆Bp1Aq,
where we have simply identified BA with AA for convenience. By the bijec-
tivity of the Galois map, Ω will be an invertible element of AdA. Since ∆B

is coassociative, Ω will satisfy the 2-cocycle identity:

pΩb 1Aqpp∆A b ιAqpΩqq � p1A b ΩqppιA b∆AqpΩqq.
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Conversely, any 2-cocycle, i.e. any invertible element Ω in Ad A satisfying
this equality4 is easily seen to give rise to a (cleft) comonoidal right Morita
A-module structure on A itself, by putting

∆Bpaq :� Ω∆Apaq.

Two cleft comonoidal right Morita A-modules with associated 2-cocycles
Ω1 and Ω2 will then be isomorphic precisely when they are cohomologous,
that is, when there exists an invertible element u P A such that Ω2∆Apuq �
pubuqΩ1. Finally, it is also easy to see how the reflected Hopf algebra along
a cleft comonoidal right Morita A-module with associated 2-cocycle Ω looks
like: this is simply the algebra A with the new coproduct

∆Dpaq � Ω∆ApaqΩ�1.

Dually, one also has the notion of cleft Galois objects: while we do not give
the precise definition, we mention that they can again be characterized in
terms of ‘2-cocycles’, which are now however functions ω : A d A Ñ k,
satisfying among other conditions a natural 2-cocycle identity. It is easily
guessed that in case A is finite-dimensional, then ω, interpreted as an ele-
ment of pAd pA, will be a 2-cocycle for pA (as in the previous paragraph).

Apart from this quite general type of example, we can of course not ne-
glect to mention the Galois objects which inspired this name-giving, namely
the (finite) Galois field extensions. First note that associated to any fi-
nite group G, there corresponds a Hopf algebra in the following way. The
associated algebra is given by the set of all functions from G to k, with
pointwise addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication. Note then that
kpGq d

k
kpGq � kpG � Gq, in a natural way. Thus we can define a comul-

tiplication on kpGq by saying that ∆kpGqpfq, for f P kpGq, should be the
function on G�G which sends pg, hq to fpghq. Then the associativity of G

shows that ∆kpGq is coassociative. The counit is given by evaluation in the
unit element of G, while the antipode is given by pSkpGqpfqqpgq � fpg�1q.
Then actions of the group G on an algebra are in one-to-one correspondence
with coactions of the Hopf algebra kpGq, by letting an action α of G on an
algebra B correspond to the coaction B Ñ B d kpGq which sends b P B to°
gPG αgpbq b δg, where δg is the Dirac function in the point g P G.

4One often also asks the normalization condition pεA b ιAqΩ � pιA b εAqpΩq � 1A, so
to have εB � εA. However, this is merely a matter of convenience, since any 2-cocycle can
be perturbed to a normalized one.
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Now suppose k � K is a finite field extension. Then it is an easy exercise,
using basic Galois theory, to prove that this extension is Galois, i.e., k is
the fixed point algebra of all automorphisms of K leaving k element-wise
fixed, if and only if the associated coaction by the function algebra of the
automorphism group of k � K on K, considered as a k-algebra, is Galois.

However, it should be mentioned that it is quite possible that a finite di-
mensional Hopf algebra over a field k acts by a Galois coaction αK on a field
K � k, without this field extension being Galois! Such Hopf algebras will
then necessarily be commutative, but can of course not be of the form kpGq
for some group G (although they do become of this form when one amplifies
them with a big enough field extension of k). We refer to the article [42] for
more information.

Next, we address the natural question whether there exist non-cleft Galois
objects. This was in fact not clear at all from the beginning. The exis-
tence of these was established in [14], but the first concrete examples were
obtained by Bichon in [9]. Then in [10], examples were also found in the
C�-algebra setting, where there are even extra conditions on both the Hopf
algebra and the algebra acted upon, requiring them for example to have a
well-behaving �-structure, and a coaction respecting this �-structure. We
will treat some of the �-theory in the third chapter.

Finally, we end with the following remark, already alluded to in the intro-
duction. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, for example
C. Then any finite dimensional Hopf algebra A which is cocommutative, i.e.,
which satisfies ∆A � ∆op

A , is of the form kG for some finite group G. Here
kG is the group algebra of G, endowed with the Hopf algebra structure for
which ∆kGpgq � g b g. Let Ω P kG d kG be a 2-cocycle. Then in general,
there is no reason to expect that the Ω-twisted Hopf algebra is again cocom-
mutative, and the extra requirement necessary for cocommutativity to hold
is easily derived: pΩopq�1Ω, where Ωop is Ω with its legs interchanged, should
commute with all gbg. Is it possible to find a non-trivial 2-cocycle (i.e., not
cohomologous to the trivial 2-cocycle 1kG b 1kG) satisfying this condition?
The surprising answer is that such groups and 2-cocycles do indeed exist.
Even more: the reflected Hopf algebra, which is then of the form kH for
some (unique) finite group H, does not have to be isomorphic to kG, i.e., H
does not have to be isomorphic to G. In categorical terms, this means that
H and G have almost completely identical representation categories, for the
categories can not be distinguished as monoidal categories. However, they
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can be distinguished as symmetric monoidal categories. By a symmetric
monoidal category, we mean a monoidal category pC,bC ,1Cq together with
an extra natural transformation σ from bC to bC � ΣC,C , satisfying certain
relations. In case of the representation category of a finite group, this is
simply the natural transformation for which

σV,W : V dW ÑW d V :
¸
i

vi b wi Ñ
¸
i

wi b vi.

Again, as already mentioned in the introduction, the representation category
of a finite group, as a symmetric monoidal category, completely remembers
the group, by an (easy) corollary to a theorem by Deligne (see [24], although
this particular result was in fact known much earlier already). For examples
of groups having monoidally equivalent representation categories, we refer to
[38], where a whole family of them is obtained, and to [48], where examples
are provided of finite groups having even the same monoidal C�-category of
unitary representations.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries on algebraic
quantum groups

In this chapter, we first discuss some notions concerning non-unital alge-
bras, and explain how one can develop Morita theory for them. Then we
introduce multiplier Hopf algebras ([92]), which are genuine generalizations
of Hopf algebras to the setting of non-unital algebras. After this, we recall
the main results concerning algebraic quantum groups ([93]), which are a
nice behaving subclass of the class of multiplier Hopf algebras, allowing for
example for a duality theory. We also spend some time on a result, obtained
in [21], concerning the further structure of algebraic quantum groups in pres-
ence of a well-behaving �-structure. We end with stating the definition of
a Galois coaction for an algebraic quantum group (which is taken from [97]).

Throughout this chapter, k is again an arbitrary fixed field, unless otherwise
stated.

2.1 Non-unital algebras

Definition 2.1.1. Let A be an algebra.

• We call A firm if

Ab
A
AÑ A : ab

A
a1 Ñ aa1

is a bijection.

67
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• We call A left (resp. right) non-degenerate when A has no non-zero
left (resp. right) zero multipliers, i.e. elements a P A satisfying aa1 � 0
for all a1 P A (resp. a1a � 0 for all a1 P A). We call A non-degenerate
when it is both left and right non-degenerate.

• We call A idempotent when A �A � A.

• We say that A has left (resp. right) local units, when for each a P A
there exists an element a1 P A such that

a1 � a � a (resp. a � a1 � aq.

We say that A has local units when it has left and right local units.

• We say that A has a left (resp. right) unit when there exists an element
1A P A such that

1A � a � a (resp. a � 1A � aq for all a P A.

From (for example) Lemma 2.2 of [101], it follows that if A is an algebra
with left (resp. right) local units, then for each finite subset taiu of A, one
can find a P A such that a �ai � ai (resp. ai �a � ai), and, from Corollary 2.5
of that paper, that if A is an algebra with left and right local units, then for
each finite subset taiu of A, one can find a P A such that a � ai � ai � ai � a.
More trivially, if A has both a left and a right unit, then A is unital.

It is further immediate that a firm algebra is idempotent, that an algebra
which has left or right local units is firm, and that an algebra with local units
is non-degenerate. The notions ‘being non-degenerate and idempotent’ and
‘being firm’ are instances of nice regularity conditions which can be put onto
a non-unital algebra, but unfortunately, they are unrelated in general. We
present some examples to illustrate this fact.

The first two examples show that they are unrelated even in the commuta-
tive setting, and that they really ‘complement’ each other.

Example 2.1.2. Let A be the quotient of the semi-group algebra of pQ�0 ,�q,
dividing out the generators corresponding to rational numbers which are
strictly greater than 1. Then A is a firm algebra which is degenerate.
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Proof. Denote the generators of A as a k-vector space as αi, where 0   i ¤ 1
is a rational number. Then the multiplication rule is given by k-linearly ex-
tending the defining relations αi � αj � ai�j when i� j ¤ 1, and αi � αj � 0
when i� j ¡ 1.

It is easy to check that a � α1 satisfies a � a1 � 0 and a1 � a � 0 for all a1 P A,
so A is both left and right degenerate. Since αi � pαi{2q2 for any i, it is also
clear that A is idempotent.

Now let I be a finite subset of QXs0, 1s, and suppose we have an I�I-indexed
family of elements kij in k which satisfy

°
i,j kijα

i � αj � 0. Denote

i0 �
1
2
�minpI Y ti� j � 1 | i, j P I and i� j ¡ 1uq.

Then it is clear that
°
i,j kijα

i�i0 �αj is a well-defined sum in A, equal to 0.
Hence ¸

i,j

kijα
i b
A
αj �

¸
i,j

kijα
i0 � αi�i0 b

A
αj

� αi0 b
A
p
¸
i,j

kijα
i�i0 � αjq

� 0,

so A is firm.

Example 2.1.3. Let A be the quotient of the semi-group algebra of pQ�0 ,�q,
dividing out the generators corresponding to rational numbers which are
greater or equal to 1. Then A is a non-degenerate algebra which is not
firm.

Proof. Denote again the generators of A as a k-vector space as αi, where
now 0   i   1 is a rational number.

It is again easy to see that A is idempotent. To see that it is non-degenerate:
suppose that I is a finite subset of QXs0, 1r, that ki is an I-valued family
of elements of k, and that a �

°
i kiα

i satisfies a � a1 � 0 for all a1 P A.
Then, since Q�0 satisfies the cancelation law, this implies that for i P I, ei-
ther ki � 0 or i � j ¥ 1 for all j P Q�0 . But the latter implies that already
i ¥ 1. Hence a � 0, and A is non-degenerate.
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We show now that A is not firm, by proving that α1{2 b
A
α1{2 � 0, although

α1{2 � α1{2 � 0. Indeed: if α1{2 b
A
α1{2 were zero, then we can find a finite

subset I of QXs0, 1r and an I � I � I-valued family of elements krst of k,
such that

α1{2 b α1{2 �
¸
r,s,t

krstpα
rαs b αt � αr b αsαtq.

It is easily seen that we can assume all non-zero krst to satisfy r� s� t � 1.
Let i0 be a strictly positive rational number strictly smaller than 1/2 and
strictly smaller than any element of I. Then also

α1{2�i0 b α1{2 �
¸
r,s,t

krstpα
r�i0αs b αt � αr�i0 b αsαtq.

Applying the multiplication operator MA, this would lead us to α1�i0 � 0,
a contradiction.

The following gives an example of what can go wrong in a purely non-
commutative situation:

Example 2.1.4. Let A �

�
C C

0 0



as subalgebra of the C-algebra M2pCq

of 2 by 2 matrices over C. Then A is firm but degenerate.

Proof. The algebra A is firm, since
�

1 0
0 0



is a left unit. But since A has

the left zero multiplier
�

0 1
0 0



, it is degenerate.

Remark: We borrow the terminology of a firmness from [15] (where, in the
setting of rings, it is said to be due to Quillen). In [41], firm algebras are
also called regular algebras.

In the literature, especially the notion of a firm algebra has been studied,
for example in connection with Morita theory (cf. [41]). On the other
hand, in the theory of multiplier Hopf algebras (cf. [92]), the notion of non-
degeneracy is the main regularity condition. A priori, it is not clear what
could be the nicest possible, yet general enough regularity condition on a
non-unital algebra. But it turns out that the algebras underlying multiplier
Hopf algebras, which are more or less the only algebras we will encounter
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further on, have local units, so that a posteriori we needn’t really worry
about such questions concerning regularity, since having local units is al-
ready a strong condition.

It is not difficult to check that the tensor product algebra of two algebras
which satisfy one of the regularity conditions introduced (such as firmness,
non-degeneracy, being idempotent, having local units) is of the same type
(the proof to check preservation of firmness is the most involved, see [41]).

Definition 2.1.5. A �-algebra consists of a C-algebra A, equipped with an
anti-multiplicative, anti-linear1 involution

� : AÑ A : aÑ a�.

It is called positive, if a�a � 0 implies a � 0. It is called completely positive
if
°
i a

�
i ai � 0 implies ai � 0 for all i.

Note that a positive �-algebra is automatically non-degenerate.

When A and B are two �-algebras, also the tensor product algebra A d B
is a �-algebra, by defining pa b bq� :� a� b b� and extending anti-linearly.
Then, denoting with MnpCq the n-by-n-matrices over C with its canonical
�-algebra structure, it is easy to see that A is a completely positive �-algebra
iff A dMnpCq is positive for each n P N, whence the name. It is an open
problem if the tensor product algebra of two non-degenerate �-algebras is
again non-degenerate in the absence of sufficiently many hermitian positive
functionals on the two �-algebras.

It is further clear what is meant by a �-homomorphism between �-algebras.

Definition 2.1.6. Let A be an algebra. The multiplier algebra MpAq of A
is the unital subalgebra of EndkpAq `EndkpAqop, consisting of those pl, ropq
for which

rpaq � a1 � a � lpa1q, for all a, a1 P A.

It is convenient to write an element pl, ropq of MpAq as m, and to write
lpaq � m � a and rpaq � a �m for a P A. Then we have a homomorphism

1an R-linear map f between C-vector spaces is called anti-linear when fpcxq � cfpxq
for c P C.
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of A into MpAq, by sending a P A to pla, r
op
a q, where lapa1q � a � a1 and

rapa
1q � a1 � a for a1 P A. When A is non-degenerate, this homomorphism is

faithful. In this case, we will identify A with its part inside MpAq, and we
will then denote the unit of MpAq also by 1A (instead of 1MpAq).

When A is a �-algebra, then the multiplier algebra MpAq for the underlying
algebra has a natural �-structure, making the natural homomorphism AÑ
MpAq a �-homomorphism: writing m � plm, r

op
m q, we define m� � plm� , rop

m�q
where

lm�paq � prmpa
�qq�

and
rm�paq � plmpa

�qq�.

Definition 2.1.7. Let A,B be non-degenerate algebras. We say that a ho-
momorphism f : A Ñ MpBq has the unique extension property (or is
u.e. (uniquely extendable)) if there exists an idempotent p PMpBq such that

fpAq �B � pB, B � fpAq � Bp.

We then say that f has the extension property with respect to p. We say
that f has the unique unital extension property (or is u.u.e. (unital uniquely
extendable)) if it has the unique extension property with respect to 1B.

The notion of ‘being u.u.e.’ appears in the appendix of [92], where how-
ever it is called non-degeneracy of the map f . It is also shown there that
u.u.e. homomorphisms can be extended canonically to the multiplier alge-
bra. The same holds for the more general notion of an u.e. homomorphism.
First observe that if f is such a homomorphism, then it has the unique ex-
tension property with respect to a unique idempotent p P MpBq. Then we
can define fpmq for m PMpAq to be the unique multiplier of B such that

fpmqpfpaqbq � fpmaqb

and
pbfpaqqfpmq � bfpamq

for a P A and b P B, and further

fpmqpp1B � pqbq � pbp1B � pqqfpmq � 0

for all b P B. It is easily seen that this extension f : MpAq ÑMpBq (which
should really be written Mpfq) is then a homomorphism, sending 1A to p.
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Hence if the original f is in fact u.u.e., then this extension will be unital.
Note however that not every unital homomorphism f : MpAq Ñ MpBq
necessarily restricts to an u.u.e. homomorphism A Ñ MpBq. Also remark
that not every f : A Ñ B which has a unique unit-preserving extension
MpAq ÑMpBq necessarily has the unique unital extension property in our
sense (consider a non-idempotent non-degenerate algebra and its identity
map): one should rather regard the term ‘unital’ as referring to the range
algebra B as a left and right A-module.

Lemma 2.1.8. Let A,B,C be three non-degenerate algebras. Let f : A Ñ
MpBq and g : B Ñ MpCq be u.e. homomorphisms, resp. with respect to
idempotents p PMpBq and q PMpCq. Then g � f : AÑMpCq is u.e., with
respect to the idempotent gppqq.

Proof. First note that gppqq is an idempotent since q � gp1Bq, hence com-
mutes with gppq. Then

pg � fqpAq � C � gpfpAqpqqC

� gpfpAqqgppqqC,

and similarly on the other side.

Lemma 2.1.9. Let A1, A2, B1 and B2 be four non-degenerate algebras. Let
f : A1 Ñ MpB1q and g : A2 Ñ MpB2q be two u.e. homomorphisms, with
respect to the respective idempotents p1 PMpB1q and p2 PMpB2q. Then the
homomorphism

f b g : A1 dA2 ÑMpB1q dMpB2q ãÑMpB1 dB2q

is u.e. with respect to the idempotent p1 b p2.

Proof. We have already remarked that the tensor product of non-degenerate
algebras is again non-degenerate. Then the rest of the lemma is trivial to
check:

pfpA1q d fpA2qqpB1 dB2q � fpA1qB1 d fpA2qB2

� p1B1 d p2B2

� pp1 b p2q � pB1 dB2q,

and similarly on the other side.
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One can also define a notion of being (u.)u.e. for anti-multiplicative maps
A Ñ MpBq for A,B non-degenerate algebras. Then it is immediately ver-
ified that the tensor product of (u.)u.e. anti-multiplicative maps is again
(u.)u.e. However, we can not mix an (u.)u.e. multiplicative with an anti-
multiplicative maps in this way: if f : A1 ÑMpB1q is u.u.e. multiplicative,
and g : A2 Ñ MpB2q u.u.e. anti-multiplicative, there will in general be no
well-defined linear map A1 dA2 ÑMpB1 dB2q. For example, consider the
case Ai � B1 � A a non-degenerate algebra, B2 � Aop, and f the identity
map, g the canonical map op. Then if m PMpAdAq, one can in general not
interpret it as an element in MpAdAopq, for then we would have to know if
also p1b aqmpa1 b 1q P AdA for all a, a1 P A, which is not always the case.
However, one can extend such a tensor product to a certain subalgebra of
MpAdAopq.

Definition 2.1.10. Let A,B be non-degenerate algebras. We call restricted
multiplier tensor algebra for A and B the space M1;2pAd Bq � MpAd Bq
of multipliers such that mp1Ab bq, mpab1Bq, p1Ab bqm and pab1Bqm are
elements of AdB, for all a P A and b P B.

More generally, if Ai is a finite collection of n non-degenerate algebras, we
can introduce the space

Mi11,i12,...i1t1 ;i21,i22,...,i2t2 ;...;is1,is2,...,ists pA1 dA2 d . . .dAnq

of multipliers m inside MpA1 dA2 d . . .dAnq, such that if we take, for any
fixed k, the tensor product algebra of all MpAilrq for l � k and all Aikr , in
the proper order, then this algebra, multiplied to either side of the element
m, ends up in A1 dA2 d . . .dAn.

In any case, it is easy to check now that if Ai and Bi are non-degenerate
algebras, and f : A1 Ñ MpB1q is an (u.)u.e. homomorphism and g : A2 Ñ
MpB2q an (u.)u.e. anti-homomorphism, then f d g can be extended to a
linear map M1;2pA1 dA2q ÑMpB1 dB2q in a unique way.

2.2 Morita theory for non-unital algebras

Definition 2.2.1. Let A be an algebra, and V a left A-module.

• We call V non-degenerate if a � v � 0 for all a P A implies v � 0.
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• We call V firm when the map

Ad
A
V Ñ V : ab

A
v Ñ a � v

is bijective.

It is easy to see that the notion of unitality is weaker than that of firmness.
Again, it is especially the notion of firmness which has been studied in the
categorical framework.

We now introduce the notion of a linking algebra in the framework of non-
unital algebras.

Definition 2.2.2. A linking algebra is a couple pE, eq consisting of an al-
gebra E, together with an idempotent e PMpEq, such that e and p1MpEq�eq
are full: EeE � E and Ep1MpEq � eqE � E.

We call a linking algebra firm, non-degenerate or ‘with local units’, whenever
the underlying algebra has this property.

A linking �-algebra is a linking algebra pE, eq such that E is a �-algebra and
e� � e.

Note that by its definition, the algebra underlying a linking algebra is auto-
matically idempotent.

We can still write E as a direct sum
°
`Eij , and we will also continue to

write this direct sum in matrix form and its constituents by letters when
convenient. Note that inside a linking algebra, the Eii are automatically
idempotent algebras, and all module structures on the Eij are unital. Also
note that when pE, eq is a linking �-algebra, the Eii are �-algebras.

Similarly, one can introduce the non-unital versions of linking algebras be-
tween idempotent algebras, and we omit the obvious definition.

We leave it as an exercise to check that if pE, e,ΦA,ΦDq is a linking algebra
between which is firm, or non-degenerate, or with local units, then both A
and D have the same property. Also, if A and D are algebras with local
units, then any linking algebra E between them also has. However, the
fact that A and D are non-degenerate does not imply that a linking algebra
between them is non-degenerate, and neither does the fact that A and D are
firm imply that a linking algebra is firm, as the following example shows:
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Example 2.2.3. Denote by B the algebra A of Example 2.1.2, and by A the

algebra of Example 2.1.3. Then E1 �

�
A B
A A



and E2 �

�
B A
B B



are

examples of respectively a degenerate linking algebra between non-degenerate
algebras, and a non-firm linking algebra between firm algebras.

Proof. It is clear that E1 and E2 are well-defined since both are quotient

algebras of
�
B B
B B



, the first by dividing out the 2-sided ideal spanned

by
�
α1 0
0 0



,
�

0 0
α1 0



and

�
0 0
0 α1



, the second by dividing out the

2-sided ideal spanned by
�

0 α1

0 0



.

It is also trivial to see that E1 and E2 are indeed linking algebras between
resp. A and itself, and B and itself.

We already know that A is a non-degenerate algebra. However, E1 is de-

generate, since
�

0 α1

0 0



is a zero multiplier.

We further know that B is firm. But the same argument as in Example 2.1.3
shows that E is not firm, by considering the element α1{2

11 b
E
α

1{2
12 , where αikj

is the element αi at position kj.

Definition 2.2.4. Let A and D be two idempotent algebras. We call them
Morita equivalent when there exists a linking algebra between them.

When A and D are firm (resp. non-degenerate and idempotent), we call
them firmly (resp. non-degenerately) Morita equivalent when there exists a
firm (resp. non-degenerate) linking algebra between them.

It is clear why we restrict to idempotent algebras in the first place: otherwise
an algebra is not necessarily Morita equivalent with itself. However, even in
the case of idempotent algebras, it is not immediately clear if this Morita
equivalence really defines an equivalence relation. But it is easy to check
that one can still define an identity linking algebra, the inverse of a linking
algebra, and the composite of two linking algebras, in exactly the same way
as for unital algebras, which clearly suffices to show that our Morita equi-
valence is an equivalence relation.
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For firm algebras and firm linking algebras, it is then not difficult to show
that the identity linking algebra provides a unit for composition (up to iso-
morphism), and the inverse an inverse for composition (up to isomorphism).
This will not be true in general. However, for non-degenerate linking al-
gebras, we can define the composition in a different way, which will make
these two statements true. Namely, let E11, E22 and E33 be idempotent non-

degenerate algebras, pE1, eq �

�
E11 E12

E21 E22



a non-degenerate linking al-

gebra between E11 and E22, and pE2, e
1q �

�
E22 E23

E32 E33



a non-degenerate

linking algebra between E22 and E33. Define

πkij : Eij Ñ HomkpEjk, Eikq : zij Ñ pwjk Ñ zij � wjkq.

Then all πkij are faithful, by the non-degeneracy of E1 and E2. So identifying
Eij with its image under π2

ij , and defining E13 :� E12�E23 and E31 � E32�E21

by composition of linear maps, it is easy to see that
�
E11 E13

E31 E33



is a link-

ing algebra between E11 and E33, which we shall then call the composition
of E2 with E1. As for unital algebras, we will call pEijqi,jPt1,2,3u the asso-
ciated 3�3-linking algebra between E1 and E2 (and similarly of course for
the composition of firm linking algebras).

Lemma 2.2.5. The composition of two non-degenerate linking algebras is
again non-degenerate.

Proof. Left non-degeneracy is easy to verify, using the linking algebra prop-
erties of E1 and E2, and the fact that E13 is defined by linear transformations
from E32 to E12.

Right non-degeneracy then also follows straightforwardly. For example, sup-
pose x12,i P E12 and y23,i P E23 satisfy

°
i z11x12,iy23,i � 0 for all z11 P E11.

Multiplying to the right with some w32 P E32, we find, since E12 is a non-
degenerate left E11-module, that

°
i x12,iy23,iw32 � 0. Since w32 was arbi-

trary,
°
i x12,iy23,i � 0.

For algebras with local units, it is easy to see that both possible composi-
tions of linking algebras, either considering them as firm or non-degenerate,
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coincide, for the canonical map E12 d
E22

E23 Ñ E13 is easily seen to be an

isomorphism of E11-E33-linking algebras: if x12,i P E12 and y23,i P E23 with°
i x12,iy23,i � 0, choose a joint left local unit for the x12,i, and write it in

the form
°
j w12,jz21j . Then¸

i

x12,i b
E22

y23,i �
¸
i,j

pw12,jz21jx12,iq b
E22

y23,i

�
¸
i,j

w12,j b
E22

pz21,jx12,iy23,iq

� 0.

Let pE, eq be a linking algebra. Then if m P eMpEqe (resp. m P p1MpEq �
eqMpEqp1MpEq� eq), we can restrict m to a multiplier of A � E (resp. D �
E).

Lemma 2.2.6. Let pE, eq be a non-degenerate linking algebra. Then the
natural map from eMpEqe to MpAq is an isomorphism. Similarly, p1E �
eqMpEqp1E � eq can be identified with MpDq.

Proof. Consider the map

MpAq Ñ EndkpCq : mÑ pa � cÑ m � pa � cq :� pmaq � cq.

This will be well-defined for the following reason: by unitality of C as left
A-module, every element of C can be written as

°
i ai � ci, and if

°
i ai � ci

would happen to be zero, then

a � p
¸
i

pmaiq � ciq �
¸
i

pamq � pai � ciq

� 0,

and by the same calculation, also b � p
°
ipmaiq � ciq � 0 for b �

°
bj � a

1
j P B.

By unitality of B as a right A-module, any element of B can be written in
this way, and so we find that

x �

�
0 0°
ipmaiq � ci 0



, for all x P E,

so that also
°
ipmaiq � ci � 0 by non-degeneracy of E. This shows the

well-definedness of the map. Similarly, we can define

MpAq Ñ EndkpBq : mÑ pb � aÑ b � pamqq.
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Now if m PMpAq, we can define a multiplier
�

0 0
0 m



in eMpEqe, deter-

mined in the obvious way, using the action of MpAq on B and C introduced
in the previous paragraph. It is clear that this will give us an inverse for the
map whose definition was given just before the lemma.

The statement about D of course follows by symmetry.

By the previous lemma, we can unambiguously introduce the notations

MpBq :� p1E � eqMpEqe,

MpCq :� eMpEqp1E � eq

for a non-degenerate linking algebra pE, eq. The same can of course be done
for non-degenerate 3�3-linking algebras.

2.3 Multiplier Hopf algebras

The following definition was introduced in [92]. The notation used is ex-
plained at the end of section 2.1.

Definition 2.3.1. A multiplier Hopf algebra2 consists of a triple pA,MA,∆Aq,
with pA,MAq an idempotent non-degenerate algebra, ∆A a u.u.e. homomor-
phism A Ñ M1;2pA d Aq, called the comultiplication or coproduct, such
that

• p∆A b ιAq∆A � pιA b∆Aq∆A (coassociativity)

• the maps

T∆A,2 : AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ ∆Apaqp1b a1q,

T1,∆A
: AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ pab 1q∆Apa

1q,

T∆A,1 : AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ ∆Apaqpa
1 b 1q,

T2,∆A
: AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ p1b aq∆Apa

1q

are bijective.
2Warning: What we define as a multiplier Hopf algebra, is called a regular multiplier

Hopf algebra in [92].
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Note that the first condition makes sense, since both ∆A and ιA, by idem-
potency of A, are u.u.e. maps, hence p∆A b ιAq and pιA b ∆Aq, which are
u.u.e. maps A d A Ñ MpA d A d Aq by Lemma 2.1.9, can be extended to
MpAdAq. Then we can also make sense of

∆p2q
A :� p∆A b ιAq∆A � pιA b∆Aq∆A

as a homomorphism A Ñ MpA d A d Aq (and in fact as a homomorphism
A Ñ M1,2;2,3;1,3pA d A d Aq). We also remark that the bijectivities of the
four T -maps are not all independent: for example, any one of them follows
from the bijectivity of the other three.

We want to remark that the idempotency of A can in fact be dropped from
the definition, by formulating the coassociativity condition in a slightly
more complicated way (see the original article [92]). Then since the co-
multiplication is u.u.e., the surjectivity of one of the T -maps gives us that
AdA � AdA2 (or A2dA), from which the idempotency easily follows. (We
should remark however that in the original article, also the u.u.e. property
of ∆A is dropped. This is no problem, since the surjectivity of the T -maps
implies pAdAq∆ApAq � ∆ApAqpAdAq � AdA2 � A2 dA. Since A2 � 0
by non-degeneracy of A, this implies A2 � A and hence also ∆A u.u.e.)

The following result comes from [92]. The techniques used for proving this
statement have in fact already made their appearance in the first chapter,
and will later be used again, so we do not provide the proofs.

Proposition 2.3.2. Let A be a multiplier Hopf algebra. Then there exists
a unique linear map εA : AÑ k, called the counit, such that

pεA b ιAqp∆Apaqp1b a1qq � a � a1,

pιA b εAqp∆Apaqpa
1 b 1qq � a � a1.

This εA will then be a homomorphism.

There also exists a unique linear map SA : AÑ A, called the antipode, such
that

MAppSA b ιAqp∆Apaqp1b a1qqq � εApaqa
1,

MAppιA b SAqppa
1 b 1q∆Apaqqq � εApaqa

1.

This map will then be an anti-comultiplicative anti-automorphism.
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In fact, multiplier Hopf algebras can also be defined by asking the existence
of antipode and counit instead of the bijectivity of the four T -maps, as is
more customary in the Hopf algebra case. However, the definition we gave
was the original one, and is also the one which reappears most naturally in
the analytic framework.

We will still use Sweedler notation for a multiplier Hopf algebra A, that
is, write ∆Apaq as ap1q b ap2q, but now this expression is even more formal
than for Hopf algebras, because ap1q b ap2q doesn’t even denote a sum of
simple tensor elements. For example, the expression ap1qap2qap3qap4q will in
general be meaningless. However, when one of the legs of ∆Apaq is covered,
for example, when the first leg of ∆Apaq is covered by a1 to the left, as in
pa1b1q∆Apaq, then the expression a1 �ap1qbap2q does become simply a finite
sum of elementary tensors. We refer to [96] for a careful analysis of this
technique.

If A is a multiplier algebra, and ω is a functional AÑ k, one can make sense
of pιA b ωqp∆Apaqq as a multiplier of A, by

pιA b ωqp∆Apaqqa
1 :� pιA b ωqp∆Apaqpa

1 b 1qq,

a1pιA b ωqp∆Apaqq :� pιA b ωqppa1 b 1q∆Apaqq.

Similarly, pω b ιAqp∆Apaqq is a multiplier of A.

We also remark the following nice property of the underlying algebra of a
multiplier Hopf algebra (see [29]):

Proposition 2.3.3. Let A be a multiplier Hopf algebra. Then A has local
units.

2.4 Algebraic and �-algebraic quantum groups

2.4.1 Algebraic quantum groups

Multiplier Hopf algebras become especially nice when they possess a certain
special functional. The following definition comes from [93].

Definition 2.4.1. An algebraic quantum group is a multiplier Hopf algebra
A for which there exists a non-zero functional ϕA : AÑ k such that

pιA b ϕAq∆Apaq � ϕApaq1A for all a P A.
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Such a ϕA is called a left invariant functional.

Here are some nice facts about left invariant functionals (we refer to [93] for
proofs):

Definition-Proposition 2.4.2. Let A be an algebraic quantum group, and
ϕA a left invariant functional.

1. If ϕ1A is another left invariant functional, then ϕ1A � λ � ϕA for some
non-zero λ P k.

2. The functional ϕA is faithful: if a P A and ((ϕApaa1q � 0 for all
a1 P A) or (ϕApa1aq � 0 for all a1 P A)), then a � 0.

3. There exists a unique automorphism σA of A, called the modular au-
tomorphism of ϕA, such that

ϕApa
1σApaqq � ϕApaa

1q for all a, a1 P A,

and then ϕA � σA � ϕA.

4. The functional ψA :� ϕA � SA is right invariant:

pψA b ιAqp∆Apaqq � ψApaq1A for all a P A.

5. Again with ψA � ϕA � SA, there exists a unique invertible multiplier
δA PMpAq, called the modular element of A, such that

ψApaq � ϕApaδAq

and
pϕA b ιAqp∆Apaqq � ϕApaqδA

for all a P A. Moreover, σp Apaq :� δAσApaqδ
�1
A is then a modular

automorphism for ψA.

6. There exists a non-zero number νA P k, called the scaling constant of
A, such that ϕA � S2

A � νA � ϕA and σApδAq � ν�1
A δA.

7. The following commutation relations hold:

SA � σA � σp �1
A � SA,

SA � σp A � σ�1
A � SA,

∆A � S
2
A � pσA b σp �1

A q �∆A,

∆A � σA � pS2
A b σAq �∆A,

∆A � σp A � pσp A b S�2
A q �∆A.
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The nicest thing about algebraic quantum groups is that they allow for a
duality theory. Note that by the previous proposition, the following vector
spaces are equal:

tϕAp � aq | a P Au,

tϕApa � q | a P Au,

tψAp � aq | a P Au,

tψApa � q | a P Au.

We denote by pA this canonical subspace of A�, the dual vector space of A,
and call it the restricted dual of A. The functional ω P pA, evaluated in
a P A, will be denoted as ωpaq, although sometimes, when we view A as a
subspace of p pAq� in a natural way, we also denote it as apωq.

We can equip pA with a non-degenerate multiplication M
pA
: for ω1, ω2 P pA,

their product is defined to be the functional

pω1 � ω2qpaq � ω1ppιb ω2qp∆Apaqq,

which is meaningful by the precise form of the ωi. One then shows that
this product ends up in pA. We can also equip pA with a u.u.e. coassociative
comultiplication ∆

pA
, turning it into a multiplier Hopf algebra. This ∆

pA
is

uniquely determined by

p∆
pA
pω1qp1 pA b ω2qqpa

1 b aq :� ω1pa
1ap1qqω2pap2qq.

Finally, pA is an algebraic quantum group, a left invariant functional ϕ
pA

being given by the formula

ϕ
pA
pωq � εpaq when ω � ϕApa � q.

(Note that by faithfulness of ϕA, such an a is uniquely determined.) The
dual of pA is then canonically isomorphic to A as an algebraic quantum group,
by sending a to the functional ap � q. One can then also directly interpret
Mp pAd pAq as a subspace of pAdAq�, and the formula for the comultiplication
simplifies to

∆
pA
pωqpab a1q � ωpa � a1q.

Since one can interpret Mp pAq as functionals on A, we can ask ourselves how
the functional δ

pA
looks like. This, and similar questions, are answered by

the following Proposition:
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Proposition 2.4.3. Let A be an algebraic quantum group, and pA its dual.
Let δ

pA
be the modular element of pA, and σA the modular automorphism of

ϕA. Then for all a P A, we have

δ
pA
paq � εApσ

�1
A paqq.

Further, we have
pσ
pA
pωqqpaq � ωpS2

Apaqδ
�1
A q,

pσp
pA
pωqqpaq � ωpδ�1

A S�2
A paqq.

The result concerning δ
pA

was noted in [55], and a straightforward algebraic
proof (in a more general setting) was given in [25].

2.4.2 �-Algebraic quantum groups

The following �-version of multiplier Hopf algebras and algebraic quantum
groups was also given in [92] and [93].

Definition 2.4.4. A multiplier Hopf �-algebra is a multiplier Hopf algebra
over C, together with a �-algebra structure on the underlying algebra, in such
a way that ∆Apa

�q � ∆Apaq
�.

A �-algebraic quantum group A is an algebraic quantum group over C, which
is at the same time a multiplier Hopf �-algebra, such that there exists a
positive left invariant functional ϕA:

ϕApa
�aq ¥ 0 for all a P A.

We note how the �-structure of A interacts (in both cases) with the other
structure of A (see [93]): we have that εA is a �-homomorphism and that
SApa

�q � S�1
A paq�, and in the case of �-algebraic quantum groups, we have

that δ�A � δA, and σApa
�q � σ�1

A paq� and σp Apa
�q � σp �1

A paq�. Also, in
this last case pA will then be a �-algebraic quantum group, with �-structure
ω�paq � ωpSApaq�q. The formula for a left invariant functional on pA, given
in the previous section, will automatically give us a positive functional.

The condition of positivity on the left invariant functional is a strong one:
for example, in the definition, one only has to ask the non-degeneracy of
the underlying algebra to deduce the complete positivity of the underlying
�-algebra, for then already ϕApa

�aq � 0 will imply a � 0. This follows
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almost straightforwardly from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the faith-
fulness of ϕA as a functional on the associated algebra, except that we also
need to use the existence of local units in A to know that ϕA is hermitian
(i.e. ϕApa�q � ϕApaq). It is then of course obvious that A, with the inner
product xa, a1yA � ϕApa

1�aq, becomes a pre-Hilbert space.

The positivity of ϕA also allows us to put an analytic structure on a �-
algebraic quantum group, and to fit it into the theory of locally compact
quantum groups (which is recalled in the fifth chapter of this thesis). This
was first observed in [55], but the methods used were highly non-trivial, and
relied on some heavy machinery. In [21] it was observed that these results
could be arrived at in a much simpler way, without even leaving the realm
of pure algebra. Moreover, it tells a lot more about the actual structure of
�-algebraic quantum groups. We reproduce these results here.

Lemma 2.4.5. Let A be a �-algebraic quantum group. If a is a non-zero
element in A and n is an even integer, then a�ppσp Aq

nS2n
A qpaq � 0.

Proof. Suppose that a P A and n P 2Z are such that

a�ppσp Aq
nS2n

A paqq � 0.

Then using that σp A and S2
A commute, applying σp

�n{2
A S�nA and using the

commutation with �, we find that

pσp
n{2
A SnApaqq

�pσp
n{2
A SnApaqq � 0.

Since A is positive, σp n{2A SnApaq � 0, hence a � 0.

Lemma 2.4.6. Let A be a �-algebraic quantum group, and write κA �
σ�1
A S2

A. If a P A, then the linear span of the κnApaq, with n P Z, is finite-
dimensional.

Proof. Let a be a fixed element of A. Choose a non-zero b P A, and write

ab b �
ņ

i�1

∆Appiqp1b qiq,

with pi, qi P A. Denote ρA � σp AS
2
A. Then using the commutation relations

of Definition-Proposition 2.4.2, we find

κnApaq b ρ�nA pbq �
¸

∆Appiqp1b ρ�nA pqiqq, for all n P Z.
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Multiply this equation to the left with 1b b� to get

κnApaq b b�ρ�nA pbq �
¸
pp1b b�q∆Appiqqp1b ρ�nA pqiqq.

Choose aij , bij P A such that

p1b b�q∆Appiq �
mi̧

j�1

aij b bij ,

and let L be the finite-dimensional space spanned by the aij . We see that
κnApaq b b�ρ�nA pbq P L b A, for every n P Z. Using the previous lemma, we
can conclude that κnApaq P L for all n P 2Z. But this easily implies that the
linear span of all κnApaq, with n P Z, is a finite-dimensional, κA-invariant
linear subspace of A.

Now note that for ω P pA and b P A, we have, by Proposition 2.4.3,

pω � δ
pA
qpbq � pεA � σ

�1
A qppω b ιAqp∆Apbqqq

� εAppω � S
2
A b ιAqp∆Apσ

�1
A pbqqqq

� ωpκApbqq,

where κA still denotes σ�1
A S2

A. If ω is of the form ϕAp � aq, then

pϕAp � aq � δ pAqpbq � ϕApσ
�1
A pS2

Apbqqaq

� ϕApaS
2
Apbqq

� νAϕApS
�2
A paqbq

� νAϕApbκ
�1
A paqq.

So the previous result implies that for ω fixed, the linear span of the ω �δn
pA

is
finite-dimensional. The same is then also true for left multiplication with δ

pA
.

By biduality, we conclude that for each a in A, the linear span of the δnA �a is a
finite-dimensional space K. Since left multiplication with δA is a self-adjoint
operator on K, with Hilbert space structure induced by ϕA (i.e. xa, byA :�
ϕApb

�aq), we can diagonalize δA. Hence we arrive at

Proposition 2.4.7. Let A be a �-algebraic quantum group. Then A is
spanned by elements which are eigenvectors for left multiplication by δA.

We can use this to answer a question of [53]:
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Theorem 2.4.8. Let A be a �-algebraic quantum group. Then the scaling
constant νA equals 1.

Proof. Choose a non-zero element a P A with δAa � λa, for some λ P R0.
Then ϕApaa

�δAq � λϕApaa
�q. But the left hand side equals

ν�1
A ϕApδAaa

�q � ν�1
A λϕApaa

�q.

Since ϕApaa�q � 0, we arrive at νA � 1.

Proposition 2.4.7 can be strengthened:

Theorem 2.4.9. Let A be a �-algebraic quantum group. Then A is spanned
by elements which are simultaneously eigenvectors for S2

A, σA and σp A, and
left and right multiplication by δA. Moreover, the eigenvalues of these actions
are all positive.

Proof. We know that A is spanned by eigenvectors for left multiplication
with δA. The same is then true for right multiplication with δA, using that
right multiplication with δA is still self-adjoint with respect to x � , � yA, us-
ing that δ�A � δA � σApδAq by the previous theorem. The eigenvectors of
κA � σ�1

A S2
A and ρA � σp AS

2
A then also span A, since these are easily shown

to be self-adjoint operators with respect to the natural Hilbert space struc-
ture on A, and since we have moreover shown in Lemma 2.4.6 that A is the
union of finite-dimensional globally invariant subspaces for them. Since all
these operations commute, we can find a basis of A consisting of simulta-
neous eigenvectors. Since σA, σp A and S2

A can be written as compositions of
the maps κA, ρA and left and right multiplication with δA, the first part of
the theorem is proven.

We show that left multiplication with δA has positive eigenvalues. Fix a P A.
Let λ be an eigenvalue for left multiplication with δA, and b an eigenvector
for it. Consider c � ∆paqp1 b bq. Then pϕA b ϕAqpc

�cq will be a positive
number. But this is equal to ϕApa�aqϕApb�δAbq � λϕApa

�aqϕApb
�bq. Hence

λ must be positive. Then also right multiplication with δA will have pos-
itive eigenvalues. As before, duality implies that κA and ρA have positive
eigenvalues (cf. the discussion before Proposition 2.4.7), hence the same is
true of σA, σp A and S2

A.
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This theorem explains why there exists an analytic structure on a �-algebraic
quantum group A (cf. [55]).

We can also see now that ψA � ϕA�SA is a positive right invariant functional,
which is a priori not clear. Indeed: we can define a multiplier δ1{2

A in MpAq,
by the unique property that if a P A is an eigenvector for left multiplication
with δA with eigenvalue λ, then δ

1{2
A � a � λ1{2a. Then pδ

1{2
A q� � δ

1{2
A and

pδ
1{2
A q2 � δA. An easy eigenvector argument also shows that σApδ

1{2
A q � δ

1{2
A .

Hence

ψApa
�aq � ϕApa

�aδAq

� ϕAppaδ
1{2
A q�aδ

1{2
A q

¥ 0,

and ψA is positive.

2.5 Galois coactions for multiplier Hopf algebras

We introduce some definitions and results concerning (Galois) coactions for
multiplier Hopf algebras, taken from [97]. We follow again the notation used
at the end of section 2.1.

Definition 2.5.1. Let A be a multiplier Hopf algebra, and let B be a non-
degenerate algebra. A right coaction αB of A on B is an injective u.u.e. ho-
momorphism

αB : B ÑM2pB dAq

satisfying pαB b ιAqαB � pιB b∆AqαB.

The defining property is meaningful since pαB b ιAq and pιB b ∆Aq are
u.u.e. homomorphisms BdAÑMpBdAdAq, hence have unique extensions
to homomorphisms MpBdAq ÑMpBdAdAq. The maps BdAÑ BdA
given by

TαB ,2 : bb aÑ αBpbqp1B b aq,
T2,αB : bb aÑ p1B b aqαBpbq

are then well-defined bijections, their inverses determined by

T�1
αB ,2

: bb SApaq Ñ pιB b SAqpp1B b aqαBpbqq,

T�1
2,αB

: bb S�1
A paq Ñ pιB b S�1

A qpαBpbqp1B b aqq.
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Note then that since αB is u.u.e., this says that B dA � αBpBqpB dAq �
B2 dA, so B is automatically idempotent.

The injectivity of αB implies that pιB b εAqpαBpbqq � b for all b P B (where
a priori the left hand side has to be treated as a multiplier).

Definition 2.5.2. Let A be a multiplier Hopf algebra, and αB a coaction
of A on a non-degenerate algebra B. Then αB is called reduced if αBpBq �
M1;2pB dAq.

In fact, one only has to ask that

pB b 1AqαBpBq � B dA,

for then automatically

αBpBqpB b 1Aq � B dA

(see the remark after Proposition 2.5 in [97]).

Definition 2.5.3. Let αB be a coaction of a multiplier Hopf algebra A on
a non-degenerate algebra B. The algebra of coinvariants F � BαB �MpBq
for αB is the unital algebra of elements b in MpBq such that αBpbq � bb1A.

Definition 2.5.4. Let A be a multiplier Hopf algebra, and αB a coaction
of A on B. We call αB a Galois coaction, or say that it has the Galois
property, if it is reduced, and if the map

G : B d
BαB

B Ñ B dA : bb
F
b1 Ñ pbb 1AqαBpb1q,

which is called a Galois map for αB, is bijective.

When A is an algebraic quantum group, the bijectivity of G in the previous
definition already follows from the surjectivity of this map (see Theorem 4.4.
in [97]). Also, for Galois coactions of general multiplier Hopf algebras, we
have that αB is Galois iff the map

H : B d
F
B Ñ B dA : bb

F
b1 Ñ αBpbqpb

1 b 1Aq

is bijective. For example, in case G is bijective, the inverse map of H is
given by

H�1pbb aq � G�1pp1b S�1
A paqqαBpbqq.





Chapter 3

Galois objects for algebraic
quantum groups

In this chapter, we develop a theory of Galois objects for algebraic quantum
groups, i.e. of Galois coactions with trivial algebra of coinvariants. The em-
phasis here is mainly on the structure of the Galois object themselves: we
postpone the reflection technique, already encountered in the first chapter
in the setting of Hopf algebras, to the fourth chapter. We show that Galois
objects for algebraic quantum groups possess a faithful invariant functional,
a modular automorphism for this functional, and also a modular element.
We further show that they possess an analogue of the antipode squared of
a quantum group. This latter map is defined in a way which is specifically
adapted to the algebraic quantum group case, and there seems no analogue
of this map for Galois objects for multiplier Hopf algebras, without impos-
ing extra, not very natural conditions. We also consider the special cases of
Galois objects for algebraic quantum groups of compact and discrete type,
and for �-algebraic quantum groups.

3.1 Definition of Galois objects

Definition 3.1.1. Let A be a multiplier Hopf algebra. A right Galois object
pB,αBq for A is a non-degenerate algebra B, with a right Galois coaction
αB of A on B, such that the algebra BαB of coinvariants equals k � 1B.

We will also talk about right A-Galois objects B.
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In this chapter, we will now say nothing about the general case of multiplier
Hopf algebras, but will exclusively treat the case of Galois objects for alge-
braic quantum groups. Therefore, when talking about right Galois objects,
we always mean right Galois objects with respect to an algebraic quantum
group. For the rest, we keep using the notation as in the last section of the
previous chapter.

Proposition 3.1.2. Let B be a right A-Galois object. For a P A, there
exists a (unique) β̃Apaq PMpB dBq which satisfies

pbb 1qβ̃Apaq � G�1pbb aq,

β̃Apaqp1b bq � H�1pbb SApaqq.

for all b P B and a P A.

Proof. We have to see if

pG�1pbb aqq � p1b b1q � pbb 1q � pH�1pb1 b SApaqqq.

Now Gpbb b1b2q � Gpbb b1q � αpb2q, so

G�1pbb aq � p1b b1q � G�1ppbb aqαBpb
1qq.

Similarly, Hpbb1 b b2q � αBpbqHpb
1 b b2q, so

pbb 1q � pH�1pb1 b SApaqqq � H�1pαBpbqpb
1 b SApaqqq.

By the formula for H�1 given at the end of section 2.5, we then only have
to see if

pbb aqαBpb
1q � pT2,αB � pιB b S�1

A qqpαBpbqpb
1 b SApaqqq.

Since T2,αB pbb aa1q � p1b aq � T2,αB pbb a1q, this reduces to proving that

pbb 1qαBpb1q � pT2,αB � pιB b S�1
A qqpαBpbqpb

1 b 1qq.

But this says exactly that G � T2,αB � pιB b S�1
A q �H, which follows again

by the identity at the end of section 2.5.

We will show later that also the maps

bb aÑ β̃Apaqpbb 1q
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and
bb aÑ p1b bqβ̃Apaq

are bijections from B d A to B d B (see Corollary 3.5.2). This will allow
us to regard β̃A rather as a map βA : AÑMpBop dBq, which is really the
more natural viewpoint.

For computations we will keep using the Sweedler notation for Galois ob-
jects, denoting

αBpbq � bp0q b bp1q

and
β̃Bpaq � ar1s b ar2s.

Then by definition we have the identities

bar1sa
r2s
p0q b a

r2s
p1q � bb a,

a
r1s
p0qa

r2sbb a
r1s
p1q � bb Spaq,

for all b P B, a P A. Applying ιB b εA to the first equation, we obtain the
formula

bar1sar2s � εApaqb.

We want to remark and warn again that the use of the Sweedler notation
here is more delicate than for Hopf algebras.

3.2 The existence of invariant functionals

For any functional ω on a right Galois object B, we can still interpret
pω b ιAqpαBpbqq in a natural way as a multiplier of A. On the other hand,
by reducedness of the coaction αB, we can also interpret pιB bωqpαBpbqq as
a multiplier of B, for any b P B and ω P A�.

Definition 3.2.1. Let B be a right A-Galois object. By an invariant func-
tional on B we mean a functional ω on B such that pωbιAqpαBpbqq � ωpbq1A
for all b P B. More generally, if m is a multiplier of A, we mean by an m-
invariant functional on B a functional ω on B such that pω b ιAqpαBpbqq �
ωpbqm for all b P B.
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Theorem 3.2.2. Let B be a right A-Galois object. There exists a faithful
δA-invariant functional ϕB on B such that

pιB b ϕAqpαBpbqq � ϕBpbq1A

for all b P B.

Recall that the faithfulness of the functional ϕB means that ϕBpbb1q � 0 for
all b1 implies b � 0, as does ϕBpb1bq � 0 for all b1.

Proof. Take b, b1 P B and a P A. Denote b2 for pιB b ϕAqpαBpbqq P MpBq.
Then we compute in detail, using the definition of the extension of αB to
MpBq, of pαB b ιAq to MpAbAq, and the defining left invariance property
of ϕA:

αBpb
2qpαBpb

1qp1b aqq

� αBpb
2b1qp1b aq

� αBppιB b ϕAqpαBpbqpb
1 b 1qqqp1b aq

� pιB b ιA b ϕAqppαB b ιAqpαBpbqpb
1 b 1qqp1b ab 1qq

� pιB b ιA b ϕAqppαB b ιAqpαBpbqqpαBpb
1q b 1qp1b ab 1qq

� pιB b ιA b ϕAqppιB b∆AqpαBpbqqpb
1
p0q b b1p1qab 1qq

� pιB b ιA b ϕAqppιB b∆AqpαBpbqpb
1
p0q b 1qqp1b b1p1qab 1qq

� bp0qb
1
p0q b pιA b ϕAqp∆Apbp1qqpb

1
p1qab 1qq

� bp0qb
1
p0q b ϕApbp1qqb

1
p1qa

� pb2 b 1qpαBpyqp1b aqq,

where the reader should make sure for himself that these expressions are
all well-covered. It follows that b2 � pιB b ϕAqpαBpbqq is coinvariant, so
b2 � ϕBpbq1B for some scalar ϕBpbq, by definition of a Galois object. It is
clear that ϕB then defines a linear functional on B.

We show now that this map ϕB is δA-invariant: for b, b1 P B and a P A, we
have

ϕBpbp0qqb
1 b bp1qa � bp0qb

1 b ϕApbp1qqbp2qa

� bp0qϕApbp1qqb
1 b δAa

� ϕBpbqb
1 b δAa,
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where we used that pϕA b ιAqp∆Apaqq � ϕApaqδA for a P A.

Finally, we prove faithfulness. Suppose b P B is such that ϕBpbb1q � 0 for
all b1 P B. Then

ϕApbp1qb
1
p1qqbp0qb

1
p0qb

2 � 0 for all b1, b2 P B.

Using the Galois property, it follows that

ϕApbp1qaqbp0qb
1 � 0 for all b1 P B and a P A.

The faithfulness of ϕA implies that bp0qb1 b bp1q � 0 for all b1 P B, hence
b � 0. Likewise ϕBpb1bq � 0 for all b1 P B implies b � 0.

Corollary 3.2.3. The underling algebra B of a right A-Galois object has
local units.

Proof. One can copy for example the proof of Proposition 2.6 in [29]: let
b P B, and suppose b � B does not contain b. Then we can find ω P B�

with ωpbq � 1 but ω|b�B � 0. Then also ωpbb1p0qqb
1
p1qa � 0 for all b1 P B

and a P A. Hence ωpbb1p0qqb
1
p1q � 0 for all b1 P B, and applying ϕA, we get

ϕBpb
1qωpbq � 0. Since ϕB is a non-zero functional, this is only possible if

ωpbq � 0, which gives a contradiction.

Proposition 3.2.4. Let B be a right A-Galois object. For a P A and b P B,
we have

ϕBpa
r2sqbar1s � ϕApaqb

and
ϕBpa

r1sqar2sb � ψApaqb.

Proof. Using the explicit form for the inverses of the maps G and H, given
in Proposition 3.1.2, the stated identities are equivalent to the identities
ϕApbp1qqb

1bp0q � ϕBpbqb
1 and pψA �S�1

A qpbp1qqbp0qb
1 � ϕBpbqb

1 for all b, b1 P B,
which hold true by definition of ϕB.

Theorem 3.2.5. Let B be a right A-Galois object. There exists a non-zero
invariant functional ψB on B.

Proof. Choose b P B and put

ψbBpb
1q :� ϕBpb

1
p0qbqψApb

1
p1qq.
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It is easy to see, using the right invariance property of ψA w.r.t. ∆A, that
this functional is invariant. Suppose that ψbB is zero for all b P B. Then
by the Galois property of αB, we have ϕBpb1qψApaq � 0 for all b1 P B and
a P A, which is impossible. So we can choose as ψB some non-zero ψbB.

We prove a uniqueness result concerning the invariant functionals. We can
follow the method of Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.7 of [93] verbatim.

Proposition 3.2.6. If ψ1
B and ψ2

B are two invariant non-zero functionals on
an A-Galois object B, then there exists a scalar λ P k such that ψ1

B � λψ2
B.

Proof. First, we show that if ψB is a non-zero invariant functional on B,
then

tϕBp � bq | b P Bu � tψBp � bq | b P Bu. (3.1)

Choose b, b1, b2 in B. Then

αBpbb
1qpb2 b 1q �

¸
i

αBpbwiqp1b aiq

for some wi P B, ai P A. If further b3 P B, a P A, there exist yi, zi P B with¸
i

αBpbyiqpzi b 1q � αBpbb
3qp1b aq.

If we apply ψBbϕA to these expressions we obtain respectively the equalities

ϕBpbb
1qψBpb

2q �
°
i ψBpbwiqϕApaiq,°

i ϕBpbyiqψBpziq � ψBpbb
3qϕApaq.

Choosing either b2 with ψBpb2q � 1 or a with ϕApaq � 1, we get respectively
� and � of the equality in 3.1.

Suppose now that ψ1
B and ψ2

B are invariant functionals on B. Choose b, b1 P
B with ϕBpbb1q � 1 and take b2 P B with ψ1

Bp � b1q � ψ2
Bp � b2q. Choosing

b1 P B, applying ψiB bϕA to pb1 b 1qαBpbbiq and writing this last expression
as
°
jp1 b ajqαBpwjbiq for certain wj P B, aj P A, we see that ψ1

Bpb
1q �

ϕBpbb2qψ
2
Bpb

1q, proving that all invariant functionals are scalar multiples of
each other.
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3.3 The existence of the modular element

Let ψB be a non-zero invariant functional on a right A-Galois object B.
We prove the existence of a modular element δB, relating the functionals
ϕB and ψB. We first prove an important proposition, which is a kind of
strong right invariance formula, familiar from the theory of locally compact
quantum groups. (It is easily seen, looking at the proof, that this formula
is valid for any reduced right coaction that has an invariant functional.)

Proposition 3.3.1. Let B be a right A-Galois object. For all b, b1 P B we
have

SAppψB b ιAqppbb 1qαBpb1qqq � pψB b ιAqpαBpbqpb
1 b 1qq.

and

SAppϕB b ιAqppbb 1qαBpb1qqq � δ�1
A � pϕB b ιAqpαBpbqpb

1 b 1qq.

Proof. Choose a P A and b, b1 P B. Pick bi P B and ai P A such that

p1b aqαBpb
1q �

¸
i

bi b ai.

Then by the formula for T�1
2,αB

given just after Definition 2.5.4, we have

b1 b SApaq �
¸
i

αBpbiqp1b SApaiqq.

If we denote a1 � SAppψB b ιAqppbb 1qαBpb1qqq, then

a1SApaq �
¸
i

ψBpbbiqSApaiq

�
¸
i

ψBpbp0qbip0qqbp1qbip1qSApaiq

� ψBpbp0qb
1qbp1qSApaq.

Since a was arbitrary, the first formula is proven.

The second formula is proven in completely the same way, only using now
that pϕA b ιAqp∆Apaqq � ϕApaqδA for a P A.
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Theorem 3.3.2. Let B be a right A-Galois object, and ψB a non-zero in-
variant functional. Then ψB is faithful, and there exists a unique invertible
element δB PMpBq such that ϕBpbδBq � ψBpbq for all b P B. Moreover, we
have pιb ψAqpαBpbqq � ψBpbqδ

�1
B .

Proof. We first show that for all b P B:

ψBpbq � 0 ñ ψApbp1qqbp0q � 0. (3.2)

We know that ψBpbq � 0 implies ψb
1

Bpbq � 0 for all b1 P B, i.e.

ψApbp1qqϕBpbp0qb
1q � 0

for all b1 P B. So ψApbp1qqbp0q � 0 by the faithfulness of ϕB.

Hence if ψBpb1bq � 0 for all b1 P B, then also ψApb
1
p1qbp1qqb

2b1p0qbp0q for all
b1, b2 P B. By the Galois property, ψApabp1qqb1bp0q � 0 for all a P A and
b1 P B, and then, by the faithfulness of ϕA, the non-degeneracy of B and
the faithfulness of αB, we have b � 0. Completely similar, one shows that
ψBpbb

1q � 0 for all b1 implies b � 0.

Now from the implication (3.2), it follows that the right hand side is a
one-dimensional space, so we can write ψApbp1qqbp0q � λbδ

1
B some number

λb P k and some multiplier δ1B P MpBq, independent of b. Now b Ñ λb
is easily seen to be a non-zero invariant functional, and replacing ψB by
this invariant functional (or multiplying δ1B by some scalar), we obtain
ψApbp1qqbp0q � ψBpbqδ

1
B.

Now we show that δ1B has an inverse δB, and that ϕBpbδBq � ψBpbq. Choose
b2 P B with ψBpb

1q � 1. Then for b, b1 P B, we have, by the previous
proposition,

ψBpbb
1δ1Bq � ψBpbb

1b2p0qqϕApSApb
2
p1qqq

� ψBppbb
1qp0qb

2qϕAppbb
1qp1qq

� ϕBpbb
1q,

so by the faithfulness of ϕB, right multiplication with δ1B is faithful. Since
furthermore tϕBp � b1q | b1 P Bu � tψBp � b

1q | b1 P Bu, we have, by the faith-
fulness of ψB, that for any b P B there exists b1 P B with b1δ1B � b, and so
right multiplication with δ1B is surjective.
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The non-degeneracy of B easily gives that also left multiplication with δB is
injective. To show that this operation is also surjective, we use another
argument. Take b P B and a P A with ψApaq � 1. Write b b a as°
i zip0qwi b zip1q for certain zi, wi P B, and put b1 �

°
i ψBpziqwi. Then

δ1Bb
1 �
°
i ψApzip1qqzip0qwi � ψApaqb � b.

Now if l denotes the operation of ‘left multiplication with δB’ and r the
operation of ‘right multiplication with δ1B, it is then easy to conclude that
δB :� pl�1, pr�1qopq is a well-defined multiplier of B, and is the inverse of δ1B.

Then ψBpbδ
1
Bq � ϕBpbq implies

ψBpbq � ϕBpbδBq for all b P B.

By the faithfulness of ϕB, this uniquely determines δB.

3.4 The modularity of the invariant functionals

We first prove some identities. The first one is also a variation on the notion
of strong (left) invariance.

Proposition 3.4.1. Let B be a right A-Galois object. For all b P B and
a P A, we have

i) ϕApabp1qqbp0q � ϕBpa
r2sbqar1s,

ii) ϕApbp1qSApaqqbp0q � ϕBpba
r1sqar2s.

Proof. Using the identities at the end of the first section, the first equation
follows from

ϕApabp1qqb
1bp0q � ϕApa

r2s
p1qbp1qqb

1ar1sa
r2s
p0qbp0q

� ϕBpa
r2sxqb1ar1s,

for all a P A and b, b1 P B. The second follows from

ϕApbp1qSApaqqbp0qb
1 � ϕApbp1qa

r1s
p1qqbp0qa

r1s
p0qa

r2sb1

� ϕBpba
r1sqar2sb1,

for all a P A and b, b1 P B.
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Lemma 3.4.2. For all b, b1, b2 P B and a P A, we have

ϕBpa
r2sbqϕBpb

1ar1sb2q � ϕBpbp
r1sqϕBpb

1pr2sb2q,

where p � pS�1
A σAqpaq.

Proof. Using the identities of the previous lemma, we get

ϕBpbp
r1sqϕBpb

1pr2sb2q � ϕApbp1qσApaqqϕBpb
1bp0qb

2q

� ϕApabp1qqϕBpb
1bp0qb

2q

� ϕBpa
r2sbqϕBpb

1ar1sb2q.

We show now that ϕB possesses a modular automorphism.

Theorem 3.4.3. Let B be a right A-Galois object. There exists an auto-
morphism σB of B such that

ϕBpbσBpb
1qq � ϕBpb

1bq for all b, b1 P B.

Furthermore, ϕB � σB � ϕB.

Proof. Choose b P B. We can then write

b �
¸
i

ϕBpb
1
ia
r1s
i b2i qa

r2s
i

for certain b1i, b
2
i P B and ai P A, sinceB2 � B and the map bbaÑ bar1sbar2s

is bijective. Define
b3 �

¸
i

ϕBpb
1
ip
r2s
i b2i qp

r1s
i

with pi � pS�1
A σAqpaiq. Then the previous lemma shows that ϕBpb1b3q �

ϕBpbb
1q for all b1 P B.

It is clear that b3 is uniquely determined by this property, by faithfulness
of ϕB, so we can denote b3 � σBpbq. An easy argument shows that σB is
a homomorphism. Again by faithfulness of ϕB, it is faithful. To see that it
is surjective, simply reverse the argument in the first paragraph to obtain
that for any b, there exists σ�1

B pbq such that ϕBpσ�1
B pbqb1q � ϕBpb

1bq for all
b1 P B. Then σBpσB�1pbqq � b. Hence σB is an automorphism. It will leave
ϕB invariant because B2 � B.
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Remarks: 1. As for algebraic quantum groups, the concrete way in which
σB is constructed is not so important. What is important is its modular
property, which makes up for the fact that ϕB does not have to be tracial.
2. It is easily seen that the defining property of σB also holds for mul-
tipliers: if b P B and m P MpBq, then ϕBpbσBpmqq � ϕBpmbq, and
ϕpmσBpbqq � ϕpbmq.

Corollary 3.4.4. Let ψB be an invariant functional on a Galois object B.
Then the functional ψB is modular with modular automorphism

σp Bpbq � δB � σBpbq � δ
�1
B .

3.5 Formulas

In this section and the next, we collect some formulas. They strongly re-
semble the formulas which hold in algebraic quantum groups, and also their
proofs are mostly straightforward adaptations.

Proposition 3.5.1. Let B be a right A-Galois object. For all a P A, we
have

i) αB � σp B � pσp B b S�2
A q � αB,

ii) ppS�1
A σAqpaqq

r1s b ppS�1
A σAqpaqq

r2s � σBpa
r2sq b ar1s.

Proof. Choose b, b1 P B and a P A. Then using Proposition 3.3.1 twice, we
get

pψB b ϕAqppb
1 b aqαBpσp Bpbqqq � ψBpb

1
p0qσp BpbqqϕApaS

�1
A pb1p1qqq

� ψBpbb
1
p0qqϕApaS

�1
A pb1p1qqq

� ψBpbp0qb
1qϕApaS

�2
A pbp1qqq

� ψBpb
1σp Bpbp0qqqϕApaS

�2
A pbp1qqq,

applying Proposition 3.3.1 twice. As ϕA and ψB are faithful, the first identity
follows. The second formula was essentially proven in Lemma 3.4.2.

Corollary 3.5.2. Let B be a right A-Galois object. Then the maps

bb aÑ β̃Apaqpbb 1q,
bb aÑ p1b bqβ̃Apaq

are bijections from B dA to B dB
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Proof. This follows from the second formula of the previous proposition.

Note that this fact is not at all clear at first sight. In particular, it allows us
to view β̃A as a map AÑM1;2pBdBq. Denote then by C the algebra Bop,
and by SC the canonical map C Ñ B sending bop to b for b P B. We can
then give meaning to βA :� pS�1

C b ιqβ̃A as a map AÑM1;2pC dBq. Now
as is the case for Galois objects over Hopf algebras, the map βA will then be
a (u.u.e.) homomorphism. The argument for this is simple: choose b P B
and a, a1 P A, and write ba1r1sba1r2s �

°
i zibwi for certain zi, wi P B. Then°

ipzi b aqαBpwiq � b b aa1. Applying G�1, we obtain
°
i zia

r1s b ar2swi �
apaa1qr1s b paa1qr2s, so ba1r1sar1s b ar2sa1r2s � bpaa1qr1s b paa1qr2s. This proves
that βA is a homomorphism.

We can then also construct a Miyashita-Ulbrich action of the algebraic quan-
tum group A on a right Galois object B for it. This is a right A-module
structure on B, defined as

b � a :� ar1sbar2s.

One can then show that it satisfies a certain property with respect to the
coaction structure, making it a Yetter-Drinfel’d module, but we will not go
into this here.

Definition 3.5.3. Let B be a right Galois object for an algebraic quantum
group A. We call the homomorphism βA : AÑMpCdBq constructed above
the external comultiplication on A.

In the following, we will always use the symbol C to denote Bop. We
will also use a Sweedler notation for the map βA in the following way:
βApaq � ar1s b ar2s for a P A.

The following proposition collects some formulas concerning the modular
elements.

Proposition 3.5.4. The following identities hold:

iii) αBpδBq � δB b δA,

iv) βApδAq � δC b δB, where δC � pδ�1
B qop P C,

v) σBpδBq � ν�1
A δB.
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Proof. For b, b1 P B, we have, using the second formula in Proposition 3.3.1,
that

ϕBpbpb
1δBqp0qqpb

1δBqp1q � ϕBpbp0qb
1δBqS

�1
A pbp1qqδA

� ψBpbp0qb
1qS�1

A pbp1qqδA

� ψBpbb
1
p0qqb

1
p1qδA

� ϕBpbb
1
p0qδBqb

1
p1qδA.

By faithfulness of ϕB we have αBpb1δBq � αBpb
1qpδB b δAq, hence αBpδBq �

δB b δA by definition of αB on MpBq.

For the second formula, we have to prove that

bpaδAq
r1s b paδAq

r2s � bδ�1
B ar1s b ar2sδB

for all a P A and b P B. This follows immediately by applying G and using
the previous formula.

As for the final formula, we have for any b P B that

ϕBpδBbq � ϕApδAbp1qqδBbp0q

� ν�1
A ϕApbp1qδAqδBpbp0qδBqδ

�1
B

� ν�1
A ϕAppbδBqp1qqδBpbδBqp0qδ

�1
B

� ν�1
A ϕBpbδBq,

which means exactly that σBpδBq � ν�1
A δB.

Corollary 3.5.5. If B is a right A-Galois object, and if ϕ1B is a δA-invariant
functional, then there exists λ P k with ϕ1B � λϕB.

Proof. This follows immediately by the uniqueness of an invariant functional
and the fact that ϕ1Bp � δBq is invariant.

3.6 The square of an antipode

Let B be a right A-Galois object. There is a natural unital left pA-module
algebra structure on B defined by

ω � b :� pιB b ωqαBpbq
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for b P B and ω P pA. The unitality, together with the existence of local
units in pA, allows us to extend the pA-module structure on B to a left Mp pAq-
module structure on B: if m PMp pAq, we let it act on an element b �

°
i ωi�bi

in B as
mp
¸
i

ωi � biq :�
¸
i

ppm � ωiq � biq.

This is independent of the chosen representation of b, since if
°
i ωi � bi � 0,

we can take ω P pA with ω � ωi � ωi for all i, and then¸
i

pmωiq � bi �
¸
i

pmωωiq � biq

�
¸
i

pmωq � pωi � biq

� 0.

It is further easy to check then that for ω PMp pAq and b, b1 P B, we have

b1 � pω � bq � pιB b ωqppb1 b 1qαBpbqq,

and
pω � bq � b1 � pιB b ωqpαBpbqpb

1 b 1qq,

where we have interpreted Mp pAq � A�.

Consider the map
S2
B : B Ñ B : bÑ σBpδ pA � bq,

where δ
pA

is the modular element of the dual p pA,∆
pA
q, and where the ‘square’

is just formal (i.e., does not really denote the square of something).

Proposition 3.6.1. Let B be a right A-Galois object. Then S2
B is a bijective

homomorphism.

Proof. The bijectivity is clear, since

S�2
B : B Ñ B : bÑ δ�1

pA
� pσ�1

B pbqq

is an inverse for S2
B. As for the fact that S2

B is a homomorphism, it is
sufficient to check that

δ
pA
� pbb1q � pδ

pA
� bq � pδ

pA
� b1q.
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But since δ
pA
� εA � σ

�1
A is a homomorphism pAÑ k, we have that

δ
pA
pb � b1q � pιB b δ

pA
qpαBpbb

1qq

� pιB b δ
pA
qpαBpbqαBpb

1qq

� pιB b δ
pA
qpαBpbqqpιB b δ

pA
qpαBpb

1qq

� pδ
pA
� bq � pδ

pA
� b1q.

This map S2
B plays the rôle of ‘the square of the antipode’ for B, hence the

notation. Indeed: in case B � A and αB � ∆A, then S2
B is exactly S2

A, using
Proposition 2.4.3 and the commutation relations in Definition-Proposition
2.4.2. Some more reasons to consider this as an antipode squared will be
provided further on.

We can use S2
B to complete our set of formulas.

Proposition 3.6.2. The following identities hold:

vi) αB � σB � pS2
B b σAq � αB,

vii) αB � S
2
B � pS2

B b S2
Aq � αB ,

viii) αB � S
2
B � pσB b σp �1

A q � αB,

ix) σB � S
2
B � S2

B � σB,

x) S2
BpδBq � δB,

xi) ϕBpS
2
Bpbqq � ϕBpδ

�1
B bδBq � νAϕBpbq for b P B.

Proof. Take b, b1 P B and a P A. Then, using again Proposition 2.4.3,
the second identity of Proposition 3.3.1 and the commutation relations in
Definition-Proposition 2.4.2, we find

ϕBpb
1S2
Bpbp0qqqϕApaσApbp1qqq � ϕBppδ pA � bp0qqb

1qϕApbp1qaq

� ϕBpbp0qb
1qεApσp

�1
A pbp1qqqϕApbp2qaq

� ϕBpbp0qb
1qϕApS

�2
A pσp �1

A pbp1qqqaq

� ϕBpbb
1
p0qqψApaS

�1
A pb1p1qqq

� ϕBpb
1
p0qσBpbqqψApaS

�1
A pb1p1qqq

� ϕBpb
1σBpbqp0qqϕApaσBpbqp1qq.
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This proves the equality in viq. The equality in viiq then follows by the
previous one, using that αBpδ pApbqq � bp0q b pδ

pA
� bp1qq as multipliers.

Further,

ϕBpb
1S2
Bpbp0qqqψApS

2
Apbp1qqaq � ϕBpb

1σBpbp0qqqδ pApbp1qqψApS
2
Apbp2qqaq

� ϕBpb
1σBpbp0qqqεApσp

�1
A pbp1qqqψApS

2
Apbp2qqaq

� ϕBpb
1σBpbp0qqqψApσp

�1
A pbp1qqaq,

which together with viiq proves viiiq.

By viq, it follows that also S2
Bpbq � δ

pA
� pσBpbqq, whence the commutation

in ixq. As for xq we have S2
BpδBq � σBpδBqεApσ

�1
A pδAqq, which equals δB by

the formula vq. The same formula vq also shows immediately the validity of
xiq. This concludes the proof.

Recall that we already constructed a map SC : C Ñ B, which was just the
canonical linear map Bop Ñ B.

Definition 3.6.3. Let B be a right A-Galois object. We call the map

SC : C Ñ B : bop Ñ b

the antipode on C. We call the map

SB : B Ñ C : bÑ pS2
Bpbqq

op

the antipode on B.

Then indeed, SC �SB � S2
B, so that S2

B can be considered to be ‘the square
of an antipode’ !... If the reader feels cheated at this point, we urge him to
read on.

For example, the following formulas should give a more direct connection
with the defining property of an antipode. We will also write S2

Cpb
opq �

pS2
Bpbqq

op for b P B, and continue to use the Sweedler notation for βA, in-
troduced after Definition 3.5.3.

Proposition 3.6.4. Let B be a right A-Galois object. For all b P B, c P C
and a P A, we have

xiii) SApaqr1s b SApaqr2s � SBpar2sq b SCpar1sq,
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xiv) cSBpbp0qqbp1qr1s b bp1qr2s � cb b,

xv) car1sSBpar2sq � εApaqc,

xvi) βA � S
2
A � pS2

C b S2
Bq � βA,

xvii) βA � σA � pS2
C b σBq � βA

Remark: Note that SBbSC is well-defined on MpCbBq, so the first identity
makes sense.

Proof. Applying pιB b ϕBp � bqq to S2
Bpa

r2sq b ar1s and using formula viq, we
get

ϕBpa
r1sbqS2

Bpa
r2sq � ϕBpσ

�1
B pbqar1sqS2

Bpa
r2sq

� ϕApσ
�1
B pbqp1qSApaqqS

2
Bpσ

�1
B pbqp0qq

� ϕApσ
�1
A pbp1qqSApaqqbp0q

� ϕApSApaqbp1qqbp0q

� ϕBpSApaq
r2sbqSApaq

r1s,

so that SApaqr1s b SApaq
r2s � S2

Bpa
r2sq b ar1s. This is easily seen to be equi-

valent with the first formula.

As for the second formula, we have to show, applying ϕBp � b1q to the second
leg and writing c � pb2qop, that for all b1 P B we have

ϕBpb
r2s

p1q b
1qb

r1s
p1q S

2
Bpbp0qqb

2 � ϕBpbb
1qb2.

This reduces, by Proposition 3.4.1.(i), to proving that

ϕApbp1qb
1
p1qqb

1
p0qS

2
Bpbp0qqb

2 � ϕBpbb
1qb2.

This follows again by formula viq and the defining property of ϕB.

The last formulae are a direct consequence of the first (using Proposition
3.5.1. iiq for the last one).

Note that the second identity in the last proposition shows that

C dB Ñ C dA : cb bÑ cSBpbp0qq b bp1q
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is the inverse of the map

C dAÑ C dB : cb aÑ car1s b ar2s,

which correspond to the exact same formula for a (multiplier) Hopf algebra
if we replace C and B by A, SB by SA and βA by the comultiplication map.
More directly, we also have that SCpar1sqar2s � εApaq1 � ar1sSBpar2sq (where
the unit in the middle is really in different algebras for the left and right
expression).

However, we want to give a little warning at this point, as the situation could
get a bit confusing when we consider pB,αBq � pA,∆Aq (which is evidently
a right Galois object for A). For then we have an antipode SA for the al-
gebraic quantum group pA,∆Aq, which will be an anti-isomorphism AÑ A,
but we also have an antipode SB for the Galois object A, which will be an
anti-isomorphism AÑ Aop. In some sense, for an algebraic quantum group
the antipode contains extra information, which is not present in its square.
But for a Galois object, the antipode is really just a formal construction
using its antipode squared.

We want to remark that the notion of an ‘antipode squared’ on a Galois
object for a Hopf algebra was considered more or less in [43], but in a
different set-up. Also, the antipode squared there was a part of the axiom
system. The connection with Galois objects and the redundancy of having
this ‘antipode squared’ in the axiom system, was established in [75]. The
notion of an antipode for a Galois object was considered explicitly first in [8]
(although it seems to have been implicit in earlier work by Schauenburg).
As a final remark, note that we can easily get into Grünspans framework of
quantum torsors, by means of the quantum torsor map

pιB b βAqαB : B ÑMpB bBop bBq.

However, we have not developed an independent theory for such ‘algebraic
quantum torsors’ (which seems very plausible to exist).

3.7 The inverse Galois object

In the discussion up to now, we have worked exclusively with right Galois ob-
jects. Of course, there is also the notion of a left Galois object, and all results
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obtained for right Galois objects have their counterparts in the left setting.
But the correspondence between right and left Galois objects is more than
a formal one: there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between right A-
Galois objects and left A-Galois objects. For given a right A-Galois object,
we can turn C � Bop into a left A-Galois object in a straightforward fashion.

Definition-Proposition 3.7.1. Let B be a right A-Galois object The map

γC : C ÑMpAd Cq : cÑ pS�1
A b S�1

C qαop
B pSCpcqq

makes C into a left A-Galois object, which we then call the inverse Galois
object (of B).

Proof. Since pS�1
A bS�1

C q is an anti-isomorphism AdB Ñ AdC, it is clear
that we can extend it to an anti-isomorphism MpA d Bq Ñ MpA d Cq, so
that γCpcq for c P C is meaningful as an element of MpA d Cq. It is also
easy to check that γC gives us a reduced coaction. Since the Galois map is
given by the formula

bop d b1op Ñ S�1
A pbp1qq b pb1bp0qq

op,

it is bijective, by the remark following Definition 2.5.4.

It is easy to see that ϕC � ψB � S
�1
B and ψC � ϕB � SC provide resp. an in-

variant and δ�1
A -invariant functional, using some of the identities established

earlier on. We also state (without proof) that the modular element δC con-
necting these two functionals is δC � pδ�1

B qop, and that the modular auto-
morphisms σC and σp C of resp. ϕC and ψC are given by σCpbopq � pσp �1

B pbqqop

and σp Cpbopq � pσ�1
B pbqqop. The antipode SC : C Ñ Cop � B for C coincides

with the one already introduced.

We also have the following coassociativity properties:

Proposition 3.7.2. Let B be a right A-Galois object. Then for all a P A,
we have

pιC b αBqpβApaqq � pβA b ιAqp∆Apaqq

and
pγC b ιBqpβApaqq � pιA b βAqp∆Apaqq.
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Proof. Note first that the maps βAb ιA and ιAbβA are u.u.e., so the state-
ment makes sense.

Now if a, a1 P A and b P B, then we compute, using Proposition 3.1.2 and
the identity following it, that

pGb ιAqpba
r1s

p1q b a
r2s

p1q b ap2qa
1q

� bb ap1q b ap2qa
1

� pιB b∆Aqpbb aqp1B b 1A b a1q

� pιB b∆Aqpba
r1sa

r2s
p0q b a

r2s
p1qqp1B b 1A b a1q

� bar1sa
r2s
p0q b a

r2s
p1q b a

r2s
p2qa

1

� pGb ιAqpba
r1s b a

r2s
p0q b a

r2s
p1qqa

1,

which proves the first identity in the lemma.

As for the second statement, this reduces to proving that

S�1
A pa

r1s
p1qq b a

r1s
p0q b ar2s � ap1q b a

r1s
p2q b a

r2s
p2q .

But again using Proposition 3.1.2 and the identity which follows it, we have
that

pιA bHqpa1ap1q b a
r1s

p2q b a
r2s

p2q bq

� a1ap1q b bb SApap2qq

� a1S�1
A pSApaqp2qq b bb SApaqp1q

� pιA bHqpa1S�1
A pa

r1s
p1qq b a

r1s
p0q b ar2sbq.

3.8 Galois objects of compact or discrete type

Definition 3.8.1. A non-degenerate algebra B is called of compact type if
B has a unit. It is called of discrete type if every subspace of the form bB
or Bb, with b P B, is finite dimensional.

Remark: This terminology is not standard, and we use it solely in this sub-
section.
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Theorem 3.8.2. Let B be a right Galois object for an algebraic quantum
group A. Then the algebra B is of compact type iff A is an algebraic quantum
group of compact type. The algebra B is of discrete type iff A is an algebraic
quantum group of discrete type.

We recall from [93] that an algebraic quantum group A is of compact type
if A has a unital underlying algebra (i.e. is a Hopf algebra with integrals),
and that A is of discrete type if there exists a cointegral h P A, i.e. an ele-
ment satisfying ah � εApaqh for all a P A. We also note that an algebraic
quantum group is of compact type iff its dual is of discrete type.

Proof. If A is compact, then αBpbq P B b A for any b P B. Choosing b P B
with ϕBpbq � 1, we have that pιB b ϕAqαBpbq P B is a unit of B.

If B is compact, choose ai P A and bi P B such that

1C b 1B �
¸
i

βApaiqp1b biq.

Taking a P A and multiplying the above equality to the left with βApaq, we
get

βApaqp1C b 1Bq �
¸
i

βApaaiqp1b biq,

hence, by the bijectivity of the maps in Proposition 3.1.2, we conclude
a b 1B �

°
i aai b bi. Applying an arbitrary ω P B� with value 1 in 1B

to the second leg, we see that A has a right unit. Similarly, one constructs
a left unit. So A is unital.

Now suppose that A is an algebraic quantum group of discrete type. Choose
a non-zero left cointegral h P A, so ah � εApaqh for all a P A. We can scale
h so that ϕAphq � 1. Then for all b, b1 P B, we have

ϕBpbpS
�1
A phqqr1sqpS�1

A phqqr2sb1 � ϕApbp1qhqbp0qb
1

� bb1

by Proposition 3.4.1 iiq. Hence if S�1
A phqqr1sq b pS�1

A phqqr2sb1 �
°
i pi b qi,

we see that for any b P B, the element bb1 lies in the linear span of the qi.
This shows that Bb1 is finite dimensional. Also b1B is finite dimensional, by
a similar reasoning.
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Conversely, suppose that B is an algebra of discrete type. Take a P A and
b � 0 fixed in B. Write bar1s b ar2s as

°
iwi b zi, and choose b1 P B such

that wib1 � wi for all i (Corollary 3.2.3). Then

dimpAaq � dimtbb a1a | a1 P Au

� dimt
¸
i

wib
1a1r1s b a1r2szi | a

1 P Au

¤ dim spant
¸
i

wib
2 b b3zi | b

2, b3 P Bu

  8.

We show that this is sufficient to conclude that A is an algebraic quantum
group of discrete type.

First, applying SA, we see that also all aA are finite dimensional. Choose
a P A with εApaq � 1. Write I � AaA, which is a finite-dimensional ideal.
Because ϕA is faithful, we can choose some ω � ϕAp�a

1q P pA such that
ω|I � pεAq|I . Take e P A with ae � a. Then for all a2 P A, we have

ϕApa
2aa1q � ϕApa

2aea1q

� ω|Ipa
2aeq

� εApa
2q.

Hence εA P pA, and A is an algebraic quantum group of discrete type.

Note that the proof above shows that the terminology we used is consistent:
an algebraic quantum group is of discrete type in the sense of [93] iff its
underlying algebra is of discrete type as defined in Definition 3.8.1. Also
note that if k � C and B is a �-algebra, the condition ‘B is of discrete type’
is equivalent with B being a direct sum of finite-dimensional matrix algebras.

Proposition 3.8.3. If A is an algebraic quantum group of discrete type, and
B a right Galois object for A, then B is a Frobenius algebra in the sense of
[98]: there exists a left B-module isomorphism L : BB� Ñ B, where B� is
the dual space of B.

Here BB� denotes functionals of the form b�ω � ωp � bq for ω P B� and b P B.

Proof. Let p be the right cointegral of A, so that pa � εApaqp for all a P A.
We assume p normalized, so that ϕAppq � 1. We show then that

pbb 1qβ̃Appq � β̃Appqp1b bq
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for all b P B.

Take b, b1 P B and apply pιBbϕBp � b1qq to β̃Appqp1b bq. Then we find, using
the first identity in Proposition 3.4.1

pιB b ϕBqpβ̃Appqp1b bb1qq � ϕBpp
r2sbb1qpr1s

� ϕAppbp1qb
1
p1qqbp0qb

1
p0q

� εApbp1qb
1
p1qqbp0qb

1
p0q

� bb1

� ϕAppb
1
p1qqbb

1
p0q

� ϕBpp
r2sb1qbpr1s

� pιB b ϕBqppbb 1qβ̃Appqp1b b1qq.

As ϕB is faithful, this implies pbb 1qβ̃Appq � β̃Appqp1b bq for all b P B.

Consider then
φ1 : BB� Ñ B : ω Ñ pιb ωqpβ̃Appqq,

φ2 : B Ñ BB� : bÑ ϕBp�bq.

Then φ1 and φ2 are seen to be B-module morphisms, using the above iden-
tity. Moreover, they are each others inverse: choose b P B and ω P BB�,
then, by the second identity in Proposition 3.4.1,

ϕBpb � pιB b ωqpβ̃Appqqq � ϕBpbp
r1sqωppr2sq

� ϕApbp1qSAppqqωpbp0qq

� ϕApSAppqqωpbq

� ϕAppδAqωpbq

� ωpbq,

showing that φ2 � φ1 is the identity. The fact that φ1 � φ2 is the identity
follows from ϕBpp

r2sbqpr1s � b for all b P B.

3.9 �-Structures on Galois objects

We now look at the case k � C.

Definition 3.9.1. Let B be a completely positive �-algebra, and let A be a
�-algebraic quantum group. If αB : B Ñ MpB d Aq is a coaction making
pB,αBq into a right Galois object for A (neglecting the �-structure), we call
pB,αBq a right �-Galois object if αB is �-preserving.
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Proposition 3.9.2. Let B be a right �-Galois object for a �-algebraic quan-
tum group A. Then the functional ϕB � pιB b ϕAqαB is positive.

Proof. We have to show that ϕBpb�bq ¥ 0 for all b P B.

First remark that ϕB is hermitian: if b, b1 P B, we have

ϕBpb
�qb1 � ϕAppb

�qp1qqpb
�qp0qb

1

� ϕAppbp1qq
�qpbp0qq

�b1

� ϕApbp1qqpb
1�bp0qq

�

� pϕApbp1qqb
1�bp0qq

�

� ϕBpbqb
1�,

hence ϕBpb�q � ϕBpbq.

Now take non-zero b, b1 P B, and write αBpbqpb1 b 1q �
°
wi b pi for certain

wi P B and pi P A. Then

ϕBpb
�bqb1�b1 � pιB b ϕAqppαBpbqpb

1 b 1qq�pαBpbqpb1 b 1qqq

�
¸
i,j

ϕApp
�
j piqw

�
jwi.

By positivity of ϕA, the matrix pϕApp
�
j piqqi,j will be positive, so that we

can write ϕBpb�bqb1�b1 �
°
i z

�
i zi for certain zi P B. Then ϕBpb

�bq, which
is a real number, must necessarily be positive, or else we would violate the
complete positivity of B.

There is a nice formula relating βA and the �-operation, but for this, we have
to choose the good �-operation on C � Bop: we define pbopq� :� S2

Bpb
�qop.

Then C is again a �-algebra: the only thing which may not be clear at first
sight, is if the �-operation is involutive, that is, if S2

Bpb
�q � S�2

B pbq�. For
this, note first that σBpb�q � σ�1

B pbq�: one verifies this by checking that for
all b, b1 P B, we have ϕBpσBpb�q�b1q � ϕBpb

1bq, using that ϕB is hermitian.
Then note that pδ

pA
� bq� � δ�1

pA
� b�: for this, observe that

δ
pA
pa�q � εApσ

�1
A pa�qq

� εApσApaq
�q

� δ�1
pA
paq.
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Then with this �-operation, we have the expected formulas

SCppcq
�q � pS�1

B pcqq�

and
SBpb

�q � pS�1
C pbqq�

for c P C and b P B.

Proposition 3.9.3. For all a P A, we have

βApaq
� � βApa

�q.

Proof. For any b P B, a P A, we have

ϕApabp1qqbp0q � ϕBpa
r2sbqar1s,

by Proposition 3.4.1.(i). Applying �, we see that

ϕApb
�
p1qSApSApaq

�qqb�p0q � ϕBpb
�ar2s�qar1s�.

Since the left hand side equals ϕBpb�pSApaq�qr1sqpSApaq�qr2s by Proposition
3.4.1.(ii), we get that par1sq� b par2sq� � pSApaq

�qr2s b pSApaq
�qr1s by the

faithfulness of ϕB. This then becomes S�1
B ppar1sq

�qbpar2sq
� � pSApaq

�qr2sb
SCppSApaq

�qr1sq. Applying SB to the first leg and using the identity xiiiq in
Proposition 3.6.4, we arrive at the identity stated in the proposition.

Let B be a right �-Galois object for a �-algebraic quantum group. We show
now that also the invariant functional ψB is positive, possibly after mul-
tiplying with a scalar. As for the �-algebraic quantum groups themselves,
this is a non-trivial statement. We again do this by using a diagonalizability
argument.

For instance, take b P B and choose b1 P B with ϕBpb
1q � 1. Write bb b1 as

a sum
bb b1 �

¸
i

bia
r1s
i b a

r2s
i

for certain bi P B and ai P A. Write ai �
°
j aij with the aij eigenvectors

for left multiplication with δA. Then by Proposition 3.2.4 and Proposition
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3.5.4.ivq, we have

bδnB �
¸
i

ϕBpa
r2s
i qbia

r1s
i δnB

�
¸
i

ϕBpδ
n
Bpδ

�n
A aiq

r2sqbipδ
�n
A aiq

r1s

P Spantωpar2sij qbia
r1s
ij | ω P B�u,

showing that SpantbδnB | n P Zu is finite-dimensional. The same technique
shows that SpantδnBb | n P Zu is finite-dimensional.

NowB becomes a pre-Hilbert space by the inner product xb, b1yB :� ϕBpb
1�bq,

using the positivity, self-adjointness and faithfulness of ϕB as we did for �-
algebraic quantum groups. Since ψB : b Ñ ψBpb�q is also an invariant
functional on B, as is easily checked, we can replace ψB by ψB � ψB of
ipψB � ψBq to obtain a hermitian invariant functional, which we will then
take as our new ψB. Since σBpδBq � δB, the hermitianess of ψB implies
that δ�B � δB, and moreover, that left and right multiplication with δB are
self-adjoint with respect to the scalar product x � , � yB on B. Since left and
right multiplication commute, we obtain:

Theorem 3.9.4. There exists a basis tbiu of B with the bi joint eigenvectors
for left and right multiplication with δB.

Now for b, b1 eigenvectors for left multiplication with δB with respective
eigenvalues λ and λ1, we can use that

pϕB b ψAqppb
� b 1qαBpb1�b1qpbb 1qq � λ1λ�1ϕBpb

�bqϕBpb
1�b1q

to conclude that λ�1λ1 is positive. After possibly multiplying ψB with
�1 (and hence changing δB to �δB), this implies that δB is positive. In
particular, this shows again that δB is of the form pδ

1{2
B q2 for some self-

adjoint invertible element δ1{2
B P MpBq. If we then choose b1 P B with

ϕBppδ
�1{2
B b1q�δ

�1{2
B b1q � 1, we have for any b P B that

ψBpb
�bq � ψBpb

�bqϕBpb
1�δ�1

B b1q

� ϕBpb
1�b�p0qbp0q1b

1qψApb
�
p1qbp1q1q

¥ 0,

showing

Corollary 3.9.5. There exists a positive invariant functional ψB on B.

Note that the diagonizability of δB was really only used to find one element
b P B with ϕBpb

�δBbq � 0.



Chapter 4

Linking algebraic quantum
groupoids

The theory of the previous chapter was concerned with Galois objects, which
were algebras with a special coaction on them by an algebraic quantum
group. In this chapter, we lift to the situation of algebraic quantum groups
Proposition 1.3.10, i.e. we show that from any such a Galois object we can
construct a new algebraic quantum group, and even more, that we have a
natural coaction of this new quantum group on the original algebra, making
it into a bi-Galois object. Our method of proof however is distinct from
the Hopf-algebraic proof, since it is completely based on duality reasonings
(which are not available for general Hopf algebras). For completeness, we
also abstractly characterize the objects which can be considered to be the
duals of bi-Galois objects, namely the linking algebraic quantum groupoids.
After some brief discussion concerning the situation for �-algebraic quan-
tum groups, we end with an example, which, although it takes place in the
setting of Hopf algebras, and thus fits in the framework of Galois theory for
Hopf algebras, at least produces new1 examples of infinite-dimensional Hopf
algebras with integrals.

Remark: In the paper [19], we added some categorical results concerning
the categorical equivalence associated to a bi-Galois object, but we will not
include this discussion here. There are several reasons for this. One of
them is that the results of [19] are only partial: we constructed from a bi-
Galois object a monoidal equivalence of unital module categories2, but we

1as far as we know
2This is certainly easy for algebraic quantum groups, but we payed more attention to
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did not consider the question of how to reconstruct a bi-Galois object from
a monoidal equivalence (if this is possible at all without further, maybe un-
natural conditions). Another reason is that we do not think that, at this
stage, the categorical viewpoint would add any extra value to the discus-
sion. We have included it in the first chapter by way of motivation, since
in that case, we can then say precisely what the (big) invariant is which
is preserved under the (co-)monoidal (co-)Morita equivalence, namely some
monoidal category. Because of our lack of a reconstruction theorem, this
‘invariant’ becomes less clear to characterize in the case of algebraic quan-
tum groups, and certainly in the case of locally compact quantum groups,
to be considered in the second part of our thesis.

4.1 Linking algebraic quantum groupoids and bi-
Galois objects

Definition 4.1.1. We call linking multiplier weak Hopf (�-)algebra a triple
pE, e,∆Eq consisting of a non-degenerate linking (�-)algebra pE, eq, together
with a coassociative u.e. (�-)homomorphism ∆E : E ÑMpEdEq for which
∆Epeq � ebe and ∆Ep1E�eq � p1E�eqbp1E�eq, and such that A � eEe
and D � p1E � eqEp1E � eq, together with the restrictions of ∆E, become
multiplier Hopf (�-)algebras.

We make some comments about this definition. First remark that the coas-
sociativity statement about ∆E makes sense by the fact that the tensor
product of two u.e. maps is again u.e. Also, it is easily seen that ∆E is in
fact u.e. with respect to peb eq�pp1E� eqbp1E� eqq. Next, because EdE
is a non-degenerate linking algebra between AdA and DdD, we know that
peb eqMpE dEqpeb eq can be identified with MpAdAq by Lemma 2.2.6,
so there is no ambiguity concerning the statement ‘restricting ∆E to A’.
Finally, this definition is not very natural, since we do not define a linking
multiplier weak Hopf algebra as a multiplier weak Hopf algebra satisfying
certain properties. The reason for this is simple: there is as of yet no such
notion, although there is some work in progress on it. Instead of developing
it, we have rather opted for an ad hoc approach.

the �-algebraic context, since we can then consider equivalence of the more specialized
monoidal �-categories of �-representations in pre-Hilbert spaces. Since one wants all
natural transformations adapted to this �-structure, one has to do some more work.
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On the other hand, there are some obvious properties which one knows
should hold for any multiplier weak Hopf algebra. We collect them in the
following proposition. We continue to use Sweedler notation for the comul-
tiplication.

Proposition 4.1.2. Let pE, eq be a linking multiplier weak Hopf algebra.

• The comultiplication ∆E has range in M1;2pE d Eq.

• The map EdE Ñ EdE : xby Ñ ∆Epxqp1byq restricts to bijections
Eij bEjk Ñ Eij bEik (and similarly for all other maps of this form).

• There exists a unique functional

εE : E Ñ k,

called the co-unit, such that

pεE b ιEq∆Epxijq � xij � pιE b εEq∆Epxijq for xij P Eij .

Moreover, this counit satisfies

εEpxij � x
1
jkq � εEpxijqεEpx

1
jkq xij P Eij , x

1
jk P Ejk.

• There exists a unique map

SE : E Ñ E,

called the antipode, such that

MEppSE b ιEqp∆Epxijqp1E b x1jkqqq � εEpxijqx
1
jk

for all xij P Eij , x1jk P Ejk, and

MEppιE b SEqppxij b 1Eq∆Epx
1
jkqqq � εEpx

1
jkqxij

for all xij P Eij , x1jk P Ejk. Moreover, this map will then be an anti-
automorphism, and SEpEijq � Eji.

Proof. Remark that ∆E restricts to linear maps Eij ÑMpEijdEijq, which
we will denote as ∆ij .
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We have then that

∆ijpEijqp1b Ejkq � ∆ijpEij � Ejjqp1b pEjj � Ejkqq

� ∆ijpEijq � p∆jjpEjjqp1b Ejjqq � p1b Ejkq

� ∆ijpEijq � pEjj d pEjj � Ejkqq

� ∆ijpEijq � pEjj d Ejkq.

Now
∆i1pEi1qpE1j d E1kq � ∆i2pEi2qpE2j d E2kq :

for example � holds since Ei1 � Ei2 � E21, hence

∆i1pEi1qpE1j d E1kq � ∆i2pEi2q∆21pE21qpE1j d E1kq

� ∆i2pEi2qpE2j d E2kq.

The u.e. property of ∆E , together with this last fact, then implies that

∆ijpEijq � pEjj d Ejkq � Eij d Eik.

Hence ∆ijpEijqp1 b Ejkq � Eij d Eik, and the maps stated in the second
item are all surjective.

Now suppose that xij,p P Eij and x1jk,p P Ejk are such that¸
p

∆ijpxij,pqp1b x1jk,pq � 0.

Taking an arbitrary zji P Eji and wkj P Ekj , we see that also¸
p

∆jjpzjixij,pqp1b x1jk,pwkjq � 0,

and hence ¸
p

zjixij,p b x1jk,pwkj � 0,

by definition of a multiplier Hopf algebra. Multiplying the first leg to the
left with an arbitrary element of Elj , and using that Elj � Eji � Eli, we see
that ¸

p

pz � xij,pq b x1jk,pwkj � 0

for an arbitrary z P E, hence¸
p

xij,p b x1jk,pwkj � 0,
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by non-degeneracy of E dE. A similar argument applied to the second leg
lets us conclude that ¸

p

xij,p b x1jk,p � 0.

Hence all maps stated in the second item are bijective. Then by symmetry,
the first two items are proven.

We now construct the counit as in the third item. In fact, most of the work
has already been done in the first chapter. Indeed: the beginning of the
proof of Proposition 1.2.18 can be copied ad verbum, and lets us conclude
that there exists εB on B such that pεB b ιBq∆B � pιB b εBq∆B � ιB.
A similar map εC then exists on C by symmetry, and we define εE as the
direct sum of the functionals εD, εC , εB and εA, where the first and last map
are the counits of resp. D and A.

Also the ‘bimodularity’ of εE is then partially contained in the proof of
Proposition 1.2.18. The only thing which does not follow immediately is if
εDpbcq � εBpbqεCpcq (and the symmetric counterpart with respect to A),
but this proof is in fact completely similar:

dbp1qcp1qd
1εDpbp2qcp2qq � dpbcqp1qd

1εDppbcqp2qq

� dbcd1

� dbp1qcd
1εBpbp2qq

� dbp1qcp1qd
1εBpbp2qqεCpcp2qq,

which implies εDpbcq � εBpbqεCpcq for all b P B and c P C by bijectivity of
the maps in the second item.

We move on to the antipode. Denote C̃ :� HomDpDB,DDq. We can identify
C with a subspace of C̃, letting C act on B by right multiplication. We will
also write the action of C̃ on B as right multiplication: if x P C̃ and b P B,
we write

bx � b � x :� xpbq.

Then the proof of Proposition 1.2.18 can still be copied up to some point, to
conclude that we have a map SB : B Ñ C̃, such that we have dbp1qSBpbp2qq �
εBpbqd and pb1SBpbp1qqq � bp2q � a � εBpbqb

1a. We want to show that SB has
range in C.
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First remark that HomDpDB,DDq is a left A-module, by defining bpa �xq :�
pbaq � x for x P C̃. This extends the natural right A-module structure on C.
Then for c P C, and b, b1, b2 P B, we have

b2ppcb1q � SBpbqq � pb2cb1qSBpbq

� pb2cq � pb1SBpbqq

� b2 � pc � pb1SBpbqqq.

Hence pcb1q�SBpbq � c �pb1SBpbqq. Since C �B � A, we see that ASBpBq � C.
We want to show now that SApaq � SBpbq � SBpbaq. It is easy to see that
bap1qSApa2q � εApaqb, since B � B � A. Hence, for d P D, b P B and a P A,
we compute

dbp1qap1qSBpbp2qap2qq � dpbaqp1qSBppbaqp2qq

� εBpbaqd

� εBpbqεApaqd

� εApaqdbp1qSBpbp2qq

� dbp1qap1qSApap2qqSBpbp2qq.

From this, it follows that bSBpb1aq � bSApaqSBpbq for all b, b1 P B and a P A,
using bijectivity of the maps of the second item. Hence SApaqSBpbq �
SBpbaq. So we have in fact SBpBq � SBpB � Aq � A � SBpBq � C.
One can then also easily prove that SBpd � bq � SBpbqSDpdq, and that
SBpbp1qqbp2qa � εBpbqa.

By similar reasonings, one constructs an antipode SC : C Ñ B, and it is
then not hard to show that the direct sum of SD, SC , SB and SD, which is a
map E Ñ E, is an anti-homomorphism, satisfying the antipode conditions
as in the fourth item.

Finally, we show that SE is bijective. It is sufficient to show that SB is
bijective. Suppose first that SBpbq � 0. Multiplying to the left with SCpcq
for some c P C, we get that SDpbcq � 0, hence bc � 0. Since c was ar-
bitrary, the non-degeneracy of E easily implies that b � 0. So SE is in-
jective. Now take an arbitrary c P C, and choose ci, c1i P C, bi P B such
that c �

°
i cibic

1
i. Write S�1

A pcibiq �
°
j cijbij . Then c �

°
i,j SApcijbijqc

1
i,

which equals
°
i,j SBpbijqSCpcijqc

1
i. Since SBpBqD � SBpBq, we find that

c P SBpBq. Hence SB is bijective.
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The uniqueness statements concerning the counit and antipode map are easy
to establish, and the proof will be omitted.

Definition 4.1.3. If A and D are two multiplier Hopf (�-)algebras, we call
linking multiplier weak Hopf (�-)algebra between A and D a linking multi-
plier weak Hopf (�-)algebra pE, eq, together with (�-)isomorphisms E22 �

ΦA
A

and E11 �
ΦD

D as multiplier Hopf (�-)algebras. When A and D are actually

(�-)algebraic quantum groups, we call pE, eq a linking (�-)algebraic quantum
groupoid between A and D.

When A and D are two multiplier Hopf (�-)algebras, we call them como-
noidally (�-)Morita equivalent if there exists a linking multiplier weak Hopf
(�-)algebra between them.

We will follow conventions as for linking Hopf algebras between, and not
explicitly write the ΦA and ΦD.

By definition, the algebras underlying two comonoidally Morita equivalent
multiplier Hopf algebras are non-degenerately Morita equivalent. Similarly
as for Hopf algebras, we then have the notion of an identity linking multiplier
weak Hopf algebra, the inverse of a linking multiplier weak Hopf algebra,
and the composition of two linking multiplier weak Hopf algebras. The first
two constructions are trivial. As for the construction of the composition,
let E1 and E2 be linking multiplier weak Hopf algebras between resp. E22

and E11, and E33 and E22. Consider the associated 3�3-linking algebra
E � pEijqi,jPt1,2,3u. Then E1, E2 and their composite linking algebra E3

can all be imbedded by an u.e. map into Ẽ. Then for example MpE1,12q
will get sent to MpE12q. The same holds true for tensor products. Hence
if x12 P E12 and y23 P E23, we can compose ∆12px12q and ∆23py23q inside
MpẼq, and obtain an element of MpE13 d E13q � MpE3,12 d E3,12q. Since
E13 also equals E12 d

E22

E23, and since all algebras have local units, it is not

difficult to see that

∆13 : E13 ÑMpE13 d E13q : x12 � y23 Ñ ∆12px12q∆23py23q

extends to a well-defined map E3,12 Ñ MpE3,12 d E3,12q. Similarly, one
constructs a map ∆31 : E3,21 Ñ MpE3,21 d E3,21q, and we can then com-
bine these with the comultiplications of E11 and E33 to obtain a map
∆E3 : E3 Ñ MpE3 d E3q. We leave it to the reader to check that ∆E3
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is a coassociative u.e. homomorphism, making E3 into a weak linking mul-
tiplier Hopf algebra between E11 and E33.

In general, a (non-degenerate) linking algebra is determined by its C,B and
A-part, but not by its B and A-part. The situation is different for linking
multiplier weak Hopf algebras.

Proposition 4.1.4. Let E1 and E2 be two linking multiplier weak Hopf
algebras, and suppose there are linear isomorphisms Φ22 : A1 Ñ A2 and
Φ12 : B1 Ñ B2, such that Φ12pbaq � Φ12pbqΦ22paq and

pΦ12 b Φ12qp∆B1pbqp1b aqq � ∆B2pΦ12pbqqp1b Φ22paqq

for all b P B1, a P A1. Then E1 and E2 are isomorphic linking multiplier
weak Hopf algebras, by an isomorphism Φ extending the Φ12 and Φ22.

Proof. Define Φ21 :� SB2 � Φ12 � SC1 and

Φ22 : D1 Ñ D2 : b � cÑ Φ12pbqΦ21pcq.

Then an easy argument shows that the direct sum of the Φij provides the
wanted isomorphism Φ.

One can also define the notion of a comonoidal right Morita module for a
multiplier Hopf algebra. This theory if developed in [22]. We will not be
concerned with this here, but we wish to remark that, unlike the theory
of comonoidal right Morita modules for Hopf algebras, there is an extra
condition to be imposed on right comonoidal Morita modules to be able to
perform the reflection technique of Proposition 1.2.18, which then pushes
the definition already further into the direction of a linking weak multiplier
Hopf algeba. It is shown further in [23] that there is a concrete duality be-
tween right comonoidal Morita modules for some algebraic quantum group,
and Galois objects for its dual. We will not prove this correspondence here,
but parts of it will appear in the ensuing discussion.

Dual to the notion of a linking weak multiplier Hopf algebra, we should
introduce the notion of a co-linking weak multiplier Hopf algebra. How-
ever, we will restrict ourselves to defining the basic constituent of this last
structure.
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Definition 4.1.5. Let A and D be two multiplier Hopf (�-)algebras. A bi-
(�)Galois object between A and D (or D-A-bi-(�-)Galois object) consists of
a triple pB, γB, αBq such that pB, γBq is a left D-(�-)Galois object, pB,αBq
is a right A-(�-)Galois object, and γB and αB commute:

pγB b ιAqαB � pιb αBqγB.

Again, it is not clear whether Proposition 1.3.10 continues to hold in the
general setting of multiplier Hopf algebras. As mentioned in the beginning
of this chapter, we will however show in the following two sections that one
can construct bi-Galois objects from Galois objects for algebraic quantum
groups.

4.2 From Galois objects to linking algebraic quan-
tum groupoids

Given a right Galois object for an algebraic quantum group, we want to
construct from it a linking algebraic quantum groupoid (and, in particular,
a new algebraic quantum group, given as the upper left corner of the linking
algebraic quantum groupoid). For the rest of this section, A will always
denote an algebraic quantum group, and pB,αBq a right A-Galois object.
We will also continue to use the notation introduced in the previous chapter
without further comment.

Definition 4.2.1. Let B be a right A-Galois object. The restricted dual of
B is the vector space pB � tϕBp � bq | b P Bu inside the dual B� of B.

We have shown

pB � tϕBpb � q | b P Bu

� tψBp � bq | b P Bu

� tψBpb � q | b P Bu

in Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.4.3, so as for algebraic quantum groups, all natural
definitions for a restricted dual give us the same space. We will denote the
elements of pB (or B�) as ω12, ω

1
12, . . ., or, if we consider an indexed family,

as ωi12. The reason for this is that pB will later be treated as the upper right
corner of a linking algebra.
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Let pA be the dual of A. For the same reason, we will now denote elements
of pA as ω22, ω

1
22, . . .. As already mentioned in the previous chapter, we have

a left unital pA-module structure on B, induced by αB, by putting

ω22 � b � pιB b ω22qpαBpbqq

for b P B and ω22 P pA. This leads to a right pA-module structure on the dual
B�, by putting

pω12 � ω22qpbq � ω12pω22 � bq

for ω12 P B
�, ω22 P pA and b P B.

Lemma 4.2.2. The right pA-module structure on B� restricts to a unital
right pA-module structure on pB.

Proof. Take b, b1 P B and ω22 P pA. Then

pψBp � bq � ω22qpb
1q � ω22pψBpb

1
p0qbqb

1
p1qq

� pω22 � SAqpψBpb
1bp0qqbp1qq

� pψBp � pS pApω22q � bqqqpb
1q,

by using Proposition 3.3.1. By the surjectivity of TαB ,2 (see the discussion
after Definition 2.5.1, this will be a unital right pA-module.

The space pB also carries a natural A�-valued k-bilinear form, determined
by

rω12, ω
1
12 s pApaq � pω12 b ω112qpβ̃Apaqq, ω12, ω

1
12 P pB, a P A,

where βA was defined in Proposition 3.1.2.

Proposition 4.2.3. Let B be a right A-Galois object, and r � , � s
pA

as above.
Then r � , � s

pA
is non-degenerate, has pA as its range, and is right pA-linear,

i.e. for all ω12, ω
1
12 P

pB and ω22 P pA,

rω12, ω
1
12 � ω22 s pA � rω12, ω

1
12 s pA � ω22.

Proof. If ω12 � ϕBpb � q, then

rω12, ω
1
12 s pApaq � ϕBpba

r1sqω112pa
r2sq

� ϕApbp1qSApaqqω
1
12pbp0qq

� pψAp �S
�1
A pω112pbp0qqbp1qqqqpaq,
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using the second formula of Proposition 3.4.1. So the form takes values inpA. The surjectivity of the Galois map gives that the range of the form is
the whole of pA. The faithfulness of the invariant functional on B shows that
the bracket is non-degenerate. Finally,

prω12, ω
1
12 s pA � ω22qpaq � pω12 b ω112 b ω22qppβ̃A b ιAq∆Apaqq

� pω12 b ω112 b ω22qppιA b αAqβ̃Apaqq

� rω12, ω
1
12 � ω22 s pApaq,

where we have used Lemma 3.7.2. So the bracket is right pA-linear.

We use this bracket to construct a non-degenerate linking algebra which
has pA as its lower right corner. First, we identify pA � End

pA
p pA
pA
q as left

multiplication operators, and also pB � Hom
pA
p pA
pA
, pB
pA
q as ‘left multiplication

operators’ (which will be faithful, for example by using the unitality of B as
a left pA-module and then the fact that pA has right local units). Then definepC :� trω12, � s pA | ω12 P pBu � Hom

pA
p pB
pA
, pA
pA
q,

where the inclusion at the end follows from Proposition 4.2.3, and putpD :� pB � pC � End
pA
p pB
pA
q,

where the dot denotes composition. We group them together into the algebra

pE :�

� pD pBpC pA
�
� End

pA
p

� pBpA
�
pA

q.

We will write elements of pC as ω21, and elements of pD as ω11.

Lemma 4.2.4. The map

S
pB

: pB Ñ pC : ω12 Ñ rω12, � s pA

is a bijection.

Proof. Suppose that rω12, � s pA � 0. Then pω12 b ω112qpβ̃Apaqq � 0 for all
a P A and ω112 P

pB. By the surjectivity of the map

AdB Ñ B dB : ab bÑ ar1s b ar2sb,

this means ω12pbq � 0 for all b P B, hence ω12 � 0.
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We can use the previous lemma to view pC as functionals on C (which, we
recall, is nothing else but Bop).

Proposition 4.2.5. Let B be a right A-Galois object, and pC as above.
There is a natural non-degenerate pairing

pC � C Ñ k : prω12, � s pA, b
opq Ñ ω12pbq.

Proof. By the previous lemma, the map is well-defined. The non-degeneracy
follows immediately from the faithfulness of ϕB.

We write the pairing between ω21 P pC and c P C as ω21pcq of course. In
fact, it is easy to see then that pC is just the space of functionals on C of the
form ϕCp � cq, with c P C, hence coincides with the restricted dual of the left
Galois object C. So there is no conflict of notation.

Lemma 4.2.6. By composition of linear maps, the space pC becomes a unital
left pA-module, and then

pω22 � ω21qpcq � pω22 b ω21qpγCpcqq.

Proof. Take ω21 P pC, ω12 P pB, ω22 P pA and a P A. Then by definition of the
external comultiplication βA (see Definition 3.5.3), we get

ppω22 � ω21qpω12qqpaq � pω22 � rS
�1
pB
pω21q, ω12s pAqpaq

� pω22 b ω21 b ω12qppιA b βAq∆Apaqq

� pω22 b ω21 b ω12qppγC b ιBqβApaqq

� pppω22 b ω21q � γCqpω12qqpaq,

which proves the formula

pω22 � ω21qpcq � pω22 b ω21qpγCpcqq.

Then the fact that pC is a unital left pA-module follows (for example) by
symmetry from Lemma 4.2.2.

By these results, it is clear that the space pC can be identified with the re-
stricted dual space for the left Galois object pC, γCq as a left pA-module, and
that the space pB as constructed from the left Galois object pC, γCq, with
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all the extra structure, can also be identified with the one considered up to
now. So we can treat pB and pC, as resp. right and left pA-module, on an
equal, symmetric footing.

Proposition 4.2.7. The couple p pE,� 0 0
0 1

pA



q is a non-degenerate linking

algebra between pA and pD.

Proof. We first show that pEe pE � pE and pEp1� eq pE � pE. This follows from
the fact that pA is idempotent (so pA � pA � pA), that pB is a unital right pA-
module (which gives that pB � pA � pB), from Proposition 4.2.3 and the remark
just before it (which shows that pC � pB � pA), from Lemma 4.2.6 (which shows
that pA � pC � pC), and from the definition of pD (which gives pB � pC � pD). From
these pieces, all the equalities pEij � pEjk � pEik are easily derived.

We still have to show that pE is non-degenerate. But since pE is faithfully

represented as linear maps on

� pBpA
�

, it is easy to see that if x P pE and

xy � 0 for all y P pE, then x � 0. Similarly, pE is faithfully represented as
linear maps on p pC pAq by right multiplication (since we have shown that the
roles of B and C are symmetrical, or by a simple direct verification), and
then x P pE and yx � 0 for all y P pE leads to x � 0.

In particular, pD is a non-degenerate algebra. However, using only that pA
is non-degenerately Morita equivalent to pD, we can not say more, as there
is in general no reason to expect that the property of ‘having local units’ is
preserved under non-degenerate Morita equivalence. So the following lemma
shows in how well-behaving a situation we are.

Lemma 4.2.8. For any finite collection ωi12 P
pB there exists ω11 P pD with

ω11 � ω
i
12 � ωi12. Likewise, for any finite collection ωi21 P pC there exists

ω11 P pD with ωi21 � ω11 � ωi21.

Proof. Fix a finite collection of ωi21, and write ωi12 � ϕBp � biq. We have to
prove that there exist ω1 j12 and ω1 j21 P

pC such that¸
j

ω1 j12 � ω
1 j
21 � ω

i
12 � ωi12.
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This means that for any b P B and all i, we must have¸
j

ω1 j12pbp0qqω
1 j
21pbp1qr1sqϕBpbp1qr2sbiq � ϕBpbbiq.

By using Proposition 3.4.1, our problem is thus equivalent to finding some
ω1 j12, ω

2 j
12 P

pB such that for all i and for all b P B,¸
j

ω1 j12pbp0qqω
2 j
12 pbip0qqϕApbp1qbip1qq � ϕBpbbiq.

Choose b1 P B with ϕBpb1q � 1. Put ω12 � ϕBp � b
1q and choose ω112 P

pA such
that ω112pbip1qqbip0qb

1 b bip2q � bip0qb
1 b bip1q for all i (using that A is a unital

left pA-module, and that pA has local units). Put ω12p1q b pω12p2q � ω
1
12q �°

j ω
1 j
12 b ω2 j12 . Then we have¸

j

ω1 j12pbp0qqω
2 j
12 pbip0qqϕApbp1qbip1qq � ω12pbp0qbip0qqϕApbp1qbip2qqω

1
12pbip1qq

� ω12pbp0qbip0qqϕApbp1qbip1qq

� ϕBpbbiq.

The second statement follows by symmetry.

Corollary 4.2.9. The algebra pD has local units.

By the discussion concerning composition and inverses of linking algebras
in section 2.2, we have the following corollary (which is easily verified).

Corollary 4.2.10. The natural projection

π : pB b
pA

pC Ñ pD : ω12 b
pA

ω21 Ñ ω12 � ω21

is bijective.

We can use this observation to construct an antipode S
pE

and counit ε
pE

onpE (although we will show only later that they satisfy the expected proper-
ties with respect to a still to be defined comultiplication). First, note that
we have already defined a map S

pB
: pB Ñ pC. Denote further by S2

pB
the

restriction of the transpose of S2
B to pB. By the ‘invariance up to a scalar’
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of S2
B with respect to ϕB (Proposition 3.6.2 xiq), it is easy to see that S2

pB
is

a map pB Ñ pB. By Lemma 4.2.4, we can also define

S
pC

: pC Ñ pB : rω12, � s pA Ñ S2
pB
pω12q,

and then S2
pB
� S
pC
� S
pB
. In fact, we also have the expression

S
pC
pω21qpbq � ω21pSBpbqq

for S
pC
, which is easily verified.

Lemma 4.2.11. For ω12 P pB,ω21 P pC and ω22 P pA, we have

S
pA
pω21 � ω12q � S

pB
pω12q � S pCpω21q,

S
pB
pω12 � ω22q � S

pA
pω22q � S pBpω12q,

S
pC
pω22 � ω21q � S

pC
pω21q � S pApω22q.

Proof. Seeing pA, pB and pC as functionals, using that the various compositions
are duals (= transposes) of the maps βA, αB and γC , and that the antipodes
S
pA
, S
pB

and S
pC

are dual to the antipodes on A,B and C, the identities follow
from the fact that

βA � SA � pSB b SCq � β
op
A ,

αB � SC � pSC b SAq � γ
op
C

and
γC � SB � pSA b SBq � α

op
B ,

where the first identity follows by Proposition 3.6.4.xiiiq, the second one
follows from the definition of γC , and the third one follows from Proposition
3.6.2.viiq.

Corollary 4.2.12. There is a well-defined anti-automorphism

S
pD

: pD Ñ pD : ω12 � ω21 Ñ S
pC
pω21q � S pBpω12q.

Proof. This follows straightforwardly from Corollary 4.2.10 and the previous
lemmas.
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We collect these antipodes together into a single anti-automorphism

S
pE

: pE Ñ pE :
�
ω11 ω12

ω21 ω22



Ñ

�
S
pD
pω11q S

pC
pω21q

S
pB
pω12q S

pA
pω22q



.

We now construct a functional ε
pE
. Put

ε
pB

: pB Ñ k : ω Ñ ωp1Bq,

which makes sense since one can evaluate elements of pB on multipliers of B,
using the specific form of the functionals in pB. Put

ε
pC

: pC Ñ k : ω21 Ñ ω21p1Cq.

Lemma 4.2.13. The following identities hold:

ε
pB
pω12 � ω22q � ε

pB
pω12qε pApω22q,

ε
pC
pω22 � ω21q � ε

pA
pω22qε pCpω21q,

ε
pA
pω21 � ω12q � ε

pC
pω21qε pBpω12q.

Proof. This is immediately verified, using that the compositions inside pE
which are used are duals of the maps γC , αB and βA, all of which are unital
(when extended to the respective multiplier algebra).

By the previous lemma and Corollary 4.2.10, we can define a homomorphism

ε
pD

: pD Ñ k : ω12 � ω21 Ñ ε
pB
pω12qε pCpω21q.

We can then also collect these ε’s into the single map

ε
pE

: pE Ñ k :
�
ω11 ω12

ω21 ω22



Ñ ε

pD
pω11q � ε

pC
pω21q � ε

pB
pω12q � ε

pA
pω22q.

We now gradually build a comultiplication on pE.

Let pBdBq� be the dual of the vector space BdB. We can endow pBdBq�

with two right pA-module structures: for ω P pBdBq� and ω22 P pA, we define

pω � p1
pA
b ω22qqpbb b1q :� ωpbb pω22 � b

1qq,

pω � pω22 b 1
pA
qqpbb b1q :� ωppω22 � bq b b1q.
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Note that we can embed pBd pB inside pBdBq� in the natural way, and that
this embedding respects both right pA-module structures (which on pB d pB
are just the right module structures by multiplication with pA on the right
on either the second or first leg).

Similarly, we can let pC act on the left of pB d Bq� (either on ‘the first or
second leg’), obtaining then elements of either pAdBq� or pB dAq�. First
note that we have natural B-valued pairing

A� pC Ñ B : pa, ω21q Ñ a � ω21 :� ω21par1sqar2s.

Then we define the mentioned left action as

ppω21 b 1
pD
q � ωqpab bq � ωppa � ω21q b bq,

pp1
pD
b ωq � ω12qpbb aq � ωpbb pa � ω21qq,

for ω P pB dBq�.

Definition 4.2.14. Let B be a right A-Galois object. The comultiplication
∆
pB

on pB is the restriction of the transpose M t
B : B� Ñ pB d Bq� to the

space pB.

We then denote
∆
pB
pω12q � ω12p1q b ω12p2q

for ω12 P pB, using the same purely formal Sweedler notation as for multiplier
Hopf algebras. If ω22 P pA, we then also denote

∆
pB
pω12q � p1 pA b ω22q �: ω12p1q b pω12p2q � ω22q,

and similarly for the other leg and for actions of pC on the left. We note
then that pB with this comultiplication will be an instance (and in fact the
most general instance) of a comonoidal Morita pA-module, briefly mentioned
at the end of the previous section.

Lemma 4.2.15. The maps

pB d pAÑ pB dBq� : ω12 b ω22 Ñ ∆
pB
pω12q � p1 pA b ω22q,

pB d pAÑ pB dBq� : ω12 b ω22 Ñ ∆
pB
pω12q � pω22 b 1

pA
q
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induce bijections pB d pAÑ pB d pB. Also, the mapspC d pB Ñ pAdBq� : ω21 b ω12 Ñ pω21 b 1
pD
q �∆

pB
pω12q,

pC d pB Ñ pB dAq� : ω21 b ω12 Ñ p1
pD
b ω21q �∆ pBpω12q

induce bijections pC d pB Ñ pAd pB, resp. pC b pB Ñ pB b pA.

Proof. Note that

p∆
pB
pω12q � p1 pA b ω22qqpbb b1q � pω12 b ω22qpGpbb b1qq,

with G the Galois map for αB. Hence the first map in the Lemma coincides
with the restriction of the transpose Gt of G, and hence is injective, by the
surjectivity of G. An easy calculation further shows that

GtppϕBp � bq b ϕApa � qq � ϕBp � a
r1sbq b ϕBpa

r2s � q

for b P B, a P A, by using Proposition 3.4.1. iq. This shows that the range
of the first map in the lemma is exactly pB d pA, by Corollary 3.5.2.

The bijectivity statement concerning the second map follows in a similar
fashion, using that also

B dAÑ B dB : bb b1 Ñ αBpbqpb
1 b 1q

is a bijection.

For the third map, note that

pω21 � ω12p1qq b ω12p2qqpab bq � pω21 b ω12qpar1s b ar2sbq.

Since the map
AdB Ñ C dB : ab bÑ ar1s b ar2sb

is also bijective (by Proposition 3.1.2), the third map is injective. It is easy
to calculate, using Proposition 3.4.1iiq, that when ω21 � S

pB
pϕBpb � qq and

ω12 � ϕBpb
1 � q, then the third map sends

ω21 b ω12 Ñ pS
pA
pϕApbp1q � qqq b ϕBpb

1bp0q � q,

which proves the bijectivity associated with the third map (by bijectivity of
the Galois map). The proof of the bijectivity of the fourth map is entirely
similar.
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By the previous lemma, and using further the unitality of pC as a left pA-
module and the fact that pD � pB � pC, we can (and will) regard ∆

pB
pω12q as

an element of M1;2p pB d pBq.
We then also define

∆
pC

: pC ÑM1;2p pC d pCq : S
pB
pω12q Ñ S

pB
pω12p2qq b S

pB
pω12p1qq.

We may also interpret ∆
pC
pω21q as the functional

cb c1 Ñ ω21pcc
1q

on pC d pC.

Lemma 4.2.16. The following identities hold:

∆
pB
pω12 � ω22q � ∆

pB
pω12q �∆ pApω22q,

∆
pC
pω22 � ω21q � ∆

pA
pω22q �∆ pCpω21q,

∆
pA
pω21 � ω12q � ∆

pC
pω21q �∆ pBpω12q,

where the multiplications are inside Mp pE d pEq.
Proof. Take ω21 P pC. Then both pω21b1

pD
q � p∆

pB
pω12 �ω22qq and pω21b1

pD
q �

∆
pB
pω12q � ∆

pA
pω22q are inside pA d pB, and for the first identity, it is enough

to check if these are equal. For a P A and b P B, we compute:

ppω21 b 1
pD
q∆
pB
pω12q∆ pApω22qqpab bq

� ppω21 � ω12p1qq � ω22p1q b ω12p2q � ω22p2qqpab bq

� pω21 � ω12p1qqpap1qqω22p1qpap2qqpω12p2q � ω22p2qqpbq

� pω21 � ω12p1qqpap1qqpω12p2q � ω22pap2q � qqpbq

� ω21pap1qr1sqω12p1qpap1qr2sqω12p2qpbp0qqω22pap2qbp1qq

� ω21pap1qr1sqω12pap1qr2sbp0qqω22pap2qbp1qq,

where the reader should check for himself that at every stage, the expressions
are well-covered. On the other hand,

pω21 b 1
pD
q � p∆

pB
pω12 � ω22qqpab bq

� ω21par1sqpω12 � ω22qpar2sbq

� ω21par1sqω12ppar2sbqp0qqω22qppar2sbqp1qq

� ω21par1sqω12ppar2sp0qbp0qqω22qpar2sp1qbp1qq.
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This then equals the previous expression by Proposition 3.7.2.

The second identity and third identity are proven in an entirely similar way,
reducing each time to the coassociativity statements in Proposition 3.7.2.

Hence, by Corollary 4.2.10 and Lemma 2.2.6, we get a well-defined homo-
morphism

∆
pD

: pD ÑMp pD d pDq : ω12 � ω21 Ñ ∆
pB
pω12q �∆ pCpω21q.

We can then also combine the ∆’s into a homomorphism

∆
pE

: pE ÑMp pE d pEq,
by taking their direct sum.

Proposition 4.2.17. Let B be a right A-Galois object. Then the triple

p pE,� 0 0
0 1



,∆
pE
q is a linking multiplier weak Hopf algebra, with ε

pE
as its

counit and S
pE

as its antipode.

Proof. We first show that ∆
pB

is coassociative. For

ppι
pA
b∆

pB
qppω21 b 1

pD
q∆
pB
pω12qq � p1 pA b 1

pA
b ω22qqpab bb b1q

� ppω21 b 1
pD
q∆
pB
pω12qqpab bb1p0qqω22pb

1
p1qq

� ω21par1sqω12par2spbb
1
p0qqqω22pb

1
p1qq

� ω21par1sqω12ppar2sbqb
1
p0qqω22pb

1
p1qq

� . . .

� ppω21 b 1
pD
b 1
pD
q � p∆

pB
b ι
pB
qp∆
pB
pω12qp1 pA b ω22qqqpab bb b1q,

which is easily seen to be sufficient to conclude that

pι
pB
b∆

pB
q∆
pB
pω12q � p∆

pB
b ι
pB
q∆
pB
pω12q PMp pE d pE d pEq.

Then ∆
pC

is coassociative by an entirely similar argument, and ∆
pD

is coas-
sociative by definition (and a small further argument). All of this combined
shows that ∆

pE
is coassociative.

Now we have to check the bijectivity of a certain family of maps which are
given in Definition 4.1.1. We only check the bijectivity of the maps which
apply a comultiplication to the first leg, and then multiply to the right with
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the second leg (i.e., those in the first group of eight morphisms in Definition
4.1.1). Now the bijectivity of those morphisms involving only pC, pB and pA
follow by entirely similar methods as (or some even directly by) in Lemma
4.2.15. Only three maps remain then. For example, we have to show that

pC d pD Ñ pC d pC : ω21 b ω11 Ñ ∆
pC
pω21q � p1 pD b ω11q

is bijective. But

∆
pC
p pCqp1

pD
b pDq � p∆

pC
p pCqp1

pD
b pBqqp1

pD
b pCq

� p pC b pBqp1
pD
b pCq

� pC b pD,
proving surjectivity. On the other hand, if¸

i

∆
pC
pωi21q � p1 pD b ωi11q � 0,

then ¸
i

∆
pC
pωi21q � p1 pD b pωi11 � ω12qq � 0,

for all ω12 P pB. Hence ¸
i

ωi21 b pωi11 � ω12q � 0

for all ω12 P pB, which implies¸
i

ωi21 b ωi11 � 0,

proving injectivity. In an entirely similar fashion, the two remaining maps
can be shown to be bijective.

Finally, it is trivial to see that ε
pE

will be the counit for this linking multiplier
weak Hopf algebra. Also the proof that S

pE
is the antipode is straightforward

enough to safely omit the proof.

Now we construct on the multiplier Hopf algebra pD a non-zero left invariant
functional, showing that it is in fact an algebraic quantum group. Again,
this is a non-trivial procedure, as even for unital linking algebras, there is
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for example in general no canonical way to transport some functional on one
corner to a functional on the other corner. We use the method of proof from
[23], which is less cumbersome than the original construction of [19].

Definition-Proposition 4.2.18. Let B be a right A-Galois object. Denote
by σ

pB
: pB Ñ B� the map such that

ppσ
pB
qpω12qqpbq � ω12pS

2
Bpbqδ

�1
B q.

Then σ
pB

has range in pB. We call it the modular automorphism of pB with
respect to ϕ

pA
.

Proof. This is easily verified: if ω12 � ϕBp � bq, then

pσ
pB
pω12qqpb

1q � ϕBpS
2
Bpb

1q � δ�1
B bq

� νAϕBpb
1δ�1
B S�2

B pbqq,

using the relative invariance of ϕB, and the invariance of δB with respect to
S2
B.

Proposition 4.2.19. The functional

ϕ
pD

: pD Ñ k : ω12 � ω21 Ñ ϕ
pA
pω21 � σ pBpω12qq

is well-defined, and determines a non-zero left invariant functional on pD.

Proof. We first verify that

σ
pB
pω12 � ω22q � σ

pB
pω12q � σ pApω22q.

For b P A, we have

pσ
pB
pω12 � ω22qqpbq � pω12 b ω22qpαBpS

2
Bpbqδ

�1
B qq

� pω12 b ω22qppS
2
Bpbp0qqδ

�1
B q b pS2

Apbp1qqδ
�1
A qq

� pσ
pB
pω12q � σ pApω22qqpbq,

using the appropriate identities from the previous chapter. Then from this,
we conclude that

ϕ
pD
ppω12 � ω22q � ω12q � ϕ

pA
pω21 � σ pBpω12q � σ pApω22qq

� ϕ
pA
pω22 � ω21 � σ pBpω12qq

� ϕ
pD
pω12 � pω22 � ω12qq,
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which by Corollary 4.2.10 shows that ϕ
pD

is well-defined.

We now show that ϕ
pD

is left invariant. We first prove another identity,
namely

∆
pB
pσ
pB
pω12qq � pS2

pB
b σ
pB
q∆
pB
pω12q.

Again, this is straightforward to verify:

∆
pB
pσ
pB
pω12qqpbb b1q � ω12pS

2
Bpbb

1qδ�1
B q

� ω12pS
2
BpbqS

2
Bpb

1qδ�1
B q

� ∆
pB
pω12qpS

2
Bpbq b S2

Bpb
1qδ�1

B q

� ppS2
pB
b σ
pB
q∆
pB
pω12qqpbb b1q.

Then we compute for ω11 � ω12 � ω21 P pD that

ϕ
pD
pω11p2qqω

1
21ω11p1qω

1
12

� ϕ
pA
pω21p2qσ pBpω12p2qqqω

1
21ω12p1qω21p1qω

1
12

� ϕ
pA
pω21p2qpσ pBpω12qqp2qqS

�2
pB
pS2
pB
pω121q � pσ pBpω12qqp1qqω21p1qω

1
12

� ϕ
pA
pω21p4qpσ pBpω12qqp2qqS

�2
pB
pS2
pB
pω121q

�S
pC
pω21p2qqω21p3qpσ pBpω12qqp1qqω21p1qω

1
12

� ϕ
pA
ppω21p3qpσ pBpω12qqqp2qqS

�2
pB
pS2
pB
pω121q

�S
pC
pω21p2qqpω21p3qpσ pBpω12qqqp2qqω21p1qω

1
12

� ϕ
pA
pω21p3qσ pBpω12qqS

�2
pB
pS2
pB
pω121q � S pCpω21p2qqqω21p1qω

1
12

� ϕ
pA
pω21p3qσ pBpω12qqω

1
21S

�1
pC
pω21p2qqω21p1qω

1
12

� ϕ
pA
pω21σ pBpω12qqω

1
21ω

1
12

� ϕ
pD
pω12 � ω21qω

1
21ω

1
12

� ϕ
pD
pω11qω

1
12 � ω

1
21,

where we have twice used the antipode property for S
pC
. This proves that

ϕ
pD

is a left invariant functional.

Corollary 4.2.20. Let B be a right A-Galois object. Then the associated
linking multiplier weak Hopf algebra p pE, eq is a linking algebraic quantum
groupoid.
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4.3 Bi-Galois objects from linking algebraic quan-
tum groupoids

In this section, we construct from the datum of a linking algebraic quantum
group between a bi-Galois object. In fact, this is done by a duality argument
which is completely similar to the construction of the dual of an algebraic
quantum group in [93]. Therefore, we will be rather brief, and not provide
all proofs.

Let p pE, eq be a linking algebraic quantum groupoid (which we write as a
dual already to have compatibility with previous notations). Then on pE we
can construct the functionals

ϕ
pE

: pE Ñ k :
�
ω11 ω12

ω21 ω22



Ñ ϕ

pD
pω11q � ϕ

pA
pω22q

and

ψ
pE

: pE Ñ k :
�
ω11 ω12

ω21 ω22



Ñ ψ

pD
pω11q � ψ

pA
pω22q.

The same techniques as used in the third section of [92] or the previous chap-
ter, will let us conclude that ϕ

pE
and ψ

pE
possess modular automorphisms

(see also [23]). In fact, these will then split up into bijections pEij Ñ pEij , for
which we then continue to use the obvious notation.

More trivially, ϕ
pE

and ψ
pE

are linked by a modular element: if we define

δ
pE

:�
�
δ
pD

0
0 δ

pA



, then ϕ

pE
p � δ
pE
q � ψ

pE
.

Then define E to be the restricted dual of pE w.r.t. ϕ
pE

or ψ
pE
, i.e. the space of

functionals of the form ϕ
pE
p �ωq with ω P pE (where it doesn’t matter which

invariant functional we choose, or where we put the element inside). As in
the fourth section of [93], we will obtain that dual to the comultiplication onpE, there exists a non-degenerate algebra structure on E, and that dual to
the multiplication on pE, there will exist a u.e. coassociative homomorphism
∆E ÑM1;2pE d Eq.

Now it is further easily checked that E will be a direct sum algebra of
non-degenerate algebras E11, E12, E21 and E22, where Eij � tϕ

pEii
p �ωjiq |

ωji P pEjiu, and that, denoting by pij � 1Eij P MpEq, we have ∆Eppijq �
ppi1 b p1jq � ppi2 b p2jq. Then as for co-linking weak Hopf algebras, ∆E
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splits into u.u.e. homomorphisms ∆k
ij : Eij Ñ M1;2pEik d Ekjq, and we can

identify pE11,∆1
11q with pD,∆Dq, and pE22,∆2

22q with pA,∆Aq. We then
also use the further notation as introduced for co-linking weak Hopf algebras
after Definition 1.3.7. We easily find that αB : B Ñ M1;1pB d Aq is then
a (reduced) right coaction, and it will make B into an A-Galois object, for
example by observing that by definition of the multiplication in B and the
coaction of A on B, the Galois map G for αB is the dual (i.e, the restricted
transpose) of the map

pB d pAÑ pB d pB : ω12 b ω22 Ñ ∆
pB
pω12qpω22 b 1q,

which we know to be bijective by Proposition 4.1.2. (We used here of course
that the transpose of the inverse of this last map again sends B d A into
B dB, but this is also something which is straightforward to establish.)

Similarly, the map γB : B ÑM1;2pDdBq turnsB into a leftD-Galois object,
and since it is easily verified that γB and αB commute, we have constructed
from pE a bi-Galois object. Furthermore, if p pE, eq was the linking algebraic
quantum groupoid constructed from a right A-Galois object B, then it is
straightforward to verify that pB,αBq coincides with the Galois object as
constructed from p pE, eq. So combining the construction of a bi-Galois object
from a linking algebraic quantum group together with the construction of
a linking algebraic quantum groupoid from a right Galois object, we have
proven half of the following Proposition.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let A be an algebraic quantum group, and B a right A-
Galois object. Then there exists an algebraic quantum group D and coaction
γB of D on B making pB, γB, αBq into a bi-Galois object. Moreover, if D1

is another algebraic quantum group, and γ1
B a coaction of D1 on B, making

pB, γ1
B, αBq into a Galois object, then there exists an isomorphism

ΦD1 : D1 Ñ D

such that
pΦD b ιBqγ

1
B � γB.

We will not give a full proof of the uniqueness statement. Suffice it to say
that one can also construct directly from a bi-Galois object a linking alge-
braic quantum groupoid, where now the multiplications between the pB andpC are not considered by composition of linear maps on some vector space,
but directly by dualizing the external comultiplications of A and D. Then
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by using Proposition 4.1.4, we see that necessarily our newly constructed
linking quantum groupoid must be isomorphic to the one constructed solely
from the right A-Galois object pB,αBq.

We end with a generalization of a formula, known as Radford’s formula,
which is well-known for Hopf algebras with integrals (and more generally,
for algebraic quantum groups). It gives a formula for the fourth power of
the antipode in terms of the modular elements.

Proposition 4.3.2. Let B be a right Galois object, and p pE, eq its associated
linking algebraic quantum groupoid. Then

S4
Bpbq � pδ

pA
� pδ�1

B bδBq � δ
�1
pD
q

for b P B.

Proof. Recall that S2
Bpbq � δ

pA
� σBpbq for b P B, by definition of S2

B. Now
since S2

B is uniquely determined as the transpose of the dual of the antipode
on pE, which is unique, we should also have a similar formula for S2

B starting
from the left D-Galois object pB, γBq. By analogy with the case of algebraic
quantum groups, we see that this formula must be

S2
Bpbq � ppσp Bq

�1pbqq � δ�1
pD
,

since ψB must be the δ�1
pD

-invariant functional for γB by a uniqueness argu-

ment. Since σp Bpbq � δBσBpbqδ
�1
B for b P B, and since B is a pA- pD-bimodule,

combining our formulas leads to

S4
Bpbq � pδ

pA
� pδ�1

B bδBq � δ
�1
pD
q

for all b P B.

4.4 Concerning �-structures

Suppose now again that A is a �-algebraic quantum group, and B a right �-
Galois object. We first put a �-structure on the associated linking algebraic
quantum groupoid p pE, eq, making it into a linking multiplier weak Hopf �-
algebra. We will be rather brief in our discussion, leaving easy verifications
to the reader.
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For ω12 P pB, define ω�12 P C
� as the functional

ω�12pcq :� ω12pSCpcq�q.

Then we will have ω�12 P
pC, the �-operation then becoming bijective. We

then define a �-operation from pC to pB simply as the inverse of the one frompB to pC. Then pω21 � ω12q
� � ω�12 � ω

�
21, and pω12 � ω22q

� � ω�22 � ω
�
12 and

pω22 � ω21q
� � ω�21 � ω

�
22. By Corollary 4.2.10, we conclude that there is a

well-defined �-operation on pD by putting

pω12 � ω21q
� :� ω�21 � ω

�
12.

Then the direct sum of the �-operations makes pE into a �-algebra, and
moreover, ∆

pE
is �-preserving. Hence p pE, eq is a linking multiplier weak

Hopf �-algebra.

We now make the dual bi-Galois object pB, γB, αBq into a bi-�-Galois object
(and in particular, make D into a multiplier Hopf �-algebra). Define a �-
operation on D by the following dualization process:

ω11pd
�q :� pS

pD
pω11q�qpdq.

Then it is straightforward to see that D becomes a �-algebra, and that ∆D

and γB will be �-preserving. Hence pB, γB, αBq will be a A-D-bi-�-Galois
object.

We show now that the property of being a �-algebraic quantum group is
preserved under reflection along a Galois object, i.e., that the above con-
structed multiplier Hopf �-algebra D is in fact a �-algebraic quantum group.

We will show this by constructing a positive right invariant functional ψD on
D. In fact, let ψB be a positive αB-invariant functional on B (see Corollary
3.9.5). Then, since for any right invariant functional ψD on D, we have
that pψD b ιqγB produces an αB-invariant functional on B, we can, by
the ‘uniqueness’ of an αB-invariant functional on B, choose ψD in such a
way that pψD b ιqγB coincides with ψB. Now take d P D and b P B with
ϕBpb

�bq � 1. Write dbb as
°
i γBpbiqp1bb

1
iq, then d�d �

°
i,jpιDbϕBqpp1Db

pb1iq
�qγBppbiq

�bjqp1D b b1jqq. Applying ψD, we get

ψDpd
�dq �

¸
i,j

ϕBppb
1
iq
�b1jqψBpb

�
i bjq

¥ 0,
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since the matrices pai,jq � pϕBppb
1
iq
�b1jqq and pbi,jq � pψBppbiq

�bjqq are both
positive definite. Hence

Theorem 4.4.1. If B is a right �-Galois object for a �-algebraic quantum
group A, then the reflected algebraic quantum group pD,∆Dq also has the
structure of a �-algebraic quantum group.

We can then also complete the discussion in section 3.9 concerning diagonal-
izability. For let B be a right �-Galois object. Then by Radford’s formula,
Proposition 4.3.2, S4 is a composition of left and right multiplication with
δB and its inverse, and left and right multiplication with δ

pD
or δ
pA

and their
inverses. Since B � pA �B � pD, all these operations are diagonalizable, hence
the same is true of S4

B. Since S2
B is self-adjoint, also S2

B is diagonalizable,
and then the same is true for σB, since σBpbq � S2

Bpδ
�1
pA
� bq for all b P B.

Since S2
B, σB and left and right multiplication with δB commute, they are all

simultaneously diagonalizable. Finally, since ϕB is positive, one easily sees
that σB must have positive eigenvalues, and then the same is also true of S2

B.

4.5 An example

In this section, we present a family of examples of Galois objects for a cer-
tain class of algebraic quantum groups of compact type. While these last
are of course special types of Hopf algebras, and thus could be treated solely
in the framework of [71], we emphasize here the approach by duality (thus
passing to algebraic quantum groups of discrete type). Another reason for
including these examples is that the reflection along these Galois objects
really produce a new algebraic quantum group of compact type. This is
somewhat surprising, as the examples we present are infinite-dimensional
generalizations of the Taft algebras, for which it is know that one always ob-
tains an isomorphic copy of the original Hopf algebra when reflecting along
a Galois object.

The mentioned class of algebraic quantum groups of compact type which we
will use is the following. These examples can be found in [93] and [99], but
we slightly generalize the construction to fit them both in one family.

Definition 4.5.1. Let n ¡ 1, m ¥ 1 be natural numbers, and λ P k such
that λm is a primitive n-th root of unity. Let An,mλ be the unital algebra over
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k generated by elements a, a�1 and b, and with defining relations: a�1 is the
inverse of a, ab � λba and bn � 0. Then we can define a comultiplication
on An,mλ determined on the generators by

∆paq � ab a,

∆pbq � bb am � 1b b.

This makes pAn,mλ ,∆q an algebraic quantum group of compact type.

To prove that this comultiplication is indeed well-defined, we only have to
use the well-known fact that ps� tql � sl� tl when s, t are variables satisfy-
ing the commutation st � qts with q a primitive l-th root of unity (see e.g.
[52]). Now pAn,1λ ,∆q is the example in [99], and with the further relation
an � 1, this reduces to the two-generator Taft algebras. The Hopf algebra
pAn,2λ ,∆q is isomorphic with the example constructed in [93].

The left invariant functional ϕ of pA,∆Aq � pAn,mλ ,∆q is defined by

ϕpapbqq � δp,0δq,n�1, p P Z, 0 ¤ q   n.

As A is infinite-dimensional, the dual pA is necessarily of discrete type and
not compact, i.e. it is a genuine multiplier Hopf algebra. This is a difference
with the Taft algebras, which are self-dual. Remark that there can still be
defined a pairing between A and itself, but it will be degenerate.

In [62] the Galois objects for the Taft algebras were classified. It provides
the motivation for the following construction. Fix pA,∆Aq � pAn,mλ ,∆q as
above, and assume moreover that λ is a primitive n-th root of unity and
m and n are coprime. The condition ‘λm is a primitive n-th root of unity’
follows from this assumption.

Definition 4.5.2. Take µ P k. Let B � Bn,m
λ,µ be the unital algebra generated

by x, x�1 and y, with the defining relations: x�1 is the inverse of x, xy �
λyx and yn � µxmn. A right coaction αB of A on B is defined on the
generators by

αBpxq � xb a,

αBpyq � y b am � 1b b.

It is straightforward to show that this has a well-defined extension to the
whole of B, and that this is a coaction (since the coaction property only has
to be checked on generators).
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Proposition 4.5.3. pB,αBq is a right A-Galois object.

Proof. First of all, we have to see if B is not trivial. We follow a standard
procedure. Let V be a vector space over k which has a basis of vectors of
the form ep,q with p P Z and 0 ¤ q   n. Define operators x1 and y1 by

x1 � ep,q � ep�1,q for all p P Z, 0 ¤ q   n,
y1 � ep,q � λ�p ep,q�1 if p P Z, 0 ¤ q   n� 1,
y1 � ep,n�1 � µλ�p ep�nm,0 if p P Z.

Then it is easy to see that x1 is invertible and that x1y1 � λy1x1. Also:

y1n � ep,q � λ�ppn�1�qqy11�q � ep,n�1

� µλ�ppn�1�qqλ�py1q � ep�nm,0

� µλ�ppn�1�qqλ�pλ�pqep�nm,q

� µλ�pnep�nm,q

� µx1mn � ep,q.

This gives us a non-trivial representation of B. Moreover, it is easy to see
that this representation is faithful.

Define by βA : AÑ Bop bB the homomorphism generated by

βApaq � px�1qop b x,

βApbq � �pyx�mqop b xm � 1b y.

This is well-defined: for example, we have

βApbq
n � pp�yx�mqnqop b xmn � µp1b xmnq

� pp�1qnλmnpn�1q{2 � 1qµp1b xmnq

� 0,

using that λm is a primitive root of unity. Denoting β̃A � pSBop b ιqβA with
SBop the canonical map Bop Ñ B, and writing β̃Apcq � cr1s b cr2s for c P A,
it is easy to compute that

zp0qz
r1s

p1q b z
r2s

p1q � 1b z,

cr1sc
r2s
p0q b c

r2s
p1q � 1b c

for all z P tx, y, x�1u and c P ta, b, a�1u, and hence for all z P B, c P A. This
shows that the coaction αB makes B into a Galois object.
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The extension k � B will be cleft (see e.g. Definition 2.2.3. in [76]), by the
comodule isomorphism ΨB : B Ñ A : xpyq Ñ apbq, p P Z and 0 ¤ q   n.
The associated scalar-valued 2-cocycle ω is given by ωpapbq b arbsq � 0,
except for q � s � 0, where it is 1, and when q � s � n, in which case it
equals µλ�rq. (We were pointed out by the referee of [19] that our Hopf
algebra is... pointed, so that any Galois object is automatically cleft (see
[45]).)

We determine the extra structure occurring in this example. First note that
we have shown that the elements of the form xpyq with p P Z and 0 ¤ q   n
form a basis. Then we have

ϕBpx
pyqq � δq,n�1δp,0 for p P Z, 0 ¤ q   n,

ψBpx
pyqq � δq,n�1δp,mp1�nqλ

�m for p P Z, 0 ¤ q   n,

δB � xpn�1qm

σBpxq � λ�1x, S2
Bpxq � x

S2
Bpyq � y, θBpyq � λmy,

by some easy computations (where we have used notation as in the previ-
ous chapter). Of course, the fact that the integrals on B are ‘the same’ as
the ones A (after applying ΨB) is immediate from the fact that A and B
coincide as right A-comodules.

Now we determine the associated algebraic quantum group pD,∆Dq. Note
that we could determine the structure with the help of the cocycle, but we
wish to use directly the Galois object itself, since this is easier. In particular,
we exploit the pairing between pD,∆Dq and its dual p pD,∆

pD
q.

We first give a heuristic reasoning. We determine the algebra structure ofpD. We need a description of the dual pA of An,mλ . It has a basis consisting of
expressions epdq with p P Z and 0 ¤ q   n, where ep P pA and d PMp pAq, such
that epeq � δp,qep, dep � ep�md and dn � 0. With c �

°
k λ

�kek P Mp pAq,
the comultiplication is determined by

∆
pA
pepq �

¸
t

et b ep�t,

∆
pA
pdq � db c� 1b d.
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Now the left action of pA on B is given by

es � x
pyq � δp,s�mq x

pyq,
d � xpyq � Cq x

pyq�1, 0   q   n,
d � xp � 0,

where Cq �
p1�λmqq
p1�λmq λ

mpq�1q. Consider the operators gs and h acting on the
right of B by

xpyq � gs � δp,�s x
pyq,

xpyq � h � Cq x
p�myq�1, 0   q   n� 1,

xp � h � 0.

Then it is easy to see that h and gs commute with the left action of pA.
We see that h � gs � gs�m � h, that gsgt � δs,tgs and that hn � 0. The
span of gshq will form our algebra pD. Now denote by up,q the elements
in D such that xup,q, erdsy � δp,rδq,s, and denote u � u�1,0, v � u0,0 and
w � u0,1. Then we have γBpxq � ubx and γBpyq � vby�wbxm by using
the action of pD. Since this has to commute with αB, we find that v � 1.
Using that yn � µxmn we find that µ � wn � µumn, and using xy � λyx,
we get uw � λwu. Furthermore, the fact that x is invertible gives that
u is invertible. This then completely determines the structure of D. The
coalgebra structure is determined by the usual

∆Cpuq � ub u,

∆Cpwq � w b um � 1b w.

We can now make things exact.

Proposition 4.5.4. Let D be the unital algebra generated by three elements
u, u�1 and w, with defining relations: u�1 is the inverse of u, uw � λwu
and µ � 1 � wn � µumn. Then D is not trivial. We can define a unital
multiplicative comultiplication ∆D on D, given on the generators by

∆Dpuq � ub u,

∆Dpwq � w b um � 1b w,

making it an algebraic quantum group of compact type. It has a left coaction
γB on B determined by

γBpxq � ub x,

γBpyq � 1b y � w b xm,

making it a A-D-bi-Galois object.
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Proof. It is easy to see that ∆D and γB can be extended, that ∆D is coas-
sociative and γB a coaction, and that γB commutes with the right coaction
of A. Since now D is already a bialgebra, it follows from the general theory
of Hopf-Galois extensions ([71]) that if γB can be shown to make B a left
D-Galois object, then automatically D will be a Hopf algebra, hence the
reflected algebraic quantum group of A.

We can again show this by explicitly constructing a homomorphism βD :
D Ñ B b Bop, where we then also write β̃D � pι b SBopqβD and β̃Dpcq �
cr�2s b cr�1s. On generators it is given by β̃Dpuq � x b x�1 and β̃Dpwq �
yb x�m� 1b yx�m. Again the same chore shows that it has a well-defined
extension to D, and that it provides the good inverse for the Galois map
associated with γB. This concludes the proof.

Remarks: 1. If the characteristic of k is zero, then D will not be isomorphic
to any An

1,m1

λ1 when µ � 0. For in An
1,m1

λ1 , the only group-like elements are
powers of a. Thus any isomorphism would send u to a power al of a. But
then µpalmn � 1q would have to be an n-th power in A, hence, dividing out
by b, also in kra, a�1s. This is impossible.

2. As we have remarked, this example is a cocycle (double) twist
construction by a cocycle ω. We have already given the 2-cocycle as a
function on AbA. But it is also natural to see it as a multiplier of pAb pA.
Then we have the expression

ω � 1b 1� µ
n�1̧

q�0

1
pλm;λmqq�1 � pλm;λmqn�q�1

dq b dn�qcq,

with the notation for the dual as before, and where pa; zqk denotes the z-
shifted factorial ([52]). Now consider the algebra generated by c and d as
the fiber at λm of the field of algebras on k0 with the fiber in z generated
by cz, dz with cz invertible, dnz � 0 and czdz � zdzcz, and with the extra
relation ckz � 1 if z is a primitive k-th root of unity. Then we can formally
write

ω � 1b 1� µ � lim
zÑλm

1
pz; zqn�1

pdz b cz � 1b dzq
n,

where we take a limit over points which are not roots of unity. In this
way, since c, d generate a finite-dimensional 2-generator Taft algebra inside
Mp pAq, we find back a part of the cocycles of [62]. In fact, any of those
cocycles should give a cocycle inside Mp pAb pAq, hence a cocycle functional
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on AbA. We have however not carried out the computations in this general
case. We remark however that this is a well-known technique to construct
cocycle twists (and thus (doubly) cocycle twisted quantum groups), namely
considering a 2-cocycle on a substructure, and then lifting this (in a trivial
way) to the whole object (see e.g. [33]).

3. There does not seem to be any straightforward modification of
the two-generator Taft algebra Galois objects that provides a Galois object
for the dual of some An,mλ . It would be interesting to see if such non-trivial
Galois objects exist.
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Chapter 5

Preliminaries on von
Neumann algebras

In this chapter, we recall some basic notions concerning von Neumann al-
gebras and their weight theory. Most of this material can be found in the
standard reference works [83] and [84] (see also [80]).

5.1 von Neumann algebras

We will call a unital �-algebra N a W�-algebra or von Neumann algebra
if there exists a Hilbert space H and a faithful unital �-homomorphism
π : N Ñ BpH q, such that the image is closed in the σ-weak topology. By
the von Neumann bicommutant theorem, this last condition is equivalent
with asking that πpNq equals its bicommutant : πpNq2 � πpNq, where for a
subset S � BpH q, we denote

S1 � tx P BpH q | xs � sx for all s P Su.

We thus neglect the common distinction by which a von Neumann algebra
should be seen as a ‘concrete W�-algebra’ (i.e., a W�-algebra with some fixed
faithful �-representation as above), and conversely W�-algebras as ‘abstract
von Neumann algebras’. For the moment, we will always assume that a von
Neumann algebra is represented on some fixed Hilbert space H , and we
will drop the notation π.

We write the cone of positive elements in a von Neumann algebra N as
N�. We identify its predual N� with the space of normal (= σ-weakly
continuous) functionals on it. It is canonically determined by the fact that
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pN�q
� � N as Banach spaces, and then the σ-weak topology on N is pre-

cisely the weak�-topology of N as a dual space of N�. We denote the positive
cone of the predual by N�

� . When N1 � BpH1q and N2 � BpH2q are two
(concretely represented) von Neumann algebras, we will denote their spatial
tensor product pN1 d N2q

2 as N1 b N2 � BpH1 bH2q. Then by Tomita’s
commutation theorem, we have pN1 bN2q

1 � N 1
1 bN 1

2.

We will regularly need to slice with maps: ifN1, N2 andN3 are von Neumann
algebras, and Φ : N2 Ñ N3 a normal completely positive map, then

ιb Φ : N1 dN2 Ñ N1 dN3

extends uniquely to a normal completely positive map N1bN2 Ñ N1bN3,
which we still denote by ιb Φ.

5.2 Weights on von Neumann algebras

Definition 5.2.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra. A weight ϕ on N is
a semi-linear1 map

ϕ : N� Ñ r0,�8s.

It is called

1. semi-finite, if the left ideal Nϕ :� tx P N | ϕpx�xq   8u of square
integrable elements is σ-weakly dense in N ,

2. faithful, if ϕpx�xq � 0 implies x=0,

3. normal, if ϕpxq � limi ϕpxiq for any increasing bounded net xi P N�

with x � supxi.

We abbreviate the terminology ‘normal semi-finite faithful weight’ to ‘nsf
weight’.

1By a semi-linear map ϕ : N� Ñ r0,�8s, we mean a map such that ϕpx � yq �
ϕpxq � ϕpyq for all x, y P N�, such that ϕprxq � rϕpxq for r P R�0 and 0 � x P N�, and
such that ϕp0q � 0.
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We introduce some further notation. If N is a von Neumann algebra, and
ϕ a weight on N , we denote by

M�
ϕ � tx P N� | ϕpxq   8u

the space of positive integrable elements, and by

Mϕ � N �
ϕ �Nϕ

the space of integrable elements. Then Mϕ is the absolutely convex hull of
M�

ϕ , and one can extend ϕ from M�
ϕ to a linear functional Mϕ Ñ C. We

will also write ϕ for this extension.

The following definitions and theorems are very important in the theory of
weights on von Neumann algebras (=non-commutative integration theory).

Definition 5.2.2. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ an nsf weight
on N . The Hilbert space completion of Nϕ with respect to the inner product

xx, yyϕ :� ϕpy�xq

is denoted as L 2pN,ϕq. The inclusion map Nϕ Ñ L 2pN,ϕq is denoted as
Λϕ, and is called the GNS map2 for ϕ. There exists a unique unital normal
�-representation πϕ of N on L 2pN,ϕq, called the GNS representation, such
that

πϕpxqΛϕpyq � Λϕpxyq

for x P N and y P Nϕ.

The combined triple pL 2pN,ϕq,Λϕ, πϕq is called the GNS construction for
pN,ϕq.

The GNS construction is a canonical example of a semi-cyclic representation:

Definition 5.2.3. Let N be a von Neumann algebra. A triple pH ,Λ, πq is
called a semi-cyclic representation for N when H is a Hilbert space, Λ is
a linear map N Ñ H with N � N a left ideal of N , and π is a normal
unital �-representation of N on H , such that Λ has dense range and

πpxqΛpyq � Λpxyq for all x P N, y P N .

2GNS is short for Gelfand, Naimark and Segal
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When there exists an nsf weight ϕ on N such that N � Nϕ, and

xΛpxq,Λpyqy � ϕpy�xq for all x, y P Nϕ

then we call pH ,Λ, πq a semi-cyclic representation for ϕ.

When the representation part of a semi-cyclic representation pH ,Λ, πq is
clear from the context, we also call Λ a semi-cyclic representation (for ϕ)
on H .

The following Definition-Proposition recalls the main parts of the celebrated
Tomita-Takesaki theorem.

Definition-Proposition 5.2.4. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, ϕ an
nsf weight on N . Then the anti-linear map

Tϕ,0 : ΛϕpNϕ XN �
ϕ q Ñ ΛϕpNϕ XN �

ϕ q : Λϕpxq Ñ Λϕpx�q

is closable to a (possibly unbounded) anti-linear map Tϕ, which is then in-
volutive (i.e. domain and range of Tϕ are equal, and T 2

ϕ equals the identity
on its domain).

Let Tϕ � Jϕ∇1{2
ϕ be the polar decomposition of Tϕ. Then the positive operator

∇ϕ is called the modular operator for ϕ, while the anti-unitary Jϕ is called
the modular conjugation for ϕ. They satisfy the commutation relation

Jϕ∇itϕJϕ � ∇itϕ .

The modular operator induces an R-parametrized family σϕt of �-automor-
phisms on N , called the modular automorphism group of ϕ, by the formula

∇itϕπϕpxq∇�it
ϕ � πϕpσ

ϕ
t pxqq.

Then for x P Nϕ, we have σϕt pxq P Nϕ for any t P R, with

Λϕpσ
ϕ
t pxqq � ∇itϕΛϕpxq.

The modular conjugation induces a canonical �-isomorphism of Nop with
πϕpNq

1, given as
xop Ñ Jϕπϕpxq

�Jϕ.
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Definition 5.2.5. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ an nsf weight
on N . The opposite weight of ϕ is the nsf weight ϕop on the opposite von
Neumann algebra Nop, given by

ϕoppxopq � ϕpxq for x P N�.

We next recall Connes’ cocycle derivative theorem from the fundamental
paper [16], but we make some preliminary definitions.

Definition 5.2.6. Let N be a von Neumann algebra. A one-parametergroup
of automorphisms on N is an R-parametrized set tσtu of �-automorphisms
of N , such that σs�t � σs � σt, and such that t Ñ σt is point-σ-weakly
continuous.

For example, when ϕ is an nsf weight on N , the associated modular auto-
morphism group σϕt is a one-parametergroup of automorphisms on N .

Definition 5.2.7. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and σt a one-parameter-
group of automorphisms on N . A 1-cocycle for σt is an R-parametrized set
tutu of unitaries in N , such that us�t � us � σsputq, and such that sÑ us is
σ-weakly continuous.

When σt and τt are two one-parametergroups of automorphisms on N , we
call τt cocycle equivalent (or outer equivalent) with σt when there exists a
1-cocycle ut for σt such that τtpxq � ut � σtpxq � u

�
t for all t P R.

Theorem 5.2.8. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ an nsf weight on
N .

If ψ is another nsf weight on N , then σψt is cocycle equivalent with σϕt by
a canonically determined 1-cocycle ut, which is denoted as pDψ : Dϕqt, and
which is called the cocycle derivative of ψ with respect to ϕ.

Conversely, to any 1-cocycle ut for σϕt there is uniquely associated an nsf
weight ψ such that ut � pDψ : Dϕqt.

The following proposition shows, among other things, that a modular con-
jugation is really associated with N instead of with an associated nsf weight
ϕ. To be able to formulate the proposition rigourously, we introduce some
further terminology, whcih will however not be used later on. For ϕ an nsf
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weight on a von Neumann algebra N , we denote by L 2pN,ϕq� the positive
cone of L 2pN,ϕq, which is the closure of the set of elements of the form
∆1{4
ϕ Λϕpx�xq with x P Nϕ X N �

ϕ (one can show that this expression then
makes sense).

Proposition 5.2.9. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ and ψ two
nsf weights on N . Then there exists a unique unitary

Uϕ,ψ : L 2pN,ϕq Ñ L 2pN,ψq,

such that Uϕ,ψπϕpxqU�
ϕ,ψ � πψpxq for all x P N and Uϕ,ψL 2pN,ϕq� �

L 2pN,ψq�. Moreover, we then have that Uϕ,ψJϕ � JψUϕ,ψ.

By the previous proposition, we can in fact canonically identify all GNS
spaces of a von Neumann algebra N with a single Hilbert space L 2pNq,
in such a way that all GNS representations get transformed into a same
representation πN , and all modular conjugations get transformed into the
same anti-unitary JN . It is then convenient to transport all structure of
some L 2pN,ϕq to L 2pNq. In particular, we transport Λϕ to a map Nϕ Ñ
L 2pNq, which, by abuse of notation and terminology, we will still denote
by Λϕ, and call the GNS map for ϕ. We call the triple pL 2pNq,Λϕ, πN q
the standard GNS construction for pN,ϕq. We will suppress the notation
πN whenever N is not already identified with some concrete set of operators.
We call the normal unital anti-�-representation

θN : N Ñ BpL 2pNqq : xÑ JNx
�JN

the right GNS representation of N . We also denote

CN : N Ñ N 1 � BpL 2pNqq : xÑ JNx
�JN

the canonical anti-�-automorphism from N to N 1. If ϕ is an nsf weight on
N , we write ϕ1 for the nsf weight ϕ � C�1

N on N 1.

We will further identify L 2pNopq with L 2pNq, by choosing an nsf weight
ϕ on N and defining a unitary U which sends Λϕoppxopq with x P N �

ϕ

to JϕΛϕpx�q. (One can show that this is independent of the chosen nsf
weight ϕ.) Since Nop and N 1 can be canonically identified by the map
xop Ñ JNx

�JN , and since under this isomorphism ϕop corresponds to ϕ1,
we can and will also identify L 2pN 1q with L 2pNq, sending Λϕ1pCN pxqq to
JϕΛϕpx�q for x P N �

ϕ . Finally, we write Λop
ϕ for the map Λϕ1 � CN .
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5.3 Analytic extensions of one-parametergroups

Definition 5.3.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and σt a one-parameter-
group of automorphisms on N . An element x P N is called analytic with
respect to σt when for all ω P N�, the function tÑ ωpσtpxqq is analytic.

If x P N is analytic for σt, there exists for each z P C a unique element
σzpxq P N such that, for all ω P N�, the complex number ωpσzpxqq is the
value of the analytic extension of tÑ ωpσtpxqq at the point z. The function
z Ñ σzpxq is called the analytic extension of tÑ σtpxq.3

For each one-parametergroup of automorphisms, the set of associated ana-
lytic elements is always σ-weakly dense in N . In fact, one can easily con-
struct analytic elements by what is called smoothing. For example, if x P N ,
define

xn �

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
σtpxqdt,

which can be seen as the unique element for which

ωpxnq �

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
ωpσtpxqqdt

for all ω P N�. Then xn is analytic for σt, with

σzpxnq �

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�npt�zq
2
σtpxqdt,

and moreover xn Ñ x in the σ-weak topology. (It would be more elegant to
use arbitrary kernels in L 1pRq whose Fourier transform goes to zero quickly
enough at infinity, but these concrete forms are sufficient.)

One can show that if x, y P N are analytic for σt, then also xy and x� are
analytic for σt, with

σzpxyq � σzpxqσzpyq,

σzpxq
� � σzpx

�q.

We can thus speak about the �-algebra of analytic elements.

3Each map σz, as defined on analytic elements, is in fact closable (in the (σ-weak)-(σ-
weak)-topology), and we then denote the closure by the same symbol. This extension will
however rarely be used.
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Definition 5.3.2. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ an nsf weight on
N . We call Tomita �-algebra of ϕ (inside N) the �-algebra Tϕ of analytic
elements x for σϕt for which σϕz pxq is square integrable for each z P C.

The Tomita �-algebra of an nsf weight ϕ on a von Neumann algebra N is still
σ-weakly dense: for example, applying the smoothing process to a square
integrable element produces elements in the Tomita �-algebra. We also note
that the Tomita �-algebra of an nsf weight really is a sub-�-algebra of N . We
further mention that we will also view it as a subspace of L 2pNq by applying
Λϕ to it (and then call it the Tomita �-algebra inside L 2pNq). This last
viewpoint is really the original one, as there is also a stand-alone definition
of a Tomita �-algebra. We will only give the definition with respect to an nsf
weight (in which case we are again free to work either in the algebra itself
or in the associated Hilbert space), and refer to [84], Definition 2.1 for the
general definition (which we will only need at one point).

Definition 5.3.3. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ an nsf weight
on N . A Tomita �-algebra A for ϕ is a sub-�-algebra of Tϕ, invariant under
all σϕz , such that A is σ-weakly dense in N .

One can show then that A is a σ-strong-norm core4 for Λϕ (see Theorem
VI.1.26 and Proposition VIII.3.15 of [84]).

We now state the most important property of the modular one-parametergroup
with regard to the non-tracial character of an arbitrary nsf weight.

Proposition 5.3.4. (KMS property) Let ϕ be an nsf weight on a von Neu-
mann algebra N . If z P Nϕ XN �

ϕ and y P Tϕ, then

ϕpzσϕ�ipyqq � ϕpyzq.

Proposition 5.3.5. Let ϕ be an nsf weight on a von Neumann algebra N .
If y P Tϕ, then σϕz pyq P Nϕ XN �

ϕ for all z P C, and

JNΛϕpyq � Λϕpσ
ϕ
i{2pyq

�q.

When z P Nϕ and y is analytic for σϕt , then zy P Nϕ, and

Λϕpzyq � JNσ
ϕ
i{2pyq

�JNΛϕpzq.

4we recall that a core for a closed map between topological vector spaces is a subspace
of the domain of the map, such that the graph of the restriction of the map to this subspace
is dense in the graph of the map.
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We will also need the following proposition (see Theorem VII.2.5 of [84]).

Proposition 5.3.6. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ an nsf weight
on N . Then if x P Nϕ and z P Nϕ1, we have

zΛϕpxq � xΛϕ1pzq.

Conversely, if z P N 1, ξ P L 2pNq and

zΛϕpxq � xξ

for all x P Nϕ, then z P Nϕ1 and ξ � Λϕ1pzq.

5.4 The Connes-Sauvageot tensor product

Most of the discussion in the following two sections is taken from Section
IX.3 of [84].

Let π be a unital normal �-representation of a von Neumann algebra N on
a Hilbert space H . Let ϕ be an nsf weight on N . A vector ξ P H is called
right bounded w.r.t. ϕ and π if the map

ΛϕpNϕq Ñ H : Λϕpxq Ñ πpxqξ

is bounded, in which case we denote its closure by Rπ,ϕpξq (or Rξ if π and ϕ
are fixed). We denote by ϕH the space of right bounded vectors. Similarly,
if θ is a unital normal right �-representation of N , a vector ξ P H is called
left bounded w.r.t. ϕ if the map

Λop
ϕ pN

�
ϕ q Ñ H : JNΛϕpx�q Ñ θpxqξ

is bounded, in which case we denote its closure by Lθ,ϕpξq (or Lξ if θ and ϕ
are fixed). We denote by Hϕ the space of left bounded vectors for θ. Re-
mark that if π1 � θ � CN is the associated left �-representation of N 1, then
the right bounded vectors with respect to ϕ1 are exactly the left bounded
vectors with respect to ϕ.

Now let N be a von Neumann algebra, and ϕ an arbitrary nsf weight on N .
If θ is a unital normal right �-representation of N on a Hilbert space G , and
π a unital normal �-representation of N on a Hilbert space H , we denote by
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G θbπ
ϕ

H (or simply G b
ϕ

H when θ and π are clear) their Connes-Sauvageot

tensor product with respect to π, θ and ϕ. It is the Hilbert space closure of
the algebraic tensor product of Gϕ and H with respect to the scalar product

xξ1 b ξ2, η1 b η2yCS :� xπpL�η1
Lξ1qξ2, η2y,

modulo vectors of norm zero. In fact, we could as well start with the alge-
braic tensor product of Gϕ and ϕH , since the image of this tensor product
in the previous Hilbert space will be dense. On elementary tensors of the
last space, we can give a different form of the scalar product, namely

xξ1 b ξ2, η1 b η2y � xθpR�
η2
Rξ2qξ1, η1y.

The image of an elementary tensor in G b
ϕ

H will then be denoted by the

same symbol, with b replaced by θbπ
ϕ

or simply b
ϕ

.5

If then x P θpNq1 and y P πpNq1, and η P ϕH , also yη P ϕH , and one can
form an operator xb

ϕ
y on G b

ϕ
H , uniquely determined by the fact that

pxb
ϕ
yqpξ b

ϕ
ηq � pxξq b

ϕ
pyηq

for ξ P G and η P ϕH .

In the beginning of the eleventh chapter, we will need the notion of a fibre
product of two von Neumann algebras over a third von Neumann algebra.
This is a von Neumann algebraic version of an algebraic construction already
commented upon at the end of the first chapter. Namely, suppose L,X and
Y are three unital algebras, sL a unital anti-homomorphism from L to X,
and tL a unital homomorphism from L to Y . Then X can be seen as a
right (resp. left) L-module by considering the left (resp. right) Lop-module
structure on X induced by left (resp. right) multiplication composed with
sL, while Y can be seen as a left (resp. right) L-module by left (resp. right)
multiplication composed with tL. Then X d

L
Y is still an L-L-bimodule,

and we can consider the central elements pX d
L
Y qL. These will then form

an algebra under factor-wise multiplication. It is this construction which is

5In fact, there is also a weight-independent definition of the Connes-Sauvageot tensor
product, and all weight-dependent constructions can be canonically identified with it,
preserving all further structure.
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‘generalized’ to the von Neumann algebra setting.

So let L,N1 and N2 be von Neumann algebras, s a normal unital anti-�-
homomorphism from L to N1, and t a normal unital �-homomorphism from
L to N2. Let πi be a unital normal left �-representation of Ni on a Hilbert
space Hi. Then by restricting to L via s and t, we also obtain a normal
right L-representation θ on H1 and a normal left L-representation π on H2.
Let µ be an arbitrary nsf weight on L, and let H1 b

µ
H2 be the Connes-

Sauvageot tensor product. Then since θpLq � π1pN1q and πpLq � π2pN2q,
we can represent the commutants of π1pN1q and π2pN2q on H1 b

µ
H2. We

then define the von Neumann algebra N1 s�t
L
N2 as the von Neumann alge-

bra consisting of operators on H1 b
µ

H2 which commute elementwise with

the images of these commutants. One can show that N1 s�t
L
N2, as a von

Neumann algebra, is in fact independent of the choices made along the way,
and only depends on s and t. It is called the fibre product of N1 and N2

over L.

One can then perform on these fibre products most slice constructions as for
ordinary tensor products (which is the case L � C). For example, one can
slice with functionals and nsf weights, one can slice with �-homomorphisms
if they are well-behaved with respect to the base algebra L, one can slice
with operator valued weights if they are well-behaved with respect to the
base algebra, etc. Such a slice is then denoted for example as ι s�t

L
�. We

refer to the introduction of [30] for some more concrete information. We will
in fact only need this construction in a very special case, for which these
slice constructions greatly simplify.

5.5 Morita theory for von Neumann algebras and
weights

Definition 5.5.1. Let M and P be von Neumann algebras. A P -M -corres-
pondence pH , π, θq is a triple consisting of a Hilbert space H with a normal
unital �-representation π of P and a normal unital anti-�-representation
θ of M , such that πpP q � θpMq1. We call pH , π, θq a P -M -equivalence
correspondence when π and θ are faithful, and θpMq1 � πpP q.
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When the maps π and θ are clear from the context, we denote the corres-
pondence just by H .

On the algebraic side, these correspond to the equivalence bimodules of
Definition 1.1.11. The following structure then corresponds to the linking
algebras of Definition 1.1.9.

Definition 5.5.2. A linking von Neumann algebra consists of a couple
pQ, eq, where Q is a von Neumann algebra and e is a (self-adjoint) pro-
jection in Q, such that both e and p1Q�eq are full6 (i.e. the two-sided ideals
generated by e and p1Q � eq both have Q as their σ-weak closure, i.e. their
central support is 1Q).

If M and P are two von Neumann algebras, we call a quadruple pQ, e,ΦM ,ΦP q
a linking von Neumann algebra between M and P if pQ, eq is a linking
algebra and ΦM is a �-isomorphism from M to eQe, and ΦP from P to
p1Q � eqQp1Q � eq.

If M is a von Neumann algebra, θ1 and θ2 two unital normal right anti-�-
representations of M on Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, we call pθ1` θ2qpMq1 �

Bp

�
H1

H2



q, together with the projection onto H2, the linking von Neumann

algebra between the right representations θ1 and θ2.

It can be shown that a linking von Neumann algebra between right repre-
sentations really is a linking von Neumann algebra.

We will further write a linking von Neumann algebra pQ, eq as
�
Q11 Q12

Q21 Q22



as well as

�
P N
O M



, and we identify each Qij with its part in Q. We also

keep the same conventions as in the algebraic setting (for example, the one
following Definition 1.1.9).

As in the purely algebraic case, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween (isomorphism classes of) equivalence correspondences and (isomor-
phism classes of) linking von Neumann algebras between.

Definition 5.5.3. Let M and P be von Neumann algebras, and pH , π, θq an
P -M -equivalence bimodule. Then we call the linking von Neumann algebra

6Note that the fullness here differs from the purely algebraical definition, since we use
the σ-weak topology on Q.
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between θ and the standard right GNS-representation for M the linking von
Neumann algebra (between) associated to H . We then denote its canonical

representation on
�

H
L 2pMq



by π2 (or π2

Q).

The fact that the above Q is a linking von Neumann algebra (between) of
course requires proof, but the main ingredients are provided (for example)
in section IX.3 of [84]. Also, it is better to see Q as an abstract von Neu-
mann algebra, and π2 as a concrete representation, for reasons which will
soon become clear.

To produce an equivalence correspondence from a linking von Neumann al-
gebra (between), we need to introduce some further terminology.

Definition 5.5.4. Let pQ, eq be a linking von Neumann algebra between von
Neumann algebras M and P . If ϕP is a weight on P and ϕM a weight on
M , the balanced weight ϕP ` ϕM is the weight

ϕP ` ϕM : Q� Ñ r0,�8s :
�
x11 x12

x21 x22



Ñ ϕP px11q � ϕM px22q.

If pQ, eq is a linking von Neumann algebra between von Neumann algebras
M and P , and ϕM and ϕP nsf weights on respectively M and P , then their
balanced weight will again be nsf. Denote

L 2pQijq � πQpeiqθQpejqL
2pQq,

where e1 � 1Q � e and e2 � e. Then one can write

L 2pQq �

�
L 2pQ11q L 2pQ12q
L 2pQ21q L 2pQ22q



,

where the expression on the right is just a direct sum of Hilbert spaces,
written as a direct sum to indicate how Q acts on it from the left. Now

x P NϕM Ñ L 2pQ22q : xÑ ΛϕP`ϕM pxq

will determine a semi-cyclic representation for ϕM , and we can identify
L 2pMq with L 2pQ22q in this way. One can show that this identification
is in fact independent of ϕM . In the same way, L 2pP q can be identified
with L 2pQ11q. Then L 2pQ12q, which we will also denote as L 2pNq (and
L 2pQ21q as L 2pOq), is a P -M -equivalence-correspondence in a natural way,
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which we call the P -M -equivalence correspondence associated to pQ, eq.

When Q was in fact the linking von Neumann algebra associated to an
equivalence correspondence H , then L 2pQ12q and H can be canonically
identified as equivalence correspondences. For this, one proves that, for some
fixed nsf weights ϕM and ϕP on resp. M and P , the space of elements Lξ,
where ξ P H ranges over the left bounded vectors for ϕM in H , is precisely
NϕP`ϕMXQ12, so that an identification is provided by sending ΛϕP`ϕM pLξq
to ξ (which is in fact independent of the choice of weights). Conversely, the
linking von Neumann algebra associated to the equivalence correspondence
of a linking von Neumann algebra Q will be Q itself, represented on the�

L 2pQ12q
L 2pQ22q



-part of L 2pQq.

In the following, we will then always identify an equivalence correspondence
H with its part inside L 2pQq.

We introduce some further notation concerning the GNS representation for
a linking von Neumann algebra. We will denote by πjik the (faithful) repre-
sentation of Qik as maps L 2pQkjq Ñ L 2pQijq for i, j, k P t1, 2u. We denote

by πjQ the representation of Q on
�

L 2pQ1jq
L 2pQ2jq



, and by πQ the standard

representation of Q on L 2pQq. We will use these representation symbols
as much as possible to avoid confusion, but we will suppress them when
it would muddle up formulas. The GNS map of ϕP ` ϕM , restricted to
NϕP`ϕM XQij , will be denoted by Λij (when ϕP and ϕM are clear from the
context). We use the similar notation for the splitting of the standard right
representation θQ, the i in θiQ now denoting the row on which is acted, and
θkij being the right representation of Qij as maps from L 2pQkiq to L 2pQkjq.

We now comment on the modular structure of an nsf balanced weight on a
linking von Neumann algebra. First, we will have that ∇itϕP`ϕM restricts to
one-parametergroups of unitaries on each L 2pQijq, which on the L 2pQiiq-
parts coincide with the one-parametergroups of unitaries associated to the
modular operator of ϕQii . We call the restriction of ∇ϕP`ϕM to L 2pQ12q

the spatial derivative of ψ by ϕ’ , and denote it by dψ
dϕ1 .

Second, the modular conjugation JQ restricts to the L 2pQiiq-parts, coincid-
ing there with the modular conjugations JQii , while it sends the L 2pQ12q-
part to the L 2pQ21q-part by an anti-unitary JN , and vice versa, the L 2pQ21q-
part to the L 2pQ12q-part via an anti-unitary JO, so that JOJN and JNJO
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both equal the identity. This allows us to canonically identify L 2pQ21q with
L 2pQ12q, identifying JNξ with ξ for ξ P L 2pQ12q.

The following proposition characterizes spatial derivatives with respect to a
fixed weight.

Proposition 5.5.5. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and H a P -M -
equivalence correspondence, denoting the associated right M -representation
by θ. Let ϕM be an nsf weight on M . Suppose ∇it is a one-parametergroup
of unitaries on H such that ∇itθpxq∇�it � θpσϕMt pxqq for all x PM . Then
there exists a unique nsf weight ϕP on P such that p dϕP

dϕ1M
qit � ∇it.

Proof. This follows from Theorem IX.3.11, Proposition IX.3.10.(i) and Propo-
sition IX.3.8.(i) in [84].

If H is a P -M -equivalence correspondence, we can also be more specific
about the map Λ21 (relative to fixed nsf weights on P and M): it has a
core consisting of elements L�ξ where ξ P H � L 2pQ12q is left bounded
and in the domain of p dϕP

dϕ1M
q1{2. On such elements, we then have Λ21pL

�
ξ q �

JH p dϕP
dϕ1M

q1{2ξ, where JH denotes the canonical conjugation H Ñ H �

L 2pQ21q. In fact, this observation is used to construct the nsf weight ϕP as
in the above proposition (see Lemma IX.3.12 in [84]).

We introduce some further terminology. When H is a Hilbert space, denote
by CH the canonical anti-�-isomorphism BpH q Ñ BpH q, which sends x
to JH x�J�1

H .

Definition 5.5.6. Let M be a von Neumann algebra. Then we call

pL 2pMq, πM , θM q

the identity equivalence correspondence.

If H is a P -M(-equivalence) correspondence pH , π, θq, we call the M -P (-
equivalence) correspondence pH , CH � θ, CH �πq the conjugate (or also, in
the case of equivalence correspondences, the inverse) (equivalence) corres-
pondence of H .
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If M1,M2 and M3 are three von Neumann algebras, pH1, π1, θ1q an M1-
M2-equivalence correspondence and pH2, π2, θ2q a M2-M3-equivalence cor-
respondence, and ϕ an nsf weight on M2, then we call

pH1 b
ϕ

H2, π1p � q b
ϕ

1, 1b
ϕ
θ2p � qq

the composite M3-M1-equivalence correspondence of H1 and H2.

One can show that the composite equivalence correspondence is a genuine
equivalence correspondence between M3 and M1.

Inside a linking von Neumann algebra, the identification of L 2pQ21q with
L 2pQ12q by (a part of) the modular conjugation, is then in fact an identi-
fication of L 2pQ21q with the conjugate correspondence of L 2pQ12q.

One has corresponding definitions for linking von Neumann algebras.

Definition 5.5.7. Let M be a von Neumann algebra. Then we call pM b
M2pCq, 1M be22q the identity linking von Neumann algebra (between M and
itself).

If pQ, eq is a linking von Neumann algebra (between), then we call pQ, 1Q�eq
the inverse linking von Neumann algebra (between).

If M1, M2 and M3 are three von Neumann algebras, Q1 a linking von Neu-
mann algebra between M2 and M1, and Q2 a linking von Neumann algebra
between M3 and M2, we call

Q̃ � pθ1
Q1,22

` θM2 ` θ2
Q2,11

qpM2q
1 � Bp

�� L 2pQ1,12q
L 2pM2q

L 2pQ2,21q

�q
the associated 3�3-linking von Neumann algebra, and denote this particular

representation on

�� L 2pQ1,12q
L 2pM2q

L 2pQ2,21q

� by π2
Q̃

. We call the von Neumann alge-

bra constituted by the corners of this 3�3-linking von Neumann algebra the
composite linking von Neumann algebra (between) of Q2 and Q1.

We mention that, in the notation of the above definition, we have a canon-
ical isomorphism L 2pQ̃13q � L 2pQ̃12q b

ϕ
L 2pQ̃23q, for any nsf weight ϕ on
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M2, where we of course write Q̃ �

�� Q̃11 Q̃12 Q̃13

Q̃21 Q̃22 Q̃23

Q̃31 Q̃32 Q̃33

�. So the corres-

pondence between equivalence correspondences and linking von Neumann
algebras preserves composition.

For further reference, we restate part of the preceding definition in a differ-
ent way.

Lemma 5.5.8. Let M1,M2 and M3 be von Neumann algebras. Let H1 be
an M1-M2-equivalence correspondence, and let H2 be an M3-M2-equivalence
correspondence. Then the commutant of the direct sum right representation
is the composite of the linking von Neumann algebra between L 2pM2q and
H 2 and the one between H1 and L 2pM2q.

We end with the following definitions.

Definition 5.5.9. If M and P are two von Neumann algebras, we call them
W�-Morita equivalent, if there exists a linking von Neumann algebra between
them, or equivalently, if there exists a P -M -equivalence correspondence.

By the operations on equivalence correspondences, introduced in Definition
5.5.6, one sees that this defines an equivalence relation between von Neu-
mann algebras. Further, we have that isomorphism classes of equivalence
correspondences again provide morphisms in a certain large groupoid with
von Neumann algebras as objects, the identity equivalence correspondences
providing units, and the inverse of an equivalence correspondence giving the
inverse of a morphism.

We also briefly introduce the corresponding notions in the C�-algebra con-
text.

Definition 5.5.10. A linking C�-algebra is a couple pE, eq consisting of
a C�-algebra E and a (self-adjoint) projection e P MpEq such that e and
1E � e are full (i.e. EeE and Ep1E � eqE are norm-dense in E).

When A and D are two C�-algebras, a linking C�-algebra between A and
D is a linking C�-algebra pE, eq with fixed �-isomorphisms between A and
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eEe, and D and p1E � eqEp1E � eq.

If A and D are two C�-algebras between which there exists a linking C�-
algebra, we call them C�-Morita equivalent.

In the literature, C�-Morita equivalence is called strong Morita equivalence
(cf. [67]), but we will use the above term for conformity.

5.6 Operator valued weights

The following definitions and results are obtained from sections IX.4 of [84]
and section 10 of [31].

We recall the definition of the extended positive cone of a von Neumann
algebra (Def. IX.4.4 in [84]).

Definition 5.6.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra. The extended positive
cone N�,ext of N consists of all semi-linear maps N�

� Ñ r0,�8s which are
lower semi-continuous w.r.t. the norm-topology on N�.

If x P N�,ext, we write the evaluation of x in ω P N�
� as ωpxq. We will

always identify N� with its part inside N�,ext.

The following is Definition IX.4.12 of [84].

Definition 5.6.2. Let N0 � N be a unital normal inclusion of von Neumann
algebras. An operator-valued weight T from N to N0 (or N0-valued weight
on N) is a semi-linear map

T : N� Ñ pN0q
�,ext

such that
T py�xyq � y�T pxqy @x P N�, y P N0.

Operator-valued weights are natural generalizations of weights, which cor-
respond to the case N0 � C (identifying C with C � 1N ). Then if T is an
operator-valued weight from N to N0, we can define sets NT ,M

�
T and MT

in completely the same way as for ordinary weights. Also the notions of a
‘semi-finite’ or ‘faithful’ operator valued weight are immediately clear. As
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for the normalcy of an operator valued weight: we call an operator valued
weight T from N to N0 normal if

ωpT pxqq � lim
i
ωpT pxiqq

for all ω P N�
� and xi, x P N� for which xi is a bounded increasing net

with x � supxi. A (normal) operator-valued weight for which T p1N q � 1N0

is called a (normal) conditional expectation; it then automatically satisfies
MT � N .

One can always extend an nsf operator valued weight T from N to N0

uniquely to a semi-linear map N�,ext Ñ N�,ext
0 . This extension of T , which

we denote by the same symbol, will then be a surjective map. This also
provides us with a straightforward way of composing nsf operator valued
weights: when N0 � N � N2 are unital normal inclusions of von Neumann
algebras, T2 an nsf N -valued weight on N2 and T an nsf N0-valued weight
on N , we obtain an nsf N0-valued weight T � T2 on N2 by

pT � T2qpxq :� T pT2pxqq for x P N�
2 .

In particular, we can compose an nsf operator valued weight T from N1 to
N0 with an nsf weight on N0 to obtain an nsf weight on N1.

Proposition 5.6.3. Let N0 � N be a normal unital inclusion of von Neu-
mann algebras. Let T : N Ñ N0 be an nsf N0-valued weight on N . Then
for any nsf weight µ on N0, we have that ϕ :� µ � T is an nsf weight on N ,
whose modular one-parametergroup σϕt restricts to σµt on N0:

σϕt pπN pxqq � πN pσ
µ
t pxqq for all x P N0.

Moreover, the restriction σTt of σϕt to N 1
0 X N is independent of the choice

of weight µ on N0, and is called the modular one-parametergroup of T on
N 1

0 XN .

Now let N0 � N be a normal unital inclusion of von Neumann algebras, and
T an nsf N0-valued weight on N . Let µ be a fixed nsf weight on N0, and
denote by ϕ the nsf weight µ � T . Consider x P NT . Then xy P Nϕ when
y P Nµ, and

Λµpyq Ñ Λϕpxyq

extends from ΛµpNµq to a bounded operator L 2pN0q Ñ L 2pNq, which we
will denote by

ΛT pxq : L 2pN0q Ñ L 2pNq,
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following the notations of Theorem 10.6 of [31]. Its adjoint is then deter-
mined by

ΛT pxq�Λϕpyq � ΛµpT px�yqq, for y P Nϕ XNT .

One can show that

ΛT : NT Ñ BpL 2pN0q,L
2pNqq

is independent of the choice of µ.

There is a slight ambiguity of notation now, as Λϕpxq denotes either an el-
ement of H or a linear operator CÑ H . This ambiguity is easily resolved
by identifying the Hilbert spaces BpC,H q and H by sending x to x �1, and
we will make this identification when necessary without further comment.

The theory of operator-valued weights provides a framework in which the
tensor products of nsf weights can be easily treated.

Definition 5.6.4. Let N1 and N2 be von Neumann algebras, ϕ1 an nsf
weight on N1 and ϕ2 an nsf weight on N2. Denote by pι b ϕ2q the map
pN1bN2q

� Ñ pN1q
�,ext which sends x P pN1bN2q

� to the element pιbϕ2qpxq
such that for ω P pN1q

�
� , we have

ωppιb ϕ2qpxqq � ϕ2ppω b ιqpxqq.

Then pιbϕ2q is an nsf operator valued weight from N1bN2 to N1p� N1b1q).

Similarly, pϕ1b ιq can be made sense of as an operator valued weight pN1b
N2q

� Ñ pN2q
�,ext, and then ϕ2 � pϕ1 b ιq � ϕ1 � pι b ϕ2q. We denote this

composition as ϕ1bϕ2, and call it the tensor product weight of ϕ1 and ϕ2.

One can show that in the situation of the previous definition, Nϕ1 dNϕ2 is
a core for Λϕ1bϕ2 , and that

Λϕ1 b Λϕ2 : Nϕ1 dNϕ2 Ñ L 2pN1q bL 2pN2q :

xb y Ñ Λϕ1pxq b Λϕ2pyq

extends to a semi-cyclic representation for ϕ1 b ϕ2. This provides an iden-
tification of L 2pN1 bN2q with L 2pN1q bL 2pN2q as N1 bN2-equivalence
correspondences, which is in fact independent of the choice of weights. In
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the following, we will always identify these two spaces without further com-
ment. We further note that the modular conjugation then becomes the
tensor product of the respective modular conjugations.

We will also need the following lemma at a certain point.

Lemma 5.6.5. Let M be a von Neumann subalgebra of BpH q for some
Hilbert space H , containing the identity operator. If there exists a faithful
normal conditional expectation E : BpH q ÑM , then M is atomic, i.e. a von
Neumann algebraic direct sum of type I-factors: there exists an orthogonal
central partition pi of the unity of M , such that each piM is a type I-factor
(i.e. �-isomorphic to BpHiq for some Hilbert space Hi).

Proof. This is a special situation of Exercise IX.4.1 (parts dq and eq) in [84].

5.7 The basic construction

Remark: The discussion here is borrowed from the paper [20]. We are un-
aware of this material being treated explicitly in the literature, although we
strongly believe that these results, which are generalizations of very well-
known ones in particular cases (see e.g. [49], Proposition 4.4.1.(ii)) are known
to the experts.

Definition 5.7.1. Let N0 � N be a unital normal inclusion of von Neumann
algebras. Let θN be the right GNS representation of N , and denote N2 �
θN pN0q

1. Then it is immediate that

N0 � N � N2.

We call this string of inclusions (or also just the von Neumann algebra N2)
the basic construction for the inclusion N0 � N . Iterating this construction,
we obtain a sequence

N0 � N � N2 � N3 � . . . ,

called the (Jones) tower associated with N0 � N .

Let N0 � N be a unital normal inclusion of von Neumann algebras. Then
L 2pNq is an N0-N0-correspondence by restricting πN and θN to N0. We
note that it is isomorphic to its conjugate correspondence by the map
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JL 2pNqJN . Let further µ be an nsf weight on N0. If N0 � N � N2 is the
basic construction, then by the construction of N2 and the theory of section
5.5, we have a canonical unitary N2-N2-bimodule map from L 2pNqb

µ
L 2pNq

to L 2pN2q, and hence also from L 2pNq b
µ

L 2pNq to L 2pN2q. We want to

show now that in the presence of an N0-valued nsf weight on N , this unitary
can be expressed in terms of N (Theorem 5.7.5).7

In the following, we fix a unital normal inclusion of von Neumann algebras
N0 � N , an nsf weight µ on N0, and an nsf operator valued weight T from N
to N0. We denote by ϕ the nsf weight µ�T on N , and by N0 � N � N2 the
basic construction. The operators of the form ΛT pxqΛT pyq�, with x, y P NT ,
will generate a σ-weakly dense sub-�-algebra of N2, and then there exists
a unique N -valued nsf weight T2 on N2, such that ΛT pxqΛT pyq� P MT2 for
x, y P NT , with

T2pΛT pxqΛT pyq�q � xy�

(cf. [31], Theorem 10.7). We call T2 the basic construction for T , and also
write this as

N0 �
T
N �

T2

N2.

Iterating this construction, we obtain a sequence

N0 �
T
N �

T2

N2 �
T3

N3 �
T4

. . . ,

called the tower construction for T . We then also call ϕ � µ�T , ϕ2 � ϕ�T2,
... the tower construction for µ w.r.t. T .

We remark that ϕ2 will then equal the unique nsf weight which satisfies
dϕ2

dµ1 � ∇ϕ (cf. section 10 of [31]).

We prove a lemma about interchanging the analytic continuation of a mod-
ular one-parametergroup with an operator valued weight.

Lemma 5.7.2. Let Q be the linking algebra between the normal right N0-
representations on L 2pNq and L 2pN0q, and consider the balanced weight
ϕQ :� ϕ2`µ on Q. Let x P N be such that x is analytic for σϕt and σϕz pxq P
NT for all z P C. Then ΛT pxq is analytic for σ

ϕQ
t , with σ

ϕQ
z pΛT pxqq �

ΛT pσ
ϕ
z pxqq for all z P C.

7In fact, we will not show that the constructed unitary equals the previous one, as we
will not need to know this, but in any case, it is not difficult to prove.
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Proof. First remark that ΛT pxq P Q12, for example by [31], Lemma 10.6.(i).
Choose y P Nµ and u, v P Nϕ with v in the Tomita algebra Tϕ � N for ϕ.
Denote by ω the normal functional

ω :� ωΛµpyq,JNσ
ϕ
i{2
pvqJNΛϕpuq P BpL

2pN0q,L
2pNqq�,

and denote fωpzq :� ωpΛT pσ
ϕ
z pxqqq for z P C. Then

fωpzq � xJNσ
ϕ
i{2pvq

�JNΛϕpσϕz pxqyq,Λϕpuqy

� xσϕz pxqΛϕpyvq,Λϕpuqy,

and so fω is analytic. Moreover, if z � r � is with r, s P R, then since
σµt � pσϕt q|N0

,

|fωpzq| � |xσϕispxq∇
�ir
ϕ Λϕpyvq,∇�ir

ϕ Λϕpuqy|
� |xΛϕpσ

ϕ
ispxqσ

µ
�rpyqq, JNσ

ϕ
i{2pσ

ϕ
�rpvqqJNΛϕpσ

ϕ
�rpuqqy|

� |xΛT pσ
ϕ
ispxqq∇

�ir
µ Λµpyq,∇�ir

ϕ JNσ
ϕ
i{2pvqJNΛϕpuqy|,

and so we can conclude, by the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle, that the mod-
ulus of fω is bounded on every horizontal strip S by Mx,S}ω}, where Mx,S

is a number depending only on x and the chosen strip S. The same is of
course true for linear combinations of such ω, and since these span a dense
subspace of BpL 2pN0q,L 2pNqq�, we get that z Ñ ΛT pσ

ϕ
z pxqq is bounded on

compact sets. But then this function is analytic (for example by condition
A.1.piiiq in the appendix of r84s). Since σϕQt is implemented by ∇itϕ ` ∇itµ
and ∇itϕΛT pxq∇�it

µ � ΛT pσ
ϕ
t pxqq, the result follows.

We can now provide a convenient Tomita algebra for ϕ2. Let Tϕ � N be
the Tomita algebra for ϕ, and denote

Tϕ,T � tx P Tϕ XNT XN �
T | σϕz pxq P NT XN �

T for all z P Cu.

(This space is called the Tomita algebra for ϕ and T in Proposition 2.2.1
of [30].) Denote the linear span of tΛT pxqΛT pyq� | x, y P Tϕ,T u by A2, and
further denote by pL 2pN2q,Λϕ2 , πN2q the GNS construction for ϕ2.

Proposition 5.7.3. We have A2 � DpΛϕ2q, and A2 is a Tomita algebra for
pN2, ϕ2q.
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Proof. For x P Tϕ,T , we know that ΛT pxqΛT pxq� P M�
T2

, with

T2pΛT pxqΛT pxq�q � xx�.

Since x P Tϕ, also xx� P M�
ϕ . Hence A2 � Mϕ2 by polarization, and so

certainly A2 � DpΛϕ2q.

It is clear that A2 is closed under the �-involution. Now choose x, y, u, v P
Tϕ,T . Then

pΛT puqΛT pvq�qpΛT pxqΛT pyq�q � ΛT puT pv�xqqΛT pyq�.

We want to show that uT pv�xq P Tϕ,T . It is clear that

uT pv�xq P N �
ϕ XNT XN �

T .

By the previous lemma, we have, using notation as there, that ΛT pvq and
ΛT pxq are analytic for σϕQt , with

σ
ϕQ
z pΛT pvqq � ΛT pσϕz pvqq

and
σ
ϕQ
z pΛT pxqq � ΛT pσϕz pxqq

for all z P C. But then also ΛT pvq�ΛT pxq � T pv�xq analytic for σϕQt , with

σ
ϕQ
z pT pv�xqq � T pσϕz pvq

�σϕz pxqq

for all z P C. Since σϕQt restricts to σµt on N0, and also σϕt restricts to σµt on
N0, we get that uT pv�xq is analytic for σϕt , with

σϕz puT pv
�xqq � σϕz puqT pσ

ϕ
z pvq

�σϕz pxqq

for z P C. Since Tϕ,T is invariant under all σϕz with z P C, we get that

σϕz puT pv
�xqq P N �

ϕ XNT XN �
T

for all z P C. Hence uT pv�xq P Tϕ,T , and thus

pΛT puqΛT pvq�qpΛT pxqΛT pyq�q P A2.
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We have shown that Λϕ2pA2q is a sub-left Hilbert algebra of Λϕ2pNϕ2XN �
ϕ2
q.

But by the previous lemma, A2 consists of analytic elements for σϕQt , which
restricts to σϕ2

t on N2. So in fact A2 is a sub�-algebra of Tϕ2 , invariant
under the (complex) modular one-parametergroup.

So to end, we have to show that A2 is σ-weakly dense in N2. For this,
it is enough to show that ΛT pTϕ,T q is strongly dense in Q12. Note that
ΛT pTϕ,T q is closed under right multiplication with elements from Tµ � N0,
which are σ-weakly dense in N0. Then by a similar argument as in the proof
of Theorem 10.6.(ii), it is sufficient to prove that if z P Q12 and z�ΛT pxq � 0
for all x P Tϕ,T , then z � 0. So suppose z satisfies this condition. Choose
y P Nµ analytic for σµt . Then

θN0pσ
µ
i{2pyqqz

�Λϕpxq � z�θN pσ
ϕ
i{2pyqqΛϕpxq

� z�Λϕpxyq
� z�ΛT pxqΛµpyq
� 0.

Letting θN0pσ
µ
i{2pyqq tend to 1, we see that z� vanishes on ΛϕpTϕ,T q. Now

choose x P Mϕ X MT . Then xn �
a

n
π

³�8
�8 e

�nt2σϕt pxqdt is in Tϕ,T by
Lemma 10.12 of [31], and Λϕpxnq converges to Λϕpxq. Hence z� vanishes on
ΛϕpMϕ XMT q. Since Nϕ XNT is weakly dense in N and ΛϕpNϕ XNT q is
normdense in L 2pNq, we get that z� � 0, and the density claim follows.

Remark: It also follows easily from Lemma 10.12 of [31] that Tϕ,T itself is
σ-weakly dense in N .

Let L 2pNq b
µ

L 2pNq denote the Connes-Sauvageot tensor product, with

its natural N2-N2-equivalence correspondence structure. Denote by K the
natural image of the algebraic tensor product ΛϕpTϕ,T q d ΛϕpTϕ,T q inside
L 2pNq b

µ
L 2pNq.

Lemma 5.7.4. For x, y, z, w P Tϕ,T , we have

xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq,Λϕpzq b
µ

Λϕpwqy � ϕpw�T pz�xqyq.
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Proof. First note that the expression on the left is well-defined by Theorem
10.6.(v) of [31], and then by definition, we have for x, y, z, w P Tϕ,T that

xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq,Λϕpzq b
µ

Λϕpwqy

� xpΛT pzq�ΛT pxqqΛϕpyq,Λϕpwqy
� ϕpw�T pz�xqyq.

Theorem 5.7.5. Let N0 � N be a normal inclusion of von Neumann alge-
bras, and N2 its basic construction. Let µ be an nsf weight on N0, and let T
be an nsf N0-valued weight on N . Let µ, ϕ, ϕ2 be the tower construction for
µ w.r.t. T . Then the space K introduced above is dense in L 2pNqb

µ
L 2pNq,

and the map

K Ñ L 2pN2q : Λϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq Ñ Λϕ2pΛT pxqΛT py
�q�q

extends to a unitary equivalence of N2-N2-equivalence correspondences.

Proof. By the previous lemma, we have for x, y, z, w P Tϕ,T that

xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq,Λϕpzq b
µ

Λϕpwqy

� ϕpw�T pz�xqyq

� xΛϕ2pΛT pxqΛT py
�q�q,Λϕ2pΛT pzqΛT pw

�q�qy,

so that the given map extends to a well-defined partial isometry. Since
ΛϕpTϕ,T q is dense in L 2pNq (which was proven in the course of the previ-
ous proposition), we have that K is dense in L 2pNq b

µ
L 2pNq. Since also

Λϕ2pA2q is dense in L 2pN2q, the extension is in fact a unitary.

The fact that it is a bimodule map follows from a straightforward compu-
tation (since we only have to check the bimodule property for operators in
A2 and vectors in K and Λϕ2pA2q).

In the following, we will always identify L 2pNq b
µ

L 2pNq and L 2pN2q in

this manner of the above theorem, transporting structure from one Hilbert
space to the other without any further comment.
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Corollary 5.7.6. If x, y P Tϕ,T , then

∇itϕ2
pΛϕpxq b

µ
Λϕpyqq � Λϕpσ

ϕ
t pxqq b

µ
Λϕpσ

ϕ
t pyqq.

Proof. This follows straightforwardly from the concrete form of the identifi-
cation of L 2pNqb

µ
L 2pNq and L 2pN2q given in the previous theorem, using

that
σϕ2
t pΛT pxqΛT pyq�q � ΛT pσ

ϕ
t pxqqΛT pσ

ϕ
t pyqq

�.

Lemma 5.7.7. Let x, y be elements of Tϕ,T , and let p be an element of
Nϕ2. Then

xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq,Λϕ2ppqy � xΛϕpxq, pΛϕpσ
ϕ
�ipy

�qqy.

Conversely, if p P N2 and ξ P L 2pN2q are such that

xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq, ξy � xΛN pxq, pΛϕpσ
ϕ
�ipy

�qqy

for all x, y P Tϕ,T , then p P Nϕ2 and Λϕ2ppq � ξ.

Proof. Suppose p � ΛT pzqΛT pw�q� for some z, w P Tϕ,T . Then since
w�T pz�xq P Nϕ XN �

ϕ , we have

xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq,Λϕ2ppqy � xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq,Λϕpzq b
µ

Λϕpwqy

� ϕpw�T pz�xqyq

� ϕpσϕi pyqw
�T pz�xqq

� xΛϕpw�T pz�xqq,Λϕpσ
ϕ
�ipy

�qqy

� xΛT pw�qΛT pzq�Λϕpxq,Λϕpσ
ϕ
�ipy

�qqy

� xΛϕpxq, pΛϕpσ
ϕ
�ipy

�qqy.

As A2, being a Tomita algebra for ϕ2, is a σ-strong-norm core for Λϕ2 , the
result holds true for any p P Nϕ2 .

Now we prove the converse statement. So let p P N2 and ξ P L 2pN2q be
such that

xΛϕpxq b
µ

Λϕpyq, ξy � xΛϕpxq, pΛϕpσ
ϕ
�ipy

�qqy
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for all x, y P Tϕ,T . Then, since A2 is also a σ-strong-norm core for Λop
ϕ2 , it is

enough to prove that pΛop
ϕ2paq � θN2paqξ for all a P A2, by Proposition 5.3.6.

Now if a � ΛT pxqΛT py�q�, then a P Tϕ2 with

Λop
ϕ2
paq � JN2Λϕ2pa

�q

� Λϕ2pσ
ϕ2

�i{2paqq

� Λϕ2pΛT pσ
ϕ
�i{2pxqqΛT pσ

ϕ
�i{2pyq

�q�q.

So if also b P A2 with b � ΛT pzqΛT pw�q�, w, z P Tϕ,T , then

xΛϕ2pbq, pΛ
op
ϕ2
paqy � xΛϕ2pbq,Λϕ2ppΛT pσ

ϕ
�i{2pxqqΛT pσ

ϕ
�i{2pyq

�q�q

� xΛϕpzq, pΛT pσ
ϕ
�i{2pxqqΛT pσ

ϕ
�i{2pyq

�q�Λϕpσ
ϕ
�ipw

�qqy

by the first part of the lemma. On the other hand, we have

xΛϕ2pbq, θN2paqξy � xθN2paq
�Λϕ2pbq, ξy

� xΛϕ2pbσ
ϕ2

i{2paq
�q, ξy

� xΛϕ2pΛT pzqΛT pw
�q�ΛT pσ

ϕ
i{2pyq

�qΛT pσ
ϕ
i{2pxqq

�q, ξy

� xΛϕ2pΛT pzqΛT pσ
ϕ
i{2pxqT pσ

ϕ
i{2pyqw

�qq�q, ξy

� xΛϕpzq, pΛϕpσ
ϕ
�i{2pxqT pσ

ϕ
�i{2pyqσ

ϕ
�ipw

�qqqy,

the last step by our assumption. Since this equals our earlier expression, we
have proven that pΛop

ϕ2paq � θN2paqξ for all a P A2.

We prove three further results which naturally belong here.

Lemma 5.7.8. Let N0 � N be a unital normal inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, T an nsf operator valued weight from N onto N0, µ an nsf weight on
N0, and ϕ the nsf weight µ �T . Suppose x P N and z P BpL 2pN0q,L 2pNqq
are such, that for any y P Nµ, we have xy P Nϕ and Λϕpxyq � zΛµpyq.
Then x P NT with ΛT pxq � z.

Proof. Choose y, w P Nµ with w in the Tomita algebra of µ. Then

θN pwqzΛµpyq � θN pwqΛϕpxyq
� Λϕpxyσ

ϕ
�i{2pwqq

� zΛµpyσ
µ
�i{2pwqq

� zθN0pwqΛµpyq,
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so that z is a right N0-module map. It follows that z�z P N0.

Now for any element u P N�,ext
0 , one can find a sequence un P N�

0 such that
un Õ u pointwise on pN0q

�
� (see the proof of Proposition 4.17.(ii) in [84]).

From this, it follows that for every y P Nµ,

ωΛµpyq,ΛµpyqpT px
�xqq � µpy�T px�xqyq,

using Corollary 4.9 of [84] (which allows us to extend weights to the extended
positive cone). Using the bimodularity of T , the right hand side equals
ϕppxyq�pxyq � pµ � T qpy�x�xyq, which is bounded by assumption. Since
this last expression equals xzΛµpyq, zΛµpyqy, again by assumption, we see
that

ωΛµpyq,ΛµpyqpT px
�xqq � ωΛµpyq,Λµpyqpz

�zq

for all y P Nµ. By the lower-semi-continuity of T , we conclude that T px�xq
is bounded, and then of course ΛT pxq � z follows.

Lemma 5.7.9. Let
N10 � N11

� �

N00 � N01

be unital normal inclusions of von Neu-

mann algebras. Denote, for i P t0, 1u, by Qi the linking algebra between the
right Ni0-modules L 2pNi0q and L 2pNi1q. Suppose T1 is an nsf operator
valued weight N�

11 Ñ N�,ext
10 whose restriction to N�

01 determines an nsf op-
erator valued weight N�

01 Ñ N�,ext
00 , in the sense that ωpT0pxqq � ωpT1pxqq

for all ω P pN10q
�
� and x P N�

01. Then there is a natural normal embedding
of Q0 into Q1, determined by ΛT0pxq Ñ ΛT1pxq for x P NT0.

Remark: The inclusion will in general not be unital. Consider for example
the case where N11 �M2pCq and all other algebras equal to C.

Proof. By assumption, if x, y P NT0 , then x, y P NT1 , and T0px
�yq �

T1px
�yq. Denote by Q̃1 the �-algebra generated by the ΛT1pxq, x P NT0 ,

and by Q̃1 its σ-weak closure inside Q1. Denote by Q0 the �-algebra gen-
erated by the ΛT0pxq, x P NT0 . We want to show that Q0 and Q̃1 are
isomorphic in the indicated way.

Now for ai, bi P NT0 , it is easy to check that
°
i ΛT1paiqΛT1pbiq

� � 0 iff°
i ΛT0paiqΛT0pbiq

� � 0, so we already have an isomorphism F at the level
of Q0 and Q̃1. Denote by e0 the unit of N00, seen as a projection in Q0,
and denote by e1 the unit of N00 as a projection in Q̃1. Suppose that xi is
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a bounded net in Q0 which converges to 0 in the σ-weak topology. Then
for any a, b P Q0, we have that e0axibe0 converges to 0 σ-weakly. Applying
F , we get that e1F paqF pxiqF pbqe1 converges σ-weakly to 0, and then also
ce1F paqF pxiqF pbqe1d, for any c, d P Q̃1. Since Q̃1e1Q̃1 is σ-weakly dense in
Q̃1, we get that F pxiq converges σ-weakly to 0. Since the same argument
applies to F�1, we see that F extends to a �-isomorphism between Q0 and
Q̃1, and we are done.

Remark: We could also have used the results from [66] concerning self-dual
Hilbert W �-modules.

When H is a Hilbert space, and A a (possibly unbounded) positive operator
on H , we denote by Trp �Aq the nsf weight on BpH q such that, with ξi
denoting an orthonormal basis of H consisting of vectors in DpA1{2q, we
have

Trp �Aqpxq �
¸
i

}x1{2A1{2ξi}
2 for x P BpH q�.

Its modular one-parametergroup is implemented on H by Ait.

Lemma 5.7.10. Let H be a Hilbert space, and ϕ an nsf weight on BpH q.
Let Tr be the canonical trace on BpH q, and A the positive, densily de-
fined operator such that ϕ � Trp �Aq. Then, under the canonical iden-
tification BpH q b BpH q Ñ BpL 2pBpH qq, the operator valued weight
Tϕ : BpL 2pBpH qqq Ñ BpH q, obtained from the inclusion C �

ϕ
BpH q,

corresponds to the operator valued weight ιb Trp �A�1
q.

Proof. Note that H bH can be identified with L 2pBpH qq by sending ξbη
to ΛTrplξl

�
η q, by which we identify BpH qbBpH q with BpL 2pBpH qqq. We

explicitly denote this map by Φ.

Now ϕ2 :� ϕ � Tϕ will equal Trp �∇ϕq, since dϕ2

dµ1 � ∇ϕ, where µ is just the
identity map on C. Moreover, it is well-known (and easy to establish) that

Φ�1p∇itϕq � Ait bA
it
.

Hence
pϕ � Tϕq � Φ � Trp �Aq b Trp �A�1

q.

Clearly, T̃ϕ :� Φ � pι b Trp �A�1
q � Φ�1 is an nsf operator valued weight

satisfying ϕ � T̃ϕ � Trp �∇ϕq. By uniqueness (Theorem IX.4.18 of [84]),
T̃ϕ � Tϕ.



Chapter 6

Preliminaries on locally
compact quantum groups

In this chapter, we recall the main results from [56], [57] and [85] on von
Neumann algebraic and C�-algebraic quantum groups and their coactions.
We also develop some new results concerning integrable coactions in the
fourth section.

6.1 von Neumann algebraic quantum groups

Definition 6.1.1. A Hopf-von Neumann algebra1 is a couple pM,∆M q con-
sisting of a von Neumann algebra M and a unital normal faithful �-homo-
morphism ∆M : M Ñ M bM , called the coproduct or comultiplication,
such that

p∆M b ιM q∆M � pιM b∆M q∆M (coassociativity).

A Hopf-von Neumann algebra is called coinvolutive if there exists an invo-
lutive anti-�-automorphism RM : M ÑM such that

∆M �RM � pRM bRM q �∆op
M .

Such an RM is then called a coinvolution.

1The terminology von Neumann bialgebra would be better suited, but we will keep the
terminology as it is used in the literature

183
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As for Hopf algebras, we will simply denote a Hopf-von Neumann algebra
by the symbol for its underlying von Neumann algebra.

The following object was studied in [57] (see also [95]).

Definition 6.1.2. A von Neumann algebraic quantum group is a Hopf-von
Neumann algebra M for which there exist nsf weights ϕM and ψM on the
von Neumann algebra M , such that for all non-zero ω P pM�q

�, we have,
for x P M�

ϕM
,

ϕM ppω b ιM q∆M pxqq � ωp1qϕM pxq (left invariance),

and, for x P M�
ψM

,

ψM ppιM b ωq∆M pxqq � ωp1qψM pxq (right invariance).

In [57], it is then proven that these invariance properties imply the following
stronger statement.

Lemma 6.1.3. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group and N
a von Neumann algebra. Then for ω P pN bMq�� and x P pN bMq�, we
have

ωppιN b ιM b ϕM qppιN b∆M qpxqqq � ω1ppιN b ϕM qpxqq

where ω1pxq :� ωpxb 1M q for x P N . Similarly for ψM .

The previous lemma implies in particular that for any non-zero positive
functional ω on a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, the nsf weight
pω b ϕM q∆M on M equals the nsf weight ωp1M qϕM . It also implies that
NpιbϕM q X∆M pMq � NϕM .

von Neumann algebraic quantum groups have a lot of extra structure, which
would maybe not be expected given this airy definition. We recall some of
the most important results. They are however not ordered in the way one
should prove them!

Proposition 6.1.4. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
If ϕM and ϕ̃M are left invariant nsf weights, then there exists r P R�0 with
ϕ̃M � r � ϕM . Similarly, all right invariant nsf weights are scalar multiples
of each other.
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In the following, we will always suppose that we have associated some fixed
left invariant nsf weight with a von Neumann algebraic quantum group M .
By the following results, once this left invariant weight is fixed, one can
canonically associate to it a right invariant weight.

Definition-Proposition 6.1.5. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group. There exists a unique couple pτMt , RM q, consisting of a one-
parametergroup of �-automorphisms τMt of M and an involutive anti-�-auto-
morphism RM of M , such that RM � τMt � τMt � RM , and such that, with
SM � RM �τM�i{2, we have, for x, y P NϕM , that pιMbϕM qp∆M pyq

�p1bxqq P
DpSM q, with

SM ppιM b ϕM qp∆M pyq
�p1b xqqq� � pιM b ϕM qp∆M pxq

�p1b yqq.

This property is called strong left invariance.

The one-parametergroup τMt is called the scaling group of M . The anti-
automorphism RM is called the unitary antipode of M . The map SM is
called the antipode of M .

We have that τMt commutes with σϕMs and σψMs for all s, t P R, while

RM � σϕMt � σψM�t �RM .

Note that if x, y P NϕM , then ∆M pyq and p1 b xq are both in NpιbϕM q, so
that pιM b ϕM qp∆M pyq

�p1b xqq makes sense.

Proposition 6.1.6. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Then each automorphism τMt of the scaling group is an automorphism of
the von Neumann algebraic quantum group M :

∆M � τMt � pτMt b τMt q �∆M .

On the other hand, the unitary antipode RM is a coinvolution.

In particular, if ϕM is a left invariant nsf weight, then ψM :� ϕM � RM is
a right invariant nsf weight.

As said, we will then always suppose that a left invariant nsf weight ϕM has
been fixed, and will take ψM :� ϕM �RM as the right invariant nsf weight.
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Definition-Proposition 6.1.7. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group. Then there exists a number νM P R�0 , called the scaling constant,
such that ϕM � τMt � νtM ϕM for t P R.

This allows us to construct a canonical unitary implementation for τMt : we
denote by P itM the unique unitary on L 2pMq for which

P itMΛϕM pxq � ν
�t{2
M ΛϕM pτ

M
t pxqq, x P NϕM .

There is a further strong connection between ϕM and ψM : the unitary 1-
cocycle relating them is almost a one-parametergroup.

Definition-Proposition 6.1.8. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group. Then there exists a (possibly unbounded) positive operator δM
affiliated with M (i.e. δitM P M for all t), called the modular element, such

that the cocycle derivative of ψM w.r.t. ϕM equals ut � ν
it2{2
M δitM . This im-

plies that σϕMt pδisM q � νistM δisM for all s, t P R.

Moreover, the δitM are group-like elements:

∆M pδ
it
M q � δitM b δitM ,

which implies that τMt pδisM q � δisM and RM pδitM q � δ�itM for all s, t P R.

Proposition 6.1.9. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Then the GNS map for ψM equals the σ-strong-norm closure of the map

N δM
ϕM

Ñ L 2pMq : xÑ ν
�i{8
M ΛϕM pxδ

1{2
M q,

where N δM
ϕM

is the subset of M consisting of left multipliers x for δ1{2
M , for

which xδ1{2
M P NϕM .

By this last corollary, one may intuitively write ψM � ϕM pδ
1{2
M � δ

1{2
M q.

To keep the scaling constant νM from popping up at unwanted places, we
can, as in the original paper [57], scale the semi-cyclic representation for
ψM : we write

ΓM :� ν
i{8
M � ΛψM .

However, we will still use ΛψM as the fixed GNS construction to transport
structure from L 2pM,ψM q to L 2pMq: the only thing which would change if
we would use ΓM instead, is that the modular conjugation would get scaled
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by a factor νi{8 (so, with obvious notation, JΓM � ν
i{8
M JΛψM

).

We will also write
ΛM :� ΛϕM ,

since, as stated, we will always assume that there is a fixed left invariant
nsf weight associated with a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. We
further write the modular one-parametergroup σϕMt as σMt , and we write
σψMt as σp Mt . We follow the same convention for the modular operators.

The following definition introduces the notion of a multiplicative unitary.
This concept, whose origins go back to Stinespring, was studied in full gen-
erality in the influential paper [4].

Definition 6.1.10. Let H be a Hilbert space. A unitary W P BpH bH q
is called a multiplicative unitary if W satisfies the pentagonal identity:

W12W13W23 �W23W12.

Definition-Proposition 6.1.11. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group. Then for each x P NϕM and ω P M�, also pω b ιM q∆M pxq P
NϕM , and there exists a unique unitary WM PM bBpL 2pMqq such that

pω b ιqpW �
M qΛM pxq � ΛM ppω b ιM q∆M pxqq

for all such x and ω.

Then WM is a multiplicative unitary on L 2pMq b L 2pMq, called the left
regular corepresentation. Moreover, the set

tpιM b ωqpWM q | ω P BpL
2pMqqu

is σ-weakly dense in M .

In the previous definition-proposition, the existence of W �
M as an isometry

is in fact not so difficult to prove. The hard part consists in showing that it
is surjective.

We have a similar result on the right.

Definition-Proposition 6.1.12. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group. Then for each x P NψM and ω PM�, we have pιM bωq∆M pxq P
NψM , and there exists a unique unitary VM P BpL 2pMqq bM for which

pιb ωqpVM qΛψM pxq � ΛψM ppιM b ωq∆M pxqq.
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Then VM is a multiplicative unitary on L 2pMq bL 2pMq, called the right
regular corepresentation. Moreover, the set

tpω b ιM qpVM q | ω P BpL
2pMqqu

is σ-weakly dense in M .

As the name suggests, the regular corepresentations are specific examples of
(unitary) corepresentations.

Definition 6.1.13. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. A
unitary left corepresentation U of M consists of a Hilbert space H together
with a unitary U PM bBpH q such that

p∆M b ιBpH qqpUq � U13U23.

A unitary right corepresentation U of M consists of a Hilbert space H
together with a unitary U P BpH q bM such that

pιBpH q b∆M qpUq � U12U13.

The left regular corepresentation of a von Neumann algebraic quantum
group can be used to give a nice formula for its antipode.

Proposition 6.1.14. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group,
with left regular corepresentation WM and antipode SM . Then for each
ω P BpL 2pMqq�, we have pιM b ωqpWM q P DpSM q, and

SM ppιM b ωqpWM qq � pιM b ωqpW �
M q.

The multiplicative unitaries are the key to the duality theory for von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum groups.

Definition-Proposition 6.1.15. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, WM

the left regular corepresentation. Then the σ-weak closure of

tpω b ιqpWM q | ω PM�u

is a von Neumann algebra xM .

For x P xM , we have WM pxb 1qW �
M P xM b xM , and

∆
xM

: xM Ñ xM b xM : xÑ ΣWM pxb 1qW �
MΣ

makes pxM,∆
xM
q into a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, called the

dual von Neumann algebraic quantum group of M .
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The following Proposition shows how the left invariant weight on this dual
is defined, and at the same time provides us with a Fourier transform.

Proposition 6.1.16. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Define IM as the set of ω PM� for which the map

ΛM pNM q Ñ C : ΛϕM pxq Ñ ωpx�q � ωpxq

extends to a bounded functional on L 2pMq, which will then be of the form
ωξω � x � , ξωy for a uniquely determined ξω. Further denote by λM the
(faithful) map

λM : M� Ñ xM : ω Ñ pω b ι
xM
qpWM q.

Then there exists a unique nsf weight ϕ
xM

on xM such that the σ-strong-norm
closure of the map

λM pI q Ñ L 2pMq : λM pωq Ñ ξω

determines a semicyclic representation for ϕ
xM

. Moreover, ϕ
xM

will then be
a left invariant nsf weight for xM .

Thus this determines canonically a unitary intertwiner L 2pxMq Ñ L 2pMq

of left xM -representations, and we will then transport all structure of L 2pxMq
to L 2pMq without further comment. We will then use several notations for
the associated semi-cyclic representation, namely Λϕ

xM
, Λ
xM

and pΛM .

The following proposition states that ‘taking the dual’ is an involutive op-
eration.

Proposition 6.1.17. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Then W

xM
� ΣW �

MΣ, and hence the dual of xM coincides with M as a von
Neumann algebraic quantum group. Moreover, if ϕ

xM
is the left invariant

weight on xM constructed from ϕM as in the previous proposition, then the
construction of the previous proposition, applied to ϕ

xM
, gives us back ϕM .

We will then always use this constructed weight ϕ
xM

as the fixed left in-
variant weight on xM . By the previous proposition, it also follows that for
example pΛ

xM
� ΛM .
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Apart from the dual, there are some other new von Neumann algebraic
quantum groups which can easily be built from a given von Neumann al-
gebraic quantum group. We list them here, together with their left regular
corepresentations.

Proposition 6.1.18. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.

The commutant von Neumann algebraic quantum group M 1 is a von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group with underlying von Neumann algebra M 1,
and coproduct

∆M 1pxq :� pCM b CM q∆M pC
�1
M pxqq.

We choose ϕM � C�1
M as its fixed left invariant nsf weight. Its left regular

corepresentation is

WM 1 � pJM b JM qWM pJM b JM q,

which can also be written

WM 1 � pAdpJMJxM q b ι
xM
qpW �

M q.

The co-opposite von Neumann algebraic quantum group M cop has M as its
underlying von Neumann algebra, but coproduct

∆Mcoppxq � ∆op
M pxq.

We choose ψM as its fixed left invariant nsf weight. Its left regular corepre-
sentation is

WMcop � ΣV �
MΣ.

There are various relations between the operations of taking ‘duals’, ‘com-
mutants’ and ‘co-opposites’. We will only need one of them.

Proposition 6.1.19. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Then the von Neumann algebraic quantum groups xM 1 and zM cop are isomor-
phic by the identity map.2 Moreover, this isomorphism respects the canonical
semi-cyclic representations into L 2pMq. The common left regular corepre-
sentation of these von Neumann algebraic quantum groups is VM .

2To avoid a possible ambiguity: we will always mean pxMq1 by this notation.
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It is useful to scale the natural semi-cyclic representation of xM 1 by νi{8, for
which we introduce the following notation:

pΓM :� νi{8 � Λ
xM 1 .

Lemma 6.1.20. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. De-
note by M δ

� the space of elements ω in M� for which xÑ ωpxδ
�1{2
M q extends

from the space of left multipliers of δ�1{2
M to a normal functional ωδ on M .

Then λMcoppM δ
�q XNϕ

xM 1
is a σ-strong-norm core for pΓM , and moreover

xΛM pxq, pΓM pmqy � ωδpxq for x P NϕM

if m � λMcoppωq.

Proof. Let x P NψM . Then since

λMcoppM�q XNϕ
{Mcop

� λMcoppM�qpIMcopq,

by Remark 8.31 of [56], we have for ω P M δ
� and x P NψM , and writing

m � λMcoppωq, that

xΛMcoppxq,Λ
{Mcoppmqy � ωpx�q,

by definition. So if x PM is a left multiplier of δ1{2
M , and xδ

1{2
M P NϕM , this

becomes

xΛM pxδ
1{2
M q, pΓM pmqy � ωpxq.

Then also, if x P NϕM is a left multiplier of δ�1{2
M , we have xΛM pxq, pΓM pmqy �

ωδpxq. Since such x form a σ-strong-norm core for ΛM , and since the ωδ is
of the form ωξ,η for certain ξ, η P L 2pMq, we find that this identity holds
for all x P NϕM . This proves the second part of the lemma.

As for the first part, take ω P IMcop . Define a normal functional ωn P M�

by the formula

ωnpxq �

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
ωpδ�itM xqdt
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for x P M . Then ωn P M
δ
� and ωn Ñ ω in norm, so that also λMcoppωnq

converges to λMcoppωnq. Moreover, if x P NψM , we have

ωnpxq �

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
ωpxδitM qydt

�

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
xΛψM pxδ

it
M q,Λ{McoppλMcoppωqqydt

�

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
ν�t{2xΛψM pxq, JMδ

it
MJMΛ

{McoppλMcoppωqqydt

� xΛψM pxq,
c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
ν�t{2JMδ

it
MJMΛ

{McoppλMcoppωqqdty,

so that ωn P IMcop with

Λ
{McoppλMcoppωnqq �

c
n

π

» �8
�8

e�nt
2
ν�t{2JMδ

it
MJMΛ

{McoppλMcoppωqq.

Now a standard calculation shows that the right hand side converges in
norm to Λ

{McoppλMcoppωqq when n goes to infinity. Since we know already
that λMcoppM�qXNϕ

xM 1
is a σ-strong-norm core for Λ

{Mcop , we can conclude
from the foregoing calculations that λMcoppM δ

�q XNϕ
xM 1

is a σ-strong-norm
core for pΓM .

We end by quickly recalling the two main classical examples of von Neumann
algebraic quantum groups. Let G be a locally compact group, with left Haar
measure %. Then M � L8pG, %q is a von Neumann algebra, and it becomes
a von Neumann algebraic quantum group by defining ∆M pfq, where f is
(the equivalence class of) an essentially bounded function f on G, to be
(the equivalence class of) the function in

L8pG�G, %� %q �M bM

which assigns fpghq to pg, hq P G � G. Then the invariant weights become
integration with respect to the left and right Haar measure, the antipode is
dual to the inversion in the group (and in particular, the scaling group is
trivial), and the modular element becomes the modular function. One can
show that any von Neumann algebraic quantum group with commutative
underlying von Neumann algebra is of this form.
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The second main example is the dual of the previous construction. We
consider again a locally compact group G, and consider its left regular re-
presentation π on L 2pG, %q, that is, pπpgqfqphq � fpg�1hq for f P L 2pG, %q.
Then denote xM :� L pGq � tπpgq | g P Gu2.

The application ∆
xM
pπpgqq � πpgqbπpgq can then be extended (uniquely) to

a comultiplication on xM , making it into a von Neumann algebraic quantum
group. The left invariant weight will equal the right invariant weight in this
case, and this common weight is then called the Plancherel weight. It will
be tracial iff the modular function of the group is trivial.

6.2 C�-algebraic quantum groups

Associated to any von Neumann algebraic quantum group, there are two
canonical C�-algebraic quantum groups: a reduced one and a universal one,
which are resp. smallest and largest among all possible C�-algebraic real-
izations of the von Neumann algebraic quantum group.3 Since we will not
very often work with C�-algebraic quantum groups directly, we will not re-
call their definition in detail, only commenting on the structures we will use.

For the following result, we refer to [57].

Definition-Proposition 6.2.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group. The associated reduced C�-algebraic quantum group consists
of the norm-closure A of the set tpιM b ωqpWM q | ω P xM�u, which can be
shown to be a C�-algebra, together with the restriction of the map ∆M to A,
which can be shown to have range in MpA b

min
Aq.

For example, if G is a locally compact group, then the reduced C�-algebra
of M � L8pGq is A � C0pGq, while the reduced C�-algebra of xM � L pGq
equals C�

r pGq, the reduced C�-algebra of G.

The following discussion is taken from [54].

3The term ‘locally compact quantum group’ should then refer to the ‘common object’
underlying all C�-algebraic implementations of some von Neumann algebraic quantum
group.
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Definition-Proposition 6.2.2. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group. The space L 1

� pMq, consisting of those ω P M� for which the
functional xÑ ωpSM pxq�q on the �-algebra of analytic elements for τMt has
a (necessarily unique) extension to a normal functional ω� on M , is called
the restricted predual of M .

It has a Banach �-algebra structure, by putting

ω1 � ω2 :� pω1 b ω2q �∆M ,

giving it the �-operation introduced above, and giving it the norm

}ω}L 1
�pMq � maxt}ω}, }ω�}u.

Definition 6.2.3. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group. The
universal C�-algebra Au associated to M is the universal C�-algebraic en-
velope of the Banach �-algebra L 1

� pxMq.

Similarly, there is a universal C�-algebra associated with the dual von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group xM , and we denote it by the symbol pAu.
One can show that Au also has the structure of a C�-algebraic quantum
group, but we will not be concerned with it in this thesis. The main use
of the universal C�-algebra is that its non-degenerate �-representations are
in one-to-one correspondence with the unitary corepresentations of the dual
von Neumann algebraic quantum group.

Proposition 6.2.4. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Then any unitary left corepresentation U is continuous:

U PMpA b
min

B0pH qq.

It then gives rise to a non-degenerate �-representation of pAu by extending

L 1
� pMq Ñ BpH q : ω Ñ pω b ιBpH qqpUq,

which can be shown to be multiplicative and �-preserving, to pAu.

Moreover, there exists a universal unitary left corepresentation

W u PMpA b
min

pAuq �M bBpH uq

on a Hilbert space H u, such that any non-degenerate �-representation π ofpAu is of the above form, with associated unitary corepresentation

U � pιA b πqpW uq.
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Unitary right corepresentations then correspond one-to-one to non-degenerate
right �-representations of pAu.

When G is a locally compact group, it is easy to show that for xM � L pGq,
the associated universal C�-algebra equals the universal C�-algebra of G, and
then the above result says that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence
between unitary corepresentations of L8pGq and unitary representations of
G.

6.3 Coactions of von Neumann algebraic quantum
groups

We recall in this section some definitions and results from [85]. We warn
however that that paper works in the setting of left coactions, while we will
mostly work with right coactions, so we will left-right translate the notions
of [85]. One can do this easily by replacing a von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group M by its coopposite M cop.

Definition 6.3.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, M a von Neumann al-
gebraic quantum group, and α : N Ñ NbM a normal unital �-homomorphism.
We call α a right coaction of M on N if α is injective and

pαb ιM qα � pιN b∆M qα.

We call α faithful when the algebra generated by the set tpωb ιM qαpxq | x P
N,ω P N�u is σ-weakly dense in M .

We call α integrable when MιNbϕM X αpNq is σ-weakly dense in αpNq.

We call the von Neumann algebra

Nα :� tx P N | αpxq � xb 1Mu

the algebra of coinvariants of α, and we say that α is ergodic when Nα �
C � 1N .

In case M � L8pGq for a locally compact group G, a coaction of M on
a von Neumann algebra N is the same as a continuous homomorphism
G Ñ AutpNq, where AutpNq denotes the group of �-automorphisms of N ,
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endowed with the point-σ-weak topology. The faithfulness of the coaction
then corresponds to αg � ιN for g not the unit element of the group, while
the ergodicity corresponds to having x P N scalar when αgpxq � x for all
g P G.

We introduce some further terminology concerning coactions.

Definition 6.3.2. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, M and P two von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups, and α : N Ñ N bM a right coaction
of M on N , γ : N Ñ P bN a left coaction of P on N . Then we say that
α and γ commute if

pγ b ιM qα � pιP b αqγ.

Definition 6.3.3. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and α a right coaction
of a von Neumann algebraic quantum group M on N . Then an nsf weight
ψ on N is called invariant w.r.t. α if for any ω PM�

� and x P M�
ψ , we have

ψppιb ωqαpxqq � ωp1qψpxq.

More generally, if m is a positive operator affiliated with M , we say that an
nsf weight ψ is m-invariant w.r.t. α when for all ξ P Dpm1{2q and x P M�

ψ ,
we have

ψppιb ωξ,ξqαpxqq � ψpxq}m1{2ξ}2.

Definition 6.3.4. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, N
a von Neumann algebra, and α a right coaction of M on N . A 1-cocycle
for the coaction α (also called α-cocycle) is a unitary element v P N bM
which satisfies

pιN b∆M qpvq � v12pαb ιM qpvq.

If α1 and α2 are two right coactions of M on N , then α1 and α2 are called
cocycle equivalent or outer equivalent if there exists an α1-cocycle v such
that α2pxq � vα1pxqv

� for x P N .

These notions then agree with those introduced in Definition 5.2.7 in case
M � L8pRq.
We now give some information concerning the further structure associated
to a general coaction.

First of all, we can characterize the image of any coaction α as follows
(Theorem 2.7 of [85], which refers to [32]).
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Proposition 6.3.5. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group,
and α a right coaction of M on N . Then

αpNq � tz P N bM | pαb ιM qpzq � pιN b∆M qpzqu.

Next, we have that from any coaction, we can construct a new von Neumann
algebra.

Definition 6.3.6. Let α be a right coaction of a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Then the crossed product
von Neumann algebra N�

α
M (denoted N�M when α is clear) is the σ-weak

closure of the linear span of

tp1bmqαpxq | x P N,m P xM 1u � BpL 2pNq bL 2pMqq.

It is not so difficult to show that this is indeed a von Neumann algebra (i.e.,
closed under multiplication and the �-operation).

Definition-Proposition 6.3.7. Let α be a right coaction of a von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Then the
assignment

p1bmqαpxq Ñ p1b∆
xM 1pmqqpαpxq b 1q

extends to a well-defined integrable coaction

pα : N �M Ñ pN �Mq b xM 1,

called the dual coaction of α. The algebra of coinvariants pN �Mqpα equals
αpNq.

The next definition describes the dual weight construction, which allows
one to canonically lift nsf weights on N to nsf weights on N � M . We
first recall a result from [85] (Prop. 1.3): if α is a right coaction of a von
Neumann algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N , then
the assignment

x P N� Ñ N�,ext : xÑ pιb ϕM qαpxq

can be interpreted as a faithful normal Nα-valued weight Tα on N . In
particular, a coaction α is integrable iff this operator valued weight Tα is
semi-finite.
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Definition-Proposition 6.3.8. Let α be a right coaction of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Let ϕN be an nsf
weight on N . Let T

pα : pN �Mq� Ñ pαpNqq�,ext be the nsf operator valued
weight pιN�M bϕ

xM 1qpα. Then the weight ϕN�M :� ϕN �α
�1 �T

pα on N �M
is called the dual weight of ϕN (w.r.t. α). There is a natural semi-cyclic
representation for ϕN�M on L 2pNq bL 2pMq, by closing the map¸

i

p1bmiqαpxiq Ñ
¸
i

ΛϕN pxiq b Λ
xM 1pmiq,

defined on the linear span of the set tp1bmqαpxq | m P Nϕ
xM 1
, x P NϕN u, in

the (σ-strong�)-(norm)-topology.

It is shown in [85] that the resulting identification of L 2pN � Mq and
L 2pNqbL 2pMq is in fact independent of the choice of nsf weight on N . In
the following, we will then always transport the structure from L 2pN �Mq
to L 2pNq bL 2pMq via this correspondence.

We have the following relation between the modular one-parametergroups
of a weight ϕN and its dual (cf. Proposition 5.6.3).

Proposition 6.3.9. Let α be a right coaction of a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Let ϕN be an nsf weight
on N , and ϕN�M the dual nsf weight on N �M . Then

α � σϕNt � σ
ϕN�M
t � α.

In our next chapters, we will be mainly concerned with integrable coactions.
The following easy lemma concerning integrable coactions is used to recall
an important Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality.

Lemma 6.3.10. Let α be an integrable right coaction of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Then if x P NTα,
we have pω b ιM qαpxq P NϕM for all ω P N�.

Proof. This follows from the inequality

ppω b ιM qαpxqq
�ppω b ιM qαpxqq ¤ }ω} � p|ω| b ιM qpαpx

�xqq,

where |ω| is the absolute value of ω.
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Our next definition-proposition again recalls a result of [85], namely the
construction, for an arbitrary right coaction α, of a certain unitary in
BpL 2pNqq bM implementing the coaction.

Definition-Proposition 6.3.11. Let α : N Ñ N bM be a right coaction
of a von Neumann algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann alge-
bra N . Then U :� JN�M pJN b J

xM
q is a unitary right corepresentation,

implementing α in the following way:

Upxb 1qU� � αpxq for all x P N.

It is called the (canonical) unitary implementation of α.

When α is integrable, one has the following alternative formula for U . Let
µ be an nsf weight on Nα, and let ϕN be the nsf weight µ � Tα on N . Then
for any ξ, η P L 2pMq with ξ P Dpδ

�1{2
M q, and any x P NϕN , we have

pιb ωξ,ηqpUqΛϕN pxq � ΛϕN ppιb ω
δ
�1{2
M ξ,η

qpαpxqqq,

where the right hand side can be shown to be well-defined.

We remark that by the closedness of ΛϕN , it is easily seen that the alterna-
tive formula for U stays true if we replace ωξ,η on the left side by a general
ω PM� for which the function xÑ ωpxδ

�1{2
M q extends from the linear space

of left multipliers of δ�1{2
M to a normal functional ωδ on M , and ω

δ
�1{2
M ξ,η

on
the right side by this ωδ.

In what follows, it will at times be more convenient to work with L 2pMq b
L 2pNq in stead of L 2pNq bL 2pMq. We then consider also this space as a
natural N �M -equivalence correspondence, using the flip map to transport
all structure from L 2pNq bL 2pMq.

The following theorem of [85] will be of the most importance to us.

Theorem 6.3.12. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, M a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group, and α a right coaction of M on N . Let U be the
unitary implementation of α. Then α is integrable iff the map

tp1b pιb ωqpVM qqαpxq | x P N,ω PM�u Ñ BpL 2pNqq :
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p1b pιb ωqpVM qqαpxq Ñ pιb ωqpUq � x

extends to a normal �-homomorphism

ρα : N �M Ñ BpL 2pNqq.

It is not difficult to show that the range of such a map ρα is then precisely
N2, with N2 the basic construction applied to Nα � N .

Definition 6.3.13. Let α be an integrable right coaction of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . We call the map
ρα : N �M Ñ N2 the Galois homomorphism associated to α.

By the map ρα, we can make normal unital left and rightN�M -�-representa-
tions on L 2pNq. We have then also associated left and right xM 1-�-representa-
tions. We denote them respectively by pπ1α (so pπ1αpmq � ραp1bmq form P xM 1)
and pθ1α (so pθ1αpmq � JNpπ1αpmq�JN when m P xM 1). Finally, by pπα and pθα we
denote the associated left and right xM -module structures (so pπα � pθ1α �CxM
and pθα � pπα � CxM ).

Lemma 6.3.14. If α is an integrable right coaction of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N , then pθ1αpmq �pπ1αpRxM 1pmqq.

Proof. Just use that pJN bJxM qUpJN bJxM q � U� and pJM bJ
xM
qVM pJM b

J
xM
q � V �

M .

In case of an integrable coaction, also the modular operators of an nsf weight
ϕN � µ � Tα and its dual weight ϕN�M can be related.

Proposition 6.3.15. Let α be an integrable right coaction of a von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Let µ be
an nsf weight on Nα, let ϕN be the nsf weight µ � Tα on N , and ϕN�M the
dual weight of ϕN on N �M . Denote by κMt the one-parametergroup of
automorphisms on M , given by

κMt pxq � δ�itM τM�tpxqδ
it
M .

Then ϕM is κMt -invariant, and if we denote by qitM the resulting one-para-
metergroup of unitaries determined by

qitMΛϕM pxq � ΛϕM pκ
M
t pxqq, x P NϕN ,
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then

∇itϕN�M � ∇itϕN b qitM .

Proof. The proof of this result is contained in the proof of Proposition 4.3
of [85].

The one-parametergroup qitM appearing in the previous proof also has a
different expression:

qitM � δ�itM ∇
�it
xM
.

We introduce some further notations for an integrable coaction α of a von
Neumann algebraic quantum group M on N . By pN , we will mean the space
of right xM -intertwiners between L 2pMq and L 2pNq. We then also denote
by pO the space of right xM -intertwiners between L 2pNq and L 2pMq, and bypP the space of right xM -intertwiners from L 2pNq to itself (so pP � pθαpxMq1).

We further denote pQ �

� pP pNpO xM
�

. Note that when ρα is faithful, L 2pNq

is a pP -xM -equivalence correspondence, and pQ a linking algebra between xM
and pP .

6.4 More on integrable coactions

In this section, we give some further results concerning integrable coactions.
Apart from proving some commutation relations, which will be of impor-
tance in the following chapter, our main result is Theorem 6.4.8, which
gives an alternative description, on the Hilbert space level, of the Galois
homomorphism of an integrable coaction.

Throughout, M will denote a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, N a
von Neumann algebra, and α an integrable right coaction of M on N , whose
unitary implementation we denote by U . We also suppose that Nα comes
equipped with some fixed nsf weight µ, and then we denote ϕN � µ � Tα.
Recall that TϕN ,Tα denotes the Toimta algebra for ϕN and the operator
valued weight Tα � pιb ϕqα (cf. page 175).

Lemma 6.4.1. The map

ΛϕN pTϕN ,Tαq b
µ

ΛϕN pTϕN ,Tαq Ñ L 2pNq bL 2pMq :
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ΛϕN pxq b
µ

ΛϕN pyq Ñ pΛϕN b ΛϕM qpαpxqpy b 1qq

is well-defined and isometric.

Proof. Using the formula of Lemma 5.7.4 to evaluate the scalar product of
left hand side elements, this is easy.

Denote by
G : L 2pNq b

µ
L 2pNq Ñ L pNq bL 2pMq

the closure of the previous map.4

Definition 6.4.2. Let α be an integrable right coaction of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . We call the
operator

G̃ � ΣG : L 2pNq b
µ

L 2pNq Ñ L 2pMq bL 2pNq

the Galois map or the Galois isometry for α.

Remark: The reason for putting a flip map in front of G, is to make it right
N -linear in such a way that this is just right N -linearity on the second fac-
tors of the domain and range, so that ‘the second leg of G̃ is in N ’. See the
third commutation relation in Lemma 6.4.10.

Our aim is to prove that the Galois isometry for an integrable coaction is
a unitary iff the Galois homomorphism for the action is faithful (Theorem
6.4.8). We need some preparation for this.

Let Nα �
Tα
N �

T2

N2 be the basic construction for Tα (see Definition 5.7), and

denote ϕ2 � ϕN �T2. Recall that we identify L 2pNqb
µ

L 2pNq and L 2pN2q

(cf. Theorem 5.7.5).

Lemma 6.4.3. If m P Nϕ
xM 1

and z P NϕN , then ραpp1 b mqαpzqq P Nϕ2

and
G�pΛϕN pzq b pΓM pmqq � Λϕ2pραpp1bmqαpzqqq.

Proof. Choose m P Nϕ
xM 1

of the form pι b ωqpV �
M q, with ω P M� such that

x Ñ ωpxδ
�1{2
M q coincides with a normal functional ωδ on the set of left

4This corresponds to the map denoted as H in section 2.5 of the first part of this thesis.
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multipliers of δ�1{2
M in M . Then we have, for x, y P TϕN ,Tα and z P NϕN ,

that

xΛϕN pxq, pθ1αpmqzΛϕN pσϕN�i py�qqy
� xΛϕN pxq, pιb ωqpU�qzΛϕN pσ

ϕN
�i py

�qqy

� xpιb ωqpUqΛϕN pxq, zΛϕN pσ
ϕN
�i py

�qqy

� xΛϕN ppιb ωδqpαpxqqq,ΛϕN pzσ
ϕN
�i py

�qqy

� ϕN pσ
ϕN
i pyqz�pιb ωδqpαpxqqq

� ϕN pz
�pιb ωδqpαpxqqyq

� ωδppωΛϕN pyq,ΛϕN pzq
b ιqαpxqq,

using the KMS property. But since for a P NϕM , we have

xΛϕM paq, pΓM pmqy � ωδpaq,

by Lemma 6.1.20, this last expression equals

xGpΛϕN pxq b
µ

ΛϕN pyqq,ΛϕN pzq b pΓM pmqy.
Since such m form a σ-strong-norm core for pΓM , again by Lemma 6.1.20,
we have

xΛϕN pxq, pθ1αpmqzΛϕN pσN�ipy�qqy � xGpΛϕN pxqb
µ

ΛϕN pyqq,ΛϕN pzqbpΓM pmqy,
for all m P Nϕ

xM 1
. By the second part of Lemma 5.7.7, we then get

ραpp1bmqαpzqq P Nϕ2

and
Λϕ2pραpp1bmqαpzqqq � G�pΛϕN pzq b pΓM pmqq

for all m P Nϕ
xM 1

and z P NϕN .

Lemma 6.4.4. The isometry G is a left N �M -module morphism.

Proof. For x, y, z P TϕN ,Tα , we have

GπN2pxqpΛϕN pyq b
µ

ΛϕN pzqq � GpΛϕN pxyq b
µ

ΛϕN pzqq

� pΛϕN b ΛϕM qpαpxyqpz b 1qq
� αpxqGpΛϕN pyq b

µ
ΛϕN pzqq.
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Hence GπN2pxq � αpxqG for all x P TϕN ,Tα , and then this is also true for
all x P N . Further, if m P xM 1, n P Nϕ

xM 1
and z P NϕN , then

ραpp1bmnqαpzqq P Nϕ2

by the previous lemma, and we have

ραp1bmqG�pΛϕN pzq b pΓM pnqq � Λϕ2pραpp1bmnqαpzqqq

� G�pΛϕN pzq b pΓM pmnqq,
hence Gραp1 bmq � p1 bmqG for all m P xM 1. Since N �M is generated
by 1b xM 1 and αpNq, the lemma is proven.

Remark: This implies that πN2pραpxqq � G�xG for x P N �M , as G is an
isometry.

Lemma 6.4.5. The following commutation relations hold:

1. ∇itϕN�MG � G∇itϕ2
,

2. JN�MG � GJN2.

Proof. Using Corollary 5.7.6, the first commutation relation reduces to prov-
ing that for x, y P TϕN ,Tα , we have

∇itϕN�M ppΛϕNbΛϕM qpαpxqpyb1qqq � pΛϕNbΛϕM qpαpσ
ϕN
t pxqqpσϕNt pyqb1qq.

Combining Propositions 6.3.9 and 6.3.15, and using their notation, we have
that for x, y P TϕN ,Tα and ξ P L 2pMq, the following identity holds:

∇itϕN�M pαpxqpΛϕN pyq b ξqq � αpσϕNt pxqqpΛϕN pσ
ϕN
t pyqq b qitMξq.

Now let a P TϕM . Since σMt commutes with κMt , still using the notation of
Proposition 6.3.15, we have that κMt paq is then also in TϕM , with

σϕMz pκMt paqq � κMt pσ
ϕM
z paqq for t P R, z P C.

Hence for a P TϕM , and x, y P TϕN ,Tα , we get

∇itϕN�M p1b JMσ
ϕM
i{2 paq

�JM qppΛϕN b ΛϕM qpαpxqpy b 1qqq

� ∇itϕN�M pΛϕN b ΛϕM qpαpxqpy b aqq

� pΛϕN b ΛϕM qpαpσ
ϕN
t pxqqpσϕNt pyq b κMt paqqq

� p1b JMκ
M
t pσ

ϕM
i{2 paqq

�JM qpΛϕN b ΛϕM qpαpσ
ϕN
t pxqqpσϕNt pyq b 1qq,
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and letting σϕMi{2 paq tend to 1M σ-strongly, we see that

∇itϕN�M ppΛϕNbΛϕM qpαpxqpyb1qqq � pΛϕNbΛϕM qpαpσ
ϕN
t pxqqpσϕNt pyqb1qq,

which proves the first commutation relation.

From this, it follows that G�∇1{2
ϕN�M will equal the restriction of ∇1{2

ϕ2 G
�

to Dp∇1{2
ϕN�M q. Denote TϕN�M � JN�M∇1{2

ϕN�M and Tϕ2 � JN2∇
1{2
ϕ2 , where

we recall that T denotes the Hilbert space implementation (w.r.t. the given
weight) of the �-operation on the von Neumann algebra. Then Tϕ2G

� �

JN2G
�∇1{2

ϕN�M on Dp∇1{2
ϕN�M q. So to prove the second commutation rela-

tion (in the form G�JN�M � JN2G
�), we only have to find a subset K of

Dp∇1{2
ϕN�M q � DpTϕN�M q whose image under ∇1{2

ϕN�M (or TϕN�M ) is dense in
L 2pN �Mq, and on which Tϕ2G

� and G�TϕN�M agree. But take

K � spantαpxqΛϕN�M pp1bmqαpyqq | x, y P TϕN ,Tα ,m P Nϕ
xM 1
XN �

ϕ
xM 1
u.

Then clearly K � DpTϕN�M q and TϕN�M pKq � K, since

TϕN�M pαpxqΛϕN�M pp1bmqαpyqqq � αpy�qΛϕN�M pp1bm�qαpx�qq.

Furthermore, if x, y P TϕN ,Tα and m P Nϕ
xM 1
XN �

ϕ
xM 1

, we get from Lemma
6.4.3 and Lemma 6.4.4 that

ραpαpxqp1bmqαpyqq and ραpαpy
�qp1bm�qαpx�qq

are both in Nϕ2 , and that

G�αpxqΛϕN�M pp1bmqαpyqq P DpTϕ2q,

with

Tϕ2G
�αpxqΛϕN�M pp1bmqαpyqq � Tϕ2G

�αpxqpΛϕN pyq b pΓM pmqq
� Tϕ2Λϕ2pραpαpxqp1bmqαpyqqq

� Λϕ2pραpαpy
�qp1bm�qαpx�qqq

� G�αpy�qΛϕN�M pp1bm�qαpx�qq

� G�TϕN�MαpxqΛϕN�M pp1bmqαpyqq.

Since K is dense in L 2pN�Mq, the second commutation relation is proven.

Corollary 6.4.6. The map G is a right N �M -module map.
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Proof. This follows from the commutation of G with the modular conjuga-
tions: for x P N2, we have

GpθN2pxqq � GpJN2πN2px
�qJN2q

� JN�MπN�M px
�qJN�MG

� θN�M pxqG.

Denote by p the central projection in N �M such that

kerpραq � p1� pqpN �Mq.

Lemma 6.4.7. The projection GG� equals p.

Proof. By Lemma 6.4.4, G is a left N �M -module morphism, hence GG� P
pN �Mq1, and GG� ¤ p since G�pG � ραppq � 1. By the previous lemma,
GG� commutes with JN�M , hence GG� is in the center Z pN �Mq. Since
ραpGG

�q � G�pGG�qG � 1, we must have GG� � p.

Theorem 6.4.8. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, and α
an integrable coaction of M on a von Neumann algebra N . Then the Galois
homomorphism ρα : N �M Ñ N2 is faithful iff the Galois isometry G̃ is a
unitary.

Proof. This is an immediate corollary of the previous lemma, since G is
unitary iff p � 1 iff ρα is faithful.

We show now that ϕN2 coincides with a weight introduced in [85]. We keep
using the notation introduced just before Lemma 6.4.7. Denote further by
pραqp the restriction of ρα : N �M Ñ N2 to ppN �Mq, and by ϕ̃2 the nsf
weight ϕN�M � pραq

�1
p on N2.

Proposition 6.4.9. The weight ϕ̃2 equals ϕ2.

Proof. If m P Nϕ
xM 1

and z P NϕN , then ραpp1 b mqαpzqq P Nϕ̃2 , and we
can make a semi-cyclic representation Λ̃ for ϕ̃2 on ppL 2pNq b L 2pMqq,
determined by

Λ̃pραpp1bmqαpzqqq :� ν
i{8
M ppΛϕN�M pp1bmqαpzqqq

� ppΛϕN pzq b pΓM pmqq,
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since, as recalled in Definition-Proposition 6.3.8, the linear span of the p1b
mqαpzq forms a σ-strong�-norm core for ΛϕN�M . By the lemmas 6.4.3 and
6.4.7,

Λ̃pραpp1bmqαpzqqq � GpΛϕ2pραpp1bmqαpzqqqq.

Since G is a left N �M -module map, we obtain that also

pL 2pN2q, G
� � Λ̃, πN2q

is a semi-cyclic representation for ϕ̃2, and that pG� � Λ̃q � Λϕ2 .

By the first commutation relation of Lemma 6.4.5, it also follows that the
modular operators for the semi-cyclic representations Λϕ2 and G� � Λ̃ are
the same. Hence ϕ2 � ϕ̃2 by Proposition VIII.3.16 of [84].

Remark: This implies that T2 equals T
pα � pραq

�1
p with T

pα the canonical
operator valued weight N �M Ñ N , by Theorem IX.4.18 of [84]. This gen-
eralizes Proposition 5.7 of [85] by removing the hypothesis that ρα is faithful.

It follows from Proposition 6.4.9 that G� coincides with the map

Z : L 2pN �Mq Ñ L 2pN2q

which sends νi{8M ΛϕN�M pzq to Λϕ̃2pραpzqq for z P NϕN�M (cf. the proof of
Theorem 5.3 in [85]). So we can summarize our results by saying that
the following natural square of N �M -bimodules and bimodule morphisms
commutes:

L 2pN2q

�
��

Z� // L 2pN �Mq

�

��
L 2pNq b

µ
L 2pNq

G
// L 2pNq bL 2pMq

(6.1)

Note that the above square was already constructed in the setting of alge-
braic quantum groups in [97].

For ease of reference, we write down explicitly how the bimodularity of G
(or G̃, recalling the convention made in section 6.3) works on the two main
parts of N �M .
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Lemma 6.4.10. Let α be an integrable coaction of a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . For all x P N and m P xM 1,
we have

1. G̃pxb
µ

1q � αoppxqG̃,

2. G̃ppπ1αpmq b
µ

1q � pmb 1qG̃,

3. G̃p1b
µ
θN pxqq � p1b θN pxqqG̃,

4. G̃p1b
µ

pθ1αpmqq � pθ
xM 1 b pθ1αqpp∆xM 1q

oppmqqG̃.

Proof. As said, these equalities follow from the fact that G is a N �M -
bimodule map. For the fourth one, we remark that the right representation
θN�M of N �M on L 2pNq bL 2pMq is given by

θN�M pαpxqq � θN pxq b 1

and
θN�M p1bmq � Up1b θ

xM 1pmqqU
�,

a fact which is easy to recover using that U � JN�M pJN b J
xM
q. Now use

that also U � ppπ1αbιqpVM q, that VM is the left regular multiplicative unitary
for xM 1, and that VM pJM b J

xM
q � pJM b J

xM
qV �
M .

We introduce some more identities concerning modular automorphisms for
integrable coactions. Recall from Proposition 6.3.15 that ∇itϕN�M � ∇itϕN b
qitM , using the notation of that proposition. Then κMt � qitMxq

�it
M defines a

one-parametergroup of automorphisms on M , and γxM
1

t pxq � qitMxq
�it
M defines

a one-parametergroup of automorphisms on xM 1.

Lemma 6.4.11. Let α be an integrable right coaction of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N .

1. For x P N , we have αpσϕNt pxqq � pσϕNt b κMt qpαpxqq.

2. For m P xM 1, we have σϕ2
t ppπ1αpmqq � pπ1αpγxM 1

t pmqq.
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Proof. The first statement follows from the Proposition 6.3.9 and 6.3.15.
The second statement follows from the Lemmas 6.4.5 and 6.4.10, since for
m P xM 1, we then have

πN2pσ
ϕ2
t ppπ1αpmqqq � ∇itϕ2

ppπ1αpmq b
µ

1q∇�it
ϕ2

� ∇itϕ2
G�p1bmqG∇�it

ϕ2

� G�p1b γ
xM 1

t pmqqG

� πN2ppπ1αpγxM 1

t pmqqq.

In particular, σϕ2
t ppθαpδ�is

xM
qq � pθαpδ�is

xM
q for each s, t P R, since an easy com-

putation shows that each C
xM
pδ�is
xM
q is invariant under γt. Since σϕ2

t is im-
plemented by ∇itϕN on L 2pNq, we obtain:

Corollary 6.4.12. The one-parametergroups ∇itϕN and pθαpδ�is
xM
q commute.

We denote the resulting one-parametergroup of unitaries by

P itϕN � ∇itϕN pθαpδitxM q.
Proposition 6.4.13. Let α be an integrable right coaction of a von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Then N
is invariant under AdpP itϕN q.

Proof. We only have to show that N is invariant under Adppπ1αpCxM pδitxM qq.
But for any group-like element u P xM 1, we have, denoting by pα the dual
coaction, that

pαpp1b uqαpxqp1b u�qq � p1b ub uqpαpxq b 1
xM 1qp1b u� b u�q

� pp1b uqαpxqp1b u�qq b 1
xM 1

for x P N , and so, by the biduality theorem (Definition-Proposition 6.3.7),
we get pπ1αpuqxpπ1αpuq� P N after applying ρα.

We denote the resulting one-parametergroup of automorphisms on N by

τϕNt : N Ñ N : xÑ P itϕNxP
�it
ϕN

.
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Proposition 6.4.14. Let α be an integrable right coaction of a von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N . Then the
following identities hold for x P N :

αpτϕNt pxqq � pτϕNt b τMt qpαpxqq,

αpτϕNt pxqq � pσϕNt b σp M�tqpαpxqq,

αpσϕNt pxqq � pτϕNt b σMt qpαpxqq.

Proof. By Lemma 6.4.11, we have

α � σϕNt � pσϕNt bAdpδ�itM qτM�tq � α.

Further, we have

αpAdppθαpδit
xM
qqpxqq � pιbAdpC

xM
pδit
xM
qqqpαpxqq

for x P N , by the proof of the previous proposition. Now by the first
formula of Theorem 4.17 in [92], we have pJ

xM
δ�it
xM
J
xM
qP�it

M � ∇�it
M . So

Adpδ�itM qτM�tAdpJ
xM
δ�it
xM
J
xM
q reduces to σp M�t on M . This proves the second

formula.

As for the first identity, we have, using the second identity, the coaction
property of α and the identity ∆M � σp M�t � pσp M�t b τMt q �∆M , that

pαb ιq � pτϕNt b τMt q � α � pσϕNt b σp M�t b τMt q � pιb∆M q � α

� pιb∆M q � pσ
ϕN
t b σp M�tq � α

� pαb ιq � α � τϕNt .

Thus the first identity follows by the injectivity of α.

The third identity now easily follows from the first identity, the fact that
AdpC

xM
pδ�it
xM
qqqpmq � pσMt τ

M
�tqpmq for m P M (which again follows from

pJ
xM
δ�it
xM
J
xM
qP�it

M � ∇�it
M ), and again the identity

αpAdppθαpδit
xM
qqpxqq � pιbAdpC

xM
pδit
xM
qqqpαpxqq

for x P N .
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Lemma 6.4.15. The one-parametergroup τϕNt satisfies ϕN � τ
ϕN
t � νtMϕN ,

and if x P NϕN , then

P itϕNΛϕN pxq � ν
t{2
M ΛϕN pτ

ϕN
t pxqq.

Proof. The first statement easily follows since

ϕN � τϕNt � µ � pιN b ϕM q � α � τ
ϕN
t

� µ � σϕNt � pιN b ϕMσp
M
�tq � α

� νitM µ � σµt � pιN b ϕM q � α

� νitMϕN ,

using the identities of the previous proposition.

By the first statement, Adppθαpδ�it
xM
qqpxq P NϕN for x P NϕN , and the second

statement is equivalent with

ν
t{2
M
pθαpδ�it

xM
qΛϕN pxq � ΛϕN pAdppθαpδ�it

xM
qqpxqq,

where we remark that the right hand side also defines already a one-parameter-
group of unitaries.

Now taking x, y P TϕN ,Tα , we have

Gppθαpδ�it
xM
qΛϕN pxq b

µ
ΛϕN pyqq � p1b θ

xM
pδ�it
xM
qqpΛϕN b ΛM qpαpxqpy b 1qq.

Since J
xM
δit
xM
J
xM
� ∇itMP

�it
M and

αpAdppθαpδ�it
xM
qqpxqq � pιbAdpθ

xM
pδ�it
xM
qqpαpxqq,

we get that

Gppν
t{2
M
pθαpδ�it

xM
qΛϕN pxqq b

µ
ΛϕN pyqq � GpΛϕN pAdppθαpδ�it

xM
qqpxqq b

µ
ΛϕN pyqq.

Since G is an isometry, and x, y were arbitrary, the result follows.

6.5 Closed quantum subgroups

The following definition is taken from [89], Definition 2.9.
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Definition 6.5.1. Let M and M1 be von Neumann algebraic quantum groups,
and

F : M1 ÑM

a unital normal �-homomorphism. We say that pM1, F q is a closed quantum
subgroup of M when F is faithful, and

pF b F q �∆M1 � ∆M � F.

The closedness in the foregoing definition is why we can define this concept
on the von Neumann algebraic level (see the discussion after Definition 2.9
of [89]). The general notion of a quantum subgroup is treated in [54].

When convenient, we identify M1 with its image F pM1q, and we then just
say that M1 is a closed quantum subgroup of M .

Associated to a pair consisting of a von Neumann algebraic quantum group
and a closed quantum subgroup, there are two coactions of the dual of the
smaller one on the dual of the bigger one, resp. by ‘left and right translation’.

Proposition 6.5.2. Let pxM1, pF q be a closed quantum subgroup of a von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group xM . Then there is an integrable left coaction

γ : M ÑM1 bM

of M1 on M , given by

γpxq �W �
pF
p1b xqW

pF
P BpL 2pM1q bL 2pMqq,

where W
pF

:� pιM1 b
pF qpWM1q coincides with the unitary implementation of

γ. Furthermore, the left coaction γM commutes with the right coaction ∆M

of M on itself.

There also is an integrable right coaction

α : M ÑM bM1

of M1 on M , given by

αpxq � V
pF
pxb 1qV �

pF
P BpL 2pMq bL 2pM1qq,

where V
pF

:� ppC
xM
� pF �C�1

xM1
qb ιM1qpVM1q coincides with the unitary imple-

mentation of α. This right coaction commutes with the left coaction ∆M of
M on itself.
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Proof. We only sketch the proof for the right coaction. We have

p∆
xM 1 b ιM1qpV pF q � pV

pF
q13pV pF q23,

so
pVM q

�
12pV pF q23pVM q12 � pV

pF
q13pV pF q23

and
pV
pF
q23pVM q12pV pF q

�
23 � pVM q12pV pF q13.

Since M is generated by the second leg of VM , we have that α, as defined
in the proposition, has range in M bM1. Since also V

pF
is clearly a unitary

corepresentation, α is a coaction.

Further, the stated equalities also imply that for x PM , we have

p∆M b ιM1qαpxq � pVM q12pV pF q13pV pF q23pxb 1b 1qpV
pF
q�23pV pF q

�
13pVM q

�
12

� pV
pF
q23pVM q12pxb 1b 1qpVM q�12pV pF q

�
23

� pιM b αq∆M pxq.

So we are in the situation stated after Proposition 12.1 of [54]. By Propo-
sition 12.2 of [54], ψM is an α-invariant nsf weight on M , and then an
adaptation of the argument in Proposition 4.3 of [85] shows that the unitary
implementation U of α is given by

UpΛψM pxq b ΛϕM1
pyqq � pΛψM b ΛϕM1

qpαpxqp1b yqq,

with x P NψM and y P NϕM1
.

Now choose ω P M� such that ωp � δ1{2
M q extends from the space of left mul-

tipliers of δ1{2
M to a normal functional ωδ on M . Then

ppω b ι
xM
qpW �

M q b 1qUpΛψM pxq b ΛϕM1
pyqq

� pΛψM b ΛϕM1
qpppωδ b ιM b ιM1qp∆M b ιM1qαpxqqp1b yqq

� pΛψM b ΛϕM1
qpαppωδ b ιM q∆M pxqqp1b yqq

� Uppω b ι
xM
qpW �

M q b 1qpΛψM pxq b ΛϕM1
pyqq,

which implies U P xM 1 bM1. A similar calculation also shows that

pVM q12U13U23 � U23pVM q12,

which implies that
p∆
xM 1 b ιM qpUq � U13U23
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since VM is the left regular multiplicative unitary of xM 1.

Now since both U and V
pF

implement α, the first leg of U�V
pF

lies in xM 1 X
M 1 � C � 1BpL 2pMqq. Hence there exists u PM1 with

U � V
pF
p1b uq.

But then the last equation in the previous paragraph, combined with the
fact that pF preserves the comultiplication and that p∆

xM 1 b ιM qpVM q �
pVM q13pVM q23, implies that

pV
pF
q13pV pF q23p1b 1b uq � pV

pF
q13p1b 1b uqpV

pF
q23p1b 1b uq,

which shows u � 1. Hence U � V
pF
.

One further has that the above coactions α and γ are related by the formula

α �RM � pRM bRM1qγ
op.

Now let xM1 be a closed quantum subgroup of the von Neumann algebraic
quantum group xM . Let αM be the associated right coaction of M1 on M .
Suppose αN is a right coaction of M on a von Neumann algebra N . Then
pιN bαM qαN pNq � αN pNq bM1, for by Proposition 6.3.5, we only have to
observe that the maps pιN b ∆M b ιM1q and pαN b ιM b ιM1q coincide on
the range of pιN bαM qαN , which follows by the equivariance of αM and the
fact that αN is a coaction. Then it is easily seen that

αN,1 :� pα�1
N b ιM1q � pιN b αM qαN

defines a right coaction of M1 on N .

Definition 6.5.3. In the above situation, we call αN,1 the restriction of αN
to M1.

Similarly, one can restrict unitary right corepresentations. For this, we
recall that unitary right corepresentations for a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group M1 are in one-to-one correspondence with non-degenerate
right �-representations of pAu1 , the universal C�-algebra associated with its
dual. Then if xM1 � xM is a closed quantum subgroup, we also have a
non-degenerate inclusion pAu1 � pAu, and then the restriction of a unitary
right corepresentation U of M to M1 is defined to be the unitary right
corepresentation U1 of M1 corresponding to the restriction of the associated
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right �-representation of pAu to pAu1 . It is not hard to see that, alterna-
tively, U1 is characterized by the fact that pι b γM qpUq � U1,12U13 (or also
pιbαM qpUq � U12U1,13), where γM and αM are the canonical left, resp. right
coaction of M1 on M .

Since coactions come with canonically associated corepresentations, it is a
natural question to ask if the restriction process preserves this correspon-
dence. This is answered by the following lemma.

Lemma 6.5.4. Let xM1 � xM be an inclusion of von Neumann algebraic
quantum groups. Let αN be a right coaction of M on a von Neumann algebra
N , and U its canonical unitary implementation. Let αN,1 be the restriction
of αN to M1, and Ũ1 the restriction of U to M1. Then Ũ1 is the canonical
unitary implementation of αN,1.

Proof. Unfortunately, there seems to be no alternative but to follow again
from the start the strategy of the proof of ‘U is a corepresentation’ from
[85], Theorem 4.4. Indeed: Let Ũ1 be the restriction of U to M1. Then we
have seen that pιbγM qpUq � Ũ1,12U13. Hence we only have to show that the
same identity holds with Ũ1 replaced by U1, the canonical implementation
of αN,1. Since the full proof would require considerable overlap with [85],
we will only sketch how the procedure should be adapted to our situation.

To make the comparison with [85] more straightforward, we will henceforth
work in the setting of left coactions and unitary left corepresentations. That
is, we now suppose that we have a left coaction γN of M on a von Neumann
algebra N , with canonical unitary implementation U (in the sense of [85]).
We denote by γN,1 the restriction of γN to M1, and by Ũ1 the restriction of
U to M1. We denote by U1 the canonical implementation of γN,1. We want
to show that5

pαM b ιqpUq � U1,23U13. (6.2)

Suppose that Y is an arbitrary von Neumann algebra, and let

γNbY :� γN b ιY : N b Y ÑM bN b Y

by the amplified coaction of γN . Then as in Theorem 4.4 of [85], it is easy to
see that the unitary implementation of γNbY on L 2pMqbL 2pNqbL 2pY q

5In [85], there is a difference in convention concerning what a left corepresentation is,
and rather U� is a left corepresentation in our terminology. Hence the change of order in
the equation (6.2).
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equals U b 1BpL 2pY qq. Since restricting and amplifying obviously commute,
we can thus replace γN by γNbBpL 2pMqq.

Now by [85], γNbBpL 2pMqq is cocycle equivalent with a bidual coaction.
Hence we should show that the equality (6.2) holds for integrable coac-
tions γN , and that if it holds for one coaction, it also holds for any cocycle
equivalent coaction.

We first prove the latter stability property. Let V PMbN be a γN -cocycle,
and βN the cocycle perturbation of γN by V . Note first that pιM1b∆MbιN q
or pιM1 b ιM b γN q applied to V �

23pγM b ιN qpV q produces the same element.
By Proposition 6.3.5, there exists V1 PM1 bN such that

pγM b ιN qpV q � V23pιM1 b γN qpV1q.

Some further calculations then reveal that V1 is a 1-cocycle for γN,1, that
the restriction βN,1 of βN to M1 is precisely the cocycle perturbation of γN,1
with respect to V1, and that also

pαM b ιN qpV q � V1,23pιb γN,1qpV q.

Then Proposition 4.2 of [85], together with the final calculation appearing
in that proof, show that the equality (6.2) holds for the unitary corepresen-
tation associated with γN iff it holds for the one associated to βN .

We now suppose that γN is integrable. First of all, note that there exists a
strictly positive dM1ηM1 such that γM pδitM q � ditM1

b δitM . In fact, ditM1
is just

the restriction of the unitary one-dimensional corepresentation δitM to M1. So
each ditM1

is a group-like element, hence invariant under τM1
s and satisfying

RM1pd
it
M1
q � d�itM1

. Now let µ be an nsf weight on NγN , and put ψN � µ�TγN
where TγN � pψM b ιN qγN . One checks that Ũ1 PM1 bBpL 2pNqq satisfies

pωξ,η b ιqpŨ1qΛψN pxq � ΛψN ppωd1{2
M1

ξ,η
b ιqγN1pxqq

for ξ P Dpd
1{2
M1
q, η P L 2pM1q and x P NϕN . (Compare Proposition 2.4 of

[85].)

The proof is finished once we have shown that Ũ1 is precisely the unitary
implementation of γN,1. But reading the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [85],
we see that the whole discussion still works for the coaction γN,1 of M1,
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replacing however the δ�1
M1

-invariant weight θ there by the d�1
M1

-invariant
weight ψN , and replacing every occurence of δM1 by dM1 . Indeed, since we
have remarked that dM1 is invariant under the scaling group and inversed
under the unitary antipode, we have that ditM1

commutes with ∇is
xM1

and T
xM

,
since these implement respectively the scaling group and the composition
of the antipode with the �-operation. Also the commutation of Ũ1 with
ditM1
∇it
xM1

b∇itψN still holds true: this easily reduces to the identity

pAdpditM q b ιN q � pτ
M1
t b σψNt q � γN,1 � γN,1 � σ

ψN
t ,

which in turn reduces to known identities by applying pιb γN q. Since these
two facts are the main ingredients which make Proposition 4.3 of [85] work,
we are done.

One can also induce coactions from a smaller quantum group to a bigger one.
Let again xM1 be a closed quantum subgroup of a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group xM . Let γM be the associated left coaction of M1 on M , and
suppose that we have a right coaction αN1 of M1 on a von Neumann algebra
N1. Then we can create a new right coaction αN � IndM pαN1q of M on the
von Neumann algebra

N � IndM pN1q :� tz P N1 bM | pαN1 b ιM qz � pιN1 b γM qzu,

defined as
αN :� pιN1 b∆M q.

Definition 6.5.5. In the above situation, we call αN � IndM pαN1q the
induced coaction (of αN1 along M).

Lemma 6.5.6. Let xM1 be a closed quantum subgroup of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group xM . If αN1 is a right coaction of M1 on a von
Neumann algebra N1, and αN is the induced coaction, then N1 � M1 is
W�-Morita equivalent with N �M .

Proof. This is implicit in [87], which however works completely in the C�-
algebraic setting. We therefore only give a quick sketch of the proof.

Denote H � L 2pN1qbL 2pMq. We will make H into an N�M -N1�M1-
equivalence correspondence. First note that by definition, N �M is a von
Neumann algebra contained in N1bp∆M pMqYp1bxM 1qq2 � N1bpM�Mq,
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hence it has a natural faithful normal left representation on H . Now denote
by J the set of z in N1 bBpL 2pM1q,L 2pMqq such that

pαN1 b ιqpzq � pW �
M1
q23z13ppιb πM̂1

qWM1q23.

Then a standard argument shows that the σ-weak closure of J J � coincides
with all operators z in N bBpL 2pMqq for which

pαN1 b ιqpzq � pW �
M1
q23z13pW

�
M1
q23.

But this is easily identified with the image of N �M . Since the σ-weak
closure of J �J is also seen to be exactly N1 �M1, we are done.



Chapter 7

Galois objects for von
Neumann algebraic quantum
groups

In this chapter, we examine those integrable coactions of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M which are ergodic and have a faithful Galois
homomorphism. We show that in this case, the von Neumann algebra N
acted upon contains a ‘modular element’, which allows to create on N (and
L 2pNq) a structure which is very similar to the one of a von Neumann alge-
braic quantum group. We then show that with this structure available, we
can turn pP , by which we denote the commutant of the associated right repre-
sentation of xM on L 2pNq, into a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
We then provide some more information about the global structures con-
necting xM , N and pP , and in particular examine the associated C�-algebraic
aspects.

7.1 Galois coactions

Definition 7.1.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, M a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group, and α an integrable coaction of M on N . We call α
a Galois coaction if the Galois homomorphism ρα is faithful, or equivalently,
if the Galois isometry G̃ is a unitary (in which case we call it the Galois
unitary).

We present some natural examples of Galois coactions.

219
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Example 7.1.2. Every dual coaction, or more generally, every semidual
coaction is Galois.

Proof. Recall from [85] that a semidual right coaction of a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N is a right coaction
α for which there exists a unitary v P N bBpL 2pMqq such that

pαb ιqpvq � v13pWM q23

holds. Such coactions are Galois by Proposition 5.12 of [85].

Example 7.1.3. Every integrable outer coaction is Galois.

Proof. Recall again from [85] that a coaction α of a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group M on a von Neumann algebra N is called outer when

N �M X αpNq1 � C � 1N

holds. Thus an integrable outer coaction is automatically Galois, since N �
M is then a factor.

Our next example shows that the natural ‘quantum fibre bundle’ structure
associated to a quantum homogeneous space indeed comes from a Galois
coaction (which seems a prime requisite for any theory generalizing the clas-
sical theory).

Example 7.1.4. If M1 and M are von Neumann algebraic quantum groups,
and pxM1, pF q a closed quantum subgroup of xM , the associated right coaction
α of M1 on M is Galois. Conversely, if M and M1 are von Neumann
algebraic quantum groups for which there is a right Galois coaction α of M1

on M , such that
pιM b αq∆M � p∆M b ιM1qα,

then xM1 can be made into a closed quantum subgroup of xM , in such a way
that α is precisely the coaction by right translations.

Proof. First suppose that pxM1, pF q is a closed quantum subgroup of xM . De-
note pF 1 � C

xM
� pF � C�1

xM1
, and denote

V
pF
� p pF 1 b ιM1qpVM1q.
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Then we can make the following sequence of isomorphisms:

M �M1 � pαpMq Y p1b xM 1
1qq

2

� ppM b 1q Y V �
pF
p1b xM 1

1qV pF q
2

� ppM b 1q Y p pF 1 b ιqp∆
xM 1

1
pxM 1

1qqq
2

� ppM b 1q Y∆
xM 1p pF 1pxM 1

1qqq
2

� pM Y pF 1pxM 1
1qq

2,

where we used that VM1 is the left regular corepresentation for pxM 1
1,∆xM 1

1
q.

Since it’s easy to see that the resulting isomorphism satisfies the require-
ments for the Galois homomorphism (using that V

pF
is actually the unitary

corepresentation implementing α, by Proposition 6.5.2), the coaction is Ga-
lois.

Now suppose that we have a Galois coaction α such that pιM b αq∆M �
p∆M b ιM1qα. Denote by p pA1

u,∆ pA1uq the universal C�-algebraic quantum
group associated with xM 1, and similarly for xM 1

1. Then just as in Proposition
6.5.2, the unitary implemntation U of α is determined by

UpΛψM pxq b ΛϕM1
pyqq � pΛψM b ΛϕM1

qpαpxqp1b yqq

for x P NψM and y P NϕM1
, and further U P xM 1bM1 with p∆

xM 1bιM1qpUq �

U13U23. From this, it is easy to conclude that pxM1, pπαq is a closed quantum
subgroup of xM , using the concrete form of the implementation of pπα. Since
also U � ppπ1α b ιM1qpVM1q, we also get that α is precisely the coaction
associated to the closed quantum subgroup pxM1, pπαq.
7.2 Structure of Galois objects

Our main object of study from now on will be the Galois coactions which
have trivial coinvariants. We show that such coactions automatically have
a (unique) invariant nsf weight, but our approach is different from the one
for algebraic quantum groups: we will first search a 1-cocycle to deform ϕN

(which will be of the form ν
it2{2
M δitN , for some non-singular positive operator

δNηN), and then show that this deformation is an invariant nsf weight on N .
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Definition 7.2.1. If N is a von Neumann algebra, M a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group and αN an ergodic Galois coaction of M on N , we
call pN,αN q a right Galois object for M .

In the rest of this section, we suppose that we have fixed some right Galois
object N for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group M . Then

TαN � pιN b ϕM qαN

itself will already be an nsf weight on N , so we denote it by ϕN . Then
NTαN

� NϕN . We will from now on use a different notation for the stan-
dard GNS map: whenever working with a Galois object, we will write ΛN
instead of ΛϕN . We further denote σϕNt as σNt and ∇itϕN as ∇itN . We keep
denoting the unitary implementation of αN by U .

For such a Galois object, N �M �
ραN

N2 becomes the whole of BpL 2pNqq,

and ϕ2 � Trp �∇N q. Further, we can identify L 2pN2q with L 2pNqbL 2pNq
by the map

Λϕ2pΛN pxqΛN py
�q�q Ñ ΛN pxq b ΛN pyq for x, y P TϕN .

For x P BpL 2pNqq, we then have

πN2pxq � πN pxq b 1, θN2pxq � 1b θN pxq,

while the modular structure of N2 is given by

∇itN2
� ∇itN b∇itN

and
JN2 � ΣpJN b JN q.

We remark that now for x, y P NϕN , we have

G̃pΛN pxq b ΛN pyqq � ΣpΛN b ΛM qpαN pxqpy b 1qq,

by a simple argument, and then also

pιb ωqpG̃qΛN pxq � ΛM ppω b ιM qαN pxqq

for all x P NϕN and ω P N�.

The following piece of extra structure on N has already been obtained (see
the remark after Proposition 6.4.13).
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Definition 7.2.2. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann alge-
braic quantum group M . We call the one-parametergroup

τϕNt : N Ñ N : xÑ P itϕNxP
�it
ϕN

the scaling group of the Galois object N .

We will denote τϕNt as τNt , and PϕN as PN .

We prove some statements concerning the Galois unitary G̃ for a Galois
object N (see Definition 6.4.2 and the discussion just before it). Note that
L 2pNq carries the right xM -�-representation pθαN , and that we had denoted

by pQ �

� pP pNpO xM
�

the linking von Neumann algebra between the right

xM -modules L 2pMq and L 2pNq.

Lemma 7.2.3. 1. G̃ P pO bN .

2. G̃12U13 � pVM q13G̃12.

Proof. The first statement follows by the second and third commutation
relation of Lemma 6.4.10. Since for ω PM�, we have pιbωqpUq � pπ1αN ppιb
ωqpVM qq, the second statement also follows from the second commutation
relation of Lemma 6.4.10.

The following is just a restatement of Lemma 6.4.5.

Lemma 7.2.4. The map G̃ satisfies the identity

G̃pJN b JN qΣ � ΣUΣpJ
xM
b JN qG̃.

Now we prove a pentagonal identity:

Proposition 7.2.5. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M . Then

pW
xM
q12G̃13G̃23 � G̃23G̃12.

Proof. For x P NϕN and ω P BpL 2pNqq�, we have pωb ιM qpαN pxqq P NϕM ,
by Lemma 6.3.10. Now consider ω of the form ωΛN pyq,ΛN pzq with y, z P NϕN .
Then

pι
pO
b ωqpG̃qΛN pxq � ΛM ppω b ιM qpαN pxqqq.
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Using the closedness of the map ΛM , we can conclude that the previous
identity holds for all ω P BpL 2pNqq�.

Now for x P NϕN , ω PM� and ω1 P N�, we have, using W
xM
� ΣW �

MΣ,

pι
xM
b ωqpW

xM
qpι
pO
b ω1qpG̃qΛN pxq

� ΛM ppω1 b ω b ιM qppιN b∆M qpαN pxqqqq

� ΛM ppω1 b ω b ιM qppαN b ιM qpαN pxqqqq

� ΛM ppppω b ω1q � αop
N q b ιM qpαN pxqqq

� pι
pO
b ppω b ω1q � αop

N qqpG̃qΛN pxq,

from which we conclude

pW
xM
q12G̃13 � pι

pO
b αop

N qpG̃q.

Since
pι
pO
b αop

N qpG̃q � G̃23G̃12G̃
�
23

by the first commutation relation in Lemma 6.4.10, the result follows.

Remark: When N and M have infinite-dimensional separable preduals, then
choosing a unitary u : L 2pMq Ñ L 2pNq, the unitary v � G̃pu b 1q in
BpL 2pMqq bN will satisfy pιb αN qpvq � pW

xM
q13v12. So in this case there

is a one-to-one correspondence between Galois objects and ergodic semi-dual
coactions. The same is true when either N or M are finite-dimensional, since
in this case one can show that they then both have the same dimension.1

However, we do not know of an easy argument showing that for general Ga-
lois objects, an orthonormal basis of L 2pNq has the same cardinality as one
for L 2pMq, which would make the previous statement true for any Galois
object.

We have the following density results:

Lemma 7.2.6. 1. The space

L � tpω b ιN qpG̃q | ω P BpL
2pNq,L 2pMqq�u

is σ-weakly dense in N .
1We do not know of a concrete reference for this fact, but it follows easily from the

results in the tenth chapter.
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2. The space
K � tpι

pO
b ωqpG̃q | ω P BpL 2pNqq�u

is σ-weakly dense in pO.

Proof. By the pentagonal identity for G̃ in Proposition 7.2.5, the linear span
of the pωbιqpG̃q will be an algebra. Further, for any x P NϕN and m P NϕM ,
we have

p1bm�qαN pxq P MpιbϕM q

and
pωΛN pxq,Λpmq b ιqpG̃q � pιb ϕM qpp1bm�qαN pxqq,

by an easy calculation. From this, we can conclude that the σ-weak closure
of L coincides with the σ-weak closure of the span of

tpιb ωqpαN pxqq | ω PM�, x P Nu,

so that this σ-weak closure will be a unital sub-von Neumann algebra of
N (see also the proof of Proposition 1.21 of [92]), which is known to be
dense in N (a fact which holds for any coaction α). For completeness, we
give a proof of this last fact. Suppose ω P N� is orthogonal to L. By
the biduality theorem (see [32], and also Theorem 2.6 of [85]), we have
that pαN pNq Y p1 b BpL 2pMqqqq2 equals N b BpL 2pMqq. So for any
x P N b BpL 2pNqq and ω1 P BpL 2pNqq�, pι b ω1qpxq can be σ-weakly
approximated by elements of the form pι b ω1qpxnq with xn in the algebra
generated by αN pNq and 1 b BpH q, and any such element can in turn be
approximated by an element in the algebra generated by elements of the
form pι b ω2qpαN pxnmqq, ω2 P BpL 2pMqq� and xnm P N , by using an or-
thogonal basis argument. It follows that ω vanishes on the whole of N , and
hence L is σ-weakly dense in N .

For the second statement, note that, again by the pentagonal identity for
G̃, we have that K is closed under left multiplication with elements of the
form pιb ωqpW

xM
q for ω P M�. Hence, as in the proof of Proposition 5.7.3,

it is enough to show that if z P pN satisfies K � z � 0, then z � 0. But take
x, y P TϕN , and m P Nϕ

xM 1
. Then

pιb ωΛN pxq,ΛN pyqqpG̃
�qpΓM pmq � pπ1αN pmqxΛN pσN�ipy

�qq

by Lemma 5.7.7 and Lemma 6.4.3. Hence K� �L 2pMq is dense in L 2pNq,
and necessarily z � 0.
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Proposition 7.2.7. We have the following commutation relations:

1. G̃p∇itN b∇itN q � pδ�itM ∇
�it
xM

b∇itN qG̃,

2. G̃p∇itN b P itN q � p∇itM b P itN qG̃,

3. G̃pP itN b P itN q � pP itM b P itN qG̃.

Proof. The first identity follows immediately from Lemma 6.4.5 and Propo-
sition 6.3.15, while the other two follow by using the definition of G, the
implementation of Lemma 6.4.15 and the identities in Lemma 6.4.14.

Lemma 7.2.8. For any m PM 1, the operator G̃�pmb 1qG̃ lies in N 1 bN .

Proof. Clearly, the second leg lies in N . Since G̃py b 1qG̃� � αop
N pyq for

y P N , the first leg of G̃�pmb 1qG̃ must be inside N 1.

Remark: For general Galois coactions α, this lemma is still true if we replace
N 1bN by πN2

l pNq1XN3, where N3 is the next step in the tower construction:

Nα � N � N2 � N3,

where N3 is precisely BpL 2pNqq bN in case of a Galois object. However,
it is the degeneracy of πN2

l pNq1 XN3, i.e. the fact that it can be written as
an ordinary tensor product, which allows us to continue.

Consider H it � G̃�pJMδ
it
MJM b 1qG̃ in N 1 bN .

Lemma 7.2.9. There exist non-singular positive h, k affiliated with respec-
tively N 1 and N such that H it � hit b kit for all t P R. Moreover, we have
αN pk

itq � kit b δitM for t P R.

Proof. We show that H itpBpL 2pNqq b 1qH�it � BpL 2pNqq b 1. Since
BpL 2pNqq � ραN pN �Mq, we only have to show that H itpN b 1qH�it �

pN b1q and H itppπ1αN pxM 1qb1qH�it � ppπ1αN pxM 1qb1q. Now the first equality
is clear as the first leg of H it lies in N 1. As for the second equality, applying
G̃p � qG̃�, this is equivalent with AdpJMδitMJM qpxM 1q � xM 1, which is easily
seen to be true.

Denote by h a positive operator which implements the automorphism group
AdpH itq on BpL 2pNqq, so

AdpH itqpxb 1q � pAdphitqpxqq b 1
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for all x P BpL 2pNqq. (This is well-known to be possible for L 2pNq separa-
ble (see e.g. Theorem XI.3.11 of [84]). An easy maximality argument shows
that, in this case, it holds regardless of separability.) Then h is non-singular,
with h affiliated with N 1, and H it � hit b kit for a positive non-singular k
affiliated with N .

Note now that W �
xM
pJMδ

it
MJM b 1qW

xM
� JMδ

it
MJM b δitM , which can be

computed for example by Lemma 4.14 and the formulas in Proposition 4.17
of [92]. Then using the pentagonal identity for G̃, we have

pιb αop
N qpH

itq � G̃23H
it
12G̃

�
23

� G̃23G̃
�
12pJMδ

it
MJM b 1b 1qG̃12G̃

�
23

� G̃�
13pWxM q

�
12G̃23pJMδ

it
MJM b 1b 1qG̃�

23pWxM q12G̃13

� G̃�
13pJMδ

it
MJM b δitM b 1qG̃13

� hit b δitM b kit,

so that αN pkitq � kit b δitM .

The operator k which appears in the lemma is determined up to a positive
scalar. We will now fix some k, and denote it as δN .

Definition 7.2.10. We call δN the modular element of the Galois object
N .

Lemma 7.2.11. With the notation of the previous lemma, we have

1. h � JNδ
�1
N JN ,

2. σNt pδ
is
N q � νistM δisN ,

3. τNt pδ
is
N q � δisN .

Proof. Denoting again H it � G̃�pJMδ
it
MJM b 1qG̃, we first prove that

ΣpJN b JN qH
itpJN b JN qΣ � H it.

Using Lemma 7.2.4, the left hand side equals

G̃�pJ
xM
b JN qΣU�ΣpJMδitMJM b 1qΣUΣpJ

xM
b JN qG̃.

As U P BpL 2pNqq bM , this reduces to G̃�pJ
xM
JMδ

it
MJMJxM b 1qG̃. Since

JM commutes with J
xM

up to a scalar of modulus 1, and since δitM commutes
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with J
xM

, we find that this expression reduces to G̃�pJMδ
it
MJM b1qG̃ � H it.

So
JNδ

it
NJN b JNh

itJN � hit b δitN ,

which implies that there exists a positive scalar r such that hit � ritJNδ
it
NJN .

But plugging this back into the above equality, we find that r2it � 1 for all
t, hence r � 1.

For the second statement, we easily get, using the first commutation relation
of Proposition 7.2.7, that

p∇itN b∇itN qpJNδisNJN b δisN qp∇�it
N b∇�it

N q � pJNδ
is
NJN b δisN q.

This implies that there exists a positive number νN such that σNt pδ
is
N q �

νistN δisN . We must show that νN � νM .

But we know now that δisN is analytic with respect to σNt . So if x P MϕN ,
then also xδisN and δisNx are integrable. We have for such x that, choosing
some state ω P N�,

ϕN pδ
is
Nxq � ϕM ppω b ιqpαN pδ

is
Nxqqq

� ϕM pδ
is
M pωpδ

is
N � q b ιqpαN pxqqq

� νsMϕM ppωpδ
is
N � q b ιqpαN pxqqδ

is
M q

� νsMϕM ppωpδ
is
N � δ�isN q b ιqpαN pxδ

is
N qqq

� νsMϕN pxδ
is
N q.

This shows σN�ipδ
is
N q � νsMδ

is
N , which implies νN � νM .

As for the last statement, this follows from

αN pτ
N
t σ

N
�tpδ

is
N qq � pιb τMt σM�tqαN pδ

is
N q

� δisN b τMt σM�tpδ
is
M q

� ν�istM αN pδ
is
N q.

By Connes’ cocycle derivative theorem (Theorem 5.2.8), we can now make
the nsf weight ψN :� ϕN pδ

1{2
N � δ

1{2
N q, by which we mean the deformation of

ϕN by the 1-cocycle wt � ν
it2{2
M δitN .
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Theorem 7.2.12. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann al-
gebraic quantum group M . Then the weight ψN is invariant with respect to
αN .

Proof. Let x P N be a left multiplier of δ1{2
N such that xδ1{2

N is an element
of NϕN . Then x P NψN , and there is a unique semi-cyclic representation
ΓN for ψN in L 2pNq such that ΓN pxq � ΛN pxδ

1{2
N q for all such x (see the

remark before Proposition 1.15 in [56]). Choose ξ P Dpδ
�1{2
M q. Then for any

η P L 2pMq, we have pιbωξ,ηqαN pxq a left multiplier of δ1{2
N , and the closure

of ppι b ωξ,ηqαN pxqqδ
1{2
N equals pι b ω

δ
�1{2
M ξ,η

qαN pxδ
1{2q. By the concrete

formula for U in Definition-Proposition 6.3.11, we conclude that this last
operator is in NϕN , and that its image under ΛN equals pιbωξ,ηqpUqΓN pxq.
Then by the closedness of ΓN , we can conclude that for x of the above form,
pιb ωqpαN pxqq P NψN for every ω PM�, with

ΓN ppιb ωqpαN pxqqq � pιb ωqpUqΓN pxq.

Since such x form a σ-strong-norm core for ΓN , the same statement holds
for a general x P NψN . From this, it is standard to conclude the invariance:
take ω � ωξ,ξ P M

�
� and x � y�y P M�

ψN
. Let ξi denote an orthonormal

basis for L 2pMq. Then by the lower-semi-continuity of ψN , we find

ψN ppιb ωξ,ξqpαN py
�yqqq

� ψN p
¸
n

pιb ωξ,ξnqpαN pyqq
�ppιb ωξ,ξnqpαN pyqqqq

�
¸
n

ψN ppιb ωξ,ξnqpαN pyqq
�ppιb ωξ,ξnqpαN pyqqq

�
¸
n

}ΓN ppιb ωξ,ξnqpαN pyqqq}
2

�
¸
n

}pιb ωξ,ξnqpUqΓN pyqq}
2

� xΓN pyq, p
¸
n

ppιb ωξn,ξqpU
�qpιb ωξ,ξnqpUqqΓN pyqqy

� xΓN pyq, pιb ωξ,ξqpU
�UqΓN pyqy

� ψN py
�yqωξ,ξp1q,

hence ψN ppιb ωqpαN pxqqq � ψN pxqωp1q.
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Remark: It is natural to ask if there is a corresponding result for a general
Galois coaction α. We briefly show that one can not expect too much: there
does not have to exist an invariant nsf operator valued weight T 1α, i.e. an op-
erator valued weightN� Ñ pNαq�,ext such that T 1αppιbωqαpxqq � ωp1qT 1αpxq
for ω P M�

� and x P M�
T 1α

. To give an explicit example, suppose α is an
outer left coaction of a von Neumann algebraic quantum group M on a
factor N . Then by outerness, there is a unique nsf operator valued weight
pM 
Nq� Ñ αpNq�,ext (up to a scalar), namely pιb ϕ

xM
qpα, where pα is the

dual right coaction. But if xM is not unimodular, then this operator val-
ued weight is not invariant. On the other hand, this does not rule out the
possibility that there exists an invariant nsf weight : for if the original coac-
tion has an invariant nsf weight ψN (for example, the coactions occurring in
[86]), then one checks that x P pM 
Nq� Ñ ψ

xM
ppιM b ψN qpxqq P r0,�8s

is a well-defined pα-invariant nsf weight on M 
N . We do not know of any
example of a Galois coaction without invariant weights.

Lemma 7.2.13. The one-parametergroups P itN and JNδitNJN commute.

Proof. Choose x in the Tomita algebra of ϕN . Since P itN , by its definition,
commutes with each ∇isN , we have that τNt induces automorphisms of the
Tomita algebra of ϕN , hence

P itNJNΛN pxq � P itNΛN pσNi{2pxq
�q

� ν
t{2
M ΛN pσNi{2pτ

N
t pxqq

�q

� JNP
it
NΛN pxq,

and P itN commutes with JN .

Further, since τNt pδ
is
N q � δisN , we also have that P itN commutes with δisN , and

the lemma follows.

By the previous lemma, we can define a new one-parametergroup of unitaries
∇it
pN
� P itNJNδ

it
NJN .

Proposition 7.2.14. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M . Then ∇�it

pN
pπ1αN pmq∇itpN � pπ1αN pσxM 1

t pmqq for

m P xM 1.
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Proof. By an easy adjustment of Lemma 6.4.15, and using the relative invari-
ance property of δitN , we get that ∇it

pN
ΛψN pxq � ΛψN pτ

N
t pxqδ

�it
N q for x P NψN ,

If we apply pι b ωqpUq to this with ω P M�, then, using the commutation
rules between αN , τNt and δitN , we get

pιb ωqpUq∇it
pN
ΛψN pxq � ΛψN pτ

N
t ppιb ωpτMt p � qδ�itM qqαN pxqqδ

�it
N q.

This shows

∇�it
pN
pπ1αN ppιb ωqpVM qq∇it

pN
� pπ1αN ppιb ωpτMt p � qδ�itM qqpVM qq.

But by doing this same calculation with N �M , and using that in this case
PM , δM and ∇

xM
, as constructed for the Galois object pM,∆M q, coincide

with the original operators, by the known commutation relations for von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups, we get that

∇�it
xM
ppιb ωqpVM qq∇it

xM
� pιb ωpτMt p � qδ�itM qqpVM q.

Since ∇it
xM
� ∇�it

xM 1
, we get that

∇�it
pN
pπ1αN ppιb ωqpVM qq∇it

pN
� pπ1αN pσxM 1

t ppιb ωqpVM qqq.

Then of course the same holds with pιbωqpVM q replaced by a general element
of xM 1, thus proving the proposition.

Proposition 7.2.15. The following commutation relations hold:

1. p∇itM b∇it
pN
qG̃ � G̃p∇itN b∇it

pN
q,

2. p∇it
xM
b P itN qG̃ � G̃p∇it

pN
b P itNδ

it
N q.

Proof. The first formula follows by the second formula in Proposition 7.2.7,
and the fact that the second leg of G̃ lies in N . The second formula follows
from the fact that also ∇it

xM
� JMδ

it
MJMP

it
M , then using the third formula of

Proposition 7.2.7 and the first formula in Lemma 7.2.11 together with the
definition of δN .

Proposition 7.2.16. Up to a positive constant, ψN is the only invariant,
and ϕN the only δM -invariant weight on N .
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Proof. The claim about ϕN follows immediately by Lemma 3.9 of [85] and
the fact that αN is ergodic. The second statement can be proven in the
same fashion.

We remark that of course all results hold as well in the context of left Galois
coactions: if pN, γN q is a left Galois object for a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group P , then pN, γop

N q is a right Galois object for P cop, and in
this way, we can apply the constructions of this section to left Galois objects.
In particular, with ψN � pψPbιqγN , by the Galois unitary for the left Galois
object pN, γN q we shall mean the unitary

H̃ : L 2pNq bL 2pNq Ñ L 2pNq bL 2pP q

ΛψN pxq b ΛψN pyq Ñ pΛψP b ΛψN qpγN pxqp1b yqq, x, y P NψN .

We end this section by showing that a right �-Galois object for a �-algebraic
quantum group (see Definition 3.9.1) can be completed to a right Galois
object for the associated von Neumann algebraic quantum group. The fact
that a �-algebraic quantum group can be completed to a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group (or rather a C�-algebraic quantum group) was
shown in [53].

Proposition 7.2.17. Let A be a �-algebraic quantum group, and M its
associated von Neumann algebraic quantum group. Let pB,αBq be a right
�-Galois object for A. Then one can construct canonically a right M -Galois
object N , whose underlying von Neumann algebra contains B as a σ-weak
dense sub-�-algebra, and such that αN pbqp1 b aq � αBpbqp1 b aq for b P B
and a P A.

Proof. By the discussion in Section 3.9, we conclude that B, endowed with
the scalar product

xb1, by � ϕBpb
� � bq,

is a pre-Hilbert space. Let L 2pBq be its completion. We will denote the
image of b in L 2pBq by ΛBpbq.

Now define
G̃B : ΛBpBq d ΛBpBq Ñ ΛM pAq d ΛBpBq :

ΛBpbq b ΛBpb1q Ñ ΛM pbp1qq b ΛBpbp0qb
1q.
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This is easily checked to be a surjective isometry, hence it extends to a
unitary

L 2pBq bL 2pBq Ñ L 2pMq bL 2pBq,

which we will denote by the same symbol. Clearly, if b, b1 P B and a P A, we
have

pωΛBpbq,ΛM paq b ιqpG̃BqΛBpb1q � ΛBpϕApa�bp1qq bp0qb
1q.

Since any element of B can be written as a linear combination of elements
of the form ϕApa

�bp1qq bp0q, we conclude that the operators

πBpbq : ΛBpBq Ñ ΛBpBq : ΛBpb1q Ñ ΛBpbb1q

extend to bounded operators on L 2pBq, and then π clearly becomes a faith-
ful �-homomorphism B Ñ BpL 2pBqq. We will from now on identify B with
its image πBpBq.

Let N be the σ-weak closure of B, which is then a von Neumann algebra
containing 1BpL 2pBqq. Since

G̃Bpbb 1qG̃�
Bpab 1q � αop

B pbqpab 1q,

which lies in AdB, we must have that G̃BpN b 1qG̃�
B � N bM . Denote

αN : N Ñ N bM : xÑ ΣG̃Bpxb 1qG̃�
BΣ.

Then αN is a normal unital faithful �-homomorphism. Moreover, for b, b1 P B
and a P A, we have αBpbqp1 b aq � αN pbqp1 b aq and pb1 b 1qαBpbq �
pb1 b 1qαN pbq, and hence

pb1b1b1qppαNbιM qαN pbqqp1b1baq � pb1b1b1qppιNb∆M qαN pbqqp1b1baq,

from which we conclude that αN is a coaction.

We have to show now that pN,αN q is a right M -Galois object. First remark
that by Theorem 3.9.4, and the fact that σB has positive eigenvalues, we can
extend σB to a complex one-parametergroup σBz on B such that σB�i � σB
(see the end of section 4.4). If we then define UpzqΛBpbq :� ΛBpσBz pbqq,
then we clearly have the structure of a Tomita algebra. Hence there exists
a unique nsf weight ϕN on N , such that ϕN pbq � ϕBpbq for b P B, and
moreover, we can identify L 2pNq with L 2pBq. We again denote the GNS
map for ϕN by ΛN , and we identify ΛB with ΛN restricted to B.
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Now let b P B. Then for b1 P B, we compute:

ωΛN pb1q,ΛN pb1qpTαN pb
�bqq � ϕM ppωΛN pb1q,ΛN pb1q b ιqαN pb

�bqq

� ϕM ppϕB b ιqppb1� b 1qαBpb�bqpb1 b 1qqq
� ϕAppϕB b ιqppb1� b 1qαBpb�bqpb1 b 1qqq
� ϕBpb

�bqϕBpb
1�b1q.

By lower-semicontinuity, we conclude that TαN pb
�bq is bounded, and equal

to ϕBpb�bq. Hence b P NTαN
, and so αN is integrable.

Now note that similarly as for ϕB, we can extend ψB to an nsf weight ψN
on N . Then we can construct a unitary U , uniquely defined by the property
that

UpΛψN pbq b ΛϕM paqq � pΛψB b ΛϕM qpαBpbqp1b aqq

for all b P B and a P A. An easy computation shows that

Upbb 1qU�p1b aq � αBpbqp1b aq

for b P B and a P A. Hence

Upxb 1qU� � αN pxq

for x P N . Further, for a, a1 P A, and ω � ωΛM paq,ΛM pa1q, we have

pιb ωqpUqΛBpbq � ΛBppιb ϕAqpp1b a1�qαBpbqp1b aqqq.

Using the modular property and the fact that A2 � A, we see that for all
ω P pA, the left module action of pA extends to a homomorphism πα : pA Ñ
BpL 2pBqq. Now if b P B, then b is in the Tomita algebra of ϕN . If then
a P A, and ω � ϕApa � q, we get, for b1 P B, that

θN pbqπαpωqΛN pb1q � ΛN pωpb1p1qqb
1
p0qσ

B
�i{2pbqq

� ΛN pϕApab1p1qqb
1
p0qσ

B
�i{2pbqq

� ΛN pϕBpar2sb1qar1sσB�i{2pbqq,

by Proposition 3.4.1. By the Corollary 3.5.2, we conclude that θN pBqπαp pAq
consists of all finite rank operators of the form

°
i lΛN pbiql

�
ΛN pb

1
iq

, where

bi, b
1
i P B. In particular, θN pBqπαp pAq is σ-weakly dense in BpL 2pNqq.

Now if x P NαN , it clearly commutes with θN pBq. Since x is a coinvariant,
it commutes with the first leg of U , and hence it also commutes with all
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elements of παp pAq. So then x must be a scalar multiple of the identity, and
we conclude that αN is ergodic.

Since the Galois isometry for αN clearly coincides with G̃B, we get that N
is a right M -Galois object.

7.3 The reflection technique

In this section, we construct a (possibly) new von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group, starting from a right Galois object. The main technicality con-
sists in constructing its invariant weights.

For the rest of this section, let N be a fixed right Galois object for some
von Neumann algebraic quantum group M . We use notation as in the

previous section. In particular, denote as before by pQ �

� pQ11
pQ12pQ21
pQ22

�
�� pP pNpO xM

�
the linking von Neumann algebra between the right xM -modules

L 2pMq and L 2pNq. We will denote, as already indicated in the part
on linking von Neumann algebras (see section 5.5), the natural inclusionpQ � B

�
L 2pNq
L 2pMq



by π

pQ,2, and its parts as π
pQ,2
ij , although we will also

use the notation pπ2
ij , or no symbol at all. We will also identify the pQij with

their parts in pQ again.

Lemma 7.3.1. We have G̃�p1b pNqW
xM
� pN b pN .

Proof. Let x be an element of pN . As the first leg of W
xM

lies in xM , and the
first leg of G̃ is a left xM 1-module intertwiner, it is clear that for any m P xM ,
we have

G̃�p1b xqW
xM
pθ
xM
pmq b 1q � ppθαN pmq b 1qG̃�p1b xqW

xM
.

On the other hand, we have to prove that for all m P xM ,

G̃�p1b xqW
xM
p1b θ

xM
pmqq � p1b pθαN pmqqG̃�p1b xqW

xM
. (7.1)
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Now as G̃ is a right N �M -map, we have

p1b pθαN pmqqG̃� � G̃�pR
xM
b pθαN qp∆xM pmqq,

using the fourth commutation relation of Lemma 6.4.10 in a slightly adapted
form. Since also

W
xM
p1b θ

xM
pmqq � pR

xM
b θ
xM
qp∆
xM
pmqqW

xM
,

the stated commutation follows from the intertwining property of x, as
xθ
xM
pmq � pθαN pmqx.

Denote the corresponding map by

∆
pN

: pN Ñ pN b pN : xÑ G̃�p1b xqW
xM

Then we can also define

∆
pO

: pO Ñ pO b pO : xÑ ∆
pN
px�q�,

and
∆
pP

: pP Ñ pP b pP : xÑ G̃�p1b xqG̃,

since pQ21 � p pQ12q
� and the span of pQ12

pQ21 is σ-weakly dense in pP . Finally,
we denote by ∆

pQ
the map

pQÑ pQb pQ : xij Ñ p∆ijpxijq, xij P pQij ,
where we denote p∆11 � ∆

pP
, p∆12 � ∆

pN
, p∆21 � ∆

pO
and p∆22 � ∆

xM
. Then

∆
pQ

is easily seen to be a (non-unital) normal �-homomorphism.

Lemma 7.3.2. The map ∆
pQ

is coassociative.

Proof. This follows trivially by Proposition 7.2.5.

Since JNpπ1αN pmq�JN � pπ1αN pJMm�JM q for m P xM 1, we can define a unital
anti-�-automorphism R

pQ
: pQ Ñ pQ by sending x P pQ12 to JMx

�JN P pQ21,
and then extending it in the natural way.

Lemma 7.3.3. We have ∆
pQ
pR
pQ
pxqq � pR

pQ
bR

pQ
q∆op
pQ
pxq for x P pQ.
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Proof. We only have to check whether

G̃�p1b JNxJM qWxM � pJN b JN qΣG̃�p1b xqW
xM

ΣpJM b JM q

for x P pQ12. But using Lemma 7.2.4 twice, once for N and once for M itself,
the right hand side reduces:

pJN b JN qΣG̃�p1b xqW
xM

ΣpJM b JM q

� G̃�pJ
xM
b JN qΣU�Σp1b xqW

xM
ΣpJM b JM q

� G̃�pJ
xM
b JN qp1b xqΣV �

MΣW
xM

ΣpJM b JM q

� G̃�p1b JNxJM qWxM .

In particular, this provides pP with the structure of a coinvolutive Hopf-von
Neumann algebra structure. Our next goal is to find a left invariant nsf
weight for it.

We have shown in Proposition 7.2.14 that the modular automorphism group
of ϕ

xM 1 on xM 1 can be implemented on L 2pNq by the one-parametergroup
∇it
pN
� P itNJNδ

it
NJN . Then by Proposition 5.5.5, we can construct an nsf

weight ϕ
pP

on pP which has ∇
pN

as spatial derivative with respect to ϕ
xM 1 �

ϕ1
xM

. Then we can also consider the balanced weight ϕ
pQ
� ϕ

pP
` ϕ
xM

on pQ.

Its modular automorphism group σ
ϕ
pQ

t , which we will denote by σ
pQ
t , is then

implemented by ∇it
pN
`∇it
xM

if we use the faithful representation π pQ,2 of pQ on
L 2pNq `L 2pMq.

We make the identification

pL 2p pQq, π
pQ
,Λϕ

pQ
q � p

�
L 2p pP q L 2pNq

L 2pNq L 2pMq

�
, π
pQ
, ppΛijqq

of the natural semi-cyclic representations of pQ w.r.t. ϕ
pQ
, as explained in

section 5.5 (using the obvious notation-wise adaptation w.r.t p on the right
side). We then also write pΛij � Λ

pN
for example, and we will also write

Λ
xM
bΛ
pN

for the restriction of the GNS-map of ϕ
pQ
bϕ
pQ

to xMb pN � Nϕ
pQ
bϕ
pQ
.

We will now provide another formula for G̃�.
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Proposition 7.3.4. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M . If m P Nϕ

xM
and x P pNXNϕ

pQ
, then ∆

pN
pxqpmb

1q P DpΛ
pN
b Λ

pN
q and

pΛ
pN
b Λ

pN
qp∆
pN
pxqpmb 1qq � G̃�pΛ

xM
pmq b Λ

pN
pxqq.

Proof. Since

pιb ϕ
pQ
qppm� b 1qp∆12pxq

� p∆12pxqpmb 1qq

� pιb ϕ
xM
qppm� b 1q∆

xM
px�xqpmb 1qq

� ϕ
pQ
px�xqm�m

for x P pQ12 and m P xM , it is clear that p∆12pxqpm b 1q P DppΛ12 b pΛ12q for
m P Nϕ

xM
and x P pQ12 XNϕ

pQ
, and that the map

pΛ22pmq b pΛ12pxq Ñ ppΛ12 b pΛ12qpp∆12pxqpmb 1qq

extends to a well-defined isometry. We now show that it coincides with G̃�.

Let z be an element of Nϕ
xM 1

. Then it is sufficient to prove that

p∆12pxqpΛxM pmq b Λ
xM 1pzqq � p1b pπ1αN pzqqG̃�ppΛ22pmq b pΛ12pxqq.

But p∆12pxq � G̃�p1 b xqW
xM

, and bringing G̃ to the other side, G̃p1 bpπ1αN pzqqG̃� can be written as ΣUp1 b J
xM
R
xM 1pzq

�J
xM
qU�Σ by the remarks

in the proof of Lemma 6.4.10. Taking a scalar product in the first factor, it
is then sufficient to prove that for ω P pxM 1q�, we have

xpω b ιqpW
xM
qΛ
xM 1pzq � pιb ωqpUp1b J

xM
R
xM 1pzqJxM qU

�qpΛ12pxq.

But now using again that ppπ1αN b ιqpVM q � U , it is sufficient to show that

pιb ωqpVM p1b J
xM
R
xM 1pzqJxM qV

�
M q P Nϕ

xM 1

and that applying Λ
xM 1 to it gives pωb ιqpW

xM
qΛ
xM 1pzq. We could check this

directly, but we can just as easily backtrack our arguments: we only have
to see if for y P Nϕ

xM
, we have

ypω b ιqpW
xM
qΛ
xM 1pzq � pιb ωqpVM p1b J

xM
R
xM 1pzqJxM qV

�
M qΛxM pyq

for any z P Nϕ
xM 1

. This is then seen to be the same as saying that

pΛ
xM
b Λ
xM
qp∆
xM
pyqpmb 1qq �W �

xM
pΛ
xM
pmq b Λ

xM
pyqq,

which is of course true by definition.
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Lemma 7.3.5. Let x be in NϕN XN �
ϕN

, and a P TϕM , the Tomita algebra
for ϕM . Then

pωΛN px�q,ΛM pσMi paq�q b ιqpG̃q � pωΛM paq,ΛN pxq b ιqpG̃�q.

Proof. Choose ω P N�. Then

ωppωΛN px�q,ΛM pσMi paq�q b ιqpG̃qq � ϕM pσ
M
i paqppω b ιqpαN pxq

�qqq

� ϕM pppω b ιqpαN pxq
�qqaq

� xΛM paq,ΛM ppω b ιqαN pxqqy

� xΛM paq, pιb ωqpG̃qΛN pxqy
� ωppωΛM paq,ΛN pxq b ιqpG̃�qq

Proposition 7.3.6. Let pN,αN q be a right Galois object for a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M . If x P pN X Nϕ

pQ
and y P pO X Nϕ

pQ
, then

∆
pO
pyqpxb 1q in DpΛ

xM
b Λ
pO
q, and

pΛ
xM
b Λ
pO
qp∆
pO
pyqpxb 1qq � pJM b J

pN
qG̃pJN b J

pO
qpΛ
pN
pxq b Λ

pO
pyqq.

Remark: Compare this formula with the identity pJ
xM
bJM qWM pJxMbJM q �

W �
M .

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for y in pQ21 XNϕ
pQ

and ω P pQ�, we have

pω b ιqpp∆21pyqq P Nϕ
pQ
, and

pΛ21ppω b ιqpp∆21pyqqq � pω b ιqppJM b J
pN
qG̃pJN b J

pO
qqpΛ21pyq.

Indeed: supposing this holds, choose z P Nϕ1
pQ
. Then

ppω b ιqpp∆21pyqqqΛϕ1
pQ
pzq � π

pQ1
pzqpω b ιqppJM b J

pN
qG̃pJN b J

pO
qqΛϕ

pQ
pyq.

Choosing x P Nϕ
pQ
X pN , this implies

p∆21pyqpΛϕ
pQ
pxq b Λϕ1

pQ
pzqq

� p1b π
pQ1
pzqqpJM b J

pN
qG̃pJN b J

pO
qpΛϕQpxq b Λϕ

pQ
pyqq.
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Choosing also w P Nϕ1
pQ
, and multiplying the previous expression to the left

with π
pQ1
pwq, we obtain

p∆21pyqpxb 1qpΛϕ1
pQ
pwq b Λϕ1

pQ
pzqq

� pπ
pQ1
pwq b π

pQ1
pzqqpJM b J

pN
qG̃pJN b J

pO
qpΛϕQpxq b Λϕ

pQ
pyqq.

Since Nϕ1
pQ
dNϕ1

pQ
is a core for Λϕ1

pQ
bϕ1
pQ
, we obtain p∆21pyqpxb 1q P Nϕ

pQ
bϕ
pQ

and

ppΛ22 b pΛ21qpp∆21pyqpxb 1qq � pJM b J
pN
qG̃pJN b J

pO
qppΛ12pxq b pΛ21pyqq

by Proposition 5.3.6.

Now the identity

pΛ21ppω b ιqpp∆21pyqqq � pω b ιqppJM b J
pN
qG̃pJN b J

pO
qqpΛ21pyq

is equivalent with

J
pO
pΛ21ppω b ιqpp∆21pyqqq � pωpJM p � q

�JN q b ιqpG̃qJ
pO
pΛ21pyq. (7.2)

We will first prove this identity for special elements y and ω.

Let y P pQ21 X Nϕ
pQ

be in the Tomita algebra of ϕ
pQ
. Let ω be of the form

ωΛN pxq,ΛM paq with x, a in the Tomita algebra of respectively ϕN and ϕM .
Then by the first formula of Lemma 7.2.15 (used both in the general case
and the case where N � M), we have that pω b ιqpp∆21pyqq will also be

analytic for σ
pQ
t , with

σ
pQ
�i{2ppωΛN pxq,ΛM paq b ιqpp∆21pyqq

equal to
pω∇1{2

N ΛN pxq,∇
�1{2
M ΛM paq

b ιqpp∆21pσ
pQ
�i{2pyqqq.

For this, we only have to observe that

z Ñ pω∇izNΛN pxq,∇izMΛM paq b ω̃qpp∆21pσ
pQ
z pyqqq

is an analytic function for any ω̃ P pQ�. Further,

pω b ιqpp∆21pyqq
� � pω b ιqpp∆12py

�qq,
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which will be in DppΛ12q by Proposition 7.3.4, with

pΛ12ppω b ιqpp∆12py
�qqq � pω b ιqpG̃�qpΛ12py

�q.

This shows that pω b ιqpp∆21pyqq P DppΛ21q.

Now by Proposition 7.3.4 and Lemma 7.3.5, we have then also

pΛ12ppω b ιqpp∆12py
�qqq � pωΛN px�q,ΛM pσM�ipa

�qq b ιqpG̃qpΛ12py
�q,

and by Lemma 7.2.15, we have that pωΛN px�q,ΛM pσM�ipa
�qq b ιqpG̃q is analytic

for χNt � Adp∇it
pN
q, with

χN�i{2ppωΛN px�q,ΛM pσM�ipa
�qq b ιqpG̃qq � pωJNΛN pxq,JMΛM paq b ιqpG̃q.

Now if w P BpL 2pNqq is analytic for χNt , this means means that ∇iz
pQ
w∇�iz
pQ

is bounded for any z P C, its closure being precisely χNz pwq. So combining
all this, we get

J
pO
pΛ21ppω b ιqpp∆21pyqqq

� ∇1{2
pQ
pΛ12ppω b ιqpp∆21pyqq

�q

� p∇1{2
pQ
pωΛN px�q,ΛM pσM�ipa

�qq b ιqpG̃q∇�1{2
pQ

q∇1{2
pQ
pΛ12py

�q

� pωJNΛN pxq,JMΛM paq b ιqpG̃qJ
pO
pΛ21pyq

� pωpJM p � q
�JN q b ιqpG̃qJ

pO
pΛ21pyq.

Now by closedness of Λ
pQ
, this equality remains true for ω arbitrary. Since

such y’s form a σ-strong-norm core for pΛ21, the equality is true for any
y P pQ21 XNϕ

pQ
.

Theorem 7.3.7. Let pN,αN q be a right Galois object for a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M . Let pP � pθαpxMq1 be the coinvolutive Hopf-
von Neumann algebra introduced after Lemma 7.3.3. Then the unique nsf
weight ϕ

pP
on pP satisfying dϕ

pP
dϕ1
xM

� ∇
pN

is a left invariant nsf weight on pP .

In particular, pP is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
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Proof. The previous proposition, together with a small adaptation of Lemma
5.7.8 with regard to the inclusion N b 1N � N bN and the operator valued
weight pιN b ϕN q, shows that

pιb ϕ
pP
qp∆
pP
pLξL

�
ξ qq � ϕ

pP
pLξL

�
ξ q

for ξ right-bounded and in the domain of ∇1{2
pN

. From Lemma IX.3.9 of [84],
it follows that also pι b ϕ

pP
qp∆
pP
pbqq � ϕ

pP
pbq for b P M�

ϕ
pP
. Indeed: that

lemma implies that b can be approximated from below by elements of the
form

°n
i�1 LξiL

�
ξi

with ξi right-bounded, and since b is integrable, every ξi

must be in Dp∇1{2
pN
q (cf. Lemma IX.3.12.(i) in [84]). So we can conclude by

lower-semi-continuity that ϕ
pP

is an nsf left invariant weight. Then if R
pP

is
a coinvolution for pP , ψ

pP
:� ϕ

pP
� R
pQ

will be a right invariant nsf weight.

Hence pP is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.

Definition 7.3.8. If N is a right Galois object for a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group M , and p pP ,∆

pP
q the von Neumann algebraic quantum group

constructed from it in the foregoing manner, then we call pP the reflected
von Neumann algebraic quantum group (or just the reflection) of xM across
N . We call the dual P of pP the reflected von Neumann algebraic quantum
group of M across N .

7.4 Linking structures

7.4.1 Linking quantum groupoids

The following definition introduces a notion of W�-Morita equivalence which
takes a comultiplication structure into account.

Definition 7.4.1. A linking weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra two Hopf-
von Neumann algebras2 xM and pP consists of a linking von Neumann alge-
bra p pQ, eq between xM and pP , together with a coassociative normal faithful
�-homomorphism ∆

pQ
: pQÑ pQb pQ, whose restriction to pP and xM coincides

with respectively ∆
pP

and ∆
xM

. If there exists a linking von Neumann alge-
braic quantum groupoid between two Hopf-von Neumann algebras xM and pP ,

2We write them as ‘duals’ to have compatibility with the previous sections later on.
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then we call xM and pP comonoidally W�-Morita equivalent.

When xM and pP are in fact von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, we also
call a linking weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra between xM and pP a linking
von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid between xM and pP .

Remark: Note that we do not assume that ∆
pQ

is unital! In fact: by the
statement that ∆

pQ
should restrict to ∆

pP
and ∆

xM
, we get that

∆
pQ
peq � eb e

as well as
∆
pQ
p1
pQ
� eq � p1

pQ
� eq b p1

pQ
� eq,

so
∆
pQ
p1
pQ
q � peb eq � p1

pQ
� eq b p1

pQ
� eq,

which is not the unit in pQb pQ.

In the following, we will use the notation as for linking von Neumann alge-
bras, but we put an extra p on the symbols, and we drop the extra index pQ
at places.

We refer for example to the discussion concerning linking weak Hopf alge-
bras in subsection 1.2.3 for the intuitive reason for calling this a quantum
groupoid.

Just as we can give an abstract notion of a linking algebra without making
a reference as to what it is a linking algebra between, one can define the
notion of a linking quantum groupoid.

Definition 7.4.2. A linking weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra consists of a
triple p pQ, e,∆

pQ
q for which p pQ, eq is a linking von Neumann algebra, and ∆

pQ

is a (non-unital) normal coassociative faithful �-homomorphism pQÑ pQb pQ
satisfying ∆

pQ
peq � eb e and ∆

pQ
p1
pQ
� eq � p1

pQ
� eq b p1

pQ
� eq.

A linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid is a linking weak Hopf-
von Neumann algebra whose diagonal corners become von Neumann alge-
braic quantum groups by restricting the coproduct.
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As in the case of von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, we will always
suppose that a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid comes
equipped with fixed left invariant nsf weights ϕ

xM
and ϕ

pP
on its corners.

It is clear that a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid is a
linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid between its diagonal cor-
ners. But in fact, we do not even have to assume a priori that the underlying
couple p pQ, eq is a linking von Neumann algebra.

Proposition 7.4.3. Suppose that in the previous definition for a linking
von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid, we replace p pQ, eq by an arbitrary
couple consisting of a von Neumann algebra pQ and a self-adjoint projection
e P pQ which does not lie in the center of pQ. Then p pQ, eq is a linking von
Neumann algebra.

Proof. We have to show that e2 :� e and e1 :� p1 � eq are full. Denote
again pQij � ei pQej . Then for i � j, the σ-weak closure of pQji pQij in pQjj is
a two-sided ideal, so it must be of the form p pQjj for some projection p in
the center of pQjj . Since p∆jjp pQji pQijq � p pQji pQij b pQji pQijq, we must havep∆jjppq ¤ p1 b pq. Then p must be either 1 or 0 by Lemma 6.4 of [56]. ButpQij is non-zero, by the non-centrality of e. Hence p � 1, and the fullness of
e and 1

pQ
� e follows.

Remark: The previous proposition easily implies that von Neumann alge-
braic quantum groupoids correspond exactly to those measured quantum
groupoids for which the basis is C2, and for which the source and target
maps coincide and have their image outside the center of the underlying
von Neumann algebra. This correspondence will be proven in more detail
in Example 11.1.9.

In any case, it is easy to see that the triple p pQ,� 0 0
0 1

xM



,∆
pQ
q which

we constructed from a right Galois object, will be a linking von Neumann
algebraic quantum groupoid. We will show later on that any linking von
Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid arises in this way.

Now fix a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid p pQ, eq between
two von Neumann algebraic quantum groups xM and pP . We will denote
e1 � p1

pQ
� eq and e2 � e. Moreover, we will also write f1 � θ

pQ
pe1q and

f2 � θ
pQ
pe2q. Finally, since the corners xM and pP are now in a symmetric
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position with respect to each other, we will rather suppress the notation π
pQ

for the standard left representation, and explicitly use the notations pπ1 andpπ2 for the restrictions to the two columns of L 2p pQq.
By the general theory in the first section of the final chapter, we can define
a partial isometry

W �
pQ

: L 2p pQq bL 2p pQq Ñ L 2p pQq bL 2p pQq,
uniquely determined by

W �
pQ
pΛϕ

pQ
pxq b Λϕ

pQ
pyqq � pΛϕ

pQ
b Λϕ

pQ
qp∆
pQ
pyqpxb 1

pQ
qq.

Its source projection will be the projection onto the direct sum of the parts
L 2p pQkjq b L 2p pQikq of L 2p pQq b L 2p pQq, with i, j, k ranging over 1 and 2,
and its range projection will be the projection onto the direct sum of the
parts L 2p pQijq bL 2p pQikq. In fact, W �

pQ
splits into unitaries

pxW j
ikq

� : L 2p pQkjq bL 2p pQikq Ñ L 2p pQijq bL 2p pQikq,
determined by the same formula as for W �

pQ
.

7.4.2 Co-linking quantum groupoids

We now define abstractly the duals of linking quantum groupoids.

Definition 7.4.4. A co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid
consists of a von Neumann algebra Q, four non-zero central self-adjoint pro-
jections pij P Q and a (non-unital) normal coassociative �-homomorphism
∆Q : Q Ñ Q b Q, such that ∆Qppijq �

°2
k�1 pik b pkj, and such that,

denoting Qij � pij �Q and

∆k
ij : Qij Ñ Qik bQkj : xÑ ppik b pkjq∆Qpxq,

there exist nsf weights ϕQij and ψQij on Qij such that

pιQik b ϕQkjqp∆
k
ijpxijqq � ϕQijpxijq � 1Qik

for all xij P M�

ϕQij
and

pψQik b ιQkj qp∆
k
ijpxijqq � ψQijpxijq � 1Qkj

for all xij P M�

ψQij
.
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Note that in terms of the parts ∆k
ij , the coassociativity condition reads

p∆l
ik b ιQkj q∆

k
ijpxijq � pιQil b∆k

ljq∆
l
ijpxijq

for x P Qik and i, j, k, l P t1, 2u.

This definition can again be given more succinctly using the language of
measured quantum groupoids: co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoids correspond exactly to those measured quantum groupoids on base
space C2 whose target and source maps do end up in the center of the under-
lying von Neumann algebra, and such that moreover their ranges generate
a copy of the algebra C4. We again make this correspondence exact in Ex-
ample 11.1.9. We also show there that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids and co-linking
von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids, using the ‘duality functor’ be-
tween measured quantum groupoids.

If Q is a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid, we will also
write Q11 � P,Q21 � O,Q12 � N and Q22 � M . We further person-
alize the ∆k

ij : we write ∆1
11 � ∆P ,∆1

12 � γN ,∆1
21 � αO,∆1

22 � βP and
∆2

22 � ∆M ,∆2
12 � αN ,∆2

21 � γO,∆1
22 � βM . We then also index the weights

in the definition by letters instead of numbers when more convenient. We
also denote ϕQ � `2

i,jϕij , which is now just a direct sum of weights. Note
that we can canonically identify L 2pQijq with πQpeijqL

2pQq, and we will
of course do so in the following. Also note that M and P are then von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups, with ϕ22 � ϕM , resp. ϕ11 � ϕP as left
invariant nsf weights, so that there is no conflict of notation. It is further
easily observed that αN is a right coaction of M on N , using the (piecewise)
coassociativity of ∆Q (and similarly for the maps αO, γN and γO). The maps
βM and βP will be called the external comultiplications.

Just as for linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids, it is easy to
show that there is a unique map

WQ : L 2pQq bL 2pQq Ñ L 2pQq bL 2pQq

such that for x, y P NϕQ , we have

W �
QpΛϕQpxq b ΛϕQpyqq � pΛϕQ b ΛϕQqp∆Qpyqpxb 1qq,

the right hand side being well-defined. Also, this WQ again splits up into
parts

W j
ik : L 2pQikq bL 2pQkjq Ñ L 2pQikq bL 2pQijq,
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with each W j
ik an isometry, and by measured quantum groupoid theory, a

unitary. In fact, denoting p pQ, eq the dual linking von Neumann algebraic
quantum groupoid, we have that

WQ � ΣW �
pQ
Σ

and
W j
ik � ΣpxW j

ikq
�Σ.

Now we can also write

W
pQ
�

2̧

i,k�1

xWik,

where xWik �W
pQ
p1b eifkq P pQki bQik

for i, k P t1, 2u (with the notation as on page 244). If we then denote by πik
the natural �-representation of Q on L 2p pQikq, we have the following trivial
but important lemma:

Lemma 7.4.5. For all i, k, j, we have xW j
ik � ppπjki b πikqpxWikq.

In the following, we will drop the symbol πik when we restrict it to Qik.

Proposition 7.4.6. Let Q be a co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoid. Then pN,αN q is a right Galois object for M .

Proof. We must show that αN is integrable and ergodic, and that its Galois
isometry G̃ is a unitary.

By one of the invariance formulas in the definition of a co-linking von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum groupoid, we have that

pιb ϕM qαN pxq � ϕN pxq � 1N

for x P M�
ϕN

. Clearly this implies that αN is integrable, since ϕN is semi-
finite. Now

pιb ϕM qαN pxq � ϕN pxq � 1N

even holds for x P N�: this is a consequence of the strong form of left in-
variance for measured quantum groupoids (see Lemma 11.1.8). This then
implies that αN is ergodic: if we denote again TαN � pιb ϕM qαN , then the
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linear span of TαN pM
�
TαN

q is σ-weakly dense in NαN . But M�
TαN

� M�
ϕN

by the above equality, hence NαN � C �1N . (We could also have avoided the
use of this strong invariance formula, using instead a ‘Heisenberg algebra’
type of argument as in Proposition 7.2.17.)

Finally, consider the Galois isometry

G̃ : L 2pNq bL 2pNq Ñ L 2pMq bL 2pNq.

Then it is easily seen to coincide with the unitary map ΣpW 2
12q

�Σ. Hence
pN,αN q is a right Galois object for M .

This means that if M and P are von Neumann algebraic quantum groups,
and pQ is a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid between xM
and pP , we have a canonical way to construct a right Galois object N for
M from it, and we will write N � Galrp pQq. Conversely, by the results of
the previous section, if we have a right Galois object for M , then we can
construct from it in a canonical way a linking von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groupoid, which we will write for the moment with an extra ,̃ i.e. asp̃Q, and we will also write p̃Q � LQGpNq. Following carefully the iterate of

these constructions, one can conclude that in fact p̃Q � LQGpGalrpQqq is
a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid between xM � pπ2

22p
xMq

and pπ2
11p
pP q, using identity maps. Then by identifying pP with pπ2

11p
pP q viapπ2

11, we get that p̃Q is a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid
between xM and pP . Then π

pQ,2 is an isomorphism between the linking von
Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids pQ and p̃Q between xM and pP .

Conversely, it is easy to see that if N is a right M -Galois object, then
N � GalrpLQGpNqq as right M -Galois objects. Hence:

Corollary 7.4.7. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between
right Galois objects and linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids.

We have to warn however, that this correspondence does not pass to iso-
morphism classes (for the issue of isomorphism questions, see for example
the remarks made in section 1.1.2). We will return to this issue in the next
subsection.
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7.4.3 Bi-Galois objects

Definition 7.4.8. Let M and P be von Neumann algebraic quantum groups.
A P -M -bi-Galois object (or bi-Galois object between M and P ) consists of
a triple pN, γN , αN q such that pN,αN q (resp. pN, γN q) is a right (resp. left)
Galois object for M (resp. P ), and such that αN and γN commute. We
call M and P monoidally W�-co-Morita equivalent if there exists a P -M -
bi-Galois object.

Proposition 7.4.9. Let Q be a co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoid. Then pN, γN , αN q is a P -M -bi-Galois object and pO, γO, αOq an
M -P -bi-Galois object.

Proof. The four coactions which appear all induce left or right Galois object
structures, by Proposition 7.4.6 and symmetry arguments. So we only have
to see if γN and αN commute. But this is immediate from the (piecewise)
coassociativity of ∆Q.

We prove a proposition concerning the reconstruction of a bi-Galois object
from its associated right Galois object.

Proposition 7.4.10. Let pN, γ̃N , αN q be a P̃ -M -bi-Galois object for von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups M and P̃ . Denote by P the reflection
of M along N , and by pN, γN , αN q the associated bi-Galois object. Then the

canonical normal left representation of p̃P on L 2pNq provides an isomor-

phism pΦ : p̃P Ñ pP of von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, such that,
denoting by Φ the dual isomorphism between P̃ and P ,

γ̃N � pΦb ιN qγN .

Proof. Let ϕN � pιN b ϕM qαN . Choose a state ω P N�. Then for x P M�
ϕN

and a non-zero ω1 P P̃�
� , we have that

ϕN ppω
1 b ιN qγ̃N pxqq � ϕM ppω

1 b ω b ιM qppιb αN qγ̃N pxqqq

� ϕM ppω
1 b ω b ιM qppγ̃N b ιM qαN pxqqq

� ϕN pxqpω
1 b ωqpγ̃N p1N qq

� ϕN pxqω
1p1P̃ q.

By the uniqueness of an invariant nsf weight for a left Galois object, we con-
clude that ϕN coincides with the invariant nsf weight as constructed from
pN, γ̃N q (up to a scalar). Similarly for ψN , which we define as pψP̃ b ιN qγ̃N ,
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and for which we then show that it is αN -invariant.

Now let H̃P̃ be the Galois unitary for pN, γ̃N q, and H̃P the one for pP, γN q.
Then H̃P H̃

�
P̃

is a unitary in BpL 2pP̃ q,L 2pP qq bN by Lemma 6.4.10. We
prove now that H̃P̃ satisfies a pentagonal identity with respect to U , the
unitary implementation of αN , namely

pH̃P̃ q12U13U23 � U23pH̃P̃ q12.

Indeed, this is an easy verification, using the fact that γ̃N commutes with
αN : for x, y P NψN and m in (for example) NψM , we have

ppH̃P̃ q12U13U23qpΓN pxq b ΓN pyq b ΓM pmqq
� pΓN b ΓN b ΓM qppγ̃N b ιM qpαN pxqq � p1P̃ b αN pyqqp1P̃ b 1N bmqq

� pΓN b ΓN b ΓM qppιP̃ b αN qpγ̃N pxqq � p1P̃ b αN pyqqp1P̃ b 1N bmqq

� U23pH̃P̃ q12pΓN pxq b ΓN pyq b ΓM pmqq,

which is a rather careless calculation, easy to make more rigorous.

Since the same pentagonal identity holds for H̃P , we have that

pH̃P H̃
�
P̃
q12U23 � U23pH̃P H̃

�
P̃
q12,

which implies that H̃P H̃
�
P̃
P BpL 2pP̃ q,L 2pP qq b pN X pP q. But pN X pP q1 �

pN 1Y pP 1q2, which equals the whole of BpL 2pNqq. Hence H̃P H̃
�
P̃
� vb 1 for

some unitary v : L 2pP q Ñ L 2pP̃ q.

Now since H̃P � pv b 1qH̃P̃ , the second item of Lemma 7.2.6 implies that,

denoting p̃O1 the space of left p̃P -intertwiners L 2pNq Ñ L 2pP̃ q, and similarly
by pO1 the space of left pP -intertwiners L 2pNq Ñ L 2pP q,

p̃O1 Ñ pO1 : xÑ vx

is an isomorphism. Then clearly

pΦ1 : p̃P 1 Ñ pP 1 : xÑ vxv�

is also an isomorphism.
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We show now that pΦ1 preserves the comultiplication. By the pentagonal
identity for H̃P̃ , we have

pVP̃ q12pH̃P̃ q13pH̃P̃ q23 � pH̃P̃ q23pH̃P̃ q12.

Using the similar identity for H̃P and the fact that H̃P � pv b 1qH̃P̃ , we
conclude that

pv b vqVP̃ pv
� b v�q � VP ,

which immediately implies that pΦ1 preserves the comultiplication.

Now we show that the inverse of the dual Φ : P Ñ P̃ of pΦ1, uniquely
determined by the identity ppΦ1 bΦ�1qpVP̃ q � VP , intertwines γ̃N and γN in
the manner indicated in the proposition. But clearly, Φ � Adpv�q. So

pι
xÕ1
b ppΦ�1 b ιN qγ̃N qqpH̃P̃ q � pι

xÕ1
b Φ�1 b ιN qppVP̃ q12pH̃P̃ q13q

� pv� b 1b 1qpVP q12pv b 1b 1qpH̃P̃ q13

� pv� b 1b 1qpVP q12pH̃P q13

� pv� b 1b 1qpι
pO1
b γN qpH̃P q

� pι
xÕ1
b γN qpH̃P̃ q.

Since the second leg of H̃P̃ is σ-weakly dense inside N , the intertwining
property follows.

Hence any bi-Galois object can be recuperated from its associated right Ga-
lois object, and in particular, two von Neumann algebraic quantum groups
are monoidally W�-co-Morita equivalent iff their duals are comonoidally
W�-Morita equivalent. Observe however that again, the isomorphism class
of a bi-Galois object is not determined by the isomorphism class of the asso-
ciated right Galois object. In fact, we have the following proposition, which
is a straightforward analogue of a result of [71].

Proposition 7.4.11. Let M and P be von Neumann algebraic quantum
groups, let pN,αN q be a right M -Galois object, and let pN, γN , αN q and
pN, γ̃N , αN q be two P -M -bi-Galois objects. Then there exists an automor-
phism ΦP of the von Neumann algebraic quantum group P such that pΦP b
ιqγN � γ̃N . Moreover, the two bi-Galois objects will be isomorphic iff there
exists a group-like unitary u P pP such that pΦP � Adpuq.
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Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the previous proposi-
tion.

Now suppose that pN, γN , αN q is a P -M -bi-Galois object, where we can
suppose that P is the reflection of M across N . Suppose that ΦP is an
automorphism of the von Neumann algebraic quantum group P , such that
pN, γN , αN q and pN, pΦP b ιN qγN , αN q are isomorphic, that is, that there
exists an isomorphism ΦN : N Ñ N of von Neumann algebras, such that

pΦN b ιq � αN � αN � ΦN ,

pΦP b ΦN q � γN � γN � ΦN .

Then it follows by the first commutation that ϕN � ΦN � ϕN . Define a
unitary

u : L 2pNq Ñ L 2pNq : ΛϕN pxq Ñ ΛϕN pΦN pxqq, x P NϕN .

Then an easy calculation, using again the first commutation, shows that

pπ1αN ppιb ωqpVM qqu � upπ1αN ppιb ωqpVM qq, ω PM�.

Hence u P pθαN pxMq1. But pθαN pxMq1 � pP . Moreover, if G̃ is the Galois unitary
for αN , then an easy calculation shows that

G̃pub uq � p1b uqG̃,

so that, since ∆
pP
pxq � G̃�p1b xqG̃ by definition,

∆
pP
puq � ub u,

i.e. u is a group-like element of p pP ,∆
pP
q.

We now show that u� implements pΦP , the dual of ΦP . This is again easy:
if UP is the unitary implementation of γN , and ω P P�, x P NϕN , then

pω b ιqpUP quΛN pxq � ΛN ppω b ιqγN pΦN pxqqq

� ΛN pΦN ppω � ΦP b ιqγN pxqqq

� upω � ΦP b ιqpUP qΛN pxq,

which implies pΦP b AdpuqqpW �
P q � W �

P , and so pΦP � Adpu�q. So ΦP is
necessarily a co-inner automorphism (in the sense that its dual is inner by
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a group-like element).

Conversely, it is not difficult to see that if ΦP is co-inner by a group-like
element u� P pP (so pΦP pxq � u�xu for x P pP ), then

N Ñ N : xÑ uxu�

will be a well-defined isomorphism from pN, γN , αN q to pN, pΦP bιqγN , αN q.
First of all, if x P N , then uxu� will end up in N by the biduality theorem:
if xγN is the dual right coaction of γN on BpL 2pNqq � P 


γN
N , then for

x P N ,

xγN puxu�q � ∆
pP
puqpxb 1q∆

pP
pu�q

� pub uqpxb 1qpu� b u�q

� puxu� b 1q.

But then uxu� P pP 

γN
NqγN , which is exactly N .

Since u commutes elementwise with pθαN pxMq, we will have

pub 1qU � Upub 1q,

where U is the unitary implementation of αN , hence

pΦN b ιq � αN � αN � ΦN .

And since u�xu � pΦP pxq for x P pP , we will have p1 b u�qUP � pΦP b
ιqpUP qp1b u�q, where UP is the unitary implementation of γN , and hence

pΦP b ΦN q � γN � γN � ΦN .

From the previous proof, it is also easily seen that, in the notation of the
previous proposition, the set of isomorphisms from pN, γN , αN q to pN, pΦPb
ιN qγN , αN q is parametrized by the set

tu P pP | u grouplike and implementing pΦP u.

Indeed: one further only has to observe that pP XN 1 � C.
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7.4.4 Further structure of (co-)linking quantum groupoids

In reconstructing a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid p pQ, eq
from a right M -Galois object N , we introduced some auxiliary structures,
such as δN , PN ,... On the other hand, a von Neumann algebraic (co-)linking
quantum groupoid, which is a measured quantum groupoid, comes with
some structure of its own, such as a scaling group, a modular element, a
scaling operator, ... We show here that both these structures are the same.

So let p pQ, eq be a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid and Q
the associated co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid. Let
N be the associated right M -Galois object, with Galois unitary G̃, using
notation as before.

First, we give some more information about the unitaries xW j
ik pertaining to

the linking quantum groupoid. By construction, we have that

xW 2
22 �W

xM
, xW 2

12 � G̃.

By Proposition 7.3.6, we also have that

xW 2
21 � pJN b J

pN
qG̃�pJM b J

pO
q.

We have the further identity

xW 1
22 � pJ

pN
b J
xM
qUpJ

pO
b J
xM
q,

where U is the unitary implementation of αN . For this, use for example
that pπ1

22pmq � J
pN
pπ1αN pJxMm�J

xM
q�J
pO

when m P xM , and that

pJ
pN
b J
xM
qUpJ

pO
b J
xM
q

� pJ
pN
b J
xM
qppπ1αN b ιqpVM qpJ pO b J

xM
q

� pJ
pN
b J
xM
qppπ1αN b ιqppJ

xM
b J
xM
qW
xM
pJ
xM
b J
xM
qqpJ
pO
b J
xM
q

� ppπ1
22 b ιqpW

xM
q.

Then the stated equality follows from Lemma 7.4.5. This gives us descrip-
tions for four of the maps xW k

ij (and three of the maps xWij) constituting W
pQ

in terms of the associated right Galois object pN,αN q. The other four can
then be described in terms of the Galois map, unitary corepresentation and
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multiplicative unitary of the associated left Galois object pN, γN q. Copies
of these four maps however can also be obtained directly by using only the
right Galois object. We will make this clear later on for the multiplicative
unitary of pP (see Proposition 7.4.18).

The modular operator ∇ϕ
pQ

for ϕ
pQ

is easy to describe, since it is just the
modular operator for a balanced weight, whose structure we have already
described. So

∇itϕ
pQ
� ∇itϕ

pP
`∇it

pO
`∇it

pN
`∇itϕ

xM
,

and ∇ϕ
xM

is the modular operator for ϕ
xM

, while ∇
pN

is the spatial derivative
of ϕ

pP
with respect to ϕ1

xM
. The fact that ∇

pN
coincides with the map ∇

pN
constructed from the right Galois object is obvious, by construction. Hence
the modular one-parametergroup σ

ϕ
pQ

t can be written in the well-known form

σ
ϕ
pQ

t p

�
x y
w z



q �

�
σ
ϕ
pP

t pxq σ
ϕ
pP
,ϕ
xM

t pyq

σ
ϕ
xM
,ϕ
pP

t pwq σ
ϕ
xM

t pzq



.

The modular operator ∇ϕQ for ϕQ splits up into a direct sum:

∇itϕQ � ∇
it
ϕP

`∇itϕO `∇
it
ϕN

`∇itϕM .

This is obvious, as the weight ϕQ is a direct sum of weights, and then
∇ϕN is just the modular operator for the δM -invariant nsf weight ϕN of
the associated right Galois object. The corresponding form of the modular
one-parametergroup is then easily derived.

The modular element δ
pQ

of p pQ, eq will be of the form

δ
pQ
�

�
δ
pP

0
0 δ

xM



,

with δ
pP

and δ
xM

the modular elements for resp. pP and xM . Again, this is

easy, since δ
pQ

is uniquely characterized by the identity ψ
pQ
� ϕ
pQ
pδ

1{2
pQ

� δ
1{2
pQ
q,

where ψ
pQ

and ϕ
pQ

are just the balanced weights of ψ
pP

and ψ
xM

, resp. ϕ
pP

and ϕ
xM

.

The modular element δQ of Q can be written as

δQ � δP ` δO ` δN ` δM ,
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with δP the modular element of P and δM the one for M (with respect to the
fixed left and right invariant nsf weights on M and P by restricting the ones
on Q). Then δN will coincide with the modular element for N introduced
in Definition 7.2.10, possibly up to a positive scalar. This follows from the
fact that there is a unique αN -invariant nsf weight on N , up to a positive
scalar, and the fact that, once a right αN -invariant nsf weight on N is fixed
(such as ψN ), then δN is uniquely determined by the property that νit

2{2
M δitN

is the cocycle derivative of ψN w.r.t. ϕN . Note that, in the construction
of a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid from a right Galois
object, different scalings of δN will correspond to different scalings of the
left invariant weight ϕ

pP
on pP . In particular, there seems to be no canonical

choice of invariant weight on pP in terms of the right Galois object pN,αN q.

By using that the scaling group τ
pQ
t of p pQ, eq is implemented by ∇itϕQ (see

theorem 3.10.(vii) of [30]), we find that it is of the form

τ
pQ
t p

�
x y
w z



q �

�
τ
pP
t pxq τ

pN
t pyq

τ
pO
t pwq τ

xM
t pzq

�
,

where τ pPt and τ
xM
t are the scaling groups of resp. pP and xM , and where τ pNt

and τ pOt are certain one-parameter transformation groups of resp. pN and pO.

On the other hand, by using that the scaling group τQt of Q is implemented
by ∇itϕ

pQ
, we find that

τQt � τPt ` τOt ` τNt ` τMt ,

where τMt and τPt are the scaling groups of respectively M and P , and
where τNt is the scaling group on N , as introduced in Definition 7.2.2. Since
∇it
pO
� J
pN
∇it
pN
J
pO
, we also find that τOt pxq � J

pN
τNt pJ pOxJ pN qJ pO for x P O.

The unitary antipode R
pQ

of p pQ, eq will be implemented by JQ, which is just
the direct sum JP ` JO ` JN ` JM . Therefore,

R
pQ
p

�
x y
w z



q �

�
R
pP
pxq R

pO
pwq

R
pN
pyq R

xM
pzq



,

where R
pP

and R
xM

are the unitary antipodes of resp. pP and xM , and where
R
pN
pyq for example equals JMy�JN .
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Since the unitary antipode RQ of Q is implemented by

J
pQ

:
à
ij

L 2p pQijq Ñà
ij

L 2p pQijq :

�
ξ11 ξ21 ξ12 ξ22

�
Ñ
�
J
pP
ξ11 J

pN
ξ12 J

pO
ξ21 J

xM
ξ22

�
,

we also have that

RQpx` z ` y ` wq � RP pxq `RN pyq `ROpzq `RM pwq,

where x P P, z P O, y P N,w P M , where RP and RM are the unitary an-
tipodes of respectively P and M , and where for example RN pyq � J

pN
y�J
pO
.

Finally, note that by Lemma 7.2.11, we have that σϕNt pδisN q � νistM δisN , while,
since ψN plays the role of ϕN for the right P cop-Galois object pN, γop

N q, we
also have σψNt pδ�isN q � νistP copδ

�is
N . Since σψNt pδisN q � σϕNt pδisN q, we conclude

that νP cop � ν�1
M , and then νP � νM . Hence:

Corollary 7.4.12. If M and P are monoidally W�-co-Morita equivalent
von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, then they have the same scaling
constant.

It is then clear that the scaling operators of the measured quantum groupoids
Q and pQ (see Theorem 3.8.vi) of [30]) are scalar multiples of the unit.

7.4.5 Multiplicative unitaries

We again fix a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid pQ.

Let WQ � ΣW �
Q̂

Σ be the left regular multiplicative partial isometry asso-
ciated with its dual co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid.
We have the following formulas, which are immediate consequences of the
pentagonal identity for WQ:

Lemma 7.4.13. 1. For all i, j, k, l P t1, 2u, we have

pW k
ijq12pW

l
ijq13pW

l
jkq23 � pW l

ikq23pW
k
ijq12

as operators

L 2pQijq bL 2pQjkq bL 2pQklq Ñ L 2pQijq bL 2pQikq bL 2pQilq.

2. For all i, j, k P t1, 2u and x P Qij, we have ∆k
ijpxq � pW j

ikq
�p1bxqW j

ik.
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3. For all i, j, k, l P t1, 2u, we have p∆j
ik b ιqpW l

ikq � pW l
ijq13pW

l
jkq23.

Of course, we can also consider a right multiplicative partial isometry VQ.
This will split up into unitaries

V i
kj : L 2pQijq bL 2pQkjq Ñ L 2pQikq bL 2pQkjq,

and then

Lemma 7.4.14. 1. For all i, j, k, l P t1, 2u, we have

pV i
jkq12pV

i
klq13pV

j
klq23 � pV j

klq23pV
i
jlq12

as operators

L 2pQilq bL 2pQjlq bL 2pQklq Ñ L 2pQijq bL 2pQjkq bL 2pQklq.

2. For all i, j, k P t1, 2u and x P Qij, we have ∆k
ijpxq � V i

kjpxb 1qpV i
kjq

�.

3. For all i, j, k, l P t1, 2u, we have pιb∆k
jlqpV

i
jlq � pV i

jkq12pV
i
klq13.

We now introduce the notion of a quantum torsor (which really only depends
upon the isomorphism class of the von Neumann algebraic (co-)linking quan-
tum groupoid, but which can then of course also be associated naturally to
any right Galois object).

Definition 7.4.15. If Q is a co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoid, then the associated quantum torsor is the couple pN,Θq, where Θ
is the map

Θ : N Ñ N bO bN : xÑ pιN b βM qαN pxq � pβP b ιN qγN pxq.

Note that in the previous definition, we should identify O with N (or Nop,
or N 1) by sending x to RQpxq� (or pRQpxqqop, or CN pRQpxqq), as to make
the notion of quantum torsor involve only one von Neumann algebra. But
since we will not define a (von Neumann algebraic) quantum torsor inde-
pendently, we will just keep using the O-notation.

In the following lemma, we construct a multiplicative unitary for this quan-
tum torsor.
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Lemma 7.4.16. For all x, z P NϕN and y P NϕO , we have Θpzqpxbyb1q P
NϕNbϕObϕN , and

pΛNbΛObΛN qpΘpzqpxbyb1qq � pW 2
21q

�
23pW

2
12q

�
13pΛN pxqbΛOpyqbΛN pzqq.

Proof. This follows immediately by the definition of WQ:

pW 2
21q

�
23pW

2
12q

�
13pΛϕ12pxq b Λϕ21pyq b Λϕ12pzqq

� pW 2
21q

�pΛϕ12 b Λϕ21 b Λϕ22qpp∆
2
12pzqq13pxb y b 1qq

� pΛϕ12 b Λϕ21 b Λϕ12qpppιb∆1
22q∆

2
12qpzqpxb y b 1qq

� pΛN b ΛO b ΛN qpΘpzqpxb y b 1qq.

We define WΘ :� pW 2
12q13pW

2
21q23. It satisfies a pentagon identity:

Proposition 7.4.17. Let pN,Θq be a quantum torsor. Then the following
commutation relation holds:

pWΘq123pW
Θq125pW

Θq345 � pWΘq345pW
Θq123.

Proof. Taking the adjoints of these expressions, the equality easily follows
by the formula of the previous lemma.

We can use WΘ to provide a different multiplicative unitary for P . Denote
H � L 2pNq bL 2pOq.

Proposition 7.4.18. We have that WΘ � pβP b pπ2
11qpWP q, and W̃P :�

pWΘ b 1q, seen as an operator on H b H , is a multiplicative unitary for
the von Neumann algebraic quantum group P .

Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.4.5 that pιbpπ2
11qpWP q �W 2

11. From Lemma
7.4.13 it follows that

pβP b ιqpW 2
11q � pW 2

12q13pW
2
21q23

� WΘ.

By the pentagon equation for WΘ, it follows easily that W̃P is a multiplica-
tive unitary. Then also

pW̃ �
P,1234ppβP b pπ2

11qpWP qq345W̃P,1234q b 1

� W̃ �
P,1234W̃P,3456W̃P,1234

� W̃P,1256W̃P,3456

� pppβP b pπ2
11qpWP qq125ppβP b pπ2

11qpWP qq345q b 1
� pβP b βP b pπ2

11qppWP q13pWP q23q b 1
� pppβP b βP q �∆P q b pπ2

11qpWP q b 1,
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from which it follows that W̃P is a multiplicative unitary for pβP pP q, pβP b
βP q �∆P � β

�1
P q � pP,∆P q.

Since W 2
12 � ΣG̃�Σ, where G̃ is the Galois unitary for the associated right

Galois object N , and, since we have already argued that W 2
21 � ΣG̃JΣ,

where G̃J denotes the operator pJM b JN̂ qG̃pJN b JÔq, this means that the
multiplicative unitary of the von Neumann algebraic quantum group P can
be constructed directly from the Galois unitary G̃ and the modular con-
jugations JN and JM associated with the right Galois object N (since the
restrictions J

pN
and J

pO
of J
pQ

are just formal constructions, see the remark
after the following proposition). In fact, we can use this to reconstruct the
von Neumann algebraic quantum group P from N in a direct manner (with-
out passing to the dual pP ), which is more in line with the method in Hopf
algebra theory (but of course, for us this is rather an a posteriori construc-
tion!).

Proposition 7.4.19. The von Neumann algebra

P̃ � tz P N bO | pιb γOqpzq � pαN b ιqpzqu,

together with the comultiplication

∆P̃ pxq � pΘb ιqpxq, x P P̃ ,

will be a well-defined Hopf-von Neumann algebra, isomorphic to the von
Neumann algebraic quantum group P by the map βP .

Proof. It is not difficult to see that P̃ is a well-defined coinvolutive Hopf-
von Neumann algebra, using the various coassociativity relations between
the ∆j

ik, and the fact that pRQ bRQq �AdpΣq provides a coinvolution.

We show that it is an isomorphic copy of P . If z P P̃�, it is easily seen
that pψN b ιqpzq P pOγOq�,ext, so since γO is ergodic, ψN b ι restricted to P̃
yields an nsf weight ψP̃ (it is semi-finite since P̃ contains βP pP q, on which
ψN b ι is semi-finite by right invariance of ψN with respect to βP ). By
the formula for the comultiplication and the invariance property of ψN , it
is also immediate that ψP̃ is a right invariant weight for P̃ , hence P̃ is a
von Neumann algebraic quantum group. Since the comultiplication ∆P̃ can
be written as z Ñ W̃ �

P p1 b zqW̃P where W̃P � WΘ b 1 (using that WΘ

implements Θ), since tpι b ωqp∆P̃ pP̃ qq | ω P P̃�u will be σ-weakly dense in
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P̃ , and since the first leg of W̃P lives inside βpP q, it is clear that pP̃ ,∆P̃ q is
just pβP pP q, pβP b βP q �∆P � β

�1
P q.

Remark: Since J
pN

: L 2pNq Ñ L 2pOq is an anti-unitary going out of
L 2pNq, it contains no information. As already mentioned at some point,
this allows us to identify L 2pOq with the conjugate Hilbert space L 2pNq,
and then J

pN
becomes the canonical anti-unitary conjugation map. This

identification precisely induces the identification of O with N � J
pN
NJ
pO
,

the conjugate von Neumann algebra. It is also easy to see that γO is then
just the left coaction

γOpxq � pRM b C�1qpαop
N pC pxqqq,

where C pxq � J
pO
x�J
pN

for x P N . This means that we can construct the von
Neumann algebra P̃ rather quickly, just from the coaction αN . Of course, it
takes some more work to show that it has a well-behaved comultiplication
(for which we need the Galois unitary), and it would probably take the most
work to construct the invariant weights (which we have not tried to obtain
in this direct way).

7.5 Comonoidal W�-Morita equivalence

We show that ‘being co-monoidally W�-Morita-equivalent’ is an equivalence
relation. This follows from performing certain operations on linking von
Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids.

Reflexivity is clear: xM bM2pCq �

� xM xMxM xM
�

has an obvious structure of

a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid between xM and itself.
We call this the identity linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid.
As for symmetry, note that if p pQ, eq is a linking von Neumann algebraic
quantum groupoid between xM and pP , then p pQ, 1

pQ
� eq is a linking von

Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid between pP and xM . We call this the
inverse linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid .
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We now show transitivity. We do this by composing linking von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum groupoids (between), calling the resulting struc-
ture the composite linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid . Sup-
pose pQ1 and pQ2 are linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids
(between). Consider the associated 3�3 von Neumann linking algebra pQ �

p pQijqi,jPt1,2,3u, represented on

��� L 2p pQ12q

L 2p pQ22q

L 2p pQ32q

��. Then pQ13 is the space of inter-

twiners between the right representations of pQ22 on L 2p pQ32q and L 2p pQ12q.
This way we can define a map

p∆13 : pQ13 Ñ pQ13 b pQ13 : xÑ pxW 2
12q

�p1b xqxW 2
32,

which will be well-defined (by a similar argument as in Lemma 7.3.1) and
coassociative. Then we can define

p∆31 : pQ31 Ñ pQ31 b pQ31 : xÑ p∆13px
�q�,

and then p∆13pyqp∆31pxq � p∆11pyxq and p∆31pxqp∆13pyq � p∆33pxyq for x PpQ31, y P pQ13. This provides us with a linking von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groupoid between Q11 � pQ11 � pQ1,11 and Q33 � pQ33 � pQ2,22, by which
it follows that Q11 and Q33 are monoidally W�-co-Morita equivalent.

We now present these constructions on the dual level of bi-Galois objects.
First of all, if M is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, pM,∆M ,∆M q
is an M -M -bi-Galois object (which we then call the identity bi-Galois ob-
ject). Second, if N is an M -P -bi-Galois object, O will be a P -M -bi-Galois
object (which we call the inverse bi-Galois object).

To show the transitivity of the monoidal W�-co-Morita relation and its rela-
tion with the transitivity of the comonoidal W�-Morita equivalence relation,
we need a lemma.

Lemma 7.5.1. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group M , and let N � Ñ be a unital normal inclusion of von
Neumann algebras. Suppose αÑ is an ergodic right coaction of M on Ñ

which restricts to αN on N . Then Ñ � N .

Proof. It is clear that αÑ will again be integrable. Since ϕÑ � pιb ϕM qαÑ
restricts to ϕN � pι b ϕM qαN on N�, there is a natural isometry v :
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L 2pNq Ñ L 2pÑq, sending ΛϕN pxq to ΛϕÑ pxq for x P NϕN . Denote p � vv�.

Let G̃Ñ be the Galois isometry for αÑ . Then we know that p1bθÑ pzqqG̃Ñ �

G̃Ñ p1 b θÑ pzqq for z P Ñ . Since G̃Ñ pv b vq � p1 b vqG̃N , where G̃N is
the Galois unitary for αN , we see that the range of G̃Ñ contains the alge-
braic tensor product L 2pMq d pθÑ pÑqvL

2pNqq. Since this last space has
L 2pMq b L 2pÑq as its closure, it follows that G̃Ñ is unitary, hence αÑ
Galois.

Now pπ1αÑ ppιb ωξ,ηqpVM qqΛϕÑ pxq � ΛϕÑ ppιb ω
δ
1{2
M ξ,η

qpαN pxqqq

for ξ, η P L 2pMq with ξ P Dpδ
1{2
M q, and x P NϕN . Hence pπ1αÑ pmqv �

vpπ1αN pmq for m P xM 1, from which it follows that p P pπ1αÑ pxM 1q1.

So if pP is the reflected von Neumann algebraic quantum group of xM across
Ñ , it follows that p is a projection in pP satisfying

∆
pP
ppq � G̃�

Ñ
p1b vv�qG̃Ñ

� pv b vqG̃�
N G̃N pv b v�q

� ppb pq.

Then necessarily p � 1 by Lemma 6.4 of [56], so Ñ � N .

Suppose now that pQ12, γ12, α12q and pQ23, γ23, α23q are respectively Q11-Q22

and Q22-Q33-bi-Galois objects for certain von Neumann algebraic quantum
groups Qii. Denote

Q13 � tx P Q12 bQ23 | pα12 b ιqpxq � pιb γ23qpxqu,

and let α13 be the restriction of pι b α23q to Q13, and γ13 the restriction
of pγ12 b ιq to Q13. Then pQ13, α13, γ13q will be a Q11-Q33-bi-Galois object,
which we will call the composite bi-Galois object . To see this, we show that
it is isomorphic to the bi-Galois object associated to the composition of their
associated linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids.

For consider again the 3�3 linking von Neumann algebra pQ associated to
their (dual) linking von Neumann algebras. Then it is easy to check that
pp pQijq, pp∆ijqq has the structure of a measured quantum groupoid with base
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C3 in the obvious way. Then the dual of this ‘3�3-linking quantum groupoid’
can again be written as Q �

À3
i,j�1Qij , with the dual comultiplication ∆Q

splitting up into maps

∆k
ij : Qij Ñ pQik bQkjq.

The triple pQ13,∆3
13,∆

1
13q will then be the Q11-Q33-bi-Galois object associ-

ated with the linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid

� pQ11
pQ13pQ31
pQ33

�
.

We show that this bi-Galois object is isomorphic with pQ13, α13, γ13q. We
have that ∆1

12 � γ12, ∆2
12 � α12, ∆2

23 � γ23 and ∆3
23 � α23 (identifying

pQik,∆
j
ikq with pQik,∆j

ikq when |i � k|   2), and by coassociativity, it is
easily seen that ∆2

13 sends Q13 into Q13. Moreover, for x P Q13, we have

α13p∆2
13pxqq � p∆2

13 b ιqp∆3
13pxqq,

and
γ13p∆2

13pxqq � pιb∆2
13qp∆

1
13pxqq.

So to end the proof, we have to show that Q13 is exactly the image of Q13

under ∆2
13. But α13 is an ergodic coaction. Since pQ13, α13q contains the

Galois object p∆2
13pQ13q, α13q, we must have Q13 � ∆2

13pQ13q by Lemma
7.5.1.

This provides us then with a canonical composition of two bi-Galois objects
of which the first has its right coacting von Neumann algebraic quantum
group equal to the left coacting one of the second. Since this composition
is easily seen to pass to isomorphism classes, we can make a (large) cate-
gory containing as objects all von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, and
with morphisms isomorphism classes of bi-Galois objects between the cor-
responding von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, for it is easily seen
that the composition will be associative, and that the isomorphism class of
pM,∆M ,∆M q for a von Neumann algebraic quantum group M will provide
a unit morphism at M . In fact, this will be a (large) groupoid : Proposition
7.4.19 shows that both compositions of pN, γN , αN q and pO, γO, αOq will be
isomorphic to the identity morphisms. We can interpret this large group-
oid as a big ‘2-cohomology groupoid’, jointly for all von Neumann algebraic
quantum groups together. We will treat a subgroupoid of it in the ninth
chapter (see in particular Proposition 9.1.5 as to why we use the terminology
of 2-cohomology).
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7.6 C�-algebraic structures

For the rest of this subsection, let pN, γN , αN q be a fixed P -M -bi-Galois ob-
ject between certain von Neumann algebraic quantum groups M and P . We
will apply to the associated linking von Neumann algebra p pQ, eq and its dual
Q the C�-algebraic constructions explained in the second and third sections
of Chapter 11.

Let A be the reduced C�-algebraic quantum group associated to M , and
D the one associated to P . Let Au be the universal C�-algebraic quantum
group associated to M , and Du the one associated to P . We use the obvi-
ous notation for the duals. We also use notation as before for the associated
structures.

Theorem 7.6.1. Let N be a P -M -bi-Galois object. Then the C�-algebraspA and pC are C�-Morita equivalent.

Proof. Denote the weak Hopf C�-algebra associated to p pQ, eq by p pE, eq,
where e is interpreted in the obvious way as an element in Mp pEq. ThenpE is the normclosure of the set

t

�
pιb ω11qpxW11q pιb ω12qpxW12q

pιb ω21qpxW21q pιb ω22qpxW22q

�
| ωij P pQijq�u � pQ.

Then pE is a linking C�-algebra, once we have shown that pB pB� equals the
normclosure of tpω11 b ιqpW11q | ω11 P pQ11q�u. (The density of pB� pB in pA
follows by symmetry.)

Choose ω P BpL 2pNqq� and ω1 P BpL 2pOqq�, then pω b ιqpW 2
12q P pπ2

12p
pBq,

pω1 b ιqpW 2
21q P pπ2

12p
pBq�. By the pentagon identities in Lemma 7.4.13,

pω b ιqpW 2
12qpω

1 b ιqpW 2
21q � pω b ω1 b ιqppW 2

12q13pW
2
21q23q

� pω b ω1 b ιqppW 1
12q

�
12pW

2
11q23pW

1
12q12q,

from which it follows that pπ2
11p
pB pB�q is dense in pπ2

11p
pDq.

Let us now look at the reduced C�-algebra E pertaining to the co-linking
von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid Q. We denote by r � s the norm-
closure of the linear span of a set.
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Proposition 7.6.2. Let N be a P -M -bi-Galois object.

1. The closure of
tpω b ιqpG̃q | ω P pO�u

is a C�-algebra B.

2. The restrictions of the coactions αN and γN to B are continuous in
the strong sense (cf. section 5 of [5]), and satisfy

rαN pBqpB b 1qs � B b
min

A,

rp1bBqγN pBqs � D b
min

B.

Proof. For the first statement, note that E is the closure of

tpω b ιqpW
pQ
q | ω P pQ�u � t

2̧

i,j

pωik b ιqpxW 2
kiq | ωik P BpL

2pNq `L 2pMqq�u.

This means that E splits into a direct sum D `C `B `A, where B is the
normclosure of tpωbιqpxW 2

12q | ω P BpL
2pNq`L 2pMqq�u, and C � J

pN
BJ
pO
.

Since xW 2
12 � G̃, the first result follows.

The second statement follows immediately from the fact that

r∆QpEqp1b Eqs � r∆QpEqpE b 1qs � ∆Qp1qpE b
min

Eq,

which was proven in Proposition 11.2.2.

Now we look at the preduals. Give M� and P� the �-Banach algebra struc-
ture by the usual predual norm, the product ω1 � ω2 � pω1 b ω2q � ∆, and,
momentarily, with the �-operation determined by the unitary antipode (so
ω�pxq � ωpRpxqq). In the following proposition, a topologically strict P�-
M�-imprimitivity bimodule is taken in the sense of Definition XI.7.1 of [36]
(see also section 5 of [51]).

Proposition 7.6.3. Let N be a P -M -bi-Galois object. Then N� is a topo-
logically strict P�-M�-imprimitivity bimodule.
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Proof. We can also give Q� a Banach �-algebra structure by the usual mul-
tiplication, and ω Ñ ω �RQ as the �-operation. Then it is clear that inside
this algebra, P� � N� �M� � N�, so that N� is at least a P�-M�-bimodule.
Now for ω1, ω2 P N�, define xω1, ω2yM � ω�1 � ω2 and xω1, ω2yP � ω1 � ω

�
2 .

Then clearly x�, �yM has range in M�, x�, �yP has range in P�, and these make
N� into a P�-M�-imprimitivity bimodule.

So we only have to see if this imprimivity bimodule is strict. Suppose m PM
is such that xω1, ω2yM pmq � 0 for all ω1, ω2 P N�. Then pω1bω2qβM pmq � 0
for all ω1 P O� and ω2 P N�. Hence βM pmq � 0, and m � 0.

Now we look at the universal level. The Banach �-algebra L 1
� pQq consists

of those ω P Q� for which x P DpτQ�i{2q Ñ ωpRQpτ
Q
�i{2pxqqq extends to a

normal functional ω� on Q, with as product the one introduced before on
Q�, with this new � as the involution, and with norm the maximum norm
of } � } and } � �}. We will use the corresponding notation for M and P .
Denote by pEu the universal C�-algebra associated with p pQ, eq (as explained
in the last section of the chapter 11).

Theorem 7.6.4. Let N be a P -M -bi-Galois object, and pAu and pDu the
universal C�-algebraic quantum groups associated with resp. xM and pP .

1. L 1
� pQq has the form

�
L 1
� pP q L 1

� pNq
L 1
� pOq L 1

� pMq



, with L 1

� pNq a topologi-

cally strict L 1
� pP q-L

1
� pMq-imprimitivity bimodule.

2. pEu is of the form

� pDu pBupCu pAu
�

, and then pBu is an pAu- pDu-equivalence

bimodule. In particular, pAu and pDu are C�-Morita equivalent.

Proof. As a vector space, we have Q� � P� `O� `N� `M�. Denoting

L 1
� pNq � tω P N� | Dωτ P N� : @x P DpτNi{2q : ωτ pxq � ωpτNi{2pxqqu,

and similarly for O, it is then easy to see that also

L 1
� pQq � L 1

� pP q `L 1
� pOq `L 1

� pNq `L 1
� pMq

as a vector space, since the restriction of the antipode of Q to M and P
gives their respective antipodes. Since the multiplication of the components
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is easily seen to correspond to a matrix multiplication, we get the first part
of the first statement.

The fact that L 1
� pNq is a topologically strict L 1

� pP q-L
1
� pMq-imprimitivity

bimodule can be proven exactly as in the previous proposition. The only
thing which may not be clear is why this imprimitivity bimodule still has
to be topologically strict. But by the fact that there is a generator for the
universal representation λu of L 1

� pMq, we can identify pL 1
� pMqq� with a

subspace of M (cf. the remark before Lemma 4.1 of [54]). Then the re-
sult follows as in the previous proof, since L 1

� pNq is normdense in N� (and
L 1
� pOq in O�).

The second statement follows immediately from the first one.

Again, we also have a result on the dual level. Write Eu for the universal
C�-algebra of Q.

Proposition 7.6.5. 1. L 1
� p pQq is of the form L 1

� p pP q`L 1
� p pNq`L 1

� p pOq`
L 1
� pxMq with L 1

� p pNq a Banach �-algebra,

2. Eu is of the form Du `Cu `Bu `Au for certain C�-algebras Bu and
Cu,

3. Bu is the universal enveloping C�-algebra of L 1
� p pOq.

Proof. Using notation as in the third part of Chapter 11, define L 1
� p pNq �

m
pd
e1 �L

1
� p pQq �md

e2 and L 1
� p pOq � m

pd
e2 �L

1
� p pQq �md

e1 . Then the first statement
is obvious. Defining Bu � dupe2qE

u pdupe1q and Cu � dupe1qE
u pdupe2q, the

second statement is obvious.3 Also the third statement is immediate.

Remark: It is easy to see that if pA and pD are two reduced C�-algebraic quan-
tum groups, which are C�-Morita equivalent by a linking C�-algebra with
a compatible comultiplication structure, then the associated von Neumann
algebraic quantum groups are comonoidally W�-Morita equivalent. This is

3The ordering may seem strange, but note that under duality, N� corresponds to pN ,
but pN� corresponds to O. Indeed: xWij P pQji b Qij , while Wij :� ΣxW�

ijΣ P Qij b pQij .
Hence Bu really corresponds to B, which in turn corresponds to N (by σ-weakly closing
B).
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no longer clear (to me) when passing to the universal level: for this to be
true, one would (only) need to show that the supports of the left invari-
ant weights of the two quantum groups, inside the universal von Neumann
algebraic envelope of the linking C�-algebra, are not central.





Chapter 8

Construction methods

In this chapter, we consider the interplay between Galois objects (or coac-
tions) and quantum sub-(or over-)groups.

8.1 Reduction

8.1.1 Restriction of Galois coactions

Lemma 8.1.1. Let xM1 be a closed quantum subgroup of the von Neumann
algebraic quantum group xM , and let α be an integrable right coaction of M
on a von Neumann algebra N . Then the restriction α1 of α to M1 is again
integrable, and pπ1α1

pxq � pπ1αpxq for x P xM 1
1.

Proof. First, we claim that there is a �-isomorphism Φ from the crossed
product N �M1 to the sub-von Neumann algebra of N �M generated by
αpNq and p1bxM 1

1q, sending α1pxq to αpxq for x P N , and 1bm to 1bm for
m P xM 1

1. Indeed: applying αbιBpL 2pM1qq to N�M1 and using the definition
of restriction, N �M1 gets sent to the von Neumann algebra generated by
pιN b αM qαpNq and p1 b 1 b xM 1

1q on L 2pNq b L 2pMq b L 2pM1q, where
αM is the canonical right coaction of M1 on M . But this is then a sub-von
Neumann algebra of N b pM �M1q. Using the Galois homomorphism for
αM , we can then represent it as a sub-von Neumann algebra of N �M , and
it is clear that this will just be the stated sub-von Neumann algebra. So we
can take Φ � pιN b ραM qpαb ιBpL 2pM1qqq.

Now by Lemma 6.5.4, we will have that pπ1α, which we momentarily view as
a right representation of pAu, will restrict to pπ1α1

on pAu1 . Hence if ρ1 � ρα �Φ,
we see that it satisfies ρ1pα1pxqq � x for x P N and ρ1p1b pιb ωqpVM1qq �

271
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pι b ωqpU1q for ω P pM1q�, where U1 is the unitary implementation of α1.
By Proposition 5.3 of [85], we conclude that α1 is integrable, and then the
equalities pπ1α1

pxq � pπ1αpxq for x P xM 1
1 also follow immediately.

Proposition 8.1.2. Let xM be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group,
and xM1 a closed quantum subgroup. Let α be a right Galois coaction of M
on a von Neumann algebra N . Then the restriction α1 of α to M1 is still
Galois.

Proof. As we have seen in the previous lemma, α1 is integrable. Further-
more, its Galois homomorphism is a restriction of ρα, hence faithful when-
ever ρα is faithful.

8.1.2 Reduction of Galois objects

Proposition 8.1.3. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group,
and M1 a closed quantum subgroup. Let N be a right M -Galois object.
Denote N1 � tx P N | αN pxq P N bM1u. Then the restriction of αN to N1

makes pN1, αN1q into a right M1-Galois object. Moreover, the reflection P1

of M1 across N1 is then a closed quantum subgroup of the reflection P of M
across N , in a canonical way.

Proof. For the right Galois object N , we will use notations as before.

First note that αN1 is a right coaction on N1: for x P N1 and ω P M�, we
have that αN ppιbωqαN1pxqq � pιbιbωqppιb∆M1qαN pxqq P NbM1. Hence
αN1pN1q � N1 bM1. Since αN is a coaction and ∆M restricts to ∆M1 on
M1, we have that αN1 is a right coaction.

Now denote O1 � RQpN1q. Since γO�RQ � pRQbRQq�α
op
N , and RM pM1q �

M1 ([4], Prop. 10.5), we can also characterize O1 as

O1 � tz P O | γOpzq PM1 bOu.

Now denote

P̃1 � tz P N1 bO1 | pαN b ιOqpzq � pιN b γOqpzqu,

and denote P1 � β�1
P pP̃1q, so that P1 is a von Neumann subalgebra of

P . Then ∆P pP1q � P1 b P1. Indeed: applying βP b βP to ∆P pzq for
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z P P1, and using that pβP b βP q∆P � ppιN b βM qαN b ιOq, we see
that ppβP b βP q∆P qpzq P N1 b βM pM1q b O1, so we should only check if
βM pM1q P O1bN1. Since pιObαN qβM � pβMbιM q∆M , and pγObιN qβM �
pιM b βM q∆M , this condition is fulfilled. It is further also easy to check
that we have RP pP1q � P1 and τPt pP1q � P1 as well, using the commuta-
tions between the ∆k

ij , RQ and τQt , and the fact that RM pM1q � M1 and
τM pM1q �M1 ([4], Proposition 10.5).

Now using the other direction in Proposition 10.5 of [4], we conclude that
pP1,∆P1q is a closed quantum subgroup of pP,∆P q (and in particular, is a
von Neumann algebraic quantum group).

Now note that αN1 is clearly ergodic. We show that it is integrable. By
ergodicity, we have a faithful normal weight ϕN1 � pιN1 b ϕM1qαN1 . Take
m P M�

ϕM1
and ω P pO1q

�
� . Then by left invariance of ϕM1 ,

ϕN1ppω b ιN1qβM1pmqq � pιN1 b ϕM1qppppω b ιN1qβM1q b ιM1q∆M1pmqq

� ϕM1pmqωp1O1q,

so that pω b ιN1qβM1pmq is integrable for ϕN1 . From this, the integrability
of ϕN1 follows.

We now want to show that αN1 is a Galois coaction. We do this by al-
ready constructing the associated co-linking von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groupoid.

Denote Q1 � P1 ` O1 ` N1 ` M1 � Q. It is again easy to check that
∆QpQ1q � Q1 bQ1, and that RQpQ1q � Q1. Denote by ∆Q1 the restriction
of ∆Q to Q1, and by RQ1 the restriction of RQ to Q1. Denote by γN1 the
associated coaction N1 Ñ P1 b N1 of P1. Then by symmetry, also γN1 is
an ergodic integrable coaction. Denote ψN1 � pψP1 b ιqγP1 , and denote
ϕO1 � ψN1 � RQ1 . We want to check that the collection ϕP1 , ϕO1 , ϕN1 and
ϕM1 satisfies the conditions for left invariant nsf weights on a co-linking von
Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid. In fact, apart from trivial cases,
symmetry allows us to reduce to two cases, namely the left invariance of the
weights with respect to βM1 and γN1 . For βM1 , the argument has already
been given when discussing integrability of αN1 . For γN1 : choose ω P pP1q

�
� ,
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a state ω̃ on N , and x P M�
ϕN1

. Then

ϕN1ppω b ιN1qγN1pxqq � ϕM1ppω b ω̃ b ιM1qppιN1 b αN1qγN1pxqqq

� ϕM1ppppω b ω̃qγN1q b ιM1qαN1pxqq

� ppω b ω̃qγN1qp1N1q � ϕN1pxq

� ωp1N1q � ϕN1pxq.

Since RQ1 is an anti-multiplicative �-involution flipping the comultiplica-
tion, Q1 has the structure of a co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoid. But then the map

L 2pN1q bL 2pN1q Ñ L 2pN1q bL 2pM1q :

ΛN1pxq b ΛN1pyq Ñ ΣpΛN1 b ΛM1qpαN1pxqpy b 1qq

will be unitary, since it coincides with a unitary part of the multiplicative
partial isometry of Q1. Hence αN1 is a Galois coaction.

Since βP1pP1q � tz P N1 b O1 | pαN1 b ιO1qpzq � pιN1 b γO1qpzqu by con-
struction, with pβP1bβP1q∆P1 � ppιN1bβM1qαN1b ιO1q, we can canonically
identify P1, as a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, with the reflection
of M1 across N1, by Proposition 7.4.19. This concludes the proof.

Definition 8.1.4. In the situation of the previous proposition, we call the
right M1-Galois object N1 the reduction of N to M1, and we denote

pN1, αN1q � pRedM1pNq,RedM1pαN qq.

8.2 Induction

8.2.1 Induction along Galois objects

In this subsection, given a P -M -bi-Galois object N and a left coaction Υ of
M on some von Neumann algebra, we induce it to a left coaction of P (on a
possibly different von Neumann algebra). This generalizes Proposition 7.7
of [27]. We then show that this correspondence preserves certain properties
of Υ.
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So let N be a P -M -bi-Galois object. Suppose Y is a von Neumann algebra,
and Υ a left coaction of M on Y . Denote by IndN pY q � YN the von
Neumann algebra

YN :� tx P N b Y | pαN b ιY qx � pιN bΥqxu,

and by IndN pΥq � ΥN the map pγN b ιY q|YN . Then since αN and γN
commute, it is easily seen that ΥN has range in P b YN , and that then ΥN

is a coaction of P on YN .

Definition 8.2.1. In the foregoing situation, we call pYN ,ΥN q the induction
of Υ (from M) along N (to P ).

Theorem 8.2.2. The functor pY,Υq Ñ ppYN qO, pΥN qOq is naturally equi-
valent with the identity.

Remark: We assume that this takes place in the category of left coactions
for M , where a morphism is (for example) a unital normal complete con-
traction between the spaces acted on, intertwining the coaction.

Proof. Consider the map

Y Ñ O bN b Y : xÑ pβM b ιqΥpxq.

Then for x P Y , we have

pιO b αN b ιY qpβM b ιY qΥpxq � pβM b ιM b ιY qpp∆M b ιY qΥpxqq
� pβM b ιM b ιY qppιM bΥqΥpxqq
� pιO b ιN bΥqppβM b ιY qΥpxqq,

and since pαO b ιN qβM � pιO b γN qβM , also

pαO b ιN b ιY qppβM b ιY qΥpxqq � pιO b γN b ιY qppβM b ιY qΥpxqq,

which shows that the given map has range in pYN qO.

Now choose x P pYN qO. Then the fact that

pαO b ιN b ιY qpxq � pιO b γN b ιY qpxq
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implies that x � pβM b ιY qpzq for some z PM bY , by (a symmetric version
of) Proposition 7.4.19. But also

pβM b ιM b ιY qpp∆M b ιY qpzqq � pιO b αN b ιY qppβM b ιY qpzqq

� pιO b αN b ιY qpxq

� pιO b ιN bΥqpxq
� pιO b ιN bΥqppβM b ιY qpzqq

� pβM b ιM b ιY qppιM bΥqpzqq,

so by injectivity of βM , we have p∆M b ιY qpzq � pιM b Υqpzq, and by the
biduality theorem, Theorem 2.7. of [85], we have z � Υpyq for some y P Y .
Hence the considered map is a bijection.

Finally, we have for any x P Y that

pιM b βM b ιY qppιM bΥqΥpxqq � pιM b βM b ιY qpp∆M b ιY qΥpxqq
� pγO b ιN b ιY qppβM b ιY qΥpxqq,

which shows that the map intertwines the coactions of M .

Proposition 8.2.3. Let N be a P -M -bi-Galois object, Υ a left coaction of
M on a von Neumann algebra Y , and pYN ,ΥN q the induction of Υ along
N . Then

1. the coaction Υ is ergodic iff the coaction ΥN is ergodic.

2. the coaction Υ is integrable iff the coaction ΥN is integrable.

3. the coaction Υ is Galois iff the coaction ΥN is Galois.

Proof. By biduality, we only have to prove the ‘only if’ statements.

It is easy to show that ergodic coactions get transformed into ergodic coac-
tions: if x P YN � N b Y is a coinvariant element, then x � 1 b z with
z P Y by the ergodicity of γ. But by the defining property of YN , also z is
coinvariant for Υ. Hence Y ΥN

N � 1N b Y Υ, and in particular, ΥN is ergodic
when Υ is.
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Now we prove the second point. Suppose that Υ is integrable. Choose
x P Y � integrable for Υ, and choose ξ P L 2pOq with ξ P Dpδ

�1{2
O q. Put

ω � ωξ,ξ P O�, and put

y � pω b ιN b ιY qppβM b ιY qΥpxqq.

Then y will be an integrable element for ΥN : to see this, first note that y
will be in YN by the proof of the proof of the previous theorem. Next,

ΥN pyq � pω b ιP b ιN b ιY qppαO b ιN b ιY qpβM b ιY qΥpxqq.

Choose ω1 P pN b Y q�� . Put z � pιO b ω1qppβM b ιY qΥpxqq. Then

pιO b ω1qpΥN pyqq � pω b ιP qαOpzq.

Now by the strong form of right-invariance of ψO (cf. Lemma 11.1.8), we
have that z will be integrable for ψO, with

ψOpzq � ω1p1N b pψM b ιY qpΥpxqqq.

By (a right analogue of) Proposition 4.5 of [30], we conclude that

ψP ppω b ιP qαOpzqq � }δ
�1{2
O ξ}2 � ψOpzq.

Hence y is integrable, with

pψP b ιYN qpΥN pyqq � }δ
�1{2
O ξ} � p1b ppψM b ιY qΥpxqqq.

So to show that ΥN is integrable, the only thing left to show is that the y of
the above form have σ-weakly dense span in YN . Now clearly, the σ-weakly
dense span of such y contains each element of the form ppωbιN qβMbιY qΥpxq
with x P Y and ω P O�. By the biduality property in the previous theo-
rem, it is as well sufficient to show that the linear span of elements of the
form pω b ιY qpxq with ω P N� and x P YN is σ-weakly dense in Y . But
this space contains all elements of the form ppω1 b ωqβM b ιY qpΥpxqq, with
ω1 P O�, ω P N� and x P Y . By Proposition 7.6.3, it also contains all ele-
ments of the form pωb ιY qpΥpxqq, with ω PM�. But this space is known to
be σ-weakly dense in Y (see for example the proof of 7.2.6).

Now we prove the third point. Suppose first that Υ is just an integrable left
coaction. Let TΥ be the operator valued weight Y Ñ Y Υ associated with Υ,
and let ψY � µ�TΥ with µ an arbitrary nsf weight on Y Υ. Also, one has that
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the operator valued weight pψN b ιq from pN bY q� to p1bY q�,ext restricts
to the operator valued weight TΥN � pψP b ιqΥN from Y �

N to 1 b pY Υq�.
Applying Lemma 5.7.9, we see that, if p1 b Y Υq � Y ΥN

N � YN � pYN q2 is
the basic construction, we can realize pYN q2 on L 2pNqbL 2pMq as the von
Neumann algebra generated by operators of the form xy�, with x and y of
the form

ΛψNbιpzq : L 2pY q Ñ L 2pNq bL 2pY q :

ΛψY pvq Ñ pΛψN b ΛψY qpzp1b vqq

for v P NψY and z P NTΥN
.

We can also make a faithful copy of N 
YN on L 2pNqbL 2pY q, similar to
the construction in Lemma 6.5.6. Namely, we have P 
 YN � pP 
Nq b Y ,
and we know that the first factor of this tensor product is representable on
L 2pNq in a standard way. Denote this representation of P 
 YN by F̃ . We
want to show that for z P P 
 YN , we have F̃ pzqF p1pYN q2q � F pρΥN pzqq.

We first characterize the subspace of L 2pNqbL 2pY q corresponding to the
projection p � F p1pYN q2q.

Take u P TψN �TψN . Then there exists a unique normal functional ωu on N
such that ωupx�q � ψN px

�uq for x P NψN . Since for z P NTΥN
and arbitrary

ω P Y�, we have pιb ωqpzq P NψN by a Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality, we
deduce that pψN b ιqpz�pub 1qq � pωub ιY qpzq. Then for such u and z, and
v P NψY , we have

ΛpψNbιqpzq
�pΛψN puq b ΛψY pvqq � ΛψY ppψN b ιqpz�pub vqqq

� pωu b ιqpz�qΛψY pvq.

Now such ωu are normdense in N�, and such z are σ-weakly dense in YN .
Furthermore, we have that

K :� tpω b ιqpzq | z P YN , ω P N�u

is σ-weakly dense in Y , which was proven while dealing with the second
point of the proposition. Hence

ΛpψNbιY qpNTΥN
q� � pL 2pNq bL 2pY qq � L 2pY q

is a dense subspace.
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This means that ppL 2pNq bL 2pY qq will be the closure of ΛψNbιpNTΥN
q �

pL 2pNq bL 2pY qq.

Now take x P YN , y P NTΥN
and z P NψY . Then we have

F pxqΛψNbιpyqΛψY pzq � ΛψNbιpxyqΛψY pzq
� pΛψN b ΛψY qpxyp1b zqq

� xΛψNbιpyqΛψY pzq
� F̃ pΥN pxqqΛψNbιpyqΛψY pzq,

which shows that F̃ pΥN pxqqp � F pxq for x P YN .

Now choose η P L 2pP q and ξ P Dpδ
1{2
P q, and put ω � ωξ,η and ωδ � ω

δ
1{2
P ξ,η

.
Let UYN be the unitary implementation of ΥN , and denote ψYN � µ � TΥN

(where we identify Y Υ with 1N b Y Υ � Y ΥN ). Choose x P NTΥN
. Then for

y P Nµ, we have

pω b ιqpUYN qΛTΥN
pxqΛµpyq � pω b ιqpUYN qΛψYN pxyq

� ΛψYN pppωδ b ιqΥN pxqqyq,

by Definition-Proposition 6.3.11. Hence pωδ b ιqΥN pxq P NTΥN
with

ΛTΥN
ppωδ b ιqΥN pxqq � pω b ιqpUYN qΛTΥN

pxq,

by Lemma 5.7.8. Applying F , we get that

ΛpψNbιqppωδ b ιqΥN pxqq � F ppω b ιqpUYN qqΛpψNbιqpxq.

Applying the left hand side to ΛψY pyq with y P NψY , we get

ΛpψNbιqppωδ b ιqΥN pxqqΛψY pyq � pΛψN b ΛψY qpppωδ b ιqΥN pxqqp1b yqq

� pΛψN b ΛψY qppppωδ b ιqγN q b ιqpxp1b yqqq

� ppω b ιqpUP q b 1qpΛψN b ΛψY qpxp1b yqq,

with UP the unitary corepresentation belonging to γN , again by Definition-
Proposition 6.3.11. Since pω b ιqpUP q b 1 � F̃ ppω b ιqpW �

P q b 1q, we arrive
at

F ppω b ιqpUYN qqΛpψNbιqpxq � F̃ ppω b ιqpWP q b 1qΛpψNbιqpxq

for x P NTΥN
. Hence for z P P̂ , we have F ppπΥN pzqq � F̃ pz b 1qp.
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From these two calculations, it follows that F̃ pzqF p1pYN q2q � F pρΥN pzqq.

Now suppose that Υ is Galois. Then to finish the proof, we only have to
show that p � 1. But take y P NψY . Choose x P Y � square integrable for
Υ, and choose ξ P L 2pOq with ξ P Dpδ

�1{2
O q; put ω � ωξ,ξ P O�, and put

z � pω b ιN b ιY qppβM b ιY qΥpxqq.

Then by the proof of the second point (and a Cauchy-Schwartz type inequal-
ity), we know that z is square integrable for ΥN . We can write

ΛψNbιY pzqΛψY pyq � pΛψN b ΛψY qppω b ιN b ιY qppβM b ιY qΥpxqqp1b yqq

� ppω
δ
�1{2
O ξ,ξ

b ιqppW 2
21q

�q b 1qpΛψM b ΛψY qpΥpxqp1b yqq,

the last step following by Proposition 4.5 of [30]. Since the second leg of
pW 2

21q
� is σ-weakly dense in pQ12, and since elements of the form pΛψM b

ΛψY qpΥpxqp1 b yqq are dense in L 2pMq bL 2pY q, by the assumption that
Υ is Galois, we see that the linear span of elements of the form ΛψNbιY pzqη,
with z P NTΥN

and η P L 2pY q, is closed in L 2pNqbL 2pY q. So we are done.

8.2.2 Induction of Galois objects

Proposition 8.2.4. Let xM1 be a closed quantum subgroup of the von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group xM . Let pN1, αN1q be a right Galois object
for M1. Then the induced coaction αN :� IndM pαN1q of αN1 by M makes
N :� IndM pN1q a right M -Galois object. Moreover, if pP1 is the reflection
of xM1 across N1, and pP the reflection of xM across N , then pP1 is a closed
quantum subgroup of pP , in a canonical way.

Proof. We recall that N � tz P N1 bM | pαN1 b ιM qz � pιN1 b γM qzu,
where γM is the canonical left coaction of M1 on M , and that αN is the
restriction of ιN1 b∆M to N .

First, we show that αN is ergodic. Suppose z P N and αM pzq � z b 1M .
Then pιN1b∆M qpzq � zb1M , so z � xb1M with x P N1. Since xb1N1 P N ,
we get αN1pxq � x b 1M1 . So x is scalar by ergodicity of αN1 , and hence z
is scalar.
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We show integrability of αN . Choose m P M�
ϕM

. Choose ω P pO1q
�
� , and

denote
z � pω b ιN1 b ιM qppβN1 b ιM qγM qpmq P N1 bM.

Then z P N : we have

pαN1 b ιM qpzq � pω b ιN1 b ιM1 b ιM qppιO1 b αN1 b ιM qpβM1 b ιM qγM qpmq

� pω b ιN1 b ιM1 b ιM qppβM1 b ιM1 b ιM qp∆M1 b ιM qγM qpmq

� pω b ιN1 b ιM1 b ιM qppβM1 b ιM1 b ιM qpιM1 b γM qγM qpmq

� pιN1 b γM qpzq.

Furthermore, z will be integrable:

pιN1 b ϕM qpαN pzqq � pιN1 b ϕM qpzq

� pω b ιM qpβN1ppιM1 b ϕM qpγM pmqqqq

� ωp1O1qϕM pmq,

where pιM1 bϕM qpγM pmqq � ϕM pmq follows from the fact that pιb∆qΓl �
pΓl b ιq∆ (cf. Proposition 12.2 of [54]).

Finally, we show that the coaction is Galois. For this, it is enough to show
that the canonical map ραN : N � M Ñ BpL 2pNqq is injective, by the
results of the second section. But by Lemma 6.5.6, N�M is a type I factor,
so that this must be necessarily so.

We now prove the second part of the proposition, concerning the relation
between pP1 and pP . First note that pQ1 can be represented on�

L 2p pN1q

L 2pxM1q

�
b
ϕ
xM1

L 2pxMq

by the map πind :� π
pQ1,2 b

ϕ
xM1

ι. In particular, pO1 is then represented by

operators

πindp pO1q : H :� L 2p pN1q b
ϕ
xM1

L 2pxMq Ñ L 2pxMq � L 2pxM1q b
ϕ
xM1

L 2pxMq.

Since the Galois unitary G̃N1 for αN1 lies in pO1 bN1, we can thus form the
operator pπind b ιqpG̃N1q. Put

G̃ind :� pW
xM
q13ppπ

ind b ιqpG̃N1qq12,
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which is an operator

G̃ind : H bL 2pN1q bL 2pMq Ñ L 2pxMq bL 2pN1q bL 2pMq.

Clearly, G̃ind P BpH ,L 2pxMqq bN1 bM , and furthermore,

pιb ιb γM qpG̃indq

� pW
xM
q14ppπ

ind b ιqpW
xM1
qq13ppπ

ind b ιqpG̃N1qq12

� pW
xM
q14pppπ

ind b ιb ιqppW
xM1
q13pG̃N1q12qq b 1q

� pιb αN1 b ιqpG̃indq.

Hence G̃ind P BpH ,L 2pxMqq bN . Moreover, it is easily seen that

pιb αN qpG̃indq � pW
xM
q13pG̃indq12.

Hence, if G̃N denotes the Galois unitary of pN,αN q, with the second leg iden-
tified with operators on L 2pN1q b L 2pMq, we have pι b αN qpG̃

�
N G̃indq �

G̃�
N G̃ind b 1M , and thus G̃ind � G̃N pu b 1N q for some unitary u : H Ñ

L 2pNq. Since u is clearly right xM -linear, we obtain an embedding pN1 ÑpN : x Ñ uπindpxq, which can then be extended to a unital normal embed-
ding F : pQ1 Ñ pQ.

In particular, we have a unital normal embedding pP1 Ñ pP . So to see if
this makes pP1 a closed quantum subgroup of pP , we should show that the
embedding F intertwines ∆

pQ1
and ∆

pQ
. Clearly, it is already sufficient to

check this on pN1. Now

pub 1N1 b 1M q � ppπind b ιqpG̃N1q
�
12q � G̃�

N pWxM q13,

by definition of u. Since the first leg of G̃�
N1

is σ-weakly dense in pN1, and
p∆
pN1
b ιqpG̃�

N1
q � pG̃N1q

�
23pG̃N1q

�
13, we have to see if

p∆
pN
b ιqpG̃�

N pWxM q13q � pG̃�
N q234pWxM q24pG̃

�
N q134pWxM q14.

Now the left hand side equals pG̃�
N q234pG̃

�
N q134pWxM q14pWxM q24. So, we should

check if
pG̃�

N q134pWxM q14pWxM q24 � pW
xM
q24pG̃

�
N q134pWxM q14. (8.1)

Now we use that pι b αN qpG̃N q � pW
xM
q13pG̃N q12 (with the second leg liv-

ing on L 2pN1q b L 2pMq). Since αN is ∆M applied to the second leg
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of an element of N , we deduce from this that pWM q
�
34pG̃N q124pWM q34 �

pW
xM
q14pG̃N q123 (the middle legs living on respectively L 2pN1q and L 2pMq).

Rearranging indices, this becomes

pW
xM
q24pG̃N q132pWxM q

�
24 � pW

xM
q12pG̃N q134.

Using this equality, the left hand side of (8.1) can be rewritten as follows:

pG̃�
N q134pWxM q14pWxM q24

� pG̃�
N q134pWxM q

�
12pWxM q24pWxM q12

� ppW
xM
q24pG̃N q

�
132pWxM q

�
24qppWxM q24pWxM q12q

� pW
xM
q24pG̃N q

�
132pWxM q12.

So the identity (8.1) is proven if we can show that

pW
xM
q24pG̃N q

�
132pWxM q12 � pW

xM
q24pG̃

�
N q134pWxM q14. (8.2)

After canceling and rearranging indices, the identity (8.2) becomes

pG̃N q
�
123pWxM q13 � pG̃N q

�
124pWxM q14.

But both sides equal pub 1N1 b 1M b 1M q � ppπind b ιqpG̃N1q
�q12. So we are

done.

Lemma 8.2.5. Let xM1 be a closed quantum subgroup of the von Neumann
algebraic quantum group xM . Let pN1, αN1q be a right Galois object for M1.
Then IndM pN1q � IndN1pMq, and the restriction to P1 of the left coaction
of P on IndM pN1q coincides with the left coaction of P1 on IndN1pMq.

Proof. The fact that IndM pN1q � IndN1pMq is immediate from their respec-
tive definitions. We denote this common von Neumann algebra again with
N .

Now from the proof of 8.2.4, it follows that the inclusions xM1 � xM andpP1 � pP in fact come from an inclusion of linking von Neumann algebraic
quantum groupoids pQ1 � pQ. Completely similar as to the situation for von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups, this implies that we have a canonical
left (translation) coaction of Q1 on Q, splitting into separate morphisms
γkQ,ij : Qij Ñ pQ1qik b Qkj , and a canonical right (translation) coaction of
Q1 on Q, splitting into separate morphisms αkQ,ij : Qij Ñ QikbpQ1qkj , both
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equivariant with respect to ∆Q.

Then γ2
Q,22 � γM , by definition. Now a completely standard argument shows

that

γ2
12pπN pNqq � tz P N1 bM | pp∆N1q

2
12 b ιM qpzq � pιN1 b γ2

Q,22qpzqu.

Hence, again by definition, N � γ2
12pπN pNqq. Then by equivariance, the left

coaction of P1 on N � IndN1pMq corresponds under πN to the left coaction
γ1

12 of P1 on πN . Since also γ1
Q,11 � γP , the canonical left coaction of P1 on

P , equivariance lets us conclude that

pιP1 b γN qpγN1 b ιM q � pγP b ιN qγN

on N � N1 bM , which, by the definition of the restriction of a coaction,
concludes the proof.

For the following definition, recall that a short exact sequence of von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum groups (cf. Definition 3.2 of [88]) M1 ÑM ÑM2

consists of three von Neumann algebraic quantum groups M1,M and M2,
such that M1 is a closed quantum subgroup of M , xM2 is a closed quantum
subgroup of xM , and, denoting by γM the canonical left coaction of M2 on
M , we have M1 �MγM . (We note that then also M1 �MαM , where αM is
the canonical right coaction of M2 on M , using Proposition 3.1 of [88] and
the fact that M1 is invariant under RM by Proposition 10.5 of [6].)

Proposition 8.2.6. Let M1 Ñ M Ñ M2 be a short exact sequence of
von Neumann algebraic quantum groups. Suppose that pN2, αN2q is a right
Galois object for M2. Denote

pN,αN q � pInd
xM
pN2q, Ind

xM
pαN2qq

and
pN1, αN1q � pRedM1pNq,RedM1pαN qq.

Then we have a canonical isomorphism of right M1-Galois objects between
pN1, αN1q and pM1,∆M1q. Moreover, by reflecting, we then obtain a short
exact sequence

pP1 �qM1 Ñ P Ñ P2

of von Neumann algebraic quantum groups.
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Proof. Denote by γM the canonical left coaction of M2 on M . Then N1

consists of those z P N2 bM such that pαN2 b ιM qpzq � pιN2 b γM qpzq and
pιN b ∆M qpzq P N bM bM1. Now if x P M and ∆M pxq P M bM1, then
x PM1. Hence if z P N1, then z P N2 bM1 by the second condition on such
elements. But also M1 �MγM . Hence by the first condition on an element
z P N1, we deduce that z P N

αN2
2 bM1 � CbM1. This provides a canonical

isomorphism N1 ÑM1. It is easily seen that pN1, α1q � pM1,∆M1q as right
Galois objects under this isomorphism. Hence we also obtain a canonical
isomorphism between the von Neumann algebraic quantum groups P1 and
M1.

Now by the Propositions 8.1.3 and 8.2.4, we have that pP2 is a closed quantum
subgroup of pP , and P1 a closed quantum subgroup of P . To end the proof,
we should show that if γP denotes the canonical left coaction of P2 on P ,
then P1 � P γP . This is equivalent with proving that PX pP 1

2 � P1 on L 2pP q.

Now we can place BpL 2pP qq inside BpL 2pNq bL 2pOqq, sending x P P to
βP pxq and x P pP to x b 1. Then we should show that βP pP q X p pP 1

2 b 1q �
βP pP1q. For this, it is sufficient to prove that N X pP 1

2 � N1 (which equals
1bM1). Indeed, if then z P P and the first leg of βP pzq P N bO commutes
with pP2, then βP pzq P N1 b O. Since pαN b ιOq � pιN b γOq on the range
of βP , we then also have βP pzq P N1 b O1. But then z P P1 by the specific
way the imbedding P1 Ñ P was defined in Proposition 8.1.3.

So we are left to proving that N X pP 1
2 � N1. Now by Lemma 8.1.1 and

Lemma 8.2.5,

N X pP 1
2 � tx P N � N2 bM | pγN2 b ιM qpxq � 1P2 b xu.

Since γN2 is ergodic, we must have x � 1N2 b m for some m P M when
x P N X pP 1

2. But p1bMq XN � 1bM1, which concludes the proof.





Chapter 9

Application: Twisting by
2-cocycles

In the first section of this chapter, we will study a specific class of Galois ob-
jects, namely those obtained by twisting with a 2-cocycle. On the dual side,
this corresponds to those linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids
built upon an identity linking von Neumann algebra. In the second section,
we show the relation between Galois objects for the tensor product of two
von Neumann algebraic quantum groups and the Galois objects of its con-
stituents.

9.1 2-cocycles

Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, and let Ω P xM bxM be
a unitary 2-cocycle, i.e. a unitary element satisfying

p1b Ωqpιb∆
xM
qpΩq � pΩb 1qp∆

xM
b ιqpΩq.

Denote by α̌ the trivial left coaction C Ñ xM b C of xM . Then pα̌,Ωq is a
cocycle action ([88], Definition 1.1). Let

N � xM 

Ω
C :� rpω b ιqpW

xM
Ω�q | ω P xM�s

σ�weak

be the cocycle crossed product ([88], Definition 1.3). (Actually, one should
take the von Neumann algebra generated by elements of this last set, in stead
of just the σ-weak closure, but it will follow from our Lemma 7.2.6 and the

287
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following proposition that this is the same.) Then there is a canonical right
ergodic coaction αΩ of M on N , determined by

αΩppω b ιqpW
xM

Ω�qq � pω b ιb ιqppW
xM
q13pWxM q12Ω�

12q,

where ω P xM� ([88], Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.11.1). Furthermore, it
is integrable ([88], the remark following Lemma 1.12), and we can take the
GNS construction for ϕN in L 2pMq, by defining

ΛϕN ppω b ιqpW
xM

Ω�qq :� ΛM ppω b ιqpW
xM
qq

for ω P xM� well-behaved ([88], Proposition 1.15). Finally, pN,αΩq is a right
Galois object for M , since the unitary W

xM
Ω� P BpL 2pMqq bN satisfies

pιb αΩqpWxMΩ�q � pW
xM
q13pWxM q12Ω�

12,

so that αΩ is semi-dual (see Example 7.1.2).

Definition 9.1.1. A right M -Galois object N is called a cleft Galois object
for M if there exists a unitary 2-cocycle Ω P xM b xM such that N � pxM 


Ω

C, αΩq.

The following proposition is not very surprising.

Proposition 9.1.2. Let Ω P xM b xM be a unitary 2-cocycle for a von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum group xM , and let N be the associated right M -
Galois object. Then the Galois map G̃ equals W

xM
Ω�.

Proof. Choose ξ, η, ζ P L 2pMq, and an orthonormal basis ξi of L 2pMq.
Further, let m P xM be in the Tomita algebra for ϕ

xM
, and denote ω1 �

ωζ,Λ
xM
pmq. Then by Proposition 1.15 of [88], pω1 b ιqpW

xM
Ω�q P NϕN , pω1 b

ιqpW
xM
q P NϕM and

ΛN ppω1 b ιqpW
xM

Ω�qq � ΛM ppω1 b ιqpW
xM
qq.

So

pιb ωξ,ηqpG̃q ΛM ppω1 b ιqpW
xM
qq

� pιb ωξ,ηqpG̃qΛN ppω1 b ιqpW
xM

Ω�qq

� ΛM ppωξ,η b ιqpαΩppω
1 b ιqpW

xM
Ω�qqqq

� ΛM ppω1 b ωξ,η b ιqppW
xM
q13pWxM q12Ω�

12qq

� ΛM p
¸
i

pω1 b ωξ,ξi b ωξi,η b ιqppW
xM
q14pWxM q13Ω�

12qq,
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where the sum is taken in the σ-strong-topology.

On the other hand, using Result 8.6 of [56], adapted to the von Neumann
algebra setting, we get

pιb ωξ,ηqpWxMΩ�q ΛM ppω1 b ιqpW
xM
qq

�
¸
i

pιb ωξi,ηqpWxM qpιb ωξ,ξiqpΩ
�qΛM ppω1 b ιqpW

xM
qq

�
¸
i

ΛM ppωξi,η b ιq∆M ppω
1p�pιb ωξ,ξiqpΩ

�qq b ιqpW
xM
qqq

�
¸
i

ΛM ppω1 b ωξ,ξi b ωξi,η b ιqppW
xM
q14pWxM q13Ω�

12qq,

so that the result follows by the closedness of ΛM and the density of elements
of the form ΛM ppω1 b ιqpW

xM
qq in L 2pMq.

Proposition 9.1.3. Under the map LQG from Galois objects to linking
von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids, cleft Galois objects correspond
precisely to those linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids whose
underlying linking von Neumann algebra is the identity.

Proof. Let Ω be a unitary 2-cocycle for a von Neumann algebraic quantum
group xM , and N the associated right M -Galois object. We already know
that L 2pNq can be identified with L 2pMq. It is also not difficult to see that
under this correspondence, the unitary implementation U of αN becomes
just the regular right multiplicative unitary VM : Take again m P xM in the
Tomita algebra for ϕ

xM
, take ζ P L 2pMq, and denote ω1 � ωζ,Λ

xM
pmq. Then

for ω P M� such that ωp � δ�1
M q extends to a bounded normal functional ωδ

on M , we have

pιb ωqpUqΛN ppω1 b ιqpW
xM

Ω�qq

� ΛN ppω1p � pιb ωδqpWxM qq b ιqpW
xM

Ω�qq

� ΛM ppω1p � pιb ωδqpWxM qq b ιqpW
xM
qq

� pιb ωqpVM qΛM ppω1 b ιqpW
xM
qq

� pιb ωqpVM qΛN ppω1 b ιqpW
xM

Ω�qq.

Hence L 2pNq, as a right xM -module, is just L 2pMq with its natural rightxM -module structure. Hence p pQ, eq will be the identity linking von Neumann
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algebra for xM .

Conversely, suppose that p pQ, eq is a linking von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groupoid built upon the identity linking von Neumann algebra for the
underlying von Neumann algebra of some von Neumann algebraic quantum
group xM . Then in particular, pQ12 � xM . Put Ω � p∆12p1xM q. Then for
x P xM , we have p∆12pxq � Ω �∆

xM
pxq. So from the coassociativity of p∆12, it

follows immediately that Ω satisfies the 2-cocycle relation. Moreover, it is
unitary, since p∆12p1xM q

� � p∆21p1xM q and p∆12p1xM q
p∆21p1xM q �

p∆11p1xM q, andp∆21p1xM q
p∆12p1xM q �

p∆22p1xM q.

Further, since pΛ12 � pΛ22 in this case, we have for x, y P NϕM that

pxW 2
12q

�pΛ
xM
pxq b Λ

xM
pyqq � pΛ

xM
b Λ
xM
qpp∆12pyqpxb 1qq

� Ω � pΛ
xM
b Λ
xM
qp∆
xM
pyqpxb 1qq

� Ω �W �
xM
� pΛ
xM
pxq b Λ

xM
pyqq,

from which it follows that for the right M -Galois object N associated to
p pQ, eq, the Galois unitary G̃ equals W

xM
Ω�. Since N is equal to the σ-weak

closure of the first leg of G̃, and since pιb αN qpG̃q � pW
xM
q13G̃12, it follows

that N is just the cleft Galois object associated to Ω.

Note that when reconstructing a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoid from a right cleft M -Galois object N , we will always identify xM
with pP by first identifying L 2pNq with L 2pMq in the manner recalled at the
beginning, and then taking the standard left representation of xM on L 2pMq.

We will now also call such linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoids
with underlying identity linking algebra cleft linking von Neumann algebraic
quantum groupoids, and the associated bi-Galois objects cleft bi-Galois ob-
jects.

Corollary 9.1.4. Let xM be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, and
Ω a unitary 2-cocycle in xM b xM . Then the Ω-twisted Hopf-von Neumann
algebra pxM, p∆Ωq, where p∆Ωpmq � Ω∆

xM
pmqΩ�,

is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
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Proof. This follows straightforwardly from the proof of the previous proposi-
tion. For then we have that in the linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoid p pQ, eq for the cleft right Galois object N associated to Ω, the cornerpP � pQ11 equals xM , equipped with the coproduct

p∆11pxq � p∆12p1qp∆22pxqp∆21p1q
� Ω∆

xM
Ω�.

So by Theorem 7.3.7, pxM, p∆Ωq is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.

Remark: Corollary 9.1.4 answers negatively a question of [46]: the 2-pseudo-
cocycles Ωq of [46] are not 2-cocycles, since SU0p2q is not a quantum group.
This of course does not rule out the possibility that the SUqp2q are cocycle
twists of each other in some other way.

Proposition 9.1.3 also shows that there is no ambiguity in the definition of
a cleft bi-Galois object: if pN, γN , αN q is a bi-Galois object, and the asso-
ciated right Galois object N is cleft with 2-cocycle Ω, then pN, γN q will be
cleft with 2-cocycle Ω�.

Finally, remark that the reduced C�-algebra pD of the reflection pP of xM
across a cleft M -Galois object will in general not be the same as the reduced
C�-algebra pA of xM , as the example in section 10.3 will show. However, it
will still be C�-Morita equivalent to the original one, by the results of the
final section of the sixth chapter.

For the following proposition, recall that if xM is a von Neumann algebraic
quantum group and Ω1,Ω2 are two unitary 2-cocycles in xM b xM , then Ω1

and Ω2 are called cohomologous if there exists a unitary v P xM such that
pv b vqΩ1 � Ω2 � ∆

xM
pvq. We will call Ω1 and Ω2 centrally cohomologous

when we can choose v P Z pxMq.

Proposition 9.1.5. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Then

1. two cleft right Galois objects are isomorphic iff the associated 2-cocycles
are cohomologous, and

2. two cleft bi-Galois objects are isomorphic iff the associated 2-cocycles
are centrally cohomologous.
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Proof. Suppose two isomorphic cleft right Galois objects N1 and N2 are
given, with respective associated 2-cocycles Ω1 and Ω2. Let Φ be the asso-
ciated isomorphism between the respective linking von Neumann algebraic
quantum groupoids pQ1 and pQ2. Put u � Φpe12q P xM . Then u will be a
unitary, and

Φp
�
x y
z w



q �

�
uxu� uy
zu� w



. (9.1)

Since pΦb Φq∆
pN1
pxq � ∆

pN2
pΦpxqq for x P xM , we get

pub uqΩ1 � pub uq∆
pN1
p1
xM
q

� pΦb Φq∆
pN1
p1
xM
q

� ∆
pN2
pΦp1

xM
qq

� Ω2∆
xM
puq,

and hence Ω1 and Ω2 are cohomologous. If N1 and N2 are isomorphic cleft
bi-Galois objects, then we must also have uxu� � x for all x P xM , hence Ω1

and Ω2 centrally cohomologous.

Conversely, given two 2-cocycles which are (centrally) cohomologous by some
(central) unitary u P xM , it is clear that if we define Φ by the formula 9.1, this
will be an isomorphism between the corresponding linking von Neumann
algebraic quantum groupoids, whose dual will be an isomorphism of the
corresponding (bi-)Galois objects.

This proposition shows that the set of equivalence classes of 2-cocycles, under
the equivalence relation of being centrally cohomologous, can be imbedded
in the groupoid constructed in section 7.5. It is easy to see that the com-
position of two cleft bi-Galois objects is again cleft, with the product of the
two associated 2-cocycles (in the proper order) as the associated 2-cocycle.
Hence the set of isomorphism classes of cleft bi-Galois objects forms a sub-
groupoid of the ‘2-cohomology groupoid’ of section 7.5.

Proposition 9.1.6. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group,
Ω P xM b xM a unitary 2-cocycle, and pN,αN q the associated cleft right M -
Galois object.

1. The one-parametergroups τ xMt and τ pPt on xM are cocycle equivalent.
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2. The 2-cocycles Ω and pτ
xM
t b τ

xM
t qpΩq are cohomologous.

3. The 2-cocycles Ω and Ω̃ :� pR
xM
bR
xM
qpΣΩ�Σq are cohomologous.

Proof. Denote by ut � ∇it
pN
∇�it
xM

P xM the cocycle derivative of ϕ
pP

with re-

spect to ϕ
xM

, so that us�t � usσ
xM
s putq. Denote vt � ∇itN∇

�it
M . Then also

vt P xM , since ∇itN and ∇itM implement the same automorphism on xM 1. Fi-
nally, denote X � JNJM , then X is a unitary in xM for the same reason.

We show that the one-parametergroup vt is a 1-cocycle with respect to τ xMt .

By Lemma 7.2.15 and Proposition 9.1.2, we have

p∇itM b ut∇it
xM
qpW
xM

Ω�q � pW
xM

Ω�qp∇itN b ut∇it
xM
q.

Since ∇itM b ∇it
xM

commutes with W
xM

and ∇itM implements τ xMt on xM , the

left hand side can be rewritten as p1b utqWxM pτ
xM
t b σ

xM
t qpΩ

�qp∇itM b∇it
xM
q,

and so, bringing W
xM

and p∇itM b∇it
xM
q to the other side, we obtain

∆
xM
putqpτ

xM
t b σ

xM
t qpΩ

�q � Ω�pvt b utq.

Hence

vs�t b us�t � Ω∆
xM
pus�tqpτ

xM
s�t b σ

xM
s�tqpΩ

�q

� Ω∆
xM
pusσ

xM
s putqqpτ

xM
s�t b σ

xM
s�tqpΩ

�q

� Ω∆
xM
pusqpτ

xM
s b σ

xM
s qpΩ

�q

�pτ
xM
s b σ

xM
s qpΩ∆

xM
putqpτ

xM
t b σ

xM
t qpΩ

�qq

� vsτ
xM
s pvtq b usσ

xM
s putq,

from which the cocycle property of vt follows.

Then τ pPt will be cocycle equivalent with τ xMt by vt, since τ pNt is implemented
by ∇itN .

Now note that vt also equals P itNP
�it
M (by definition of PN ). So using the

third equality of Corollary 7.2.7,

W
xM

Ω�pvt b vtqpP
it
M b P itM q � pP itM b vtP

it
M qWxMΩ�.
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Using that P itM � P it
xM

, taking W
xM

and P itMbP itM to the other side, and using
that P itM b P itM commutes with W

xM
, we arrive at

Ω�pvt b vtq � ∆
xM
pvtqpτ

xM
t b τ

xM
t qpΩ�q,

which proves the second statement.

Finally, as observed already in Proposition 9.1.3, the unitary implementation
of αN is just VM itself. So by Lemma 7.2.4, we have

W
xM

Ω�pJN b JN qΣ � ΣVMΣpJ
xM
b JN qWxMΩ�.

Multiplying to the right with pJM b JM qΣ, we get

W
xM

Ω�pX bXq � ΣVMΣp1bXqpJ
xM
b JM qWxMΩ�pJM b JM qΣ

� ΣVMΣp1bXqpJ
xM
b JM qWxM pJM b JM qΣΩ̃�

� ΣVMΣp1bXqpJ
xM
b JM qΣVMΣpJ

xM
b JM qWxM Ω̃�

� ΣVMΣp1bXqΣV �
MΣW

xM
Ω̃�

� p1bXqW
xM

Ω̃�,

from which Ω�pX bXq � ∆
xM
pXqΩ̃� immediately follows.

We have the following formula for the multiplicative unitary xWΩ of pxM, p∆Ωq.

Proposition 9.1.7. Let xM be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group,
and Ω a unitary 2-cocycle in xM b xM . Then the left regular multiplicative
unitary W

pP
of the reflected von Neumann algebraic quantum group pP equals

W
pP
� pJN b J

xM
qΩW �

xM
pJM b J

xM
qΩ�.

Proof. Since the underlying linking von Neumann algebra of the associated
linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid is the identity linking
von Neumann algebra xM bM2pCq, we can identify the GNS-construction

with

�
L 2pxMq L 2pxMq

L 2pxMq L 2pxMq

�
, and we then have that pΛ12 equals Λ

xM
, while

pΛ21 becomes Λ
pP
. Then from Lemma 7.3.6, and the fact that p∆21pxq �

∆
xM
pxqΩ�, we conclude that

W
pP
Ω � ppJM b J

xM
qG̃pJN b J

xM
qq�

� pJN b J
xM
qpΩW �

xM
qpJM b J

xM
q.

The proposition follows.
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The following is related to Proposition 4.5 of [10].

Proposition 9.1.8. Let M , P1 and P2 be von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groups. Let pN1, γ1, α1q be a P1-M -bi-Galois object, and pN2, γ2, α2q
a P2-M -bi-Galois object. Suppose that L 2pN1q and L 2pN2q are isomor-
phic as right xM -modules. Then there exists a 2-cocycle Ω of pP2 such that,
with pNΩ, γΩ, αΩq the natural cleft bi-Galois object associated to Ω, the bi-
Galois object pN1, γ1, α1q is isomorphic to the composition of pNΩ, γΩ, αΩq
and pN2, γ2, α2q.

Proof. By the theory in section 5.5, it is easy to see that the commutant of
the direct sum right xM -representations on L 2pN1q and L 2pN2q will be iso-
morphic to the linking von Neumann algebra underlying the composition of
pN1, γ1, α1q and the inverse of pN2, γ2, α2q. Since the right xM -representations
are isomorphic, this composite linking von Neumann algebra will be isomor-
phic to the identity linking von Neumann algebra. Hence its associated
bi-Galois structure is cleft, and the proposition follows.

Corollary 9.1.9. If M is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group with xM
a properly infinite factor with separable predual, then any right M -Galois
object (whose underlying von Neumann algebra is separable) is cleft.

Proof. By the previous proposition, this is clear if xM is type III, since there
is then only one separable right xM -module up to isomorphism. Also, since
a right Galois object N for a finite-dimensional von Neumann algebraic
quantum group is finite-dimensional itself (see the remark on page 224), the
proposition is also clear for the type I8 case.

We are left with the type II8 case. For this it is enough to prove, that if N
is a right Galois object for M with xM type II1, then also the von Neumann
algebra pP of the reflected von Neumann algebraic quantum group is type
II1. Now by Theorem 9 of [37], we know that xM will be a compact quantum
group, with its unique tracial state as the (left and right) invariant state.
Hence pP is also a compact quantum group of Kac type by Proposition 10.3.2,
and so pP is type II1.

9.2 Generalized quantum doubles

We now treat a very special type of 2-cocycle. Let M1 and M2 be two von
Neumann algebraic quantum groups, and let Z P xM1 b xM2 be a bicharacter
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in the sense that
pp∆1 b ιqpZq � Z13Z23,

pιb p∆2qpZq � Z13Z12.

Then it is easily checked that

ΩZ :� pΣZΣq23 P pxM1 b xM2q b pxM1 b xM2q

is a unitary 2-cocycle for the tensor product von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum group M �M1bM2 (whose comultiplication is AdpΣq23p∆xM1

b∆
xM2
q).

Definition 9.2.1. (cf. section 8 of [4]) In the above situation, we call the
ΩZ-twisted von Neumann algebraic quantum group of M � M1 bM2 the
generalized quantum double (of M1 and M2 with respect to Z), and denote
it as MZ .

We also denote xMZ then for yMZ .

The following result was proven for Hopf algebras in Proposition 12 of [71].

Proposition 9.2.2. Let M1, M2 and P be von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groups, and put M � M1 b M2. Let N be a P -M -bi-Galois object.
Then there exist two von Neumann algebraic quantum groups P1 and P2, a
bicharacter Z P pP1 b pP2, and Pi-Mi-bi-Galois objects pNi, αi, γiq, such that
N is isomorphic to the composition of the P1bP2-M1bM2-bi-Galois object
N1 bN2 with the canonical PZ-pP1 b P2q-bi-Galois object.

Proof. Denote

N1 � tx P N | αN pxq P N b pM1 b 1qu,

N2 � tx P N | αN pxq P N b p1bM2qu.

Define α1 : N1 Ñ N1 bM1 by α1pxq b 1M2 � αN pxq, and similarly α2 :
N2 Ñ N2 bM2. Then by Proposition 8.1.3, pNi, αiq will be a Galois object
for pMi,∆iq.

Denote by G̃Ni the Galois unitary for Ni, and by G̃N the Galois unitary
for N . Denote by πNi the representation of Ni on L 2pNq. Denote G̃n �
ppιb πN1 qG̃N1q13ppιb πN2 qG̃N2q23, which is a unitary

L 2p pN1q bL 2p pN2q bL 2pNq Ñ L 2pxM1q bL 2pxM2q bL 2pNq.
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Then interpreting pιbαN qG̃n as an element inside pO1b pO2bN bM1bM2,
we compute that

pιb αN qG̃n

� pW
xM1
q14ppιb πN1 qG̃N1q13pWxM2

q25pG̃N2q23

� pW
xM1
q14ppιb πN1 qG̃N1q13pWxM2

q25ppιb πN2 qG̃N2q23

� pW
xM1
q14pWxM2

q25ppιb πN1 qG̃N1q13ppιb πN2 qG̃N2q23

� pW
xM1
q1245pG̃nq123.

We conclude that pιbαN qpG̃�
nG̃N q � pG̃�

nG̃N qb1M , hence G̃N � G̃npub1N q
for some unitary

u : L 2pNq Ñ L 2p pN1q bL 2p pN2q.

Moreover, u is then right xM -linear. By Proposition 9.1.8, there exists a
unitary 2-cocycle Ω P pP1b pP2 such that N is isomorphic to the composition
of the P1 b P2-M1 bM2-bi-Galois object N1 b N2 with the canonical PΩ-
pP1 b P2q-bi-Galois object.

So to finish the proof, we should show that Ω P p pP1 b pP2q b p pP1 b pP2q arises
from a bicharacter. For this, we first express u in a more concrete way. Take
x P NϕN1

and y P NϕN2
. Then it is easy to see that xy P NϕN , for

pιb ϕM qpαN py
�x�xyqq

� pιb ϕM1 b ϕM2qpαN2pyq
�
13αN1px

�xq12αN2pyqq

� pιb ϕM2qpαN2pyq
�ppιb ϕM1qpαN1px

�xqq b 1qαN2pyqq

� ϕN1pxqϕN2pyq.

Since for x P NϕN , we have

G̃N pΛϕNbιN pxb 1N qq � ΛϕMbιN pα
op
N pxqq,

and for x P NϕN1
and y P NϕN2

, we have

pG̃N1q13pG̃N2q23pΛϕN1
bϕN2

bιN pxb y b 1N qq
� pΛϕM1

bϕM2
bιN qpα

op
N1
pxq13α

op
N2
pyq23q,

we deduce that
u�pΛN1pxq b ΛN2pyqq � ΛN pxyq
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for x P NϕN1
and y P NϕN2

.

It follows immediately from this that u is left N1-linear. We also want to
show that uCN pxq � p1bCN2pxqqu for x P N2. Clearly, for this it is sufficient
to show that σϕNt � σ

ϕN2
t on N2. Now let αM2

N be the restriction of αN to
M2. Remark that in this case αM2

N is determined by

pαN b ιM2qα
M2
N pxq � pιN b ιM1 b∆M2qpαN pxqq

for x P N . Hence it is clear that Nα
M2
N � N1. Moreover, since for x P N�,

we have

pιN b ιM1 b pιM2 b ϕM2q∆M2qpαN pxqq � pιN b ιM1 b ϕM2qαN pxq,

we get by Lemma 8.1.1 that

T :� α�1
N � pιN b ιM1 � ϕM2q � α

is an nsf operator valued weight N Ñ N1. It is also clear then that
ϕN � ϕN1 � T , by Fubini. We conclude by Lemma IX.4.21 of [84] that
σϕNt restricts to σ

ϕN1
t on N1. By symmetry, σϕNt restricts to σ

ϕN2
t on N2,

which is what we needed to prove.

Now we can show that the 2-cocycle Ω is in fact of a special form. First
note that by the general theory, it will equal the operator

p1b u34qG̃
�
np1b u�34qpG̃N1q13pG̃N2q2,24.

Since u is left N1-linear

p1b u34qG̃
�
np1b u�34qpG̃N1q13pG̃N2q24pxb 1b 1b 1q

� p1b u34qG̃
�
np1b u�34qpα

op
N1
qpxq13pG̃N1q13pG̃N2q24

� p1b u34qG̃
�
npα

op
N qpxq13p1b u�34qpG̃N1q13pG̃N2q24

� p1b u34qpxb 1b 1qG̃�
np1b u�34qpG̃N1q13pG̃N2q24

� pxb 1b 1b 1qp1b u34qG̃
�
np1b u�34qpG̃N1q13pG̃N2q24.

Hence the first leg of Ω lies in pP1 X N 1
1. Since this relative commutant is

trivial, we deduce that Ω P p1 b pP2q b p pP1 b pP2q. Now we have also shown
that p1bCN2pN2qqu � uCN pN2q. From this, it easily follows that the fourth
leg of Ω commutes with CN2pN2q, so lies in N2. Since pP2 X N2 � C � 1

pP2
,

also the fourth leg of Ω is trivial. Hence Ω � Σ23K23Σ23 for some unitary
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K P pP1 b pP2.

Some calculation with the 2-cocycle identity yields that

K�
24p1b pιb∆

pP2
qpKqq � K�

13pp∆ pP1
b ιqpKq b 1q,

and hence these expressions must equal Z23 for some unitary Z. Then

p∆
pP1
b ιqpKq � K13Z23,

pιb∆
pP2
qpKq � K13Z12.

Using coassociativity, we get

pιb ιb∆
pP2
qpιb∆

pP2
qpKq � pιb ιb∆

pP2
qpK13qZ12

� K14Z13Z12,

while

pιb∆
pP2
b ιqpιb∆

pP2
qpKq � K14pιb∆

pP2
b ιqpZ12q,

so that pι b ∆
pP2
qpZq � Z13Z12. A similar calculation with ∆

pP1
shows that

Z is in fact a bicharacter. But now

pιb∆
pP2
qpKZ�q � K13Z12Z

�
12Z

�
13

� pKZq�13,

and similarly p∆
pP1
b ιqpKZ�q � pKZ�q13. So

AdpΣq23pp∆ pP1
b∆op

pP2
qpKZ�qq � pKZ�q b 1,

which means that K � cZ for some c P C0 by Result 5.13 of [56]. Since Ω
and c�1Ω are centrally cohomologous, the bi-Galois object N is then indeed
isomorphic to the composition of the P1 b P2-M1 b M2-bi-Galois object
N1 bN2 with the canonical PZ-pP1 b P2q-bi-Galois object.

Then also Theorem 2.1 of [71] can be immediately adapted to yield

Corollary 9.2.3. If xM is a generalized quantum double of xM1 and xM2, andpP is comonoidally W�-Morita equivalent with xM , then pP is a generalized
quantum double of two von Neumann algebraic quantum groups pP1 and pP2

which are comonoidally W�-Morita equivalent with respectively xM1 and xM2.
Moreover, there is then a one-to-one correspondence between the P -M -bi-
Galois objects and pairs of Pi-Mi-bi-Galois objects.





Chapter 10

Application: Projective
corepresentations

Let G be a locally compact group, and suppose we are given a continuous
map Υ of G into the space of �-automorphisms of BpH q for some Hilbert
space H , equipped with the point-σ-weak topology. Since any such auto-
morphism χ is inner, i.e. of the form

χpxq � uxu�, x P BpH q,

for some u P U pBpH qq, the group of unitaries on H , this means that we
have a Borel covering

tpg, uq | Ad(u) � Υpgqu � G�U pBpH qq

of G. When everything is separable, we can choose a Borel map v : G Ñ
U pBpH qq which creates a section of this covering. Then v is not necessarily
a �-representation, but it comes close: there exists a measurable function

Ω : G�G Ñ S1,

with S1 the circle group � C, such that

vgh � Ωpg, hqvgvh

(where we choose the conjugate to have compatibility with later definitions).
This Ω, when interpreted as an element of L8pGqbL8pGq, will then pre-
cisely be a unitary 2-cocycle for the von Neumann algebraic quantum group
L8pGq. We then call the map g Ñ vg a unitary Ω-representation, and

301
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we then call projective unitary representation a unitary Ω-representation for
some Ω.1 Conversely, any unitary projective representation determines an
action of G on a BpH q.

This shows that there is a very close connection between actions on type I-
factors and 2-cocycles. We now want to study this phenomenon for general
von Neumann algebraic quantum groups. It turns out that in this case, 2-
cocycles have to be replaced with general Galois objects. We then apply our
results to construct a peculiar kind of comonoidal W�-Morita equivalence
between a compact and a non-compact von Neumann algebraic quantum
group.

Note on notation: Since in this section, we will mainly work with the non-
symmetrical notion of a right Galois object, we will again follow the conven-
tion for the associated linking von Neumann algebraic quantum groupoid pQ
as in section 7.3, that is: we suppress the notation for the representation

on
�

L 2pNq
L 2pMq



, while we explicitly write the notation for the standard left

GNS-representation.

10.1 Projective corepresentations

Definition 10.1.1. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M . Let H be a Hilbert space. A (unitary) left
N -corepresentation for xM is a unitary G P pN bBpH q such that

p∆
pN
b ιqpGq � G13G23.

If rN s denotes an isomorphism class of right Galois objects for M , we call
(unitary) left rN s-corepresentation for xM a unitary left N -corepresentation
for some N P rN s.

By a (unitary) projective corepresentation for xM , we mean a left N -corepre-
sentation for xM for some right M -Galois object N .

1This deviates somewhat from the commonly accepted definition, in which a projective
representation is a homomorphism G Ñ U pBpH qq{S1. We will however make up for this
by choosing an appropriate notion of isomorphism.
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For any right M -Galois object N , there is a regular left N -corepresentation
on the Hilbert space L 2p pOq, given by the unitary xW 2

21 � pJNbJ pN qG̃
�pJMb

J
pO
q. In case M � L pGq is the group von Neumann algebra of a locally

compact group G, and N is the Ω-twisted group von Neumann algebra by
a unitary 2-cocycle Ω P L8pGq b L8pGq, we then get back the ordinary
notion of an Ω-representation. Of course, one can also easily adapt the def-
inition to find the notion of a right N -corepresentation.

If N is a right Galois object for M , then intertwiners between two N -
corepresentations G2 and G1 on respective Hilbert spaces H2 and H1 are
those operators x : H2 Ñ H1 for which

G1p1b xq � p1b xqG2.

If rN s is an isomorphism class of right M -Galois objects, then intertwiners
between two rN s-corepresentations G2 and G1 on respective Hilbert spaces
H2 and H1, and with respective associated right Galois objects N2 P rN s
and N1 P rN s, are those operators x : H2 Ñ H1 for which there exists an
isomorphism Φ : N2 Ñ N1 of right Galois objects such that

ppΦb ιqpG1qp1b xq � p1b xqG2,

where pΦ : pN1 Ñ pN2 is the dual of Φ (the precise definition of which is
easily guessed). Finally, when G2 and G1 are two projective representations
with associated isomorphism classes rN1s and rN2s of right Galois objects,
we define their set of intertwiners to be t0u if rN1s � rN2s, and the set of
rN s-intertwiners when rN1s � rN2s � rN s.

We then call two N -corepresentations (resp. rN s-corepresentations or pro-
jective corepresentations) isomorphic when there exists an invertible inter-
twiner between them. We cal anN -corepresentation (resp. rN s-corepresenta-
tion or projective corepresentation) irreducible if its intertwiners with itself
are just the scalar multiples of the identity.

By the theory developed in the third section of chapter 11 (see page 340), an
N -corepresentation G on a Hilbert space H is a special type of corepresenta-
tion on H of the associated linking von Neumann algebraic quantum group-
oid p pQ, eq. To be precise: given such an N -corepresentation, we give H the
(non-faithful) C2-C2-bimodule structure with left action apeiq :� δi2 1BpH q

and right action b̂peiq :� δi1 1BpH q, where tei | i P t1, 2uu denotes the canon-
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ical basis of C2. Then, using the notation of section 11.3,

qpL 2pQq bH q � pL 2pOq `L 2pMqq bH

� L 2pQq bH

and

q1pL 2pQq bH q � pL 2pP q `L 2pNqq bH

� L 2pQq bH .

One checks that pπ
pQ
b ιqpGq defines a corepresentation.

As a result of the proof of Proposition 11.3.7, the second leg of G will have
a C�-algebra as its norm-closure (a fact which can also be proven directly).
This implies in particular that any irreducible projective corepresentation
will automatically be indecomposable.

Theorem 10.1.2. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group.
Then any (irreducible) projective corepresentation G of xM canonically gives
rise to a(n ergodic) left coaction Υ � CoactpGq of xM on a type-I-factor, and
any left coaction Υ on a type I-factor canonically gives rise to a left projec-
tive corepresentation G � CoreppΥq. Moreover, Coact�Corep is the identity,
and Corep � Coact will send a projective corepresentation to an isomorphic
projective corepresentation.

Proof. The first statement is easy: if G is a projective corepresentation,
define

Υ : BpH q Ñ xM bBpH q : xÑ G�p1b xqG.

Then this is a coaction by the defining property of G.

Now let H be a Hilbert space, and Υ : BpH q Ñ xM bBpH q a left coaction
of xM . Denote by N the relative commutant of ΥpBpH qq inside xM
BpH q.
Then we have a canonical isomorphism Φ : xM 
 BpH q Ñ N b BpH q,
sending n P N to n b 1 and Υpxq to 1 b x for x P BpH q. We claim
that the dual (right) coaction pΥ : xM 
 BpH q Ñ pxM 
 BpH qq bM re-
stricts to a coaction αN of M on N . Indeed: choose an orthonormal basis
ξi of H , with respective matrix unit system teiju. Then for x P N , we
have x �

°
k Υpek1qxΥpe1kq in the σ-strong topology. Applying pΥ, we getpΥpxq � °kpΥpek1q b 1qpΥpxqpΥpe1kq b 1q, whose first leg clearly commutes
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with ΥpBpH qq.

We now show that pN,αN q is a right M -Galois object. Ergodicity is clear,
since 1N bBpH q is the algebra of coinvariants for

AdpΣq23pαN b ιq � pΦb ιqpΥ � Φ�1.

Also integrability follows easily by this, pΥ being integrable. Since we have
a canonical isomorphism pxM 
 BpH qq �M � pN �Mq b BpH q, and the
first space is � BpH q b BpL 2pMqq, also N �M must be a type I factor,
from which it follows that the Galois homomorphism for N is necessarily an
isomorphism.

We show that the original coaction is implemented by anN -corepresentation.
Denote by Tr the canonical nsf trace on BpH q, by xTr the dual weight onxM 
 BpH q with respect to Tr. Then we have xTr � pϕN b Trq � Φ. Hence
we obtain a unitary

u : L 2pMq bL 2pBpH qq Ñ L 2pNq bL 2pBpH qq

such that

ΛM pmq b ΛTrpxq Ñ pΛN b ΛTrqpΦpmb 1qp1b xqq

for m P NϕM and x Hilbert-Schmidt. But identifying L 2pBpH q,Trq with
H b H , and observing that u is right BpH q-linear, we must have that
u � G b 1 for some unitary

G : L 2pMq bH Ñ L 2pNq bH .

We proceed to show that G is indeed an N -corepresentation implementing
Υ. First of all, it is not difficult to see that G P pNbBpH q: for m P NϕM and
x Hilbert-Schmidt, and ξ, η P L 2pMq with ξ P Dpδ

�1{2
M q, we have, putting

ω � ωξ,η and ωδ � ω
δ
�1{2
M ξ,η

and denoting by U the unitary implementation
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of αN ,

uppιb ωqpVM q b 1qpΛM pmq b ΛTrpxqq

� upΛM ppιM b ωδqp∆M pmqqq b ΛTrpxqq

� pΛN b ΛTrqpΦpppιM b ωδqp∆M pmqqq b 1qp1b xqq

� pΛN b ΛTrqpΦppppιM b ωδqp∆M pmqqq b 1qΥpxqqq
� pΛN b ΛTrqpΦppιxM
BpH q

b ωδqppΥppmb 1qΥpxqqqqq

� pΛN b ΛTrqppιN b ωδ b ιBpH qqpαN b ιBpH qqΦppmb 1qΥpxqqq
� ppιb ωqpUq b 1qpΛN b ΛTrqpΦppmb 1qΥpxqqq
� ppιb ωqpUq b 1qupΛM pmq b ΛTrpxqq,

so that GppιbωqpVM qb1q � ppιbωqpUqb1qG, which is sufficient to conclude
that the first leg of G is in pN .

Also, it is easy to see that G implements Υ: since upι
xM
b πBpH qqpΥpxqq �

p1 b πBpH qpxqqu on L 2pMq b L 2pBpH qq, we have GΥpxq � p1 b xqG on
L 2pMq bH .

So the only thing left to show, is that G satisfies

pp∆12 b ιqpGq � G13G23.

Writing out p∆12 and tensoring by 1H to the right, this translates into
proving that G̃�

12u23pWxM q12 � u13u23, with G̃ the Galois unitary for N .
Moving G̃ to the other side, and multiplying to the left with Σ12, this be-
comes u13pWM q

�
12Σ12 � Σ12G̃12u13u23. This identity can then again be

proven using a simple matrix algebra argument: we can write Φpm b 1q �°
i,j Φijpmq b eij with Φijpmq �

°
k Υpekiqpm b 1qΥpejkq P N , where the

sums are in the σ-strong topology. Then for m,n P NϕM and x Hilbert-
Schmidt, we make the following calculation: on the one hand,

u13W
�
12Σ12pΛM pmq b ΛM pnq b ΛTrpxqq

� u13pΛM b ΛM b ΛTrqp∆M pmqpnb 1q b xq

� pΛN b ΛM b ΛTrqp
¸
i,j

ppΦij b ιqp∆M pmqpnb 1qq b eijxqq,
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while on the other hand,

Σ12G̃12u13u23pΛM pmq b ΛM pnq b ΛTrpxqq

� Σ12G̃12u13pΛM b ΛN b ΛTrqp
¸
i,j

mb Φijpnq b eijxq

� Σ12G̃12pΛN b ΛN b ΛTrqp
¸
i,j,r

pΦripmq b Φijpnq b erjxqq

� pΛN b ΛM b ΛTrqp
¸
i,j,r

ppαN pΦripmqq b 1qpΦijpnq b 1b erjxqqq

� pΛN b ΛM b ΛTrqp
¸
i,j,r

ppΦri b ιqp∆M pmqq b 1qpΦijpnq b 1b erjxqq

� pΛN b ΛM b ΛTrqp
¸
j,r

ppΦrj b ιqp∆M pmqpnb 1qq b erjxqq,

where we have used
°
i ΦripmqΦijpnq � Φrjpmnq for m,n P M in the last

step. So we are done.

Now suppose we are given an N1-corepresentation G1. Let G2 be the pro-
jective corepresentation pCorep � CoactqpG1q, with associated right Galois
object N2. Then since G1 and G2 implement the same coaction on BpH q,
we must have G1G�2 � v b 1 for some unitary v : L 2pN2q Ñ L 2pN1q.
Since v is a right xM -module map, we can extend the (well-defined) mappQ2,12 Ñ pQ1,12 : z Ñ vz to an isomorphism Ψ of the linking von Neumann
algebras pQ2 and pQ1. From the fact that G1 and G2 are projective corepre-
sentations, it is easy to deduce that

p∆1,12pvzq � pv b vqp∆2,12pzq

for z P pQ2,12. Hence Ψ is an isomorphism of linking von Neumann algebraic
quantum groupoids, keeping the right lower corner fixed. Thus N1 and N2

are isomorphic by a map pΨ, and moreover pΨb ιqpG2q � G1.

Finally, it is trivial to see that under this correspondence, irreducible pro-
jective corepresentations correspond to ergodic coactions.

The following is also a generalization of a classical result.

Theorem 10.1.3. Suppose M is a von Neumann algebraic quantum group
for which M has a separable predual, and let H be a separable infinite-
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dimensional Hilbert space. Then there is a natural one-to-one correspon-
dence between outer equivalence classes of coactions of xM on BpH q, and
isomorphism classes of right Galois objects (with separable predual) for M .

Proof. First suppose that Υ1 and Υ2 are two coactions of xM on BpH q

which are outer equivalent by a unitary v P xM b BpH q. Then we get an
isomorphism

Φ : xM 

Υ1

BpH q Ñ xM 

Υ2

BpH q : z Ñ vzv�,

which obviously sends Υ1pBpH qq to Υ2pBpH qq (see the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.2 of [85]). Hence if Ni denotes the right M -Galois object constructed
from Υi as in the previous Theorem, N1 is sent to N2 by Φ. But Φ also
preserves the dual right coaction, since pVM q13v12 � v12pVM q13. So Φ|N1

gives an M -equivariant isomorphism from N1 to N2.

Conversely, suppose that N is a right M -Galois object, and that Υ1 and
Υ2 are two left coactions of xM on BpH q, which are induced by respective
N -corepresentations G1 and G2. Put v � G�2G1 P xM b BpH q. Then v is an
Υ1-cocycle:

p∆
xM
b ιqpvq � G�2,23G�2,13G1,13G1,23

� v23G�1,23v13G1,23

� v23pιbΥ1qpvq,

and obviously Υ2pxq � vΥ1pxqv
� for x P BpH q. Hence Υ1 and Υ2 are outer

equivalent.

Now for any right Galois object N with separable predual, there exists a
coaction on BpH q which has N as its associated Galois object: for example,
one can take H � L 2p pOq bH and equip it with the coaction

Υ : BpL 2p pOq bH q Ñ xM bL 2p pOq bH :

Υpxq � pxW 2
21q

�p1b xqxW 2
21,

i.e., take an amplification of the coaction coming from the regular left pro-
jective corepresentation of a right Galois object. This observation then ends
the proof of the proposition.
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10.2 Projective representations

We now introduce the concept dual to that of a projective corepresentation.
We will use the notations of section 7.6.

Definition 10.2.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebraic quantum group, and
N a right M -Galois object. A continuous left N -representation of M is a
non-degenerate �-representation of Cu on some Hilbert space. A continuous
projective left representation of M is a continuous left N -representation for
some right M -Galois object N .

We show in the following proposition that the notions of projective corep-
resentation and projective representation are dual to each other, and how
certain properties are transported along this duality. We first introduce a
definition.

Definition 10.2.2. Let N be a right Galois object for a von Neumann
algebraic quantum group M . We call an N -corepresentation G on a Hilbert
space H square integrable if the associated left coaction

Υ : BpH q Ñ xM bBpH q : xÑ G�p1b xqG

of xM is integrable.

Proposition 10.2.3. Let N be a right Galois object for M .

1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between (irreducible) right N -
corepresentations and (irreducible) continuous left N -representations.

2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between (irreducible) square in-
tegrable N -corepresentations and (irreducible) unital normal �- repre-
sentations of O.

Proof. The first statement is immediate by the remarks before Theorem
10.1.2 and Proposition 11.3.8. It is moreover clear that under this duality,
irreducibility is preserved.

Now suppose that G is a square integrable N -corepresentation on H . Let Υ
be the associated left coaction of xM on BpH q, and put TΥ � pψ

xM
bιBpH qqΥ.

Denote by πG the �-representation of L 1
� p pNq on H associated to G, and
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denote by λ
pN

the �-representation of L 1
� p pNq on L 2pOq (so λ

pN
pωq � pω b

ιqpxW21q). Take ξ, η P H , and x P NTΥ
. Then with ω � ωξ,x�η, we have

ψ
xM
ppιb ωqpGq�pιb ωqpGqq ¤ }ωξ,η} � ψxM ppιb |ωξ,η|qpG�p1b x�xqGqq,

which is finite. Hence pι b ωqpGq P Nψ
pQ
. Now one can compute that if

y P pNXNψ
pQ
, and ω1 P L 1

� p pNq is such that RQpλ pN pω
1qq P NϕQ , then ω1pyq �

xpΓ12pyq, JQΛN pRQpλ pN pω
1qqqy (for example, it follows purely from the defin-

ing equality of Theorem 3.10.(v) of [30], using various op-identifications).
Taking such an ω1, and also an arbitrary ω2 P p pNq�, we see that RQpλ pN pω

1 �
ω2qq P NϕQ , and, with ω as before,

ωpπGpω
1q � πGpω

2qq

� ppω1 � ω2q b ωqpGq
� xpΓ12ppιb ωqpGqq, JQΛN pRQpλ pN pω

1 � ω2qqqy

� xpJQpRQpλ pN pω
2qqq�JQqpΓ12ppιb ωqpGqq, JQΛN pRQpλ pN pω

1qqqy

So the functional ωpπGpω1q � πGλ�1
pN
p � qq can be extended from a functional

on λ
pN
pL 1

� p pNqq to a normal functional on O. Now linear combinations of
functionals of the form ωpπGpω

1q � q have norm-dense linear span in BpH q�,
where the fact that there are enough elements of the form ω1 can be proven
similarly as e.g. in Lemma 4.2 of [54]. Hence we can extend πG � λ

�1
pN

from

λ
pN
pL 1

� p pNqq to a normal representation of O.

As for the other direction, suppose π is a �-representation of L 1
� p pNq on a

Hilbert space H , which extends to a normal representation of O. Choose
ξ P H . Then ωξ,ξ � π extends to a normal state on O. Hence there exists
η P L 2pOq such that πpxqξ Ñ xη gives a well-defined left O-linear isometry
πpOqξ Ñ L 2pOq. Denote by p the range projection; then p P O1. Since
the regular left N -corepresentation xW 2

21 is square integrable (the associated
coaction of xM being a dual coaction), we get that if y P BpL 2pOqq� is
integrable for the associated coaction, then also pyp is integrable. So if G
is the N -corepresentation associated to π, then, since pι b πqpxW 2

12q � G,
the restriction of the representation π to the closure of πpNqξ is square
integrable. Since ξ was arbitrary, π itself will be square integrable.

Remark: The connection between the square integrability of a(n ordinary)
unitary representation of a locally compact group and the integrability of
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its associated action seems first to have been noted in [68].

10.3 A counter-intuitive example

In this section, we show two suprising results. First of all, we show that
there exist infinite-dimensional irreducible projective corepresentations for
certain compact quantum groups, which is impossible for classical compact
groups. Secondly, using this result, we show that the property of being dis-
crete is not preserved by monoidal W�-co-Morita equivalence (which is to
be contrasted with Theorem 3.8.2). We can even establish this equivalence
by a cleft bi-Galois object. Stating this result in the dual way, this shows
that one can construct a compact quantum group and a unitary 2-cocycle,
in such a way that the cocycle twisted von Neumann algebraic quantum
group is no longer compact. Also note that then necessarily the reduced
C�-algebras underlying these quantum groups can not be the same, as one
is unital and the other is not.

Proposition 10.3.1. Let N be a bi-Galois object between von Neumann
algebraic quantum groups M and P . If M is discrete, then N is a von
Neumann algebraic direct sum of type I-factors. If moreover P is discrete,
then the summands are finite-dimensional.

Proof. The first assertion is easy: if M is discrete, then N , being the fixed
point algebra of the dual right coaction xαN by the compact quantum groupxM 1, must be of the above form by Lemma 5.6.5, since EαN :� pιb ϕ

xM 1qxαN
is a normal conditional expectation N �

αN
M � BpL 2pNqq Ñ N . We also

note for further use that ϕN � EαN � Trp �∇N q, ∇N the modular operator
for ϕN , since by Proposition 5.7 of [85], we know that EαN is also the opera-
tor valued weight obtained by applying the tower construction for operator
valued weights to

C � NαN �
ϕN

N � N �
αN

M � BpL 2pNqq.

(See also the remark after Proposition 6.4.9.)

Now suppose also P is discrete. By Proposition 11.1.1, we know that

∇2it
ϕQ

� δ�it
pQ
pJ
pQ
δit
pQ
J
pQ
qδ�itQ pJQδ

�it
Q JQq.
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In particular,

∇2it
N � pπγN pδ�itpP qpπ1αN pJxMδitxMJxM qδ�itN pJNδ

�it
N JN q,

and thus
∇itN � pδ

1{2
N q�itpJNδ

1{2
N JN q

it (10.1)

since xM and pP are compact.

Let p be a minimal central projection in N . Then, since pN is a type I
factor, we have a natural identification

pN b pN 1 Ñ BppL 2pNqq : xb y Ñ xy.

Under this identification, Trp � p∇N q corresponds to the nsf weight

Trp � pδ�1{2
N q b Trp � pJNδ

1{2
N JN q

by the formula (10.1), the traces being the canonical ones. On the other
hand, if we write ϕN p � pq � Trp �Aq for some positive AηpN , then it fol-
lows easily from Lemma 5.7.10 that A�1 is a trace class operator, and that
EαN pxyq � TrpCN pyqA�1qx for x P pN and y P pN 1. Now since Trp � p∇N q
also corresponds to the weight Trp � pAqbTrp � pJNA�1JN q on pN bpN 1, we
conclude that pJNδ

1{2
N JN is a multiple of JNA�1JN , and that, in particular,

δ
1{2
N is a trace class operator.

By looking at the inverse bi-Galois object, we conclude that also δ
1{2
O �

J
pN
δ
�1{2
N J

pO
, and hence δ�1{2

N , is a trace class operator. Clearly, this is only
possible if δN only has finitely many eigenvalues occurring with finitely many
multiplicities. Hence pN is finite-dimensional.

Corollary 10.3.2. Let N be a bi-Galois object between von Neumann alge-
braic quantum groups M and P . If M is of discrete Kac type, then P is of
discrete Kac type.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the proof of the previous proposition,
for in this case we can take δN � 1, since αN pδitN q � δitN b δ

it
M and δM � 1 by

assumption. So ϕN � ψN , and hence, recalling again Proposition 5.7 of [85],
also TγN � EαN , where TγN is the nsf operator valued weight obtained by
integrating out the dual coaction xγN . But then ϕ

pP
� pTγN q| pP is bounded.
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Hence pP is a compact quantum group, and P discrete. Since γN pδ
it
N q �

δitP b δitN , we must have δP � 1, so P is of Kac type.

Remark: Note that for compact quantum groups, it is very well possible
that a non-Kac type quantum group gets reflected in a Kac type quantum
group: consider the monoidal W�-co-Morita-equivalence between the Kac
type quantum group Aopnq (with n ¥ 3) and the non-Kac type quantum
group SU�qp2q with q Ps 0, 1r such that q � 1{q � n (see [10]).

Corollary 10.3.3. Let N be a right Galois object for a discrete quantum
group M . Choose a representative pHi,Giq from each equivalence class of
irreducible N -corepresentations. Then O � `iBpHiq, and we can choose
the isomorphism such that xW21 � `iGi. Moreover, Cu � C � `iB0pHiq,
where C is the associated reduced and Cu the associated universal C�-algebra
of O.

Proof. Since now any N -corepresentation is square integrable, Proposition
10.2.3 implies that each one comes from a normal representation of O. So
the corollary follows immediately from the fact that p1 b pqxW21 is an irre-
ducible N -corepresentation for any minimal central projection p of O.

As for the second part: Cu will be equal to C since any representation for
it factors through C. Now suppose π is a �-representation of C

CX`iB0pHiq
.

Since
C

C X`iB0pHiq
�
C �`iB0pHiq

`iB0pHiq
,

this means we also have a �-representation of C�`iB0pHiq which disappears
on `iB0pHiq. But the restriction of this representation to C extends to a
normal representation of O, in which `iB0pHiq is σ-weakly dense. Hence
this representation has be zero on O, and so π � 0.

Hence C � `iB0pHiq. We now show equality. Since we know already that
C consists of compact operators, we can choose a maximal family ejj of
orthogonal minimal projections in C, such that

°
i ejj converges strictly to

1C . If some ejj were not a rank 1 projection, then we can find a non-zero
projection f P `iB0pHiq which is strictly smaller than ejj . But then f can
not be σ-weakly approximated by elements of C, which gives a contradic-
tion. Hence all ejj are rank 1. Now we also have that each piC is simple:
any �-representation extends to a normal representation of BpHiq, hence is
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faithful. Hence if eij are a system of matrix units in `iB0pHiq with respect
to the eij , also each eij P eiiCejj � C. This shows that C � `iB0pHiq.

Combining Theorem 10.1.2, Proposition 10.3.1, Corollary 10.3.3 and Corol-
lary 9.1.9, we obtain the following Theorem.

Proposition 10.3.4. Let xM be a compact von Neumann algebraic quantum
group. If xM admits an ergodic left coaction on an infinite-dimensional type
I-factor, then there exists a von Neumann algebraic quantum group pP which
is not compact but comonoidally W�-Morita equivalent with M . If moreover
the underlying von Neumann algebra of xM is properly infinite, then we can
take xM � pP as von Neumann algebras.

Note that by Proposition 7.6.2, the coaction αN of the associated right
Galois object N will be continuous, but by Theorem 3.8.2, it can not be al-
gebraic, i.e., there is no natural dense �-algebra of N on which αN restricts
to an algebraic Galois coaction.

We now present a concrete example of a compact quantum group, with its
underlying von Neumann algebra properly infinite, and admitting an ergodic
coaction on an infinite-dimensional type I-factor. (I would like to thank Ste-
faan Vaes for help on this part.)

Let qn be a sequence of numbers 0   qn ¤ 1. Let Fn �

�
0 q

1{2
n

�q
�1{2
n 0

�
.

Let An be the Hopf �-algebra underlying SUqnp2q. We recall that An is
generated (as an algebra) by four elements un,ij , with �-structure uniquely
determined by Un :� F�1

n UnFn, where pUnqij � un,ij and pUnqij � u�n,ij ,

and with further defining relations U�
nUn � I2 � UnU

�
n . Let A �

8
�
n�0

An be

the free product �-algebra of all An. Then A has a unital comultiplication
∆A : A Ñ

8
�
n�0

pAn d Anq � A d A. Together with this comultiplication, A

becomes a Hopf-�-algebra, the counit εA being the free product of the εAn ,
and the antipode SA being the free product of the SAn . Moreover, it has an
invariant functional ϕA, namely the free product functional of all ϕAn . So
A is a �-algebraic quantum group of compact type. (We refer to [102] for
details about this construction (which is made there in a slightly different
way), notably Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 3.8.)
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We now construct a particular coaction for A. Let Bn � dnk�0M2pCq, and let
B be the (algebraic) inductive limit by the natural inlusions Bn � Bnb 1 �
Bn�1. Interpreting Un as an element of M2pCqdAn �M2pCqdA, it becomes
a unitary corepresentation of A. Denote then by Un P Bn d A the tensor
product corepresentation of the first n � 1 corepresentations Uk (that is,
U0 � U1 � . . . � Un). Then

αB : B Ñ B dA : x P Bn Ñ Unpxb 1qU�n

is easily seen to be a well-defined coaction of A on B.

We now construct an αB-invariant state ωB on B. Let cq � 1
TrpF�n Fnq

F �
nFn,

with Fn as above. We remark that cq then has q2

1�q2 as its smallest eigenvalue.
Let ωn be the state Trpcq � q on M2pCq. Then it is well-known (and easy to
calculate) that ωn will be invariant for the coaction

αn : M2pCq ÑM2pCq dAn : xÑ Unpxb 1qU�
n .

Now put
ωB : B Ñ C : x P Bn Ñ p

n
b
k�0

ωkqpxq.

Then ωB is indeed αB-invariant, and moreover, gives a positive, unital map
on B. We further remark that pιb ϕAqαB � ωB, which easily follows from
ωn � pιb ϕAnqαn and the way in which a free product functional has to be
evaluated in products.

Let pL 2pB,ωq,Λω, πωq be the GNS construction of B with respect to ω, and
put Y � πωpBq

2. Put ωY the extension of ωB to a normal state on Y . LetxM be the von Neumann algebraic quantum group associated to A. Since

U : ΛωpBq d Λ
xM
pAq Ñ ΛωpBq d Λ

xM
pAq :

Λωpbq d Λ
xM
paq Ñ pΛω d Λ

xM
qpαBpbqp1b aqq

is a unitary map by the αB-invariance of ω, we can extend U to a unitary

U : L 2pB,ωq bL 2pxMq Ñ L 2pBq bL 2pAq.

Since Upbb1qU� � αBpbq for b P B, it is clear that we can define a coaction
ΥY on Y by putting

ΥY : Y Ñ Y b xM : xÑ Upxb 1qU�.
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Since pιbϕAqαB � ωB, we also have pιbϕ
xM
qΥY � ωY . It follows that ΥY

is necessarily an ergodic coaction.

To end, we choose the qn in such a way that xM is a type III factor, and
Y a type I factor. Choose q0 � q1 � 1. Then xM will be an infinite
factor by Barnetts Theorem ([7], Theorem 2), since xM is isomorphic to
pL8r0, 1s, µq � ppL8r0, 1s, µq � pM3, µ

1qq for some von Neumann algebra M3

and non-tracial faithful state µ1 on it, with µ the ordinary Lebesgue mea-
sure. On the other hand, let the qn go exponentially fast to zero at infinity.
Then, by the remark concerning the eigenvalues of the ωn, we will have Y
will be an infinite type I factor, by the convergence rate of the qn (see e.g.
Lemma 2.14 of [3]). Hence we are done.

Remark : The compact quantum group used in the preceding example is
rather big. For example, it is not a compact matrix quantum group, since
the underlying C�-algebra is not finitely generated. It would therefore be
interesting to see if one can also produce an example where a compact matrix
quantum group (which are to be seen as compact quantum Lie groups) gets
deformed into a non-compact one by twisting.



Chapter 11

Measured quantum
groupoids on a finite basis

In this chapter, we study a special class of measured quantum groupoids
(cf. [59]), namely those which have a finite-dimensional basis (i.e. with a
finite underlying ‘quantum set of objects’). Although we will only need the
results in the special case where the base algebra is C2, it seemed pointless
not to develop the theory in somewhat more generality. Although we have
decided only to treat the case where the given weight on the base algebra is a
trace, all results also hold true in the general case, with minor modifications.
We will then develop an alternative definition for these measured quantum
groupoids (in terms of so-called weak Hopf-von Neumann algebras), and
consider their naturally associated C�-algebraic structures.

Remark: the notation used here is adapted to the one of [30]. Therefore,
there will be some overlap with symbols used in a different context at other
places. This should not lead to any confusion, as this chapter is fairly inde-
pendent of the preceding ones.

11.1 Weak Hopf-von Neumann algebras

Let pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, νq be a measured quantum groupoid in the sense of
Definition 3.7 of [30]. This means the following:

1. L,Q are von Neumann algebras,

2. d is a faithful normal unital �-homomorphism LÑ Q,

317
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3. f is a faithful normal unital �-anti-homomorphism LÑ Q,

4. Γ is a faithful normal unital �-homomorphism QÑ Q f�d
L

Q,

5. T is an nsf operator valued weight Q� Ñ pdpLqq�,ext,

6. T 1 an nsf operator valued weight Q� Ñ pfpLqq�,ext, and finally

7. ν is an nsf weight on L�.

These have to satisfy the following conditions:

1. The range of d commutes elementwise with the range of f : dpxqfpyq �
fpyqdpxq for all x, y P L,

2. Γpdpxqq � dpxq fbd
L

1,

3. Γpfpxqq � 1 fbd
L

fpxq,

4. pΓ f�d
L

ιq � Γ � pι f�d
L

Γq � Γ,

5. pι f�d
L

T qΓpxq � T pxq fbd
L

1 for x P M�
T ,

6. pT 1 f�d
L

ιqΓpxq � 1 fbd
L

T 1pxq for x P M�
T 1 ,

7. With ϕ � ν �d�1 �T and ψ � ν �f�1 �T 1, the modular automorphisms
σϕt and σψs commute for all s, t P R.

Note that the second and third condition make sense by the first one, which
also endows Q f�d

L

Q with natural (anti-)embeddings of L. Then the fourth

condition makes sense by the second and third. Also note that the fifth
and sixth condition are equivalent with pι f�d

L

ϕqpΓpxqq � T pxq for x P M�
T ,

resp. pψ f�d
L

ιqpΓpxqq � T 1pxq for x P M�
T 1 (see Definition 3.5 of [30]).

When ν is an nsf weight satisfying the final condition above, it is called rel-
atively invariant w.r.t. T and T 1 (Definition 3.7 of [30]). In [58], the first ar-
ticle concerning measured quantum groupoids, another definition was given:
the only difference is that there ν has to be quasi-invariant with respect
to T and T 1: this means that one should have σTt pfpxqq � fpσν�tpxqq and
σT

1

t pdpxqq � dpσνt pxqq for x P L. In general, this makes this second notion of a
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measured quantum groupoid (which is now also called an adapted measured
quantum groupoid) stronger than the first notion, as proven in [59] and the
appendix of [30]. However, in the weaker theory, one can obtain a unitary
antipode R : QÑ Q (cf. Theorem 3.8.(i) of [30]), which will be a coinvolu-
tion in the sense of Definition 3.3 of [58]. Then if we replace T 1 by R�T �R,
it will still satisfy the weak definition, and it will already satisfy the strong
definition (i.e. be adapted) if we know only that σTt pfpxqq � fpσν�tpxqq for
x P L (see Remark 4.3 of [58]).

The theory of measured quantum groupoids can then be developed parallel
to the theory of von Neumann algebraic quantum groups. In particular, one
has an antipode and a modular element, while the scaling constant is now
replaced by a scaling operator. One also has a well-behaving duality theory.
We refer to the preliminary sections of [30] for an overview of the precise
results.

At some point, we needed the following relation between the structural op-
erators of a measured quantum groupoid (compare [90]).

Proposition 11.1.1. Let pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, νq be a measured quantum group-
oid, with T 1 � R � T �R. Then

∇2it
ϕQ

� δ�it
pQ
pJ
pQ
δit
pQ
J
pQ
qδ�itQ pJQδ

�it
Q JQq.

Proof. The proof is completely the same as in Proposition 3.4 of [90], using
the commutation relations in Theorem 3.10 of [30] and biduality.

We will from now on be interested in those measured quantum groupoids
pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, νq for which L is finite-dimensional, and we will assume
this is satisfied for the rest of this chapter. Then if we have a measured quan-
tum groupoid, it follows from Theorem 3.8 of [30] that there exists a one-
parametergroup γt of automorphisms on L such that σTt pfpxqq � fpγtpxqq
for x P L. It is easy to see that any such one-parametergroup must be of the
form σε�t for some faithful positive functional ε. So if we choose ε instead of
ν, then we will have an adapted measured quantum groupoid. Moreover, it
follows from Proposition 5.41 in [58] that in our case, we can always choose
T in such a way that the above one-parametergroup γt is trivial, so that we
can take for ε an arbitrary faithful positive trace.1 Note that the antipode

1It would also be possible to continue working with arbitrary faithful positive ε, making
the necessary adaptations here and there, but we have restricted ourselves to this (slightly
simpler) case.
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S, being defined with the aid of T and ε, may change by these alterations.
This is not so bad, if we only consider pL,Q, d, f,Γq (which could be called
a measurable quantum groupoid): this could be seen as the von Neumann
algebraic counterpart of either Hopf algebroids in the sense of [60] (whose
antipode depends on some non-canonical section of a fibre product into an
ordinary tensor product), the slightly more general Hopf algebroids proposed
in [13] (whose antipode is indeed not unique), or of the still more general
�R-Hopf algebras ([75]), which even do not carry an antipode. We will give
a little further discussion concerning this point a bit later on. (Compare
also the discussion at the end of section 1.2.1.)

Since L is a now a finite-dimensional C�-algebra, we can write

L � `kl�1MnlpCq.

We will from now on further assume that ε � `kl�1nl �Tr, where Tr denotes
the non-normalized trace (so the trace of a minimal projection is 1), i.e., ε is
the non-normalized Markov trace on L. Put H � L 2pQq. Then it follows
from a straightforward computation that the map

v : H bH Ñ H fbd
ε

H : ξ b η Ñ ξ fbd
ε
η

is a coisometry (where it is easy to see that any ξ P H is left and right
bounded). It also follows readily that we have an isomorphism

Q f�d
L

QÑ ppQbQqp : xÑ v�xv,

where p � v�v P QbQ. Denote by ∆ the (non-unital) �-homomorphism

∆ : QÑ QbQ : xÑ v�Γpxqv.

Then the coassociativity of Γ gives us the coassociativity of ∆, once we
realize that pω f�d

ε
ιqΓpxq is well-defined and equal to pω b ιq∆pxq for all

x P Q and ω P Q�, by definition of the slice map (and similarly on the other
side). We note then that

∆pdpxqq � pdpxq b 1q∆p1q � ∆p1qpdpxq b 1q

and
∆pfpxqq � p1b fpxqq∆p1q � ∆p1qp1b fpxqq
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for x P L, since v is an L-L-bimodule map (for the obvious L-L-bimodule
structure in terms of d and f).

We can also look at the natural map

u : H bH Ñ H db pf
εop

H ,

where pfpxq � JQdpxq
�JQ. This will again be a coisometry.

Denote by W the regular pseudo-multiplicative unitary for the measured
quantum groupoid pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, εq: it is the unitary map H fbd

ε
H Ñ

H db pf
εop

H which is determined by

plf,εη q� W � ld,ε
op

ξ Λϕpxq � Λϕppωξ,η f�d
N

ιqΓpxqq, ξ, η P H , x P Nϕ,

where ld,ε
op

ξ for example is the operator

H Ñ H db pf
εop

H : ζ Ñ ξ db pf
εop

ζ

(see Theorem 3.10.(ii) of [30]). Denote W � v�W u. Then by Theorem 3.6
of [30], we can conclude that W �p1b yqW � ∆pyq for y P Q. By the stated
defining property of W , we see that we can define W � directly as the map

H bH Ñ H bH : ΛϕpxqbΛϕpyq Ñ pΛϕbΛϕqp∆pyqpxb1qq, x, y P Nϕ,

just as in the case of von Neumann algebraic quantum groups. We call the
map W the left regular multiplicative partial isometry associated with the
measured quantum groupoid.

Remark: An abstract theory of multiplicative partial isometries (in the
finite-dimensional setting) was developed in [12] (see also [91]). We show
further on that the defining properties of such m.p.i. are also satisfied for
our W .

If we apply similar constructions to the dual pQ of Q (see Theorem 3.10
of [30]), we obtain a partial isometry xW . By that same theorem, we find
that xW � ΣW �Σ. Denoting then by p∆ the corresponding comultiplicationpQÑ pQb pQ, we get

W �W � ∆p1q �
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l fpeljiq b dpelijq,
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WW � � p∆opp1q �
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l dpelijq b

pfpeljiq.
We further denote pϕ � ε � d�1 � pT and pψ � ε � pf�1 � pT 1, where pT andpT 1 � pR � pT � pR are the dual operator valued weights on pQ, as introduced in
Theorem 3.10 of [30].

We state the commutation relations between W , d and f .

Lemma 11.1.2. If x P L, then

1. W pdpxq b 1q � p1b dpxqqW ,

2. W p1b fpxqq � p1b fpxqqW ,

3. W p pfpxq b 1q � p pfpxq b 1qW ,

4. W p1b pfpxqq � pfpxq b 1qW .

Proof. These formulas follow straightforwardly by the identities in Definition
3.2.(i) and Theorem 3.6.(ii) of [30].

We state separately the commutation relations between ∆p1q, p∆opp1q and
W :

Lemma 11.1.3. 1. W13p1b p∆opp1qq � p∆p1q b 1qW13,

2. p1b p∆opp1qqW12 �W12
p∆opp1q13,

3. ∆p1q13W23 �W23p∆p1q b 1q,

4. p1b∆p1qqW12 �W12p1b∆p1qq.

Proof. This follows by the previous lemma and the concrete form of ∆p1q
and p∆opp1q in terms of d, f and pf .

The following lemma gives some more commutation relations.

Lemma 11.1.4. For x P L, we have

1. W pfpxq b 1q �W p1b dpxqq ,

2. p1b pfpxqqW � pdpxq b 1qW ,

3. ∆p1qpfpxq b 1q � ∆p1qp1b dpxqq.
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Proof. Choose ξ, η P H and x P L. Then

vpfpxq b 1qpξ b ηq � pfpxqξq fbd
ε
η

� ξ fbd
ε
pdpxqηq

� vp1b dpxqqpξ b ηq,

so applying v� to the left, we get ∆p1qpfpxq b 1q � ∆p1qp1 b dpxqq. Mul-
tiplying to the left with W , we get the first relation. Considering the first
relation for the dual, and using that xW � ΣW �Σ, we arrive at the second
relation.

For multiplicative partial isometries, several (non-equivalent!) pentagon
equations hold.

Lemma 11.1.5. The operator W belongs to Qb pQ, with tpιb ωqpW q | ω P
BpH q�u σ-weakly dense in Q, and tpω b ιqpW q | ω P BpH qu� σ-weakly
dense in pQ. Moreover, the following equations hold:

1. W12W13W23 �W23W12,

2. W �
12W23W12 �W13W23,

3. W23W12W
�
23 �W12W13.

Proof. The first statements follow straightforwardly by the corresponding
results for W in Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.10 of [30].

Now note that for any faithful positive ω1, ω2 P L� � L�, there exist c1, c2 P
R�

0 with c1ω1 ¤ ω2 ¤ c2ω2. So the space Qd,f� appearing in Theorem 3.10.(ii)
of [30] is just Q� itself. Now choose ω1, ω2 P Q�. Then, using the notation
and results of that same Theorem 3.10.(ii), we get

pω1 b ω2 b ιqpp∆b ιqpW qq � pppω1 f�d
ε
ω2q � Γq b ιqpW q

� pπpω1 � ω2q

� pπpω1qpπpω2q

� pω1 b ω2 b ιqpW13W23q,

and hence p∆b ιqpW q �W13W23. Then because W implements the comul-
tiplication, we get the second identity of the statement. The third identity
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follows by a similar reasoning for the dual.

Finally, we have

W23W12 � W23p1b∆p1qqW12

� W23W12p1b∆p1qq
� W23W12W

�
23W23

� W12W13W23,

where we used the fourth identity of Lemma 11.1.3 in the second step, and
the third identity of this lemma in the last step.

We now want to give a description of measured quantum groupoids which
avoids the use of fibre products. We warn however that this new description
is not very elegant, and that we do not really know how to see it as a specific
case of a more general theory of ‘weak Hopf-von Neumann algebras (with
integrals)’.

Definition 11.1.6. Let L � `kl�1MnlpCq be a finite-dimensional C�-algebra,
Q a von Neumann algebra, and d (resp. f) a faithful unital �-homomorphism
(resp. anti-�-homomorphism) from L into Q. Let ∆ : QÑ QbQ be a (not
necessarily unital) faithful normal �-homomorphism satisfying the coasso-
ciativity condition. Assume further that f and d have pointwise commuting
ranges, that ∆pdpxqq � pdpxqb 1q∆p1q, that ∆pfpxqq � p1b fpxqq∆p1q, and
that

∆p1q �
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l fpel,jiq b dpel,ijq.

Then we call pL,Q, d, f,∆q a weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra with finite
basis.

The origin for this terminology is to be found in the theory of weak Hopf
C�-algebras, developed in [11] (see also our first chapter). Also, as for Hopf-
von Neumann algebras, the name is not very suitable2, since there is no
notion of antipode around, but the connection with the theory of Hopf-von

2In fact, this definition is adapted to the canonical (non-normalized) Markov
trace on the base space L. Allowing general positive functionals ε � `kl�1Trp �Flq,
where each Fl is an invertible positive matrix, we should only ask that ∆p1q �°
i,j,l C

�1
l F

�1{2
l,i F

�1{2
l,j fpeljiq b dpelijq, where the elij are matrix units for which Fl �°

i Fl,ie
l
ii, and where Cl �

°nl
i�1 F

�1
i,l . This would then have to be the most general

definition for ‘a weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra with finite basis’.
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Neumann algebras is immediate.

It should be clear, by the preceding discussion, that for a weak Hopf-von
Neumann algebra, we have

∆p1qpQbQq∆p1q � Q f�d
L

Q,

which is spatially implemented by the unitary

∆p1qpL 2pQq bL 2pQqq Ñ L 2pQq fbd
ε

L 2pQq :

ξ b η Ñ ξ fbd
ε
η,

where ε still denotes the non-normalized Markov trace. Then denoting by
Γ the map ∆ composed with this isomorphism, we see that pL,Q, d, f,Γq
satisfies all requirements of a measured quantum groupoid which do not
mention (operator valued) weights (i.e., is a Hopf bimodule in the sense of
[34]).

Definition 11.1.7. Let pL,Q, d, f,∆q be a weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra
with finite basis. We say that pL,Q, d, f,∆q admits integrals when there
exists an nsf operator-valued weight T from Q to dpLq and an nsf operator-
valued weight T 1 from Q to fpLq, such that, denoting ϕ � ε � d�1 � T and
ψ � ε � f�1 � T 1, we have

ϕppω b ιq∆pxqq � ωpT pxqq for all x P M�
T , ω P Q

�
� ,

ψppιb ωq∆pxqq � ωpT 1pxqq for all x P M�
T 1 , ω P Q

�
� ,

and such that σTt (resp. σT
1

t ) leave dpLq (resp. fpLq) pointwise invariant.
We then call the septuple pL,Q, d, f,∆, T, T 1q a weak Hopf-von Neumann
algebra with finite basis and integrals.

Then it is easy to see that weak Hopf-von Neumann algebras with finite ba-
sis and integrals correspond precisely to those measured quantum groupoids
with finite basis which are adapted with respect to the (non-normalized)
Markov trace on L. We can hence also speak about the left regular multi-
plicative partial isometry for such a weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra.

Remark: If we would have allowed ε to be arbitrary, we would have that the
weak Hopf C�-algebras of [11] correspond precisely to the finite dimensional
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weak Hopf-von Neumann algebras with finite basis and integrals. With ε
the canonical Markov trace, we get back the weak Hopf C�-algebra whose
antipode squared restricts to the identity on dpLq. Finally, when we also ask
that ϕ � ε � T is a trace, we get back the (finite dimensional) generalized
Kac algebras from [106].

It is handy to have a stronger form of left invariance around concerning weak
Hopf-von Neumann algebras with finite basis and integrals.

Lemma 11.1.8. Let pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1q be a weak Hopf-von Neumann al-
gebra with finite basis and integrals. Then for x P Q�, we have

T pxq � pιb ϕq∆pxq.

Proof. This follows straightforwardly from Theorem 4.12 of [30].

Example 11.1.9. Linking and co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoids are weak Hopf-von Neumann algebras with finite basis and inte-
grals.

Proof. Let p pQ, e,∆
pQ
q be a linking von Neumann algebraic quantum group-

oid. Define L � C2, and d � f the map

C2 Ñ pQ : pa, bq Ñ ap1
pQ
� eq � be.

The non-normalized Markov trace on L is simply the functional

ε : C2 Ñ C : pa, bq Ñ a� b.

Let T (resp. T 1) be the unique nsf operator valued weight pQ Ñ dpLq such
that ε � d�1 � T � ϕ

pP
` ϕ
xM

(resp. ε � f�1 � T 1 � ψ
pP
` ψ
xM

). Then it is
immediate that pC2, pQ, d, f,∆

pQ
, T, T 1q will be a weak Hopf-von Neumann

algebra with finite basis and integrals.

We also substantiate the claim here, made at page 244, that linking von Neu-
mann algebraic quantum groupoids are precisely those measured quantum
groupoids with base C2 and coinciding source and target map with range
outside the center of the measured quantum groupoid. Let

pC2, pQ, d, d,Γ
pQ
, T, T 1, νq
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be such a measured quantum groupoid. Then we can change ν into the func-
tional ε from the previous paragraph, without changing the further structure
(since C2 has no non-trivial one-parameter automorphism groups). Thus we
can work with the associated weak Hopf von Neumann algebra with integrals
pC2, pQ, d, d,∆

pQ
, T, T 1q. Denote e :� dp pQq. The fact that T is an operator

valued weight on dpC2q implies that it is of the form

T pxq � ϕ
pP
pp1
pQ
� eqxp1

pQ
� eqq � ϕ

xM
pexeq, x P M�

T ,

for certain nsf weights ϕ
pP

and ϕ
xM

on resp. pP � p1
pQ
� eq pQp1

pQ
� eq andxM � e pQe, and similarly for T 1, giving weights ψ

pP
and ψ

xM
on resp. pP andxM . Since ∆

pQ
pxMq � xM bxM , and similarly for pP , it is easily verified that xM

and pP are von Neumann algebraic quantum groups, the invariant weights
being provided by the constituents of T and T 1. Proposition 7.4.3 then lets
us conclude that indeed p pQ, e,∆

pQ
q is a linking von Neumann algebraic quan-

tum groupoid.

Now let pQ, tpiju,∆Qq be a co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum
groupoid. Again take L and ε the same as in the first paragraph, but now
define

d : C2 Ñ Q : pa, bq Ñ ap11 � bp21 � ap12 � bp22,pf : C2 Ñ Q : pa, bq Ñ ap11 � ap21 � bp12 � bp22.

Define

T : Q� Ñ dpr0,�8s � r0,�8sq : xij Ñ ϕijpxijqppi1 � pi2q

and

T 1 : Q� Ñ pfpr0,�8s � r0,�8sq : xij Ñ ψijpxijqpp1j � p2jq.

The invariance properties of the ϕij and ψij then easily give that T and T 1

satisfy the invariance properties necessary to make pC2, Q, d, pf,∆Q, T, T
1q a

weak Hopf-von Neumann algebra with finite basis and integrals.

We now substantiate the claims made on page 246. First, assume given a
measured quantum groupoid pC2, Q, d, pf,ΓQ, T, T 1, νq for which d and f have
range in the center Z pQq of Q and generate a copy of C4. We can again
suppose that ν � ε, so that we can work with the associated weak Hopf-
von Neumann algebra with finite basis and integrals pC2, Q, d, pf,∆Q, T, T

1q.
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Then defining pij � dpeiq pfpejq, the pij obviously satisfy the conditions with
respect to ∆Q as in the definition of a co-linking von Neumann algebraic
quantum groupoid. Then there also exist nsf weights ϕij and ψij on Qij such
that T and T 1 take the form as in the previous paragraph. The invariance
properties of ϕQ and ψQ then easily give the invariance properties necessary
to make pQ, tpiju,∆Qq a co-linking von Neumann algebraic quantum group-
oid.

Finally, we want to show that co-linking von Neumann algebraic quan-
tum groupoids are precisely the duals of the linking von Neumann alge-
braic quantum groupoids. But this is easy: a measured quantum groupoid
pC2, pQ, d, f,Γ

pQ
, T, T 1, νq satisfies f � d and ‘range of d not in the center ofpQ’ iff its dual pC2, Q, d, pf,ΓQ, T, T 1, εq satisfies ‘d and pf have range in the

center of Q and generate a copy of C4’, which follows immediately from the
way in which the dual is defined.

11.2 Reduced weak Hopf C�-algebras

Let pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, εq be an adapted measured quantum groupoid with
L finite-dimensional and ε the canonical non-normalized Markov trace as in
the previous section. We keep using the same notations. In particular, we
still write H � L 2pQq, and W denotes the associated left regular multipli-
cative partial isometry.

Denote by D the normclosure of tpιb ωqpW q | ω P pQ�u.

Proposition 11.2.1. The Banach space D is a C�-algebra of operators.

Proof. From the third pentagon equation in Lemma 11.1.5, and the fact
that xW � ΣW �Σ, we get that

pιb ω1qpW q � pιb ω2qpW q � pιb pω1 b ω2qp∆opqpW q

for ω1, ω2 P pQ�, so that D is a Banach algebra.

To prove that it is closed under the involution �, we use the manageability
property ofxW . Namely, with P it the scaling operator introduced in Theorem
3.8.(vii) of [30], we get for η1, η2 P H and ξ1 P DpP�1{2q, ξ2 P DpP 1{2q that

xW �pξ1 b η1q, ξ2 b η2y � xW pP�1{2ξ1 b JQη2q, P
1{2ξ2 b JQη1y.
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Then if also η2 P DpP 1{2q and η1 P DpP�1{2q, we get by the commutation
between W and P it b P it, and between P it and JQ, that also

xW �pξ1 b η1q, ξ2 b η2y � xW pξ1 b JQP
�1{2η2q, ξ2 b JQP

1{2η1y.

Hence pιbωη2,η1qpW q� � pιbωJQP�1{2η2,JQP 1{2η1
qpW q, so that the closedness

under involution follows from the fact that functionals of the form ωη2,η1 have
dense span in Q�.

By duality, the normclosure pD of tpω b ιqpW q | ω P Q�u is a C�-algebra.

Proposition 11.2.2. 1. We have dpLq Y fpLq �MpDq.

2. W is a multiplier of D b
min

pD.

3. ∆ restricts to a (non-unital) �-homomorphism D ÑMpD b
min

Dq.

4. The closure of the space pD b 1q∆pDq equals pD b
min

Dq∆p1q, as does

the closure of the space p1bDq∆pDq.

Proof. The first statement follows directly from the commutation relations
in Lemma 11.1.2.

To prove the other assertions, we adapt the proof of the corresponding state-
ment for manageable multiplicative unitaries as it appears in [105]. So to
prove the second statement, we first show that it is enough to prove that W P
MpD b

min
B0pH qq. For then of course also xW � ΣW �Σ PMpB0pH q b

min

pDq,
which leads to

W �
12W23W12W

�
23 PMpD b

min
B0pH q b

min

pDq.
This implies

p∆p1q b 1qW13 PMpD b
min

B0pH q b
min

pDq
by the third equality in Lemma 11.1.5. So

ppιb ωqp∆p1qq b 1qW PMpD b
min

pDq
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for any ω P BpH q�. But using the explicit form of ∆p1q, it is easy to see
that we can choose ω such that pι b ωqp∆p1qq � 1 (in fact ε � d�1 will do),
and hence

W PMpD b
min

pDq.
So we prove now that W P MpD b

min
B0pH qq. We will write W � V ,

D � DV and H � G , since we will reuse part of this argument later on
for a different value of V . First note that the manageability of V needed in
[105] (Definition 1.2) is given by the dual of the manageability formula in
Theorem 3.8.(vii) of [30]):

xxb u, V pz b yqy � xJ
pQ
z b P 1{2u, V �pJ

pQ
xb P�1{2yqy

for x, z P G , u P DpP 1{2q and y P DpP�1{2q. Then one checks carefully that
Proposition 4.1 of [105] is still valid. Further, as in Propositions 4.2 and 4.3
of [105], we can still conclude that

p1b θzθ
�
u b θ�xqpV12W

�
23qp1b θy b 1q P DV b

min
B0pH q,

p1b θzθ
�
u b θ�xqpW

�
23V12qp1b θy b 1q P DV b

min
B0pH q,

where u, x, y, z P H and where θx : C Ñ H : 1 Ñ x, although we can not
conclude the density statements in these propositions! Now note that by the
first identity in Lemma 11.1.3 and by a pentagon equation for V , we have
p1b∆p1qqV12W

�
23 �W �

23V12V13, and so

p1b θzθ
�
u b θ�xqpp1b∆p1qqV12W

�
23qp1b θy b 1q

� p1b θzθ
�
u b θ�xqpW

�
23V12qp1b θy b 1qV

for x, y, u, z P H .

Denote

K � rp1b θzθ
�
u b θ�xqpW

�
23V12qp1b θy b 1q | u, x, y, z P H s,

where r � s denotes the normclosure of the linear span. Note that also

K � rpp1b θzqp1b θ�
p∆opp1qpubxq

qpV b 1qp1b θy b 1qq | u, x, y, z P H s,
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and since p1 b p∆opp1qqV12 � V12
p∆opp1q13 by the second identity of Lemma

11.1.3, we have
K � pDV b

min
B0pH qqp∆opp1q.

It follows that
pDV b

min
B0pH qqV � DV b

min
B0pH q.

Now by Theorem 3.10.(v) and 3.11.(iii) of [30], we have that the modular
conjugation J

pQ
for the dual left invariant weight implements the unitary

antipode on Q, and that pJ
pQ
b JQqV pJ pQ b JQq � V �. This implies that D

is globally invariant under the unitary antipode. We then have

pD b
min

B0pH qqV � � pD b
min

B0pH qqpJ
pQ
b JQqV pJ pQ b JQq

� pJ
pQ
b JQqpD b

min
B0pH qqV pJ

pQ
b JQq

� pJ
pQ
b JQqpD b

min
B0pH qqpJ

pQ
b JQq

� D b
min

B0pH q,

which shows that V PMpD b
min

B0pH qq. We then also get that

pD b
min

B0pH qqV � pD b
min

B0pH qq∆p1q

and
pD b

min
B0pH qqV � � pD b

min
B0pH qqp∆opp1q.

We prove the third and fourth statement of the proposition together. Now
denote

K � rpbb 1q∆paq | b, a P Ds.

Then analogously as in Proposition 5.1 of r105s, we get that

K � rpιb ιb ωqpx13W13W23q | ω P BpH q�, x P D bB0pH qs.

By the last result in the foregoing paragraph, we get that also

K � rpιb ιb ωqpx13∆p1q13W23q | ω P BpH q�, x P D b
min

B0pH qs.

As ∆p1q13W23 � W23p∆p1q b 1q by the third identity of Lemma 11.1.3, we
have

K � pD b
min

Dq∆p1q.
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By considering the opposite measured quantum groupoid, we also get that
p1bDq∆pDq � pD b

min
Dq∆p1q.

Definition 11.2.3. We call the couple pD,∆q the weak Hopf C�-algebra
associated to the measured quantum groupoid pL,Q,Γ, d, f, T, T 1, εq.

We will however say nothing more about its further structure (for example
concerning invariant operator valued weights).

11.3 Universal weak Hopf C�-algebras

Now we look at an associated universal construction. For this section, we
will follow closely the paper [54].

We still have at our disposition an adapted measured quantum groupoid
pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, εq with L finite-dimensional and ε the canonical non-
normalized Markov trace as in the first section. We keep writing H for
L 2pQq. We will write

L 1
� pQq � tω P Q� | Dθ P Q� : @x P DpSq : θpxq � ωpSpxqqu,

where S denotes the antipode of pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, εq (defined in Theorem
3.8.(iv) of [30]), and where ωpxq � ωpx�q for x P Q,ω P Q�. When ω P
L 1
� pQq, we will denote ω� for the closure of x P DpSq Ñ ωpSpxqq. Then

L 1
� pQq becomes a �-algebra if we also define multiplication as ω1 � ω2 �

pω1 b ω2q �∆ (which will be interior). Note that

λ : L 1
� pQq Ñ pQ : ω Ñ pω b ιqpW q

is then a faithful non-degenerate �-representation of L 1
� pQq (using p∆ b

ιqpW q � W13W23, and Theorem 3.8.(iv) of [30] for the fact that it is �-
preserving). We can make L 1

� pQq into a Banach �-algebra by the norm
} � }�, where }ω}� � maxt}ω}, }ω�}u for ω P L 1

� pQq. Denote by pDu the
universal C�-algebraic envelope of this �-algebra, and let pH u, λuq be a
faithful, non-degenerate representation for L 1

� pQq such that the normclo-
sure of λupL 1

� pQqq may be identified with pDu.

The first thing we want to do now, is construct a universal version W u of W
on H bH u, as is done in section 4 of [54]. Reading this section carefully,
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we see that the whole discussion goes through verbatim up to Lemma 4.3.
We restate the main propositions.

First, some notation: if θ P BpH q�, then, as in [54], we denote by λ�pθq the
element pι b θqpW q. For ω P Q� and x P Q, we denote ω � x � ωpx � q and
x � ω � ωp �xq.

Proposition 11.3.1. (Proposition 4.1 of [54]) There exists a unique �-
representation µ of L 1

� pQq on H bH u, such that

xµpωqpξ1 b η1q, ξ2 b η2y � xλupω � λ�pωξ1,ξ2qqη1, η2y

for all ω P L 1
� pQq, ξ1, ξ2 P H and η1, η2 P H u.

Proof. As said, we can simply copy the proof in [54], because everything
that is used, also holds in our setting (the operator V there being just our
W ). Note that we need the fact that W is a multiplier of D b

min

pD for

the convergence statement about the net p
°
kPM xl1k b xklqMPF pKq in that

proof.

Proposition 11.3.2. (Corollary 4.1 of [54]) The set tω̃ P p pDuq� | Dy P
Q,@ω P L 1

� pQq : ω̃pλupωqq � ωpyqu is separating for pDu.

Proof. As in [54]. The only thing to note maybe is that also in our setting,

∆ � τt � pτt b τtq �∆

with τt the scaling group of pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, εq, by Theorem 3.8.(ii) of
[32].

Proposition 11.3.3. (Lemma 4.3 in [54]) With sλ the universal extension
of λ to pDu and sµ the universal extension of µ to pDu, we have ker sλ �
ker sµ.

Proof. First remark that the statement about the space

I � tω P Q� | DM ¥ 0 with |ωpx�q| ¤M}Λϕpxq} @x P Nϕu

just before the proof of Lemma 4.2 of [54], still holds true in our setting
by Theorem 3.10.(v) of [30], noting that Qd,f� equals Q�. Now choose z in
the Tomita algebra for pϕ, where pϕ is the dual weight on pQ as defined in
Theorem 3.10.(v) in [30]. Put ξ � Λ

pϕpzq and choose η P H . Then for
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y P N
pϕ, we have |ωη,ξpy�q| � |xη, J

pQ
σ pϕi{2pzq

�J
pQ
Λ
pϕpyqy|, so that ωη,ξ P pI (de-

fined as I but for the dual pQ), and hence pωη,ξ b ιqpxW q P NϕQ by Theorem
3.10.(v) and the biduality Theorem 3.11.(i) of [30]. So λ�pωξ,ηq

� P NϕQ ,
since λ�pωξ,ηq� � pιb ωη,ξqpW

�q � pωη,ξ b ιqpxW q.

Then starting from the second paragraph, we can copy the proof of Lemma
4.3 of [54] (where unfortunately there are some �-signs missing), taking ξ � v
and η � w. Since also these ξ, η span a dense subspace of H , we arrive at the
final conclusion of the proof, because also in our situation IXL 1

� pQq is }�}�-
norm dense in L 1

� pQq (using for example standard smoothing arguments as
in Lemma 4.2 of [54]).

The existence of a partial isometry U PMpD b
min

B0pH bH uqq as in Corol-

lary 4.2 of [54] can also still be obtained, but we can no longer say the same
things about its initial and final projection. The final Proposition 4.2 needs
more reworking.

We proceed to fill up the gaps. Consider the maps

R
pf
x : L 1

� pQq Ñ L 1
� pQq : ω Ñ ω � fpxq

and
L
pf
x : L 1

� pQq Ñ L 1
� pQq : ω Ñ ω � dpxq.

Then these are well-defined by Theorem 3.8.(i) and (ii) of [30], and for
ω1, ω2 P L 1

� pQq, z P Q and x P L, we have

pω1 � pL
pf
xpω2qqqpzq � pω1 b ω2qpp1b dpxqq∆pzqq

� pω1 b ω2qppfpxq b 1q∆pzqq

� ppR
pf
xpω1qq � ω2qpzq

by Lemma 11.1.4. Hence m
pf
x � pL

pf
x, R
pf
xq is a multiplier for L 1

� pQq.

It is easily seen that mxy � my � mx. As for the �-structure, we have for
ω P L 1

� pQq, x P L and z P DpSq that

pω� �m
pf
xq
�pzq � ω�pfpxqSpzq�q

� ωpSpfpxqq�zq

� ωpdpx�qzq

� pm
pf
x� � ωqpzq,
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using Theorem 3.8.(ii) of [30] in the third step, from which we can conclude

that L Ñ MpL 1
� pQqq : x Ñ m

pf
x is a unital anti-�-homomorphism (where

MpL 1
� pQqq denotes the multiplier algebra for L 1

� pQq).

Suppose now that pH̃ , π̃, ξq is a cyclic �-representation of L 1
� pQq, and de-

note ω̃ � ωξ,ξ � π̃. Choose x P L with }x} ¤ 1. Then if y P L and
yy� � 1� xx�, we have for ω P L 1

� pQq that

}π̃pm
pf
x � ωqξ}

2 � ω̃pω�pm
pf
xq
�m
pf
xωq

� ω̃pω�m
pf
xx�ωq

� ω̃pω�ωq � ω̃pω�pm
pf
yq
�m
pf
yωq

¤ }π̃pωqξ},

and so we can anti-�-represent L on H̃ by a map pb such that for x P L and
z P L 1

� pQq, we have pbpxqπ̃pzq � π̃pm
pf
x � zq. This means that we can also

anti-�-represent L on H u by a map pfu, such that pfupxqλupωq � λupm
pf
x �ωq

for all x P L and ω P L 1
� pQq. We should remark that this is compatible

with the reduced case: we have pfpxqλpωq � λpm
pf
x �ωq for x P L, ω P L 1

� pQq,
by the fourth identity in Definition 3.2 of [30].

In the same way, we can make for each x P L a multiplier md
x � pLdx, R

d
xq on

L 1
� pQq by

Ldx : L 1
� pQq Ñ L 1

� pQq : ω Ñ dpxq � ω

and

Rdx : L 1
� pQq Ñ L 1

� pQq : ω Ñ fpxq � ω,

and we can make a universal �-representation du of L on H u such that
dupxqλupωq � λupmd

x � ωq for ω P L 1
� pQq.

We will now also denote λ̃updpxqq � dupxq and λ̃up pfpxqq � pfupxq.
Lemma 11.3.4. For ω P L 1

� pQq, we have pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqµpωq � µpωq.
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Proof. Choose ω P L 1
� pQq, ξ1, ξ2 P H , then¸

i,j,l

n�1
l
pfpeljiqλpω � λ�pωξ1,dpelijq�ξ2qq
�

¸
i,j,l

n�1
l
pfpeljiqpω b ιqppλ�pωξ1,dpelijq�ξ2

q b 1qW q

�
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l
pfpeljiqpω b ιb ωξ1,dpelijq�ξ2

qpW13W12q

� pω b ωξ1,ξ2 b ιqpp1b p∆opp1qqW12W13q.

By the third identity in Lemma 11.1.3, and the fact that p∆opp1qW � W ,
we conclude¸

i,j,l

n�1
l
pfpeljiqλpω � λ�pωξ1,dpelijq�ξ2qq � λpω � λ�pωξ1,ξ2qq.

Applying λu � λ�1, we find pι b λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqµpωq � µpωq by the defining
property of µ.

Proposition 11.3.5. There exists a unique element W u PMpD b
min

B0pH uqq

such that λupωq � pω b ιqpW uq for ω P L 1
� pQq.

Proof. Define φ : pD Ñ BpH b H uq such that φpsλpxqq � sµpxq for all
x P pDu, which is possible since ker sλ � ker sµ. Then

U � pιb φqpW q PMpD b
min

B0pH bH uqq

is well-defined (also writing φ for the extension to Mp pDq, which may be a
non-unital map). Denote by pu the projection of H bH u onto the closure
of µpL 1

� pQqqpH bH uq, then φp1q � pu.

Now fix x P L and ω P L 1
� pQq. Then we have φppω b ιqpW q pfpxqq � µpω �

fpxqq, and for ξ1, ξ2 P H and η1, η2 P H u, we have

xµpω � fpxqqpξ1 b η1q, ξ2 b η2y � xλupω � pfpxqλ�pωξ1,ξ2qqqη1, η2y.

But

fpxqλ�pωξ1,ξ2q � fpxqppιb ωξ1,ξ2qpW qq

� pιb ωξ1,ξ2qpW p1b pfpxqqq
� pιb ω

pfpxqξ1,ξ2
qpW q,
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and so
φppω b ιqpW q pfpxqq � φppω b ιqpW qqp pfpxq b 1q.

From this, we conclude

φp pfpxqq � p pfpxq b 1qpu.

On the other hand, φpdpxqpωb ιqpW qq � µpdpxq �ωq, and for ξ1, ξ2 P H and
η1, η2 P H u, we have

xµpdpxq � ωqpξ1 b η1q, ξ2 b η2y � xλuppdpxq � ωq � λ�pωξ1,ξ2qqη1, η2y

� xλupdpxq � pω � λ�pωξ1,ξ2qqqη1, η2y

� xdupxqλupω � λ�pωξ1,ξ2qqη1, η2y,

so that φpdpxqq � p1b dupxqqpu.

From this, it follows that

UU� � pιb φqpp∆opp1qq

�
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l dpelijq b φp pfpeljiqq

� p∆opp1q12p
u
23,

and

U�U � pιb φqp∆p1qq

�
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l fpeljiq b φpdpelijqq

� ppιb λ̃uq∆p1qq13p
u
23.

So if we consider W �
12U , we see that it is still a partial isometry, since

U�W12W
�
12U � U� p∆op

12p1qU
� U�U.

We can choose ω1 P BpH q�� such that pω1 b ιqp∆opp1q � 1 (for example
ω1 � ε � d�1), and then put

W u � pιb ω1 b ιqpW �
12Uq.
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If ω̃ P p pDuq� is such that there exists y P Q with ω̃pλupωqq � ωpyq for all
ω P L 1

� pQq, and ρ P BpH b H q�, we still have, as in Proposition 4.2 of
[54], that pρb ιqpUq P pDu and ω̃ppρb ιqpUqq � ρpW py b 1qq. From this, we
can conclude then that for ω1, ω2 P BpH q�, we have

ω̃ppω1 b ω2 b ιqpW �
12Uqq � pω1 b ω2qp∆p1qpy b 1qq

� pω1 b ω2qp
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l fpeljiqy b dpelijqq

�
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l ω̃pλupω1 � fpe

l
jiqqqω2pdpe

l
ijqq

�
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l ω̃pλupω1q pfupeljiqqω2pdpe

l
ijqq,

from which we can deduce that

pω1 b ιb ιqpW �
12Uq � p1b λupω1qq � pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qq.

Applying pω1 b ιq to this last identity, we find that

pω1 b ιqpW uq � λupω1q.

It is clear that W u P MpD b
min

B0pH uqq is uniquely determined by this

property.

Proposition 11.3.6. The map W u is a partial isometry with pιbλ̃uqp∆p1qq
as its initial projection, and pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qq as its final projection.

Proof. From pω b ι b ιqpW �
12Uq � p1 b λupωqq � pι b λ̃uqpp∆opp1qq and pω b

ιqpW uq � λupωq for all ω P L 1
� pQq, we deduce that

W �
12U �W u

13p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqq.

For x P L and ω P L 1
� pQq, we have

pω b ιqpW uq pfupxq � λupωq pfupxq
� λupω � fpxqq

� pω b ιqppfpxq b 1qW uq,
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so W up1b pfupxqq � pfpxq b 1qW u. This means that

W u
13p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqq � p∆p1q b 1qW u

13.

So

pW u
13q

�W u
13 p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqq

� p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqqpW u
13q

�W u
13p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqq

� U�W12W
�
12U

� ppιb λ̃uqp∆p1qqq13p
u
23.

Applying pιb ω1 b ιq with ω1 as before, we get as a first identity that

pW uq�W u � ppιb λ̃uqp∆p1qqqp1b pω1 b ιqppuqq.

On the other hand, by Lemma 11.3.4, pu ¤ pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qq. So also

pW u
13q

�W u
13p

u
23 � ppιb λ̃uqp∆p1qqq13p

u
23,

and in particular, pu23 commutes with pW u
13q

�W u
13. Applying pιbωb ιq with

ω P BpH q� arbitrary, we obtain

pW uq�W up1b pω b ιqppuqq � pιb λ̃uqp∆p1qqp1b pω b ιqppuqq.

Denote by p̃u the projection onto the closure of tpω b ιqppuqH u | ω P
BpH q�u. Then pu ¤ p1bp̃uq, and p1b1bp̃uq still commutes with pW u

13q
�W u

13

and ppιb λ̃uqp∆p1qqq13. Moreover, we get as a second identity that

pW uq�W up1b p̃uq � ppιb λ̃uqp∆p1qqqp1b p̃uq.

Putting the two identities together, we get

pW uq�W u � pW uq�W up1b p̃uq

� ppιb λ̃uqp∆p1qqqp1b p̃uq.

Now we repeat an argument of Proposition 4.2 of [54]: if p̃u were not equal
to 1, we can find a non-zero η P H u such that W upξ b ηq � 0 for all
ξ P H . This implies that pω b ιqpW uqη � 0 for all ω P BpH q�. Since
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pωb ιqpW uq � λupωq for ω P L 1
� pQq, and λu is non-degenerate, we obtain a

contradiction.

So we find that
pW uq�W u � pιb λ̃uqp∆p1qq.

Since

pιb ιb λ̃uqp∆p1q13
p∆opp1q23q � pW u

13q
�W u

13p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqq
� ppιb λ̃uq∆p1qq13p

u
23,

applying pω2b ιb ιq for some ω2 P Q� with pω2b ιqp∆p1qq � 1 gives us that

pu � pιb λ̃uqp∆opp1q.

Now we also get that

UU� � p∆opp1q12p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqq,

and

W �
12UU

�W12 � W �
12p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqqW12

� p∆p1q b 1qpιb ιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1q13q

by the second identity of Lemma 11.1.3. Then by the identities in the
beginning of the proof,

p∆p1q b 1qW u
13pW

u
13q

� � W u
13p1b pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qqqpW u

13q
�

� W �
12UU

�W12

� p∆p1q b 1qpιb ιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1q13q,

and applying ιbω3b ι for some ω3 P BpH q� with pιbω3qp∆p1qq � 1 (for
example ε � d�1 again), we get W upW uq� � pιb λ̃uqpp∆opp1qq, which finishes
the proof.

We now give a different characterization for corepresentations of our special
adapted measured quantum groupoids, by using partial isometries instead
of unitaries. We will work with left corepresentations rather than the right
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corepresentations of section 5 of [30]. So let G be an L-L-bimodule by a
�-representation a and anti-�-representation pb of L.3 Denote

q �
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l fpeljiq b apelijq,

q1 �
¸
i,j,l

n�1
l dpelijq b

pbpeljiq.
Then exactly as in the first section of this chapter, H dbpb

εop

G can be identified

with q1pH bG q, and H fba
ε

G with qpH bG q (where we will now surpress

the unitaries implementing the isomorphism). A unitary corepresentation

Ṽ : H fba
ε

G Ñ H dbpb
εop

G

in the sense of Definition 5.1 of [30] (adapted to the left setting) can thus be
seen now as a partial isometry V in Q b BpG q with final projection q1 and
initial projection q. It satisfies, for all x P L,

V pdpxq b 1q � p1b apxqqV,

V p pfpxq b 1q � p pfpxq b 1qV

and
V p1bpbpxqq � pfpxq b 1qV,

as well as the identity
p∆b ιqV � V13V23.

Conversely, any such partial isometry in QbBpG q satisfying these four re-
lations, and having q1 and q as resp. final and initial projection, determines
a unitary corepresentation Ṽ by restriction.

It is easy to see that the partial isometry W u satisfies these conditions: on
H u, we take the L-L-bimodule structure given by du and pfu (which are
easily seen to commute by definition). Then the initial and final projections
of W u satisfy the right conditions for a corepresentation, by Proposition

3We do not assume that the L-L-bimodule is faithful, unlike in [30]. This causes no
problems however.
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11.3.6. Further, we also know that W u P QbBpH uq, and since for ω1, ω2 P
L 1
� pQq, we have

ppω1 b ω2q �∆q b ιqpW uq � λupω1 � ω2q

� λupω1qλ
upω2q

� pω1 b ιqpW uqpω2 b ιqpW uq,

we can also conclude that

p∆b ιqpW uq �W u
13W

u
23.

To end, we have shown in the proof of Proposition 11.3.6 that for x P L, we
have

W up1b pfupxqq � pfpxq b 1qW u,

and
W updpxq b 1q � p1b dupxqqW u

follows by a similar argument. The final commutation needed, with pfpxq
on the left, can be deduced for example by the following argument: using
notation as in the proof of Proposition 11.3.6, it is enough to show thatpfpxqb1b1 commutes with W �

12U , since W �
12U �W u

13p1bpιb λ̃
uqpp∆opp1qqq.

But since U � pιbφqpW q, this follows at once from the fact that p pfpxqb 1q
commutes with W .

There is only one thing we still have to do, before we can draw our final
conclusion. Namely, we have to show that W u lives in its expected C�-
algebraic home.

Proposition 11.3.7. We have W u PMpD b
min

pDuq.

Proof. In fact, take any partially isometric (for convenience sake) right
corepresentation V P BpG b H q of pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, εq, and denote by
DV the normclosure of its first leg: DV � rpι b ωqpV q | ω P Q�s. (In case
V � ΣW uΣ, which is a right corepresentation for the opposite quantum
groupoid, it is clear that DV � pDu by Proposition 11.3.5.) Then DV evi-
dently becomes a Banach algebra by the corepresentation property of V . It
will be a C�-algebra even, by the manageability of V (Theorem 5.11 of [30]):

xV psb yq, r b uy � xV �psb J
pQ
P�1{2uq, r b J

pQ
P 1{2yy

for all r, s P H u, y P DpP 1{2q and u P DpP�1{2q, so that

pιb ωJ
pQ
P�1{2u,J

pQ
P 1{2yqpV q

� � pιb ωy,uqpV q.
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We want to show that V P MpDV b
min

Dq. It is then again enough to show

that V PMpDV b
min

B0pH qq, since

V �
12W

�
23V12W23 � pp∆opp1q b 1qV13,

with W P MpB0pH q b
min

Dq (where for notational convenience we have

dropped the representation symbols for the left and right representation of
L on G associated to V ).

Now the corresponding part of Proposition 11.2.2 applies word for word, up
to the point where we have shown that pDV b

min
B0pH qqV � DV b

min
B0pH q.

But since V � is a right corepresentation for the opposite measured quan-
tum groupoid (cf. Theorem 3.12.(i) of [30]; this opposite measured quantum
groupoid is still of our special form), and since DV � DV � , we also have
pDV b

min
B0pH qqV � � DV b

min
B0pH q. This concludes the proof.

Now we can state the main result:

Proposition 11.3.8. There is a one-to-one-correspondence between left
corepresentations of pL,Q, d, f,∆q and non-degenerate �-representations ofpDu.

Proof. If V is a left corepresentation for pL,Q, d, f,Γ, T, T 1, εq (given in the
form of a partial isometry), it is clear by Propositions 5.5 and 5.10 of [30]
that ω Ñ pωbιqpV q determines a non-degenerate �-representation of L 1

� pQq.

Conversely, let π̃ be a non-degenerate �-representation of pDu. As we have
seen, this comes equipped with a �-representation a and anti-�representationpb of L on G . Let V � pι b π̃qpW uq, which is a well-defined partial iso-
metry in MpD b

min
B0pG qq by the previous results. Moreover, as necessarily

apxq � π̃pdupxqq and pbpxq � π̃p pfupxqq for x P L by the non-degeneracy of
the representations, we see that V satisfies the right properties with respect
to its initial and final projection, and that it satisfies the right commutation
relations with respect to a and pb. Since p∆b ιqpV q � V13V23, we get that V
is indeed a left co-representation.

Of course, both operations are also inverses of each other.





Nederlandse samenvatting

Het kernbegrip in deze thesis is de ‘comonöıdale Morita equivalentie’. We
belichten dit concept vanuit drie standpunten. Vooreerst voeren we dit be-
grip in voor Hopf algebra’s. Daarna bestuderen we het voor de algebräısche
en �-algebräısche kwantumgroepen van Van Daele ([93]). Dit beslaat het
eerste deel van onze thesis, dat enkel gebruik maakt van (elementaire) al-
gebräısche technieken. In het tweede deel bestuderen we dan comonöıdale
Morita theorie voor de lokaal compacte kwantumgroepen van Kustermans
en Vaes ([56]), en gebruiken hiertoe extensief de theorie van von Neumann
algebra’s en gewichten (niet-commutatieve integratietheorie).

We geven nu wat meer uitleg over deze begrippen, en over de resultaten die
in deze thesis behaald werden.

De volgende symbolen zullen vaak gebruikt worden. Met k wordt een
(willekeurig) veld bedoeld, en met d het tensorproduct over k. Met ι wordt
altijd het ‘identiteitsmorfisme’ aangeduid. Als S � BpH q een verzameling
van begrensde operatoren op een zekere Hilbertruimte H is, dan duiden we
met S1 zijn commutant aan, i.e. de verzameling van alle begrensde opera-
toren op H die met elk element uit S commuteren. Met b duiden we het
tensorproduct van Hilbertruimtes en het (spatiaal) tensorproduct van von
Neumann algebra’s aan. Met Σ noteren we de ‘volta’: als H en G bijvoor-
beeld twee Hilbertruimtes zijn, dan is Σ : H b G Ñ G bH de afbeelding
die ξ b η afstuurt op η b ξ.

N.1 Morita theorie voor Hopf algebra’s

Het eerste hoofdstuk van deze thesis is bedoeld als inleiding, motivatie en
intüıtie met betrekking tot de theorie die in latere hoofdstukken ontwikkeld

345
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wordt. We beginnen met het invoeren van de welbekende notie van Morita
equivalentie tussen (unitale associatieve) algebra’s A en D (over een veld
k). We presenteren drie equivalente definities: één categorisch gekleurde,
één concrete maar asymmetrische, en één concrete en symmetrische defini-
tie. Dit zijn met name, respectievelijk, ‘het bestaan van een (k-lineaire)
equivalentie tussen de module-categorieën van A en D’, ‘het bestaan van
een getrouw projectieve, eindig voortgebrachte rechtse A-module met (een
kopie van) D als endomorfisme-groep’, en tenslotte ‘het bestaan van een link
algebra tussen A en D’.

De eerste van deze definities is de originele, zoals ingevoerd door Morita in
de jaren ’50. Het is deze karakterisatie die de ‘betekenis’ van Morita equi-
valentie laat zien: als men een abelse (k-lineaire) categorie beschouwt als
een kwantisatie van een klassiek schema over k (in de algebro-geometrische
betekenis), dan kan het best zijn dat, indien de abelse categorie ‘affien’ is,
er meerdere, niet-isomorfe k-algebra’s zijn die deze categorie als spectrum
(i.e. als module-categorie) hebben. Zo heeft een gewoon punt reeds een
hele rij van niet-commutatieve realisaties (=representaties), namelijk de n-
bij-n-matrices over k. Men kan dan bijvoorbeeld een eigenschap van een
algebra een eigenschap van de onderliggende kwantumruimte noemen, als
ze stabiel is onder Morita equivalentie. (Merk op dat dit slechts één inter-
pretatie is: men kan evengoed de algebra’s zelf als (functie-algebra’s van)
kwantumruimtes zien, en de bijhorende module-categorie als een grote, maar
incomplete invariant.)

De tweede definitie van Morita equivalentie legt minder nadruk op het
equivalentie-aspect (het is bijvoorbeeld niet eens zonder meer duidelijk uit
deze definitie of Morita equivalentie werkelijk een equivalentie-relatie tussen
algebra’s bepaalt). Ze geeft eerder een handige constructiemethode om,
gegeven een algebra, een Morita equivalente algebra te creëren. Inder-
daad: gegeven een algebra en een getrouw projectieve, eindig voortgebrachte
rechtse A-module B, geeft D � EndApBAq meteen een met A Morita equiv-
alente algebra. Het is precies dit reconstructie-aspect dat verderop in de
thesis in meer complexere situaties behandeld wordt, en het meeste technis-
che werk vergt.

De derde definitie tenslotte is vooral interessant ten aanzien van veralge-
meningen. Met een link algebra tussen twee algebra’s wordt een unitale
algebra E met vaste projectie (= idempotent element) e P E bedoeld, zo-
dat zowel e als zijn complement 1E � e vol zijn (i.e. er bestaat geen 2-zijdig
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ideaal dat één van deze projecties bevat), en zodat de ‘hoeken’ van E, i.e. de
algebra’s eEe en p1E � eqEp1E � eq, isomorf zijn, als algebra, met respec-
tievelijk A en D. Het voordeel van deze definitie, naast het feit dat ze
volledig symmetrisch is ten opzichte van A en D, is dat er enkel gebruik
wordt gemaakt van algebra’s. Zoals gezegd leidt dit op een erg eenvoudige
wijze tot goede veralgemeningen, zoals bijvoorbeeld een Morita equivalentie
tussen niet-unitale algebra’s van een bepaald type: men eist dan dat er een
link algebra tussen hen bestaat van hetzelfde type. Deze notie werd bij mijn
weten vooral gebruikt in de operator-algebräısche context (zie [67] waar het
begrip ingevoerd wordt in de C�-algebräısche context). Merk op dat een
link algebra E zelf ook Morita equivalent is met beide algebra’s A en D
waartussen het een Morita equivalentie creëert. We komen hier later nog
even op terug.

Nu gaan we wat meer structuur plaatsen op de algebra’s die Morita equi-
valent zijn: we voorzien ze van een Hopf algebra structuur (met bijectieve
antipode).

Definitie N.1.1. Een koppel pA,∆Aq wordt een Hopf algebra genoemd, als
A een unitale algebra is, voorzien van een unitaal homomorfisme ∆A : AÑ
AdA, de covermenigvuldiging, dat voldoet aan de volgende coassociativiteits-
voorwaarde:

p∆A b ιAq∆A � pιA b∆Aq∆A.

Verder moet er een unitaal homomorfisme εA : A Ñ k bestaan, de co-
eenheid, en een bijectieve lineaire afbeelding SA : A Ñ A, de antipode,
zodat

pεA b ιAq∆A � ιA � pιA b εAq∆A

en
SApap1qqap2q � εpaq1A � ap1qSApap2qq.

We hebben hierbij ondertussen de Sweedler-notatie ingevoerd: men schrijft
dan (formeel) ∆Apaq � ap1qbap2q, wat toelaat om berekeningen met de cover-
menigvuldiging sterk te vereenvoudigen. Hopf algebra’s kunnen gezien wor-
den als niet-commutatieve veralgemeningen van de (polynomiale) functie-
algebra’s op (algebräısche) groepen, waarbij bijvoorbeeld de covermenig-
vuldiging nu de rol van de groepsvermenigvuldiging speelt. We merken
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op dat SA anti-multiplicatief is (SApaa1q � SApa
1qSApaq), en ook anti-

comultiplicatief:
∆ApSApaqq � SApap2qq b SApap1qq.

Men kan nu op zoek gaan naar een notie van Morita equivalentie tussen Hopf
algebra’s die de extra structuur in het oog houdt. We zullen deze equivalen-
tie ‘comonöıdale Morita equivalentie’ noemen (al merken we op dat er in de
literatuur reeds andere terminologieën voorhanden zijn). Ze kan opnieuw op
drie manieren gekarakteriseerd worden, net als gewone Morita equivalentie.

Vooreerst is er de meest natuurlijke, categorische definitie. Voor Hopf
algebra’s verkrijgt de categorie van modules voor de onderliggende alge-
bra namelijk een extra structuur: het wordt een monöıdale categorie. Dit
betekent dat de categorie voorzien is van een bifunctor b, die (‘op compati-
bele isomorfismes na’) associatief is. In ons geval is deze bifunctor het gewone
tensorproduct van vectorruimtes, waarop een module-structuur gecreëerd
wordt met behulp van de covermenigvuldiging: als A de Hopf algebra is en
V en W twee (linkse) modules, dan definieert men de volgende A-module
structuur op V dW :

a � pv b wq :� ∆Apaq � pv b wq,

waarbij we in het rechterlid op het linkse been van ∆Apaq de V -module
structuur toepassen, en op het rechtse been de W -module structuur.

Er is nu een natuurlijke notie van comonöıdale equivalentie tussen monöıdale
categorieën pC,bq en pD,bq (waarbij we voor de notationele eenvoud de
tensorproducten niet verder labelen): men eist dat er een equivalentie F
tussen beide categorieën bestaat, zodat de functoren F � b en b � pF � F q
van het Cartesisch product C � C naar D natuurlijk isomorf zijn via een
natuurlijk isomorfisme u dat verder aan de volgende vergelijking voldoet
(die de 2-cocykel identiteit wordt genoemd):

puX,Y b ιF pZqquXbY,Z � pιF pXq b uY,ZquX,YbZ .

We zeggen nu dat twee Hopf algebra’s comonöıdaal Morita equivalent zijn
als hun module-categorieën comonöıdaal equivalent zijn.

De tweede definitie voor comonöıdale Morita equivalentie is opnieuw asym-
metrisch van aard. We voeren hiertoe de volgende notie in.
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Definitie N.1.2. Zij A een Hopf algebra. Een comonöıdale (rechtse) Morita
module voor A is een rechtse A-module B, voorzien van een coassociatieve
lineaire afbeelding ∆B : B Ñ B dB, zodat

∆Bpbaq � ∆Bpbq∆Apaq, voor alle a P A, b P B,

en zodat de afbeelding

B dAÑ B dB : bb aÑ ∆Bpbqp1b aq

een (lineair) isomorfisme is.

We zeggen dan dat twee Hopf algebra’s A en D comonöıdaal Morita equi-
valent zijn, als er een comonöıdale rechtse Morita A-module bestaat, zó dat
D � EndApBAq, en zó dat, als we D identificeren met zijn beeld onder dit
isomorfisme, ∆Bpd � bq � ∆Dpdq � ∆Bpbq. Automatisch volgt hieruit dat B
dan getrouw projectief en eindig voortgebracht is over A, zodat we in ieder
geval reeds weten dat D en A als algebra’s Morita equivalent zijn. We noe-
men zo een B dan een comonöıdale equivalentie bimodule tussen de Hopf
algebra’s A en D. We zien dat deze definitie opnieuw eerder gericht is op de
constructie van comonöıdale equivalenties: we tonen in de thesis inderdaad
aan dat een comonöıdale Morita module gecompleteerd kan worden tot een
comonöıdale equivalentie bimodule. In het bijzonder kan dus vanuit de A-
module B een Hopf algebra D gemaakt worden.

De derde definitie van comonöıdale Morita equivalentie houdt in, dat de twee
Hopf algebra’s ingebed moeten zijn als hoeken van een zekere zwakke Hopf
algebra E, die we de zwakke Hopf link algebra noemen. Een zwakke Hopf
algebra is een veralgemening van het begrip Hopf algebra, waarbij bijvoor-
beeld niet langer geëist wordt dat de covermenigvuldiging eenheidbewarend
is (zie [11]). Zwakke Hopf algebra’s kunnen gezien worden als de niet-
commutatieve versies van ‘affiene groepöıde-schema’s met een eindige set
objecten’. In het geval van comonöıdale Morita equivalentie kan de zwakke
Hopf link algebra als volgt gëınterpreerd worden: het is een kwantum-
groepöıde met twee klassieke objecten, zodat de twee comonöıdaal equiv-
alente Hopf algebra’s de rol spelen van groepalgebra’s van de endomorfis-
megroepen van de twee objecten, en zodat de anti-diagonale hoeken van E
(i.e. p1E � eqEe en eEp1E � eq) de rol spelen van ‘pijl-bimodules’ voor de
morfismes tussen de twee objecten. Formeel vertaalt dit zich onder andere
in het feit dat de onderliggende algebra voor de zwakke Hopf link algebra
de structuur van een link algebra heeft, op zodanige wijze dat de bijhorende
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projectie e én zijn complement beide groepsgelijkende elementen zijn (dus
bijvoorbeeld ∆Epeq � eb e).

Naast de notie van ‘comonöıdale Morita equivalentie’ is er ook de ‘monöıdale
co-Morita equivalentie’ tussen Hopf algebra’s. Formeel is deze theorie vol-
komen duaal aan de vorige, en in het geval van eindig dimensionale Hopf
algebra’s is deze dualiteit bijvoorbeeld zelfs meer dan louter formeel: men
schakelt van de ene theorie naar de andere over door duales van vector-
ruimtes te nemen, en alle structuur via transpositie over te brengen. Op-
nieuw is er een drievuldigheid aan definities voor monöıdale co-Morita equi-
valentie beschikbaar, die we nu niet meer allemaal in extenso zullen be-
spreken: categorisch zal dit neerkomen op het monöıdaal equivalent zijn
van de co-module categorieën van de beide Hopf algebra’s, terwijl concreet
men het bestaan van een ‘bi-Galois object’ of ‘zwakke Hopf co-link algebra’
tussen de twee Hopf algebra’s eist. We gaan enkel de theorie van (bi-)Galois
objecten nog wat nader toelichten.

Een (rechts) Galois object voor een Hopf algebra is formeel duaal aan een
comonöıdale Morita module. ‘Transponeren’ we de structuur van deze laat-
ste, dan bekomen we de volgende definitie.

Definitie N.1.3. Zij A een Hopf algebra. Een (rechts) Galois object voor
A is een unitale algebra B, voorzien van een rechtse coactie αB, i.e. een
unitaal homomorfisme αB : B Ñ B dA dat voldoet aan

pιb∆AqαB � pαB b ιAqαB (coactie eigenschap),

zó dat de afbeelding

B dB Ñ B dA : bb b1 Ñ pbb 1qαBpb1q

een bijectie is.

Als A en D twee Hopf algebra’s zijn, dan is een bi-Galois object tussen A en
D een unitale algebra B voorzien van een rechste A-Galois object structuur
αB en een linkse D-Galois object structuur γB : B Ñ D dB, zó dat αB en
γB commuteren:

pγB b ιAqαB � pιD b αBqγB.

De theorie van (bi-)Galois objecten werd uitvoerig behandeld in het artikel
[71]. Één van de belangrijke stellingen in dat artikel betreft opnieuw een
reconstructie-resultaat: een rechts Galois object kan uniek gecompleteerd
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worden tot een bi-Galois object. In het bijzonder kan dus ook uit een Ga-
lois object een ‘nieuwe’ Hopf algebra geconstrueerd worden (die natuurlijk
isomorf zou kunnen zijn met de oorspronkelijke Hopf algebra). We willen
ook vermelden dat er een meetkundige intepretatie voor Galois objecten is:
ze kunnen gezien worden als niet-commutatieve versies van hoofdvezelbun-
dels (‘principal fiber bundles’) over een punt. Dit merkwaardig, omdat dit
concept in de puur klassieke context van een bedrieglijke eenvoud is: als we
ter voorbeeld ons beperken tot eindige groepen, dan is een hoofdvezelbun-
del over een punt, met een eindige groep G als structuurgroep, niets anders
dan een eindige verzameling X, voorzien van een (rechtse) actie van G, zó
dat deze actie zowel transitief (er is slechts één orbiet) als vrij (G ageert
trouw op elke orbiet) is. Met andere woorden, X ‘is’ gewoon de groep G

zelf, voorzien van de actie via rechtse translatie. Er is echter de volgende
subtiliteit: het isomorfisme tussen X en G is niet natuurlijk : men moet
één van de punten van X het label ‘eenheid’ toekennen! Dit feit kan gezien
worden als een zwakke weerspiegeling van het vreemde gedrag dat mogelijk
is in de kwantum-context. (We moeten hierbij natuurlijk opmerken dat er
wel degelijk bi-Galois objecten bestaan tussen bepaalde niet-isomorfe Hopf
algebra’s. Een mooie klasse van voorbeelden werd geconstrueerd in [9] (zie
ook [10] voor voorbeelden in een meer operator-algebräısch kader).).

N.2 Galois objecten voor algebräısche kwantum-
groepen

In de volgende drie hoofdstukken van de thesis (hoofdstukken 2 tot en met
4) ontwikkelen we (in essentie) een theorie van (co-)monöıdale (co-)Morita
equivalentie voor algebräısche kwantumgroepen.

In het tweede hoofdstuk van onze thesis worden de belangrijkste definities
en resultaten uit [92] en [93] uiteengezet. In het artikel [93] wordt de notie
van ‘algebräısche kwantumgroep’ ingevoerd. Dit is een object dat tege-
lijkertijd een veralgemening als een specialisatie van een Hopf algebra is.
Namelijk: het is een veralgemening omdat er niet langer geëist wordt dat
de onderliggende algebra een eenheid heeft, maar het is ook een specialisa-
tie omdat men het bestaan van een invariante functionaal aanneemt. Men
moet deze functionaal zien als het analogon van een (linkse) Haarmaat op
een gewone lokaal compacte groep.

Om de definitie van een algebräısche kwantumgroep te kunnen formuleren,
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moeten we enkele begrippen aangaande niet-unitale algebra’s invoeren.

Definitie N.2.1. Zij A een (associatieve) algebra, mogelijk zonder eenheid.

We noemen A niet-ontaard als A een trouwe linkse en rechtse module over
zichzelf is. Met andere woorden, als a P A voldoet aan aa1 � 0 voor alle
a1 P A, dan is a � 0, en evenzo als a1a � 0 voor alle a1 P A.

We noemen A idempotent als A �A � A.

Definitie N.2.2. Zij A een algebra, mogelijk zonder eenheid. De algebra
MpAq van vermenigvuldigers voor A (‘multiplier algebra’) bestaat uit koppels
m � plm, rmq, met lm, rm lineaire afbeeldingen AÑ A die voldoen aan

a1lmpaq � rmpa
1qa

voor alle a, a1 P A. We noteren dan lmpaq � m � a en rmpaq � a �m, zodat
bovenstaande gelijkheid een associativiteits-eigenschap uitdrukt:

pa1 �mq � a � a1 � pm � aq.

Merk op dat als A een niet-ontaarde algebra is, we A kunnen vereenzelvi-
gen met een deel van MpAq, door a af te beelden op pla, raq, waarbij la de
operatie links en ra de operatie rechts vermenigvuldigen met a voorstelt.

De volgende definitie geeft aan wat de goede notie van morfismes tussen
niet-ontaarde algebra’s is.

Definitie N.2.3. Zij A en B niet-ontaarde algebra’s, en f : A Ñ MpBq
een homomorfisme.

We zeggen dat f de unieke unitale extensie-eigenschap heeft of u.u.e. is, als
fpAqB � B � BfpAq.

We zeggen dat f de unieke extensie-eigenschap heeft of u.e. is, als er een
idempotent p PMpBq bestaat zodat fpAqB � pB en BfpAq � Bp.

De belangrijkste eigenschap van een u.u.e. homomorfisme is dat ze inder-
daad een unieke uitbreiding tot een unitaal homomorfisme MpAq Ñ MpBq
heeft (terwijl een u.e. homomorfisme uitbreidbaar is tot een homomorfisme
MpAq Ñ MpBq die 1MpAq afstuurt op de idempotent p waarvan sprake in
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de definitie). Verder merken we op dat als A een niet-ontaarde idempotente
algebra is, de identiteitsafbeelding voor A u.u.e. is, en dat het tensorproduct
van (u.)u.e. afbeeldingen opnieuw (u.)u.e. is.

We kunnen nu de definitie van een algebräısche kwantumgroep geven.

Definitie N.2.4. Zij A een niet-ontaarde, idempotente algebra, voorzien
van een u.u.e. homomorfisme ∆A : A Ñ MpA d Aq. We noemen pA,∆Aq
een algebräısche kwantumgroep als ∆A aan de coassociativiteits-voorwaarde
p∆A b ιAq∆A � pιA b∆Aq∆A voldoet4, als de afbeeldingen

T∆A,2 : AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ ∆Apaqp1b a1q,

T1,∆A
: AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ pab 1q∆Apa

1q,

T∆A,1 : AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ ∆Apaqpa
1 b 1q,

T2,∆A
: AdAÑ AdA : ab a1 Ñ p1b aq∆Apa

1q

allen bijectief zijn5, en als er een niet-triviale functionaal ϕA : AÑ k bestaat
die voldoet aan

pιb ϕAqp∆Apaqq � ϕApaq1A

voor alle a P A, waarbij het linkerlid op natuurlijke wijze gëınterpreteerd kan
worden als een vermenigvuldiger voor a.

In [93] wordt dan aangetoond dat deze algebräısche kwantumgroepen een
verrassend rijke structuur hebben. Vooreerst is er de verdere structuur van
gewone Hopf algebra’s aanwezig, met name een co-eenheid εA en inverteer-
bare antipode SA : AÑ A. Ten tweede blijkt de links invariante functionaal
ϕA automatisch uniek te zijn (op vermenigvuldigen met een niet-nul element
uit k na), en te voldoen aan de volgende twee sterke eigenschappen: ϕA is
getrouw, in de zin dat de afbeeldingen a Ñ ϕApa � q en a Ñ ϕAp � aq beiden
A injectief inbedden in de duale vectorruimte voor A, en ϕA is modulair, in
de zin dat er een automorfisme σA van A bestaat zodat

ϕApaσApa
1qq � ϕApa

1aq

voor alle a, a1 P A. Ten derde is er ook een (niet-triviale) rechts invariante
functionaal ψA aanwezig, i.e. een functionaal zodat

pψA b ιAq∆Apaq � ψApaq1A
4waarbij men zin geeft aan deze identiteit door de u.u.e. eigenschap te gebruiken
5waarbij we echter opmerken dat de bijectiviteit van deze afbeeldingen niet allen on-

afhankelijk van elkaar zijn
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voor alle a P A. Deze functionaal is gemakkelijk te construeren: men stelt
gewoon ψA � ϕA � SA. Dan toont men aan dat ψA ook getrouw en mod-
ulair is. Er geldt echter meer: ϕA en ψA zijn nauw met elkaar verbonden
door middel van een modulair element δA P MpAq: dit is een inverteerbare
vermenigvuldiger van A zodat ϕApaδAq � ψApaq voor elke a P A. Ten slotte
kan er ook een scalaire invariant aan pA,∆Aq verbonden worden: dit betreft
het getal νA P k zodat ϕA � S2

A � νA � ϕA. Natuurlijk bestaan er ook veel
commutatie-relaties tussen al deze structuren.

Een andere mooie eigenschap van algebräısche kwantumgroepen is dat ze
een dualiteitstheorie toelaten, die nauw verwant is aan de Pontryagin du-
aliteit, gekend voor (lokaal compacte) abelse groepen. Inderdaad, gegeven
een algebräısche kwantumgroep A, dan kan men van de deelverzamelingpA � tϕAp � aq | a P Au van functionalen op A een algebräısche kwantum-
groep maken, door de structuur van A te transponeren (waarbij men de links
invariant functionaal moet construeren met behulp van de co-eenheid van
A). Er geldt dan Pontryagin dualiteit, in de zin dat de duale van de duale
canoniek isomorf is met de oorspronkelijke algebräısche kwantumgroep.

We weiden op het einde van het tweede hoofdstuk ook wat uit over een
resultaat dat in [21] behaald werd. We moeten opnieuw eerst een definitie
invoeren.

Definitie N.2.5. Een �-algebräısche kwantumgroep is een algebräısche
kwantumgroep over het veld C, voorzien van een �-structuur (i.e. een anti-
multiplicatieve anti-lineaire involutie �), zodat ∆Apa

�q � ∆Apaq
�, en zodat

ϕApa
�aq ¥ 0 voor elke a P A.

In [21] tonen we dan aan hoe de verdere structuur van �-algebräısche kwan-
tumgroepen essentieel discreet van aard is: de algebra automorfismes σA en
S2
A hebben positief puur puntspectrum (i.e., A heeft een basis van eigenvec-

toren voor deze automorfismes, en bovendien zijn alle eigenwaarden posi-
tief). Hetzelfde geldt voor het modulair element δA. Deze resultaten, die op
betrekkelijk eenvoudige wijze bekomen kunnen worden, laten ons dan toe
om significant eenvoudiger bewijzen te leveren voor enkele hoofdresultaten
uit [53] en [55]. Het laat ons ook toe om te concluderen dat de scalaire
invariant νA voor �-algebräısche kwantumgroepen altijd triviaal 1 is (wat
tot dan toe een open probleem was).
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In het derde hoofdstuk behandelen we in detail de structuur van Galois
objecten voor algebräısche kwantumgroepen.

Definitie N.2.6. Zij A een algebräısche kwantumgroep. Een niet-ontaarde
idempotente algebra B, samen met een u.u.e. homomorfisme αB : B Ñ
MpB d Aq, wordt een (rechts) Galois object voor A genoemd, als αB een
coactie is, i.e.

pαB b ιAqαB � pιB b∆AqαB

en
αBpBqp1bAq � B dA � p1bAqαBpBq,

en de afbeelding

G : B dB ÑMpB dAq : bb b1 Ñ pbb 1qαBpb1q,

die we de Galois afbeelding noemen, injectief is, met B dA als beeld.

Vooreerst construeren we dan twee speciale getrouwe functionalen op een
Galois object B. De eerste functionaal, die we met ϕB noteren, is een δA-
invariante functionaal, in de zin dat

pϕB b ιAqαBpbq � ϕBpbqδA

voor alle b P B. Deze functionaal is tamelijk direct te construeren: ze wordt
volledig bepaald door de identiteit

pιB b ϕAqαBpbq � ϕBpbq1B

voor alle b P B. De tweede functionaal, die we met ψB zullen noteren, is
niet zo canoniek te construeren, en zal dan ook slechts op een scalaire in k
na bepaald zijn. Deze functionaal zal echter invariant zijn:

pψB b ιAqαBpbq � ψBpbq1A

voor alle b P B. We tonen dan aan dat, net als voor algebräısche kwan-
tumgroepen, deze twee functionalen met elkaar verbonden zijn door middel
van een modulair element: een inverteerbare vermenigvuldiger δB van B die
voldoet aan

ϕBpbδBq � ψBpbq

voor alle b P B.
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Vervolgens tonen we aan dat zowel ϕB als ψB modulair zijn. Dit laat ons
toe om een u.u.e. homomorfisme βA : AÑMpBop dBq te definiëren, zodat

Bop dAÑ Bop dB : bop b aÑ βApaqpb
op b 1q

een inverse voor de Galois afbeelding G bepaalt (na de canonieke identi-
ficatie van Bop en B als vectorruimtes). We merken op dat dit resultaat
heel wat meer technische voorbereiding vraagt dan in het geval van Hopf
algebra’s!

Tenslotte komen we tot de merkwaardigste constructie aangaande Galois
objecten, met name deze van een antipode. In feite construeren we eerst een
antipode kwadraat, welke een automorfisme S2

B : B Ñ B is. Zo’n antipode
kwadraat werd ook geconstrueerd voor Hopf algebräısche Galois objecten,
al was het bestaan ervan niet meteen van in het begin duidelijk (zie bijvoor-
beeld [75]). Onze constructiemethode is echter essentieel verschillend, en
maakt gebruik van de aanwezige modulaire structuur. Eens deze antipode
kwadraat er is, kunnen we twee antipodes construeren, die echter niet in-
tern zijn: noteren we C � Bop, dan definiëren we de ene antipode SC als de
canonieke afbeelding

C Ñ B : bop Ñ b,

terwijl we de tweede antipode SB definiëren als

B Ñ C : bÑ S2
Bpbq

op.

Deze twee afbeeldingen voldoen dan inderdaad aan de definiërende eigen-
schap van een antipode, maar tegenover de (externe) covermenigvuldiging
βA: noteren we formeel βApaq � ar1s b ar2s P C d B, dan geldt (opnieuw
formeel)

SCpar1sqar2s � εApaq1B

en
ar1sSBpar2sq � εApaq1C ,

voor elke a P A.

We eindigen dit hoofdstuk met het bestuderen van twee speciale situaties.

Ten eerste gaan we na wat er gebeurt als de algebräısche kwantumgroep van
een speciaal type is, hetzij compact (wat betekent dat de onderliggende alge-
bra een eenheid heeft), hetzij discreet (wat essentieel betekent dat de duale
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compact is, al zijn er ook intrinsiekere karakterisaties voorhanden). De al-
gebra van een bijhorend Galois object blijkt dan precies van dezelfde vorm
te zijn als de algebra van de kwantumgroep: voorzien van een eenheid als
de bijhorende kwantumgroep compact is, en discreet (i.e. met elk principaal
links of rechts ideaal eindig-dimensionaal) als de bijhorende kwantumgroep
discreet is.

Ten tweede definiëren we een notie van �-Galois object voor �-algebräısche
kwantumgroepen. Een �-Galois object pB,αBq voor een �-algebräısche kwan-
tumgroep A is een Galois object, zodat de algebra B verder voorzien is van
een goede �-structuur (in de zin dat

°
i b
�
i bi � 0 impliceert dat elke bi � 0),

en zodat αB deze �-structuur bewaart. We tonen dan aan dat ϕB en ψB
positief zijn (mogelijk na vermenigvuldigen met een scalair getal), i.e., dat
ϕBpb

�bq ¥ 0 en ψBpb
�bq ¥ 0 voor elke b P B. We doen dit opnieuw door

te tonen dat ‘links (en rechts) vermenigvuldigen met het modulair element
δB’ een diagonaliseerbare lineaire afbeelding is, met enkel strikt positieve
eigenwaardes.

In het vierde hoofdstuk introduceren we het begrip ‘algebräısche link kwan-
tumgroepöıde’.

Definitie N.2.7. Een algebräısche link kwantumgroepöıde bestaat uit een
drietal pE, e,∆Eq, met E een niet-ontaarde algebra, e een idempotent in
MpEq die voldoet aan EeE � E en Ep1E�eqE � E, en ∆E een coassociatief
u.e. homomorfisme E ÑMpE d Eq dat voldoet aan

∆Epeq � eb e

en
∆Ep1E � eq � p1E � eq b p1E � eq,

zó dat A :� eEe en D :� p1E � eqEp1E � eq, samen met de beperking van
∆E, algebräısche kwantumgroepen worden.

We tonen aan dat ook deze objecten voorzien zijn van co-eenheid en an-
tipode, zodat ze zich tot zwakke link Hopf algebra’s verhouden als alge-
bräısche kwantumgroepen tot Hopf algebra’s. Vervolgens gaan we, via du-
alisatie, vanuit een rechts Galois object B voor een algebräısche kwantum-
groep A, een algebräısche link kwantumgroepöıde bouwen. Dit is opnieuw
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een tamelijk technisch proces. Vooreerst gaan we de functionaal ϕB naar
een functionaal ψC op C � Bop overzetten, door

ψCpb
opq � ϕBpbq

te definiëren, en noteren dan pC � tψCp � cq | c P Cu. Nu kunnen we de ruimte
van functionalen pB � tϕBp � bq | b P Bu op B tot een rechtse pA-module
maken, door de coactie αB te transponeren. We kunnen pB dan als lineaire
afbeeldingen van pA naar pB beschouwen, via ‘links vermenigvuldigen’. An-
derzijds kan de ruimte pC gëıdentificeerd worden met lineaire afbeeldingen
van pB naar pA, door de formule

pω21 � ω12qpaq � pω21 b ω12qβApaq

voor ω21 P pC,ω12 P pB en a P A. Als we dan pD definiëren als de lineaire span
van de afbeeldingen van pB naar zichzelf, bekomen door eerst een element
van pC toe te passen en dan een element van pB, dan kunnen we al deze
vectorruimtes samen groeperen in een directe som

pE �

� pD pBpC pA
�
,

welke op natuurlijke wijze een algebra vormt (bijvoorbeeld als algebra van

lineaire operatoren op de directe vectorruimte som

� pBpA
�

). Dit levert

ons de onderliggende algebra van de te construeren algebräısche link kwan-
tumgroepöıde. De covermenigvuldiging wordt dan bekomen door de ver-
menigvuldiging op B te transponeren tot een ‘covermenigvuldiging6’ op pB,
en deze op natuurlijke wijze uit te breiden tot pE.

We zijn nu echter nog niet klaar: we willen immers dat pD, die ondertussen
een ‘algebra met covermenigvuldiging’ is, ook een links invariante func-
tionaal bezit. We passen hiertoe de methode toe uit [23] (onze methode
uit [19] was iets omslachtiger): door een gepaste lineaire bijectie op B te
transponeren bekomen we een afbeelding σ

pB
: pB Ñ pB, die ons toelaat om

op pD een functionaal ϕ
pD

te definiëren via de formule

ϕ
pD
pω12 � ω21q :� ϕ

pA
pω21σ pBpω12qq

6Men moet enige voorzichtigheid aan de dag leggen hieromtrent, daar pB geen algebra
is, en er dus in het algemeen geen ‘ruimte van vermenigvuldigers’ is. Bijgevolg is het
niet duidelijk waar de covermenigvuldiging terecht moet komen. Echter, omdat pB een
rechtse A-module is, is er wel een natuurlijke beeldruimte van ‘(linkse) vermenigvuldigers’
voorhanden.
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voor ω12 P pB en ω21 P pC. Een laatste computationeel technisch bewijs toont
dan aan dat deze functionaal inderdaad links invariant is ten opzichte van
de geconstrueerde covermenigvuldiging op pD, zodat deze laatste een alge-
bräısche kwantumgroep is.

In een volgende sectie tonen we aan hoe we terug moeten, i.e. hoe we va-
nuit een algebräısche link kwantumgroepöıde een Galois object kunnen con-
strueren. Dit gebeurt in essentie opnieuw door alle structuur te dualiseren,
en deze stap is niet zo moeilijk meer. Omdat een algebräısche link kwantum-
groepöıde echter twee algebräısche kwantumgroepen met zich meedraagt,
wier rollen volledig symmetrisch zijn, kunnen we niet één, maar twee Galois
objecten maken. Deze kunnen dan gecombineerd worden in een bi-Galois
object.7 Dit betekent dus dat we Schauenburgs reconstructieproces, met
een omweg via dualiteit, bewerkstelligd hebben voor algebräısche kwantum-
groepen:

Stelling N.2.8. Zij A een algebräısche kwantumgroep, en pB,αBq een rechts
A-Galois object. Dan bestaat er een algebräısche kwantumgroep D en een
linkse coactie γB van D op B, zodat pB, γB, αBq een D-A-bi-Galois object
is.

We schetsen in de thesis ook kort hoe men aan kan tonen dat D en γB uniek
bepaald zijn, al geven we hier geen volledig bewijs voor. We noemen D dan
de gereflecteerde algebräısche kwantumgroep (van A langsheen B).

We komen ook nog even terug op het geval van �-Galois objecten voor
�-algebräısche kwantumgroepen. In dit geval kunnen we namelijk aanto-
nen dat de gereflecteerde algebräısche kwantumgroep ook een �-algebräısche
kwantumgroep is, i.e. dat er een natuurlijke �-structuur bestaat die de links
invariante functionaal positief maakt. We kunnen dit dan gebruiken om te
tonen dat, naast het modulair element, ook de antipode kwadraat en het
modulair automorfisme van een �-Galois object diagonaliseerbaar zijn, met
positieve eigenwaardes.

In een laatste sectie behandelen we een concreet voorbeeld van een Galois
object. We geven toe dat dit voorbeeld niet zo geschikt is om de algemene
theorie te presenteren: het betreft immers een Galois object voor een Hopf
algebra (met invariante functionaal), en past dus volledig binnen Schauen-

7De definitie van een bi-Galois object voor algebräısche kwantumgroepen is volledig
dezelfde als voor Hopf algebra’s.
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burgs theorie van (bi-Galois) objecten. Niettemin kunnen we in dit voor-
beeld concreet nagaan hoe de dualiteitstheorie werkt. Het blijkt ook dat
de gereflecteerde algebräısche kwantumgroep in dit geval een nieuwe familie
van Hopf algebra’s met invariante functionalen oplevert. We zijn ons niet
bewust van het voorkomen van deze voorbeelden in de literatuur, al is het
best mogelijk dat ze een onderdeel vormen van een grotere familie die reeds
bekend was.

N.3 von Neumann algebräısche Galois objecten

We gaan nu over tot het tweede deel van de thesis, dat in het kader van de
operatoralgebra’s, en specifieker, von Neumann algebra’s plaatsvindt.

In de eerste drie hoofdstukken van dit deel (hoofdstukken 5 tot en met 7)
wordt een theorie van Galois objecten voor von Neumann algebräısche kwan-
tumgroepen ontwikkeld.

We beginnen dit deel met een hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 5) dat een overzicht
geeft aangaande von Neumann algebra’s en hun gewichtentheorie.

Definitie N.3.1. Een von Neumann algebra (of W�-algebra) is een unitale
�-algebra die isomorf is met een σ-zwak gesloten deel-�-algebra van de ruimte
BpH q van begrensde operatoren op een Hilbertruimte H .

De theorie van von Neumann algebra’s, wier grondslagen reeds in de jaren
’30 door Murray en von Neumann gelegd werden, is nog steeds een actief
onderzoeksdomein, met verschillende subdisciplines (studie van II1-factoren,
studie van vrije probabiliteit, studie van deelfactoren, ...). Wij zullen vooral
de structuurstellingen nodig hebben die eind jaren ’60 door Tomita en Take-
saki behaald werden, en die bekend staan onder de naam ‘Tomita-Takesaki
theorie’. Een overzicht van deze theorie is te vinden in de eerste hoofd-
stukken van het referentiewerk [84].

We presenteren eerst de definitie van een ‘gewicht op een von Neumann
algebra’, wat een niet-commutatieve versie is van ‘maat op een meetbare
ruimte’.

Definitie N.3.2. Zij N een von Neumann algebra. Een gewicht op N is
een semi-lineaire afbeelding ϕ van de kegel van positieve elementen N� naar
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het onbegrensde interval r0,�8s.

Een gewicht wordt getrouw genoemd, als ϕpxq � 0 voor een x P N� im-
pliceert dat x � 0.

Een gewicht wordt semi-eindig genoemd, als het linkse ideaal Nϕ van ele-
menten x P N waarvoor ϕpx�xq   8 een σ-dicht deel van N vormt.

Een gewicht wordt normaal genoemd, als voor elk stijgend naar boven be-
grensd net xi P N� geldt dat ϕpxq � limϕpxiq, waarbij x � supxi.

We zullen in het vervolg uitsluitend met normale, semi-eindige, getrouwe
gewichten werken, en noemen deze dan nsf gewichten (waarbij we de afkor-
ting van de Engelse termen blijven behouden). We merken op dat een nsf
gewicht (beperkt en) uitgebreid kan worden tot een lineaire functionaal op
elementen van de vorm

°n
i�1 x

�
i yi, met xi, yi P Nϕ. Elementen van deze

laatste vorm noemen we de integreerbare elementen voor ϕ, en we noteren
de verzameling van al deze elementen met Mϕ.

De volgende stelling is een deel van het kernresultaat van Tomita-Takesaki-
theorie, dat toont dat er op niet-commutatieve von Neumann algebra’s een
natuurlijke ‘tijdsevolutie’ is.

Stelling N.3.3. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, en ϕ een nsf gewicht op
N . Dan bestaat er een R-geparametrizeerde groep σϕt van �-automorfismes
van N , de modulaire één-parametergroep voor ϕ genaamd, die op de vol-
gende manier met ϕ verbonden is: ϕ is σϕt -invariant, in de zin dat ϕ�σϕt � ϕ
voor elke t P R, en voor elke x, y P NϕXN �

ϕ zal de volgende conditie gelden,
de KMS-conditie genaamd8: er bestaat een begrensde analytische functie
Fx,y op het domein tz P C | 0   Impzq   1u, uitbreidbaar tot een continue
afbeelding op de sluiting van dit domein, zó dat Fx,yptq � ϕpσϕt pyqxq en
Fx,ypt� iq � ϕpxσϕt pyqq voor alle t P R.

We gebruiken in onze thesis vooral een variant van de KMS-conditie. Voor
voldoende veel elementen y P N (die we in het vervolg ‘elementen van de
Tomita algebra van ϕ’ zullen noemen) zal namelijk tÑ σϕt pyq uit te breiden

8naar Kubo, Martin en Schwinger, die deze relatie ontdekten in verband met hun
onderzoek omtrent statistische kwantummechanica
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zijn tot een analytische (N -waardige) functie z P CÑ NϕXN �
ϕ : z Ñ σϕz pyq,

die dan voldoet aan de volgende eigenschap: voor alle x P Nϕ XN �
ϕ zal

ϕpyxq � ϕpxσϕ�ipyqq.

We zien dus dat het bestaan van de modulaire één-parametergroep ons toe-
laat om het ‘spoorloze karakter’ van ϕ op te vangen (waarbij we de lezer
eraan herinneren dat een spoor op een algebra een functionaal τ is die vol-
doet aan τpxyq � τpyxq voor alle x, y in de algebra).

Ook het volgende deel-resultaat van Tomita-Takesaki theorie wordt vaak in
onze thesis gebruikt. We moeten echter eerst wat extra terminologie invoe-
ren. Aan elk nsf gewicht kan een representatie van de von Neumann alge-
bra verbonden worden. Dit heet de GNS-constructie voor het nsf gewicht,
naar Gelfand, Naimark en Segal. Vooreerst creërt men met behulp van het
gewicht de Hilbertruimte L 2pN,ϕq, bekomen door Nϕ te completeren naar
de norm

}x}ϕ,2 � ϕpx�xq.

Deze voorziet men dan van de linkse representatie van N via links ver-
menigvuldigen. De canonieke afbeelding Nϕ Ñ L 2pN,ϕq wordt verder
genoteerd als Λϕ. In het vervolg zullen we L 2pN,ϕq met L 2pNq noteren,
omdat men aan kan tonen dat er tussen alle linkseN -modules L 2pN,ϕq, met
ϕ lopend over alle nsf gewichten, natuurlijke unitaire isomorfismes bestaan.

Stelling N.3.4. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, en ϕ een nsf gewicht op
N . De modulaire automorfismegroep voor ϕ wordt op L 2pNq gëımplementeerd
door een canonieke één-parametergroep van unitairen ∇itϕ, in de zin dat
∇itϕx∇�it

ϕ � σϕt pxq voor alle x P N . We noemen de voortbrenger ∇ϕ van
deze één-parametergroep de modulaire operator voor ϕ.

Er bestaat verder een anti-unitaire involutieve operator JN op L 2pNq, de
modulaire conjugatie genaamd, zodat JN commuteert met ∇itϕ, en zodat
JNNJN � N 1. Deze modulaire conjugatie is onafhankelijk van het gewicht
ϕ.

We stippen verder nog één resultaat aan uit dit hoofdstuk van onze thesis,
dat in het verdere verloop van deze samenvatting nog even ter sprake zal
komen. Dit heeft te maken met Morita theorie voor von Neumann algebra’s.

Definitie N.3.5. Zij M en P von Neumann algebra’s. We noemen M en P
W�-Morita equivalent als er een Hilbertruimte H bestaat, voorzien van een
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trouwe normale9 unitale linkse �-representatie van P en een trouwe normale
rechtse �-representatie van M , zó dat P 1, de commutant van (het beeld van)
P op H , precies (het beeld van) de von Neumann algebra M is.

De resulterende W�-Morita theorie is dan betrekkelijk eenvoudig, en kan op
verschillende manieren gekarakteriseerd worden. Voor ons zal het echter van
belang zijn om te weten of, en hoe, men een (nsf) gewicht op één van de von
Neumann algebra’s op canonieke wijze kan overdragen tot de andere von
Neumann algebra. Een antwoord hierop wordt gegeven door het volgende
resultaat van A. Connes.

Stelling N.3.6. Zij H een Hilbertruimte, voorzien van een getrouwe rechtse
normale unitale �-representatie θ van een von Neumann algebra M . Zij ϕM
een nsf gewicht op M , en veronderstel dat er op H een (R-geparametriseerde)
één-parametergroep van unitairen ∇it bestaat, die σϕMt op M implementeert:

∇itθpmq∇�it � θpσϕMt pmqq voor alle m PM.

Dan kan men op canonieke wijze een nsf gewicht ϕP op P � θpMq1 con-
strueren, zodat ∇it ook σϕPt implementeert:

∇itx∇�it � σϕPt pxq voor alle x P P.

Bovendien bestaat er voor elk nsf gewicht ϕP op P een éénparametergroep
van unitairen ∇it op H die aan de bovenstaande conditie voldoet, zó dat de
bovenstaande constructie precies ϕP oplevert. We noemen ∇ dan de spatiale
afgeleide van ϕP t.o.v. ϕM , en noteren

∇ �
dϕP
dϕ1M

.

We vermelden nog dat W�-Morita equivalentie ook geformuleerd kan met
behulp van link structuren.

Definitie N.3.7. Een von Neumann link algebra is een koppel pQ, eq bestaande
uit een von Neumann algebra Q en een (zelftoegevoegde) projectie e P Q, zo-
dat de 2-zijdige idealen voortgebracht door e en 1 � e beiden σ-zwak dicht
zijn in Q.

Lemma N.3.1. Zij M en P twee von Neumann algebra’s. Dan zijn M en
P W�-Morita equivalent als en slechts als er een von Neumann link algebra
pQ, eq bestaat zodat M � eQe en P � p1� eqQp1� eq.

9i.e. continu t.o.v. de σ-zwakke topologie
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In het zesde hoofdstuk van onze thesis brengen we de belangrijkste resul-
taten uit de artikels [56], [57] en [85] samen. In de eerste twee van deze
artikels wordt een elegante definitie van lokaal compacte kwantumgroepen
voorgesteld. We geven enkel de von Neumann algebräısche versie van deze
definitie, die in [57] besproken wordt. Deze definitie is verbazend compact.

Definitie N.3.8. Een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep bestaat
uit een koppel pM,∆M q, waarbij M een von Neumann algebra is en ∆M

een unitaal normaal �-homomorfisme M Ñ M bM is dat aan de coasso-
ciativiteitsvoorwaarde

p∆M b ιM q∆M � pιM b∆M q∆M

voldoet, en zó dat er nsf gewichten ϕM en ψM op M bestaan, resp. het links
en rechts invariante gewicht van de kwantumgroep genaamd, die voldoen
aan de volgende eigenschap: voor elke ω PM�

� geldt dat

ϕM ppω b ιq∆M pxqq � ϕM pxqωp1q voor alle x P M�
ϕM
,

en
ψM ppιb ωq∆M pxqq � ψM pxqωp1q voor alle x P M�

ψM
.

Hieruit wordt dan een rijke theorie ontwikkeld. In het bijzonder bestaat er
bijvoorbeeld een geassocieerd C�-algebräısch object (i.e. een ‘niet-commuta-
tieve topologische ruimte’), dat past binnen het kader van de C�-algebräısche
kwantumgroepen10 die in [56] worden ingevoerd.

Puur formeel zijn we alle verdere structuren die voorkomen bij von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroepen reeds tegengekomen toen we de algebräısche
kwantumgroepentheorie uit de doeken deden. Alleen zullen de automor-
fismes die daar voorkomen nu veranderd worden in één-parametergroepen
van automorfismes. Zo komt het modulair automorfisme σA voor de links
invariante functionaal ϕA op een algebräısche kwantumgroep A nu overeen
met de modulaire één-parametergroep van automorfismes σϕMt voor het links
invariante gewicht ϕM op een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep
M (en σA kan gëınterpreteerd worden als σϕM�i ). Verder zal er een één-
parametergroep τMt van automorfismes op M zijn, de schaalgroep genaamd,
zodat τM�i correspondeert met de antipode kwadraat op een algebräısche

10We willen hierbij opmerken dat het begrip lokaal compacte kwantumgroep, waar we
op bepaalde plaatsen gebruik van hebben gemaakt, op zich niet echt bestaat: het is eerder
een verzamelnaam voor alle C�-algebräısche kwantumgroepen die eenzelfde geassocieerde
von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep hebben.
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kwantumgroep. Samen met een zeker involutief anti-automorfisme RM ,
de unitaire antipode genaamd, kunnen we dan op M een antipode SM �
RM � τM�i{2 maken, welke nu echter geen katje is om zonder handschoenen
aan te pakken: dit is immers een onbegrensde afbeelding van een (dicht
deel van) M naar zichzelf. Hoewel hiermee dan inderdaad zin gegeven kan
worden aan de antipode eigenschap, bekend van de Hopf algebra theorie,
zullen we meestal teruggrijpen naar RM en τMt afzonderlijk. Verder is er
voor een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep ook een modulair ele-
ment δM voorhanden, dat nu een aan M geaffilieerde, onbegrensde, strikt
positieve operator is, en een zekere scalaire invariant νM P R�, de schaal-
constante genaamd. In [94] wordt een voorbeeld geconstrueerd waar deze
schaalconstante niet triviaal is (in tegenstelling dus met de situatie voor
�-algebräısche kwantumgroepen, welke in feite een speciale klasse van von
Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen uitmaken).

Er is nog één verdere structuur die vermeld moet worden. Deze trad ook al
impliciet op bij de algebräısche kwantumgroepen.

Definitie N.3.9. Zij H een Hilbertruimte. Een multiplicatieve unitaire op
H is een unitaire W P BpH bH q, die voldoet aan de pentagon-gelijkheid:

W12W13W23 �W23W12.

Hierbij hebben we gebruik gemaakt van de beentjesnummering: Wij is de
operator op een tensorproduct van een willekeurig aantal kopieën van H ,
die op de i-de en j-de component als W werkt, en de overige componenten
ongemoeid laat. Bijvoorbeeld: W12 op H bH bH is gewoon de operator
W b 1. De notie van een multiplicatieve unitaire (en van bijhorende regu-
lariteitseisen) werd ontwikkeld in het artikel [4].

Voor elke von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep is er canoniek zo een
multiplicatieve unitaire W beschikbaar.

Definitie N.3.10. Zij pM,∆M q een von Neumann algebräısche kwantum-
groep met links invariant nsf gewicht ϕM . Dan bestaat er een unieke unitaire
WM P M b BpL 2pMqq, de links reguliere corepresentatie genaamd, zodat
voor elke ω P BpL 2pMqq� en x P NϕM geldt, dat pω b ιq∆M pxq P NϕM en

pω b ιqpW �
M qΛϕM pxq � ΛϕM ppω b ιq∆pxqq.

Deze unitaire WM is dan een multiplicatieve unitaire.
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We merken op dat het tamelijk gemakkelijk is om aan te tonen dat W �
M

een isometrie is die aan de pentagon-gelijkheid voldoet. Wat helemaal niet
triviaal is, is het bewijs van de surjectiviteit van W �

M . Dit vormt één van de
mooie maar heel technische constructies uit [56].

Met behulp van de multiplicatieve unitaire kan men dan een dualiteitsthe-
orie voor von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen ontwikkelen. Hierbij
definieert men de onderliggende von Neumann algebra xM als de σ-zwakke
sluiting van de verzameling tpωbιqpWM q | ω PM�u (waarvan men kan tonen
dat het inderdaad een von Neumann algebra vormt). De covermenigvuldi-
ging wordt gedefinieerd met behulp van WM : noteren we W

xM
� ΣW �

MΣ,
dan stellen we

∆
xM
pxq �W �

xM
p1b xqW

xM
voor alle x P xM.

We vermelden dat er ook een rechts reguliere corepresentatie VM van pM,∆M q

bestaat. Dit is dan een multiplicatieve unitaire die in xM 1 bM gelegen is.

Spreekt men over groepen, dan moet men het ook over hun bijhorende acties
en representaties hebben. In [85] wordt in detail besproken hoe men een
theorie van coacties11 van von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen op
von Neumann algebra’s kan ontwikkelen.

Definitie N.3.11. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, en pM,∆M q een von
Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep. Een rechtse coactie van M op N
bestaat uit een trouw normaal unitaal �-homomorfisme α : N Ñ N bM ,
zodat

pαb ιqα � pιb∆M qα.

Er bestaan ook natuurlijke, niet-commutatieve veralgemeningen van ‘ac-
ties met speciale eigenschappen’. De volgende definitie verschaft twee voor-
beelden hiervan.

Definitie N.3.12. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, M een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroep, en α een rechtse coactie van M op N .

Men noemt α ergodisch, als enkel de scalaire veelvouden van de eenheid in
N voldoen aan de vergelijking

αpxq � xb 1.
11In [85] wordt over acties gesproken - wij zullen het hebben over coacties.
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Men noemt α integreerbaar als er een σ-zwak dicht deel MTα van N bestaat,
zodat pω b ιqαpxq P MϕM voor alle ω P N� en x P MTα.

Aan elke coactie kan verder ook een nieuwe von Neumann algebra geasso-
cieerd worden, welke men het gekruist product noemt.

Definitie N.3.13. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, M een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroep, en α een coactie van M op N . Dan noemt men
de bicommutant van de verzameling van operatoren αpNq Y p1 b xM 1q op
L 2pNqbL 2pMq het gekruist product van N met M . We noteren deze von
Neumann algebra als N �

α
M , of gewoon N �M als α duidelijk is uit de

context.

Nu voeren we het begrip unitaire corepresentatie voor een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroep in.

Definitie N.3.14. Zij M een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep, en
H een Hilbertruimte. Een (rechtse) unitaire corepresentatie van M op H
is een unitaire U P BpH q bM die voldoet aan de vergelijking

pιb∆qU � U12U13.

De volgende stellingen zijn twee van de mooie resultaten uit [85]. De eerste
is een veralgemening van een stelling van Haagerup.

Stelling N.3.15. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, M een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroep, en α een coactie van M op N . Dan kan men
canoniek een unitaire rechtse corepresentatie U op L 2pNq construeren die
de coactie implementeert:

Upxb 1qU� � αpxq

voor alle x P N .

Men noemt U dan de unitaire implementatie van α.

Stelling N.3.16. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, M een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroep, en α een coactie van M op N . Zij U de uni-
taire implementatie van α. Dan is α integreerbaar als en slechts als er een
normaal �-homomorfisme ρα : N �M Ñ BpL 2pNqq bestaat zodat

ραpαpxqq � x voor alle x P N,

ραpp1b pιb ωqpVM qqq � pιb ωqpUq voor alle ω PM�.
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In het geval α een integreerbare coactie is, noemen we het homomorfisme
ρα uit deze stelling het Galois homomorfisme voor α. Beperken we ρα totxM 1 � 1 b xM 1 � N �M , dan bekomen we een normale linkse representatiepπ1α van xM 1 op L 2pNq, en bijgevolg ook een normale rechtse representatiepθα van xM op L 2pNq via de formule pθαpxq � pπ1αpJxMx�JxM q.

We kunnen na deze voorbereidingen nu de definitie geven van een Galois
object in de context van von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen.

Definitie N.3.17. Zij N een von Neumann algebra, M een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroep, en α een integreerbare coactie van M op N . We
noemen de coactie Galois als het Galois homomorfisme trouw (i.e. injectief)
is. We noemen pN,αq een Galois object indien α zowel Galois als ergodisch
is.

In het zevende hoofdstuk van onze thesis bestuderen we dan in detail de
verdere structuur van Galois objecten. De bekomen resultaten zijn opper-
vlakkig gelijkend aan deze die voor de algebräısche kwantumgroepen behaald
werden, maar vergen wat meer technische finesse.

Eerst merken we op dat een Galois object pN,αq canoniek van een nsf
gewicht voorzien kan worden: voor x P M�

Tα
bestaat namelijk, wegens er-

godiciteit, een positief getal ϕN pxq zodat

ϕN pxq � ϕM ppω b ιqpαpxqqq

voor elke normale toestand ω op N . Als we verder ϕN pxq � �8 definiëren
voor x P N�zM�

Tα
, dan wordt ϕN een nsf gewicht op N , waarbij het semi-

finiet zijn volgt uit het integreerbaar zijn van de coactie.

We kunnen voor een Galois object een analytische variant van de Galois
afbeelding voor algebräısche Galois objecten maken. Dit betreft nu een
unitaire afbeelding G̃ van L 2pNqbL 2pNq naar L 2pMqbL 2pNq, de Galois
unitaire genaamd, uniek bepaald door de formule

pιb ωqpG̃qΛϕN pxq � ΛϕM ppω b ιqαN pxqq

voor alle x P NϕN en ω P BpL 2pNqq.
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Vervolgens maken we een één-parametergroep τNt van �-automorfismes op
het Galois object, die dan dezelfde rol speelt als de schaalgroep voor een
von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep, en die we dus dezelfde naam
zullen toebedelen. Deze één-parametergroep wordt als volgt geconstrueerd.
Zij δ

xM
het modulaire element van de duale kwantumgroep xM . Dan wordt

aangetoond dat pθαpδis
xM
q en ∇itϕN commuteren. Bijgevolg geeft dit ons een

één-parametergroep van unitairen P itN � pθαpδit
xM
q∇itϕN op L 2pNq. Deze im-

plementeren dan de schaalgroep τNt op N :

τNt pxq � P itNxP
�it
N voor x P N.

(Deze constructie wordt in feite reeds ingevoerd in het zesde hoofdstuk van
onze thesis, in de algemenere setting van integreerbare acties. De schaal-
groep is daar echter niet canoniek, omdat er geen canoniek gewicht ϕN is.)

We kunnen ook een modulair element δN aan een Galois object associëren.
We gaan de constructie ervan hier niet in detail verder bespreken, maar
geven enkel de essentiële stappen aan. Eerst wordt de modulaire operator
δM van M overgebracht op L 2pNq bL 2pNq via de Galois unitaire G̃. We
tonen dan aan dat de geassocieerde één-parametergroep van automorfismes
op BpL 2pNq bL 2pNqq zich beperkt tot een één-parametergroep van auto-
morfismes op BpL 2pNqq � 1bBpL 2pNqq. Maar zo een één-parametergroep
wordt noodzakelijk gëımplementeerd door een unitaire één-parametergroep
op L 2pNq. De voortbrenger hiervan levert dan het modulaire element δN ,
die op een scalaire na bepaald zal zijn.

We tonen tenslotte aan dat de operatoren PN en θN pδN q sterk commuteren,
waarbij θN de canonieke rechtse representatie is van N op L 2pNq, gegeven
door θN pxq � JNx

�JN . Bijgevolg kunnen we een één-parametergroep

∇it
pN
� P itNθN pδ

�it
N q

definiëren, die in het vervolg de belangrijkste rol zal spelen: het blijkt
namelijk dat

∇it
pN
pθαpxq∇�it

pN
� pθαpσϕMt q

voor alle x P xM , zodat we Stelling N.3.6 kunnen toepassen en zo op canon-
ieke wijze een nsf gewicht ϕ

pP
op pP :� pθαpxMq1 bekomen.

We gaan nu over tot de reflectietechniek in de context van Galois objecten
voor von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen: we construeren op pP de
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structuur van een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep. De coverme-
nigvuldiging wordt gëımplementeerd door G̃: de operatie

∆
pP

: pP Ñ pP b pP : xÑ G̃�p1b xqG̃

is goedgedefinieerd en coassociatief. Het blijkt verder ook voldoende te zijn
om een links invariant nsf gewicht op pP te vinden, omdat we eenvoudig een
‘unitaire antipode’ op pP kunnen maken via de formule

R
pP
pxq � JNx

�JN voor x P pP .
Maar dit links invariante gewicht blijkt nu niets anders te zijn dan het
gewicht ϕ

pP
dat in de vorige paragraaf geconstrueerd werd.

In de verdere secties van het zevende hoofdstuk leggen we het verband
tussen Galois objecten en de theorie van de von Neumann algebräısche
kwantumgroepöıdes (measured quantum groupoids), ontwikkeld in [59]. Zij
namelijk N opnieuw een rechts Galois object voor een von Neumann alge-
bräısche kwantumgroep M . Zij pN de verzameling van begrensde operatoren
x : L 2pMq Ñ L 2pNq die voldoen aan

xθ
xM
pyq � pθαpyqx voor alle y P xM,

waarbij θ
xM

de natuurlijke rechtse representatie van xM op L 2pMq is. ZijpO � pN�, en verder pP als in de vorige paragraaf. Dan kunnen we de von

Neumann algebra pQ �

� pP pNpO xM
�

vormen, werkende op
�

L 2pNq
L 2pMq



.

Deze is op natuurlijke wijze een von Neumann link algebra. We weten verder
dat op pP en xM een covermenigvuldiging aanwezig is. Maar we kunnen ook
een covermenigvuldiging pN Ñ pN b pN maken, gegeven door de formule

∆
pN
pxq � G̃�p1b xqW

xM
, voor alle x P xM,

waarbij W
xM

de links reguliere corepresentatie voor xM is. Analoog kan een
covermenigvuldiging pO Ñ pOb pO gevormd worden, en deze kunnen dan allen
gebundeld worden in een covermenigvuldiging ∆

pQ
: pQÑ pQb pQ, waarbij we

echter opmerken dat deze laatste afbeelding niet eenheidsbewarend zal zijn.
Het koppel p pQ,∆

pQ
q blijkt dan, na een kleine aanpassing die in hoofdstuk 11
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uitgewerkt wordt, binnen het formalisme van [58] te passen. We kunnen de
koppels p pQ,∆

pQ
q die optreden ook abstract karakteriseren, en noemen deze

von Neumann algebräısche link kwantum groepöıdes.

Ook het duale concept, namelijk dit van een von Neumann algebräısche
co-link kwantumgroepöıde, kan abstract gekarakteriseerd worden. Ditmaal
betreft het een directe som

Q � P `O `N `M

van von Neumann algebra’s, voorzien van een covermenigvuldiging ∆Q :
QÑ QbQ, zó dat, als we P `O`N `M als Q11`Q21`Q12`Q22 schri-
jven, ∆Q onder andere voldoet aan ∆QpQijq �

°2
k�1Qik bQkj . Deze laat-

ste conditie is duaal aan de matrix-vermenigvuldiging van 2-bij-2-matrices.
Schrijven we ∆k

ij voor de covermenigvuldiging ∆Q met bron beperkt tot
Qij en beeld tot Qik b Qkj , dan vindt men dat voor von Neumann alge-
bräısche co-link kwantumgroepöıdes het koppel pM,∆2

22q een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroepöıde is, en pN,∆2

12q een rechts Galois object voor
M . Omgekeerd tonen we aan dat elk rechts Galois object vervolledigd kan
worden tot een von Neumann algebräısche co-link kwantumgroepöıde, es-
sentieel door de constructie uit de vorige paragraaf toe te passen, en dit dan
te dualiseren, gebruik makende van de theorie uit [59].

Als nu twee von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen de hoeken uit-
maken van een von Neumann algebräısche link kwantum groepöıde, dan
noemen we ze comonöıdaal W�-Morita equivalent, en hun duales monöıdaal
W�-co-Morita equivalent. We tonen natuurlijk aan in de thesis dat dit werke-
lijk een equivalentie-relatie bepaald. Dit wordt bewerkstelligd door te tonen
dat er een natuurlijke compositie van von Neumann algebräısche (co-)link
kwantum groepöıdes voorhanden is.

In een laatste sectie tonen we dan aan dat er ook een geassocieerde C�-
algebräısche theorie is: gebruik makend van de resultaten die in het elfde
hoofdstuk behaald worden, tonen we dat comonöıdale W�-Morita equi-
valentie tussen von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen leidt tot een
‘comonöıdale C�-Morita equivalentie’ tussen de geassocieerde C�-algebräısche
kwantumgroepen, zowel op gereduceerd als op universeel vlak. Bovendien
kan ook het Galois object N zelf voorzien worden van C�-algebräısche struc-
turen, namelijk een gereduceerde C�-algebra B � N , en een universele C�-
algebra Bu � B.
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N.4 Constructiemethodes

Ons achtste hoofdstuk behandelt vier natuurlijke constructiemethodes. Om
deze uit te kunnen leggen, moeten we eerst het concept ‘gesloten kwantum
deelgroep’ introduceren, dat in onze thesis in het zesde hoofdstuk aan bod
komt.

Definitie N.4.1. Zij pM,∆q een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep.
We noemen een koppel pM1, F q een gesloten kwantum deelgroep van M als
pM1,∆1q een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep is, en F : M1 ÑM
een unitaal getrouw normaal �-homomorfisme zodat pF b F q �∆1 � ∆ � F .

Vaak zullen we M1 gewoon identificeren met zijn beeld onder F , en de no-
tatie F weglaten.

Ons eerste resultaat zegt dan dat een Galois coactie van een von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroep M op een von Neumann algebra N beperkt kan
worden tot een Galois coactie van een von Neumann algebräısche kwantum-
groep M1, gegeven dat xM1 � xM een gesloten kwantum deelgroep is. Een
tweede resultaat zegt dat we Galois objecten kunnen reduceren: nu is eerder
M1 � M een gesloten kwantumdeelgroep, en we maken vanuit een Galois
object N voor M een Galois object N1 voor M1. We tonen bovendien aan
dat onder de reflectieconstructie, toegepast op de Galois objecten N en N1,
de inclusie M1 � M overgestuurd wordt op een inclusie P1 � P van kwan-
tumgroepen.

Het derde resultaat uit dit hoofdstuk toont aan dat er een één-één-verband
is tussen coacties van monöıdaal W�-co-Morita equivalente von Neumann
algebräısche kwantumgroepen, en dat onder deze bijectie het ergodisch, in-
tegreerbaar en Galois zijn van een coactie bewaard blijft. Een vierde resul-
taat tenslotte toont dat als xM1 � xM een gesloten kwantum deelgroep is,
we een Galois object N1 voor M1 kunnen induceren tot een Galois object
N voor M , en dat de reflecties langsheen N1 en N leiden tot een inclusiepP1 � pP van von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen.

N.5 Toepassingen: 2-cocykels en projectieve rep-
resentaties

In de volgende twee hoofdstukken van onze thesis beschouwen we enkele
toepassingen. In het negende hoofdstuk bestuderen we het speciale geval
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van ‘cleft’ Galois objecten: dit betreft Galois objecten geconstrueerd met
behulp van 2-cocykels.

Definitie N.5.1. Zij pM,∆q een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep.
Een unitaire 2-cocykel voor M is een unitair element Ω PMbM dat voldoet
aan de vergelijking

pΩb 1qp∆b ιqpΩq � p1b Ωqpιb∆qpΩq.

Als nu zo’n 2-cocykel gegeven is, kunnen we gemakkelijk een nieuwe cover-
menigvuldiging op M construeren, namelijk

∆Ωpxq � Ω∆pxqΩ�.

De 2-cocykel identiteit laat meteen zien dat dit een coassociatieve cover-
menigvuldiging oplevert. Het is evenwel niet duidelijk of dit opnieuw een
von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep zal opleveren, i.e. of er invariante
gewichten beschikbaar zijn. Men kan echter aan Ω een Galois object voorxM associëren, en pM,∆Ωq blijkt dan niets anders te zijn dan de von Neu-
mann algebräısche kwantumgroep die bekomen wordt door M te reflecteren
langsheen dit Galois object. Als ‘toemaatje’ classificeren we ook de Galois
objecten voor ‘directe producten van von Neumann algebräısche kwantum-
groepen’ aan de hand van de Galois objecten voor de afzonderlijke factoren
en de bikarakters tussen de twee factoren. In het bijzonder kan dit toegepast
worden op de theorie van Galois objecten voor (veralgemeende) ‘Drinfel’d
doubles’ van kwantumgroepen.

In het tiende hoofdstuk voeren we het begrip ‘projectieve (co-)representatie’
voor von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepen in. In de klassieke theorie
van lokaal compacte groepen is er namelijk een nauw verband tussen 2-
cocykels op de groep enerzijds, en acties van de groep op type I-factoren
anderzijds. Dit gaat als volgt: zij G een lokaal compacte groep met aftelbare
basis, en H een separabele Hilbertruimte. Als α : G Ñ AutpBpH qq een
continu homomorfisme is, met AutpBpH q voorzien van de puntsgewijs σ-
zwakke topologie, dan kan men voor elke g P G een unitaire ug op H
vinden zodat αgpxq � ugxu

�
g voor elke x P BpH q. Bovendien kan men er

voor zorgen dat g Ñ ug meetbaar is. Er bestaat dan een meetbare functie
Ω : G�G Ñ S1 � C, met S1 de cirkelgroep, zodat

Ωpg, hqugh � uguh

voor alle g, h P G. We kunnen Ω interpreteren als een element van L8pGqb
L8pGq, en dit is dan precies een 2-cocykel voor de von Neumann alge-
bräısche ‘kwantum’-groep L8pGq. (Merk op dat Ω niet eenduidig bepaald
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wordt door α. Zijn cohomologieklasse is dit echter wel.) We noemen g Ñ ug
dan een Ω-representatie, en, als Ω niet van tevoren gespecifieerd is, een pro-
jectieve representatie van G. Anderzijds levert elke projectieve representatie
g Ñ ug gemakkelijk een actie op BpH q op, door αgpxq � ugxu

�
g te stellen.

In de kwantumcontext gaat het verband tussen coacties op type I factoren
en projectieve corepresentaties nog steeds op, mits men 2-cocykels vervangt
door de meer algemene Galois objecten. Het begrip projectieve corepresen-
tatie moet nu als volgt gëınterpreteerd worden.

Definitie N.5.2. Zij pM,∆q een von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep,
en pN,αq een Galois object voor M . Een projectieve linkse N -corepresentatie
van M op een Hilbertruimte H is een unitair element U P pN bBpH q dat
voldoet aan

p∆
pN
b ιqU � U13U23.

Er blijkt dan inderdaad te gelden dat, als een coactie van een von Neu-
mann algebräısche kwantumgroep xM op een factor BpH q gegeven is, we
hier een Galois object N voor M aan kunnen associëren, samen met een
projectieve linkse N -corepresentatie op H . We tonen verder aan dat pro-
jectieve N -corepresentaties in één-één-verband gebracht kunnen worden met
niet-ontaarde rechtse �-representaties van Bu, de universele C�-algebra ge-
associeerd aan N .

We buiten dit verband dan uit in het specifieke geval dat xM een compacte
kwantumgroep is, i.e. voorzien is van eindige invariante gewichten (zodat
ϕ
xM
p1q � 1).

In het klassieke geval van compacte groepen kan aangetoond worden dat irre-
ducibele projectieve representaties noodzakelijk eindig dimensionaal zijn. In
het kwantumgeval blijkt dit niet langer waar, en we geven een expliciet voor-
beeld van dit fenomeen (me aangereikt door Stefaan Vaes). Dit zorgt voor
het volgende merkwaardige fenomeen: als men het Galois object beschouwd,
geassocieerd aan een oneindig dimensionale irreducibele projectieve corep-
resentatie van een compacte kwantumgroep, dan zal de comonöıdaal W�-
Morita equivalente von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroep, geassocieerd
aan dit Galois object, niet langer compact zijn. Omdat we er ook voor
kunnen zorgen dat het bijhorende Galois object cleft is, bekomen we het
volgende merkwaardige resultaat: er bestaat een compacte kwantumgroep,
voorzien van een 2-cocykel Ω, zodat de kwantumgroep met het Ω-getwiste
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coproduct niet langer compact is.

N.6 von Neumann algebräısche kwantumgroepöı-
des met eindige basis

Het elfde hoofdstuk van onze thesis tenslotte staat inhoudelijk wat apart van
de rest van de thesis. Het betreft hier een tamelijk summiere uiteenzetting
van de theorie van von Neumann algebräısche kwantum groepöıdes met een
eindige basis. De belangrijkste resultaten betreffen hier het construeren van
geassocieerde gereduceerde en universele C�-algebräısche structuren. De
methodes zijn sterk gëınspireerd (en gelijkend aan) deze uit de artikels [105]
en [54]. De reden tot het behandelen van deze kwesties is het feit dat dit toe-
laat om de C�-algebräısche resultaten omtrent von Neumann algebräısche
link en co-link algebra’s samen te behandelen.
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